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FOREWORD

This publication contains some of the papers to be presented
at the Unguided Rocket Ballistics Meteorology Co, ference. Those not
included here were not received by the Conference Chairman, E. J.
Trawle, in time for publication. All papers are printed as received
from the authors.
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EMPIRICAL DETERMINATION OF DRAG

R. F. Filbin

RAYTHEON COMPANY
Missile Systems Division
Bedford, Massachusetts

1. Introduction

During the development of the Ballistic Missile Target System a

considerable effort was expended in attempts to determine the drag coeffi-

cients of gliding vehicles, Initially, it was expected that *e drag coefficient

would be calculated as:

= PV-- - Im V + W sin y

using values of V, V. y, and p provided by the missile range. It turned

out that velocity data, evaluated by differentiating radar position measure-
A*he,

ments, contained excessive scatter'and acceleration data, obtained by
.7A

differentiating the velocity data, contained so much scatter as to be useless.

During the BMTS Program it was noted that whenever range recovery

crews were unable to locate an expended vehicle, a second search, guided

by an extrapolation of radar position data, always resulted in vehicle

recovery.

One BMTS flight was instrumented to provide independent measurements

of missile position by radar and Dovap. This vehicle flew a ground range of

nearly 100 nmi. Except for a short period near first stage burnout, the

maximum difference in altitude and ground range at any1 tim c , =a obierved

by the two instrumentation systems, was less than 0. 02 percent, Velocity

measurements of the two systems differed by as much as 20 percent.
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It was concluded from the two observations (ability to extrapolate

position data to imact and clone agreement between independent moaoure-

ments of position over a 100 mile trajectory) that the position measurements

are very accurate and the procedure to be described was developed as a

means of determinifg the drag of a ballistic vehicle on the basis of its

position history and without prior knowledge of its 'velocity and acceleration.

iS
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2. Descri tioiaof Ptocedure

2. 1 Introduction

The observed trajectory is described by a sequence of points in

the tbre dimensions of time, altitade, and ground range. For analysi's, it
is divided into segments on the basis of time. The drag coefficient, velocity,
and acceleration at any instant are evaluated by computing a trajectory segment
which matches the observed trajectory in the neighborhood of interest. The
complete histories, from the time of motor burnout to the time when tracking
is lost, are obtained as the computed histories in contiguous segments.

The task of computing trajectory segments which match the
observed position history is quite simple, since preflight and flight test
measurements provide accurate values for all but three of the variables

in the equations of motion and even these are known with sufficient accuracy

so that linear interpolation is appropriately used for their precise evaluation.
It should be noted that general use of the word "interpolation" is made in

this paper to indicate either interpclation or extrapolation.
The computed range, altitude, speed, and flight path angle at the

end of any segment are functions only of:

a) Missile weight

b) Atmospheric properties (pressure, speed of sound,

and wind velocity)
c) Vehicle position (altitude and range) at the start of

the segment
d) Speed and flight path angle at the start of the segment
e) Vehicle drag coefficient

-3-
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Vehicle weight is known by. simply weighing each vehicle prior to launch

and' taking account of the propellant weight as determined by the rocket

manufacturer. Atmospheric properties and the vehicle's position histdry

are routinely and accurately measured by range personnel in support of

each flight test. The only unknowns in the equations of motion are then b

the speed and flight path angle at the start of the segment and the vehicle

drag coefficient. Approximate values for the initial speed and klight

path angle can be computed from first diffevences in the observed poui-

tion history and the approximate rilation of drag coefficient as a function

of Mach number is known from theoretical calculations which are neces-

sarily made before each flight test for the purpose of impact prediction.

In the description which follows, the concept of a drag multi-

plier is introduced. The drag multiplier 'is a corrective coefficient

which in applied to the assumed drag coefficient so that the product of

the two is the actual drag coefficient used in the calculations. Later

discussion may seern to refer to the drag coefficient as if it were a

numerical constant but this is not the case. A curve displaying the

usual variation with Mach number is assumed and the method provides

a logical procedure for determining a sequence of corrective multi-

pliers, each of which is appropriate tc a small segment of the trajectory.

In any segment, the correct multiplier is considered constant but the
corrected drag coefficient is a function of Mach number.

The computer program which has been used for trajectory

computations is a modified version of the TRAJ Program which was

developed at White Sands Missile Range. 1 The modifications include

Cochran, Vertis C.; D'Arcy, Edward M.; Ramirez, Florencio:
Digital Computer Program for Five Degree of Freedom Trajectory
ECOM-5036, Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico, March 1966

.4
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an additional item of input, missile range at th" start of a segment,

and seven additional items of output: ground range, height above sea

level, total velocity, vehicle weight, drag coefficient, tangential

acceleration, and normal acceleration. When a trajectory segment

is computed which accurately matches the observed position history

and satisfies certain tests for continuity with adjoining segments, then

the histories of velocity, acceleration, and drag coefficient are read

directly from the computer printout.

2.2 Description

A sequence of four steps is required to determine the drag

coefficient and the velocity and acceleration histortes. This sequence

may need to be repeated one or more times dependhg on the accuracy

of values used in the initial computations. The four steps are:

1) Divide the trajectory into segments on the basis of

time.

2) Compute two paths between the initial and final

points of each segment, one path for each of two

initial velocities.

3) For each segment, determine, by inear interpola-

tion, the characteristics of a third path which, in

addition to passing through the initial and final

points, passes very cloce to the observed midpoint

uf the segment.

4) Check for continuity.

The processes involved in carrying out the steps listed above

are described in some detail below.

Ste2 (Figure 1)

An optimum basis for dividing the trajectory into seg-

ments has not yet been established, but two objectives oi this task

are readily identified and a degree of conflict between the objectives

-5-
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is apparent. First, it is desired that each segment be limited to a

sufficiently small range of Mach numbers to assure the reasonableness

of using a constant correction factor to the assumed drag curve.

Second, it is desired that each segment cover a sufficiently long time

period co that smafl errors in the position measurements will not be

a cause for scatter or excessive uncertainty in the reduced velocity

and acceleration histories.

Experience to date indicates that the segment lengths

should range from about five to forty seconds, depending on altitude,

as s'nown in Figure 1. In analyzing flights which go to very high altitudes,

the entire high altitude portion should not be treated as one segment. The

reason for this is that the angle-of-attack history in ascent may differ

appreciably from that in descent with consequent effect on the total drag

coefficient and the velocity and acceleration histories.

Step 2 (Figures 2 through 10)

To determine a path subject to the physical restraints

governing ballistic flight and passing through the initial and final points

of a segment, six intermediate steps are required. To compute a

second path which also passes through the observed initial and final

points of the segment, the same steps are repeated using a different

value of initial flight speed.

1) (Figure 2)

Assume an initial value of flight speed (V), two

values of initial flight path angle (v1 and 7 2 ), and

two values of drag multiplier (Di and D2 ). Compute

four trajectory segments, one for each possible com-

bination of drag m-ultiplier and initial flight path angle.

Typical histories of altitude versus range for the four

trajectory comoutationa are shown in Figure 2. For

the cases P' -. the multiplier D. is less than the

rr..:ltiplic - d the computed distances travelled in

the time perioid from t1 to t2 are greater with the
multiplier D1 than they are with D .

t 7



H H

I (t2,H2,R2) (tH2 2

Figure 2 -Step 2(l) -Compute Your Trajectory Segmento
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2) (Figure 3)

As pictured in Figure 3, interpolate linearly with final

altitude as the independent variable and initial flight

path angle as the dependent variable to find . This is

the flight path angle associated with V 1 and D1 which,

if linear interpolation is truly applicable, provides a

match to the observed altitude at time t2 . Interpolate

with range as the independent variable to find Y4, also

associated with V1 and D1 , which provides a match to

the observed range at t2 .

3) (Figure 4)

Repeat Step 2(2) for V1 and D2 : find which provides

a match to the observed altitude at t 2, and find )6

which provides a match to the observed range at t2 .

This procedure is pictured in Figure 4.

H

(t ,H1 ,R1)-- VD,,

V1, D I, Y2 %4

(t2,H2 ,R2)

Figure 3 -Step 2(2) - Interpolate to Find the Flight Path Angles, Y 3 and ^1A1

Associated with V I and D I, which Provide Matching of
Final Altitude ,nd Final Range, Respectively

. -9-



(t,,H,,R,)

1 Y
Figure 4 - Step 2(3)- Interpolate to Find the Flight Path Angles, y5 and

Associated with Vl and D2, which Provide Matching of
Final Altitude and Final Range, Respectively

4) (Figure 5)

As pictured in Figure 5, consider the two combina-

tions of drag multiplier and initial flight path angle

which provide a match to the observed altitude at t,

namely DI , 7Y3 and D2 , 75. Interpolate linearly with

range as the independent variable and drag multiplier

and flight path angle as dependent variables to find a

combination of drag multiplier and flight path angle

which, if linear interpolation is truly applicable,

provides a match to the observed range at time t .

Call this combination D3 , .

5) (Figure 6)

As pictured in Figure 6, consider the two combina-

tions of drag multiplier and initial flight path angle

which provide a match to the observed range at time t. ,

-10-



VosD,y3 H

V1,D3,y 7 -

0V, Hit R I

\ % \

(t20J, R2)

Figure 5 - Step 2(4) - Take the Two Combinations of Drag Multiplier and
Flight Path Angle which Provide a Match to Final Altitude and

Interpolate for Final Range

V, ID1, y4
V I, D4, YS/

V1, D2, y6 H

(t1,H11R,) %

(t2 ,H2 ,R?)

Figure 6 - Step 2(5) - Take the Two Co.mwbinations of Drag Multiplier and
Flight Path Angle which Provide a Match to Final Range and

Interpolate for Final Altitude
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namely D1 ,7 4 and D2 , Y6 . Interpolate linearly with

altitude as the independent variable and drag multi-

plier and initial flight path angle as dependent variables

to determine a combination of multiplier and angle

which provides a match to the observed altitude at t2 ,

Call this combination D4 , Y8.

6) (Figure 7.

Verify that D = D4 , ' 7 = y., and that a computed

trajectory segment which starts at (tl, H 1 , R 1 ) with

initial speed VI, flight path angle 'Y7 = y 8 , and drag

multiplier D3 = D' does indeed terminate at the

point (t2 , H 2 , R 2 ). If the computed trajectory segment

does not terminate at the point (t 2, H 2 , R then it is

necessary to repeat all six of the steps listed in this

section using a more appropriate choice of drag mul-

tipliers and initial flight path angles as indicated by

results of the first iteration.

H

(t it Hit RI)
V, Da! Y3R

=R

(t, H2, R2 )

D3  x D4

Y3 = Ye
Figure 7 - Step 2 (6) - Compute a Path which Pe tses through the

Initial and Final Points of the Segment
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7) (Figure 8)

Compute a second path which also passes through the observed
initial and final points of the segment by repeating steps 2 (1)
through 2 (6) using a second estimate of initial speed. Associate, I
with this path the symbols V2 , D 3' 7 f or initial speed,

drag multiplier, and initial flight path angle, respectively.

H
(t1,H1,R1)

V2, Da, y)4

(t2, Ha,Ra,)

Figure 8 - Step 2 (7) - Compute a Second Path, Associated with a
Second Estimate of Initial Speed, wbich also Passes through the

Initial and Final Points of the Segment

At the conclusioi of Step 2, two paths have been computed
which pass through the observed initial and final points of a segment. The
only differences in input for the two conputations are the initial speed, initial
flight path angle, and drag multiplier. Assume that one of the initial speeds
used in computations is greater than the true speed at time t 1 . Then the com-
puted position history on this path provides an exact match to the observed
position history only at time t i and t.. At all intermediate values of time,
the computed position history is always running ahead of the observed position
history, as pictured in Figure 9. The discrepancy between the observed and
the computed positions is greatest at, or nearly at, the midpoint of the segment.
Similarly, assume that one of the initial speeds used in computations is less than
the vehicle's actual speed at time t 1 . Then, as pictured in Figure 10. the computed

position history continually lags behind the observed position history and has a
maximum error at, or nearly at, the timewise midpoint of the segment.

-13-
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-PRIOR TO AFCSEE
AFTER APOGEE

Figure 9 - Comparison of Computed and Observed Position Histories

"COWU- - - - - -- 001

- PRIOR TO APOGEE
-- - - AFTER APOGEE

Figure 10 - Comparison of Computed and Observed Position Histories
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Step 3 (a and b) (Figures II and '2)

The procedure for determining the characteristics of a path

which, in addition to passing through the initial and final points of a segment,

passes very close to the observed midpoint, is simply another exercise in

linear in.erpolation. Denote by (tM, HMO RM) the time and position coordi-

nates on the observed trajectory where

1
tM ( (t 1 +t 2 )

Taking the two computed paths which pass through the observed initial and

final points of the segment, interpolate as shown in Figure 11 with midpoint

altitude as the independent variable to find the initial speed and the associated

flight path angle and drag multiplier of a path which passes through the three

points (t i , H i , R1 ), (tM, HM, RM , + 6), and (t., H2 , R2 ). The term "6"

represents the slight range error that would occur at the midpoint attitude

match. Interpolate again (Figure 12) with midpoint range as the independent

variable to find the initial speed, flight path angle, and drag multiplier of a

path which passes through the three points (t I H1 , R1 ), (tM, HM, + C, RM),

and (t2 , H2 , R2 ). The term "c" represents the small altitude error that would

exist at the midpoint range match. Compare the two sets of answers thus

obtained. Hopefully, the values of 6 and c are very near zero, with identical

values being oF-tained for the two velocities. In practice a small discrepancy,

in the order of :3 fps, usually exists. This discrepancy is principally due to

small errors in the observed position history.

If the two sets of data for initial speed, initial flight path

angle, and drag multiplier determined by the interpolation described above

are essentially identical, then the histories in this segment of flight speed,

acceleration, and drag coefficient can be determined by computing a trajec-

tory segment for which the initial speed, flight path angle, and drag multi-

plier are taken as the arithmetic mean of the values determined by interpola-

tion.

If the two sets of data for initial speed, flight path angle,

and drag multiplier as determined by the interpolation described in this sec-

tion are not in satisfactory agreement, then the upper and lower bounds on

the histories of flight speed, acceleration, and drag coefficient can be deter-

mined by making two computations, one for each aet of values given by the

interpolation.

-15-



H

+

-, V2. D,

K~computed -Hoservedi

Figure 11 -Step 3(a) -Take the Two Computed Paths which Pass through
the End Points of the Segment and Interpolate to Match Midpoint Altitude

R

V1, D3*YT

Rcomputed -Robserved 0t

- ti -f(t1+t 2) t 2

Figure 12 - Step 3(b) - Take the Two Computed Paths which Pass through
the End Pointe of the Segment and Interpolate to Match Midpoint Range
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Step-4-(Figure 13)

Having carried out Steps 2 and 3 for all of the segments

which are to be analyzed, it is desirable to check for continuity. The

initial speed in any segment should be equal to the computed final speed

of the prior segment. The initial flight path angle for any segment

should be equal to the computed flight path angle at the end of the pre-

vious segment. When these tests are satisfied, then it can truly be

said that the histories of drag coefficient, velocity, and acceleration

have been determined by computing trajectory segments which match

the test vehicle's observed position history.

17
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Figure 13- Step 4- Check for Continuity
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3. Example of Procedure

To illustrate the procedure just described, it will be applied to the

analysIs of a portion of the trajectory flown by BMTS Round 15. This

vehicle had a flight time of 272 seconds, covering a ground range of 100 nmi

and reaching an apogee altitude of 250, 000 feet. For the purpose of this

example, we consider the portion of the trajectory shown in Figure 14.

This covers the time period from 235. 3 to 268. 0 seconds after launch,

altitudes from 118, 000 to 19, 000 feet, and a ground range of about II nmi.

Step 1

The portion of the trajectory selected for analysis was divided

into four segments as shown in Figure 14. Coordinates of the observed

initial and final points of each segment are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

TRAJECTORY COCRDINATES

Time Altitude Range
(sec) (feet) (feet)

235.3 117,971 516,249

245.3 87,868 539,332

257.6 48,386 566,292

2S4.1 28,892 578,359

263.0 18,886 584,173

Step 2

To illutrate the several processes involved in determining two

paths between the initial and final points of a segment we consider the time

period from 257.6 to 264.1 seconds.

- 19 -
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Step 2(1)

An initial speed, two values of initial flight path angle, and

two values of drag multiplier were assumed. Using these values, four

trajectory segments were computed with results as shown in Table 2. The

first column of this table refers to the trajectories shown in Figure 2.

TABLE 2

INITIAL COMPUTATIONS
V1  3812 fps

Trajectory Drag Initial Flight Final Final
Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range

(degrees) (feet) (feet)

VI, D1 , Y1 1.0 -56.3 28,892 578,873

VIl D1 , Y2  1.0 -59.3 28,Z77 577,858

V1 , DZ, y 1  1.4 -56.3 29,509 578,472

VI, D2 , YZ 1.4 -59.3 28,918 577,486

Step 2(2)

Consider the trajectories associated with V1 and D1 . Inter-

polate linearly to determine the flight path angle which would provide a

computed trajectory segment terminating at the observed final altitude.

Make a second interpolation to find the flight path angle giving the observed

final range. These interpolations are shown in Figure 3 and in Table 3

where the observed final altitude and final range are underlined for clarity.

21



TABLE 3

DETERMINATION OF FLIGHT PATH ANGLES TO MATCH FINAL
ALTITUDE AND RANGE, RESPECTIVELY

V =3812 fps D= 1.0

Initial Flight Final Final
Trajectory Path Angle Altitude Range

(degrees) (feet) (feet)

V IP D I, y 1  -56.3 2, 892 578, 873

V I, D i, v3  -56.301 28,892 578,872

VIP DI' Y 4  -57. 819 28,581 578,359

VIP DI, y? -59.3 28,277 577,858

Step 2(3)

Interpolate to find the flight path angles associated with V1

and D 2 which provide a match to the observed final altitude and final range,

respectively. This step is illustrated in Figure 4 and Table 4.

TABLE 4

DETERMINATION OF FLIGHT PATH ANGLES TO MATCH FINAL
ALTITUDE AND RANGE, RESPECTIVELY

V1 = 3812 fps D2 = 1.4

Initial Flight Final Final
Trajectory Path Angle Altitude Range

(degrees) (feet) (feet)

VIP D2' y1  -56.3 29,509 578,472

VI, DZ, y 5  -59.435 28,892 577,442

VIP DZ' V6 -56.644 Z9,441 578,359

VlP D7 , )? -59.3 28, 918 577,486

y-22-



Step 2(4)

Consider the two combinations of drag multiplier and flight

path angle which provide a match to final altitude and interpolate for final

range, as shown in Figure 5 and Table 5.

TABLE5
DETERMINATION OF FLIGHT PATH ANGLE AND DRAG MULTIPLIER

TO MATCH FINAL RANGE
V1 = 3812 fps

Drag Initial Flight Final Final
Trajectory Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range

Multiplier (degrees) (feet) (feet)

V l , DI , 73 1,0 -56.301 28,89Z 578,872

Vl' D 3, 77 1.1436 -57.426 28,892 578,359

VIP DZ, y 5 1.4 -59.435 28,892 577,442

Step Z(5)

Consider the two combinations of drag multiplier and flight

path angle which provide a match to final range and interpolate for final

altitude, as shown in Figure 6 and Table 6.

TABLE 6

DETERMINATION OF FLIGHT PATH ANGLE AND DRAG MULTIPLIER
TO MATCH FINAL ALTITUDE

V1 = 3812 fps

Initial Flight Final Final

Trajectory Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range
I (degrees) (feet) (feet)

VIP D1 , 74 1.0 -57.819 28,581 578,359

VI, D4 , VO 1.1447 -57.394 Z8,892 578,359

V1, D 1 71 1.4 -56.644 29,441 578,359

-23 -



Step -2(6)

At this point it is necessary to verify that D3 = D4 and Y7 = Y 8 #

Comparing entries in Tables 5 and 6 the drag multipliers are seen to differ

by 0. 09 percent and the initial flight path angles by 0. 032 degrees. A

computed segment using the values of drag multiplier and flight path angle

given in Table 5 was found to terminate eight feet low in altitude and seven

feet short in range. A computation with the values shown in Table 6 ended

one foot high in altitude and three feet long in range. As percentages of the

observed altitude change in this segment, more than 19, 000 feet, and the

observed change in ground range, almost Z nmi, these are very small

errors. However, for the purpose of demonstrating the appropriateness of

linear interpolation in this procedure, the errors were considered excessive

and a second iteration was carried out using a more appropriate selection of

drag multipliers and flight path angles as indicated by the interpolctions in

Tables 5 and 6. Results of the second iteration are shown in the second part

of Table 7; the first part of this table will be recognized as a summary of

data previously shown in Tables 2 through 5.

The second iteration to determine the combination of drag

multiplier and initial flight path angle which, together with the assumed

initial speed of 3812 fps, provide an accurate match to the final coordinates

of the segment, resulted in a discrepancy of only 0. 02 percent in drag

multiplier and no difference in the two values for initial flight path angle.

The two drag multipliers were simply averaged and it was verified that the

c ombi nation

V1 = 3812 fps, D3 =-D4 = 1.1442, Y7 = Y8 = -57.401 deg

does indeed provide a precise match to the observed time, altitude, and

range coordinates of the segment end point. This is shown in Figure 15 where

-24-



TABLE7

INTERPOLATIONS TO MATCH ENDPOINT COORDINATES
V 1 = 3812 fps

Drag Initial Flight Final Flight Final Final FinalM r Path Angle Path Angle Speed Altitude Range
(degrees) (degrees) (fps) (ft MSL) (feet)

FIRST ITERATION

1."0000 -56.300 -58.117 3258. Z8892. 578873.
-56.301 -58.118 3258. 28892. 578872.
-57.819 -59.562 3256. 28581. 578359.

1.0000 -59.300 -60.971 3254. 28277. 5778-T.-859.

1.4000 -56.300 -58.178 3032, 29509. 578472.
-59.435 -61.156 30Z5. 28892. 577442.
-56.644 -58.505 3031. 29441. 578359.

1.4000 -59.300 -61.028 3025. 28918. 577486.

1.0000 -56.301 -58.118 3258. 28892. 578872.
1.1436 -57.426 -59.208 3174. 28892. 578359.
1.4000 -59.435 -61.156. 3025. 28892. 577442.

1.0000 -57.819 -59.562 3256. 28581. 578359.
1.1447 -57.394 -59.180 3175. 28892. 578359.
1.4000 -56.644 -58.505 3031. 29441. 578359.

SECOND ITERATION

1.1300 -57.360 -59 145 3179. 28877. 578388.
-57.287 -59.076 3179. 28892. 578412.
-57.443 -59. 225 3179. 288C1. 578.359.

1.1300 -57.460 -59. 240 3179. 28858. 578354.

1.1500 -57.360 -59.148 3168. 28910. 578367.
-57.448 -59.232 3168. 28892. 578338.
-57.384 -59.171 3168. Z8905. 578359.

11500 -57.460 -59.243 3168. 28889. 578334.

1.1300 -57.287 -59.076 3179. 28892. 578412.
1.1443 -57.401 -59.187 3171. 28892. 578359.
1,50 -57.448 -59.232 3168. 28892. 578338.

1.1300 .57.443 -59.225 3179. 28861. 578359.
1.1441 -57.401 -59.187 3171. 28892. 578359.
T.-O -57.384 j-59.171 3168. 28905. 578359.
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the differences between the observed and computed altitude and between the

observed and computed range in this segment are plotted as functions of

time. It is seen that the computod position history runs continually ahead

of the observed position history. This clearly shows that the assumed initial

speed of 381Z fps is greater than the vehicle's actual speed at the initial

point of the segment.

StLep 2 (7)

To compute a second path between the observed initial and

final points of the segment, an initial flight speed of 3782 fps was assumed.

The computations which were made to determine the correct combination of

drag multiplier and initial flight path angle associated with this initial speed

are summarized in Table 8. Again, the initial choice of multipliers and

flight path angles was quite different from the interpolated results and a

second iteration was carried out using a more appropriate range of these

variables.

Step 3

The two cemputed paths which pass through the segment end points

were studied at the midpoint value of time, 260. 8 seconds. Linear inter-

polations were made to find the values of initial speed, flight path angle, and

drag multiplier that would match the midpoint altitude and midpoint range,

respectively. These interpolations are pictured in Figures II and 12,

respectively: and numeric;% values are showvn in T 0abl *,ere the obcrvcd

midpoint altitude and midpoint range are underlined for clarity.
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TABLE 8
INTERPOLATIONS TO MATCH ENDPOINT COORDINATES

V2 = 3782 fps

I

Drag Initial Flight Final Flight Final Final Final
Multiplier Path Angle Path A ,gle Speed Altitude Range

(degrees) (degrees) (fps) (ft MSL) (feet)

FIRST ITERATION

0.6000 ..56.300 -58.068 3495. 28369. 579211.
-53. 842 -55. 727 3496. 28892. 580062.
-58. 760 -60,412 3494. 27845. 57835q.

0.6000 -59.300 -60.926 3494. 27730. 57P' "

1.0000 -56.300 -58.129 3238. 29030. 578780.
-56. 981 -58. 777 3238. 28892. 578552.
-57.554 -59. 322 3237. 28775. 578359.

1.0000 -59.300 -60.983 3234. 28420. 577773.

0.6000 -53.842 -55.727 3496. 28892. 580062.
1.0510 -57.381 -59.166 3205. 28892. 578359.
1.0000 -56. 981 -58. 777 3238. 28892. 578552.

0.6000 -58.760 -60.412 3494. 27845. 5783-9.
1.0502 -57.403 -59.186 3204. Z8892. 578359.
3.0000 -57.554 -59. 322 3237. Z8775. 578359.

SECOND ITERATION

1,0400 -57.340 -59.125 3213. 28877. 578395,
-57.267 -59.056 3213. 28892. 578419.
-57.446 -59.ZZ6 3213. 28855. 578359.

1.0'00 -57.440 -59.220 3213. 28856. 578361.

1.0600 -57.340 -59.128 3201. 28908. 5783:1;
-57.423 -59.207 3201. 28892. 57834
-57.386 -59.172 3201. 28899. 578359.

1.0600 -57.440 -59.223 3201. 28888. 5783q±2.

1.0400 -57.267 -59.056 3213. 28892. 578419.
1.0566 -57.396 -59.181 3203. 28892. 578359.

.0600 -57.423 -59.207 3201. 28892. 578347.

1.0400 -57,446 -r9, n.,6 3?.13. ?8855. 578359,
1.0567 -57.396 -59.181 3203. 28892. 578359.
T 0 -57.38b -59.172 3201. 28899. 578359.
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TABLE 9

DETERMINATION OF INITIAL SPEED, FLIGHr PATH ANGLE,
AND DRAG MULTIPLIER TO MATCH MIDPOINT ALTITUDE AND

RANGE, RESPECTIVELY

Trajectory Initial D:3.g Initial Flight Midpoint MidpointSpeed Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range

VI , D3, D 7  3812 1.1442 -57.401 38.386 572,586

3768.0 1. 01 72 -57.394 38,449 57Z, 547

3774.2 1. 0332 -57. ,95 38,441 572, 552

VZ, D3, y7- 3782 1.0566 -57.396 38,429 572, 559

The results given in Table 9 indicate that both cf the initial speeds

assumed for this example are too high. Are the extrapolations in Table 9

valid? To answer this question, Step 2 was repeated, using as new estimates

of initial speed, the extrapolated values in Table 9. Results of the second

iteration through Steps 2 and 3 are summarized in Table 10. The second

iteration provides a more accurate set of values but the improvement is

everywhere less than 0.22 percent.

The two sets of answers in Table 10 are not identical: if one selects

the combination of speed, multiplier and angle which provides an exact match

to the observed end points and to the midpoint altitude, then an error cf 5 feet

in midpoint range must be accepted. If one selects the combination of speed,

multiplier, and angle which provides an cxact match to the midpoint range,

then an error of 8 feeL in midpoint altitude must be accepted. These position

errors are considered indicative of the accuracy of position measurements in

this segment. The interpolated values for initial speed, 3769. 0 and 3774. 3 fps,

indicate probable upper and lower bounds of the vehicle's actual speed at

time 257.6 seconds.
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TABLE 10

INTERPOLATION TO MATCH MIDPOINT COORDINATES

First Iteration

Initial Drag Initial Flight Midpoint Midpoint
Speed Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range

3782 1.0566 -57.396 33,4Z9 572,559

3768.0 1.0172 -57.394 38 449 572,547

3774.2 1.0332 -57.395 38,441 572,55Z

381Z 1. 144Z -57.401 33,386 572,586

Second Iteration

Initial Drag Initial Flight Midpoint Midpoint
Speed Multiplier Path Angle Altitude Range

3768.0 1.0169 -57.394 38,450 572,546

3769.0 1.0194 -57.394 38,449 572, 547

3774.3 1.0350 -57.395 38,441 572,552

3774.2 1.0348 -57.395 38,441 572,552

An initial speed in the range 3769 to 3774 fps was arbitrarily selected,

the associated drag multiplier and initial flight path angle were determined

by linear interpolation between values listed in Table 10, and a trajectory

segment was computed with

V = 3770 fps y = -57. 394 deg, D = 1. 0224

The differences between the computed and observed altitude and between com-

puted and observed range are shown in Figure 16. Nowhere does the computed

altitude or range deviate from the measured value by more than five feet.

A comparison of Figure 16 with Figure 15 shows the improvement gained.

yet the initial speed for the computations ansociated with Figure 15 was

chosen less than the speed determined at the missile range from Dovap data.
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Step 4

After Steps Z and 3 have been carried out for each of the segments to

be analyzed, the resulti can be arranged in a format to facilitate checking for

continuity. One such arrangement is shown in Table 11.

TABLE 11

CHECK FOR CONTINUITY

Trajectory Matches Initial Final
Segmen. Endpoints and Speed Speed

U midpoint altitude 3691 3888
midpoint range 3697 3879

V midpoint altitude 3879 3770
midpoint range 3885 3760

W midpoint altitude 3769 3Z17
midpoint range 3774 3212

X midpoint altitude 3200 2725
midpoint range 3Z15 Z712

The fina' velocity of each segment should be equal to the initial velo-

city of the succeeding segment. The range of uncertainty indicated in Table 11

is very small, never more than 0.5 percent of the lower probable value. With

such small -lifferences, it is probably not possible to achieve increased accur-

acy by selecting a path on which the computed speed at the end of one segment

is exactly equal to the initial speed of the succeeding segment. However, if

Table 11 were to show any appreciable discrepancies, as it would if there were

significant scatter in the position measurements, then the path of continuous

flight speeds would provide a reasonable determin-.tion of the actual history.

The drag which had been used for the initial trajectory matching was

modified in the following way:

a. A path of continuous flight speeds through the four segments under

study was selected.
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b. The drag multipliers associated with this path were plotted as

functions of Mach number and a smooth curve was faired through

the points.

c. Each entry in the original drag table was multiplied by the appro-

priate correction factor.

The correction factors d .termined in this way ranged from 1. 01 at Mach num-

ber 4. 0 to 1. 08 at Mach 2. 6. The drag coefficient determined by this proced-

ure is shown in Figure 17. The extent to which this single-valued curve fits the

observed position history will be considered in the followin,; section.
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4. Comparison with Dovap and Radar Tracking Data

The corrected drkg curve was used to compute four trajectory segments

* which closely match the measured position history in the time period under

consideration. Adequacy of the matching achieved is shown in Figure 18 in

which the computed position history is compared with that measul ed by Dovap.

The maximum difference is 15 feet, a very small part of the measured posi-

tion change which exceeds 120, 000 feet in this time interval.

The computed history of flight speed is compared in Figure 19, with the

flight speed determined by Dovap. The Dovap speed history is continuous but

ranges from 45 to 30 fps greater than the computed speed. Since the computed

speed does indeed match the position history, the speed reported by Dovap

must be considered excessive with an average error in this interval of about 1 per-

cent. Errors of this magnitude are, of course, not important for the purpose

of practical determination of vehicle drag coefficient.

The computed history of flight speed is compared in Figure 20 with the

speed determined at the missile range by numerical differentiation of radar

position data. The radar speed is re onably continuous only in the period

from 258 to 266 seconds, less than 25 percent of the interval chosen for study.

Where the radar speed is continuous, it displays an average error of only 1. 5

percent, which is certainly accurate enough for most practical purposes. How-

ever, where there is considerable scatter in the reported flight speed, any

_H auto~natic procedure of data processing would indicate that very large positive

and negative accelerations are occ arring and a determination of drag coeffi-

cient could not be made.
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5. Conclusions

A procedure has been described which utilizes position measurements,

the flight test data most frequently and moa accurately obtaine-d at the mis-

sile range, and permits determination of ve ocity histories to a greater ac-

curacy than is presently obtained by either d.rect measurement or numerical

differentiation of position data. Simultaneously, the procedure provides

highly accurate records of vehicle acceleration and drag.

3
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DETERMINATION OF THE SOUNDING ROCKET CONFIGURATION

by

George R. Conrad

The design of a sounding rocket to accomplish a specific mission or

series of missions may be quite simple and straightforward or agonizingly

complex. To stretch a point, the selection of an existing vehicle design

for a new application constitutes "determination of a configuration."

This may not involve a process of design in the usual sense, but rather

a thorough survey and assessment of available hardware and technology.

Such action is as much to be applauded as the development of a new vehicle,

if wisely implemented, since major economies can be thus achieved.

This paper addresses the problem of new vehicle design, which is the

other extreme in determining a configuration.

The design of a new rocket vehicle is an iterative process, because of

the broad variety of influencing factors, many of which are interdependent.

Quite often, the originator of the %aission requirements has only gross

knowledge of these requirements, such as estimates of the payload weight and

performance ranges. These are the crucial inputs to initiation of a vehicle

design.

The following discussion of the design process assumes that the sounding

rocket is characterized as a ballistic vehicle, i.e., the flight path is

controlled only by launcher aim, and the flight paths are to be of the near-

vertical type. The design will be discussed in four steps, largely serial in

nature but not exclusively so; these are: (I) Vehicle "Sizing", (II) Configuration

Selection, (III) Detail Design, and (IV) Testing.
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I. Vehicle "Sizing"

With the minimum input information available, a first approximation of

the vehicle size can be determined by utilization of the impulse-momentum

equation which yields the well known vacuum velocity relationship:

LVI Mo (i)
A V = Isgln

where, A V = velocity increment in vacuum, no gravity field

g = acceleration due to gravity at earth surface

TsP . propellait specific impulse

Mg = vehicle gross weight

Mo = vehicle urnout weight

and

Mg = R 1 Mm + M r (2)

Mo = Mg - Mp (3)

with

M = propellant weight
p

M = payload weight

MT = loaded motor weight

M = miscellaneous inert weightm

MP - motor mass fraction

MT

Equation (1) can be employed after the performance requirements, usually

expressed in terms of zenith altitude and/or time interval above some

altitude, have been converted to burnout velocity by means of the simple

uniform acceleration equations for translational motion. It should be

emphasized at this point that although many simplifying assumptions are made,

such as constant gravity after burnout, constauL rocket exhausL vf.1ncity,

no acroAvnamic drag and no gravity loss during burning, the simpLe equations

presented are most useful as a starting point,
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These relations permit use of twu powerful descriptive parameters for

any propulsion unit, the specific impulse I and the mass fraction .
sp

#-secCurrent technology has yielded I values of 290 for solid propulsior,
sp#

i-sec
units, and greater than 300 -7- for liquid units. These are the exception

rather than the rule, however, and for most motors suitable for sounding

rocket applications an Isp of 200-220 is suggested as more representative.

Mass fraction values in excess of 0.90 have been achieved, but again, for

sounding rockets, values of the order of 0.7 are more realistic. The use of

advanced "state of the art" values at tbis point will tend to restrict the

choice of av1 la e propulsion nits, and leave insufficient margin to cope

with the toll in performance from drag and gravity losses.

The value of the payload weight M should be large enough to include

ancillary items whizh are often not included in the initial payload weight

figure, e.g., tracking aids, safety command receivers, programmers. The

miscellaneous weight Mm is included to account for such inert weight items

as fin assemblies and payload airframe components. The miscellaneous weight

can vary greatly, depending on the mission, but a value of 25 to 30% of the

loaded motor weight is representative.

The "sizing" process can usually be accomplished by manual computations,

and initially should assume a single stage rocket. At this point "real"

motor performance characteristics must be compared against the first "sizing"

approximation. There may be a severe discrepancy between computed and practical

motor properties, indicating a need for a multi-stage rocket design.

Equation (i) can still be used foc this purpose, by expanding it to

A V = IsPlg ln l + I gin Mg

Moi  M M02

+----------+ I , gin , (4)
n TMon
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where the weight values used properly describe the sums of all stages making

up the vehicle at any point in time. For multi.stage rockets, equation (4)

has been utilized to develop criteria for the optimum weight for each stage.

Typical of these optimization techniques is one published by Weisbord, (Ref. 1)

wherein the partial derivatives from Equation (4),

MgI  MgI

= 0, - = 0, etc,

g2 Mg3

ace obtained and further manipulations are performed to yield a series of

relationshi"s f n0 and n x etc. Iterative solutions
1~gn max) 9M ~/ mx

for these ratios ultimately define the optimum weight for each stage. The

complete sequence can be found in (Ref. I) but it is sufficient to point out

here that the technique can be applied for any number of propulsion stages,

if M and the Mm, and Isp are known or chosen for each stage. This provides

a useful test of the preliminary "sizing" results for a multi-stage approach.

After cursory comparison of the results of the "sizing" computations

against some typical "real" motors, the next step can proceed.

II. Configuration Selection

A. Propulsion Considerations

Following the "sizing" phase, it is usually possible to synthesize

several candidate propulsion combinations after study of existing motor

designs. If existing motor designs do not fit the need in either single-stage

or conventional m dem multi-stage form, consideration of clustered motors

to form particular stages can be ccnsidered, for either simultaneous burn

or "ripple-fire" modes.

It may even be necessary to initiate development of a new propulsion

unit if a satisfactory combination of existing motoLs c nnot be achieved.
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The synthesis process is an extremely important one requiring

additional knowledge of mission requirements. Among these are:

1. Number of vehicles to be built

2. Flight path dispersion limits

3. Payload environmental limits

4. Minimam payload packaging cross-sectional area

5. Launch site location/s

In selecting candidate propulsion combinations, the influence

of motor characteristics on the overall vehicle must be weighed. Table I

shows some of the more important interactions.

Most sounding rockat vehicles currently being employed have

a high slenderness ratio. The most obvious reason for using this shape is

its low drag. Another advantage is the ability of a small-diameter motor

case to sustain the high combustion chamber pressures associated with relatively

short-burn time motors.

The high slenderness ratio configuration suffers from a lack of

structural stiffness, and this has been a source of many in-flight mission

failares. This configuration also requires high-density payload packaging,

which compromises accessibility and increases fabrication and assembly costs.

The introduction of solid state electronic circuitry has alleviated

this prol em greatly in recent years and it is thus not as important a

considera:ion as formerly, if the payload is primarily electronic in nature.

6a balance, configurations or individual stages with major portions of the

LL.L , t path WL.i .Lltue LWL, de1beL pdrL ui the atmosphere should possess a

-- high -lenderness ratio, while those operating almost or entirely exo-atmospheric

, shoula have a low slenderness ratio. The latter is particularly important for

missions where at:itudc stability is importint, since the low slenderness

ratio offe'rs a more favorable moment of inertia ratio for spin stabilization.
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TABLE I

Motor Property Influence on Vehicle Performance & Environment

Thrust vs. Time Vehicle vibration

Profile Longitudinal acceleration profile

Wind Sensitivity and Dispersion

Aerodynamic heating

Structural Integrity

Vehicle Drag

Slenderness Ratio Structural Integrity

Payload Packaging density

Vehicle Drag

Exo-atmospheric attitude stability

Motor Mechanical Design Vehicle Dispersion

Structural Integrity

Cost

Reliability

Propellant-Type Ease cf Ignition

Storage and operating Temperature Limits

Handling Safety
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The thrust vs. time profile is one of the most critical motor

properties affecting the vehicle design. Recognizing that a long burn time

is desirable to hold acceleration, dynamic pressure, and aerodynamic heating

to a minimum, and that a high burn rate is desirable early in flight to reduce

wind sensitivity, an idealized thrust vs. time profile is depicted in Figure 1(a)

for a single stage vehicle. The profile is generally regressive, and is

typical of several of the newer rocket motors designed for sounding applications.

This is a more difficult and expensive motor design to achieve, however,

because grain configurations are more complex and additional case insulation

is usually required, compared to the progressive-type profile.

Figure l(b) shows how a reasonable approximation of the regressive

profile can be achieved by staging near neutral, slightly progressive motors.

The neutral and progressive thrust profiles have been used widely

for sounding rockets, in single and multi-stage configurations. A special

example of the neutral thrust profile is the end-burning grain design, which

offers a burn time 4 to 5 times greater than the more popular internal

burning type. The end burner represents a concerted assault upon the severe

heating and acceleration environment produced by the short-burn motor.

Although a few end-burning designs have been successfully developed,

e.g. Arcas and Iris, this type has not been widely used because of extreme

wind sensitivity, and difficulty in achieving adequate motor case insulation.

The progressive thrust profile is the easiest for the motor designer

to achieve, and is the least expensive. There are consequently more of these

to choose from among existing designs.

The liquid propellant engines are characterized by neutral thrust-

time profiles, although there has been progress achieved in throttleable

and re-startable engines. The sounding rocket designer rarely chooses the

liquid engine, because it is more complex in design and onstrurtion, with

greater attendant cost and more complexity in launch operations.
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The motor mechanical design is of significance for the more

obvious raasons of fabrication cost, structural strength, and reliability.

These criteria can be best achieved by a simple design with a minimum

number of parts, and avoiding the obsession of mass fraction r . Although

is an important parameter in achieving high performance, it is better to be

able to achieve slightly inferior performance consistently through conservative

structural design, than to achieve occasional optimum performance amid a

large number of catastrophic failures. Fortunately, nearly every propulsion

unit now available has avoided this pitfall.

Thrust misalignment is one of the prime sources of ballistic vehiclp

dispersion and it is extremely important that manufacturing tolerances be

controlled to assure a straight motor case, a concentric propellant grain,

minimum "run-out" on payload and fin attachment surfaces, and a concentric,

properly aligned nozzle. There is a practical "point of no return" in

controlling these tolerances because of cost considerations, but before any

propulsion unit is selected as a candidate these tolerances should be thoroughly

examined.

The type of propellant used in a motor design strongly influences

storage and operating temperature limits. A few formulations cannot withstand

low-temperature conditioning, because of graxn embrittlement resulting in

cracks. Others become a safecy hazard at high temperature. Some propellants

are susceptible to excessive structural deformation and fracture in a high-

acceleration environment.

In addition to the many points noted above, consideration should be

given to the motor nozzle design, to assure that; (1) The nozzle will not

operate in the over-expanded mode for the intended altitude range, since this

severely compromises delivered impulse, and (2) The nozzle operates sufficiently

close to optimum expansion at high altitudes to realize the additional impluse

49
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to be gained. It is often worthwlie to develop a new nozzle for an existing

motor design tu achieve this extra performance. There is still another

consideration here: Upper stage motors burning at very high altitudes near

the upper edge of the atmosphere generate a spreading plume which can cause

air flow separation in the vicinity of the stabilizing fins or flared skirt,

diminishing their effectiveness with resulting vehicle instability. Operating

at or near-optimum nozzle expansion minimizes this problem.

B. Point-Mass Trajectories

After motors have been selected for one or more candidate con-

figurations, point-mass trajectories can be computed to verify that the "real"

motors operating in the presence of drag and gravity still yield the required

performance. The weight estimates should be revised to reflect the actual

weights of the motors selected, and a weight vs. time profile must be

I )computed. The loss in weight during motor burning can be grossly estimated

by assuming a constant mass flow rate, or more precisely by assuming Mp = K Thrust,

where

K = Propellant weight
Total impulse

A plot of the vehicle drag coeeifient as a function of Mach Number

can be obtained by examining the available literature describing vehicles of

similar shape. It is not too important at this point that the match be precise.

The following relationship can be written for the "Point-Mass'

trajectory computation:

g

=R _ T (t) - CD (M) P (Z) -

.. 2
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where: W (t) = vehicle weight as a function of time

T (t) = thrust as a function of time

p (z) = atmospheric density as a function of altitude,
standard atmosphere

0D (1) = vehicle "zero lift" drag coefficient as a function

of Mach Number

R = radius vector

This non-linear differential equation tssumes the vehicle is always

aligned tangent to the flight path. The equation cannot be so'ved in closed

form but is amenable to numerical integration techniques, especially on a

digital computer. Input consists of weight, drag, thrust, and density in

table form, and outputs are altitude, range, velocity, acceleration and

dynamic pressure, as a function of time of flight. Mach Number can also be

computed if a table of sonic speed vs. alcitude is added to the input. These

outputs provide a good performance assessment of the candidate configurations,

so that some may be eliminated and/or additional ones tried. The outputs

are also useful for the first aerodynamic analyses to follow.

C. Preliminary Aerodynamic Design

For each of the configurations surviving the point-mass trajectory

check, it is necessary to accomplish preliminary design of the nose shape,

interstage structures, and vehicle stabilizing surfaces. By implementing

vehicle layout or inboard profile drawings, an intuitive judgement of structural

weights of these components can be made, as well as their "station" locations.

These weight estimates are only slightly better than those used for the

"point-mass" trajectories, but are adequate for initial vehicle center of

gravity computations.

With the center of gravity history available and a nose shape

selected, it is possible to "size" the stabilizing surfaces by conducting

a vehicle loneitudinal static stability analyiq. When this is acc . l.. s

the configuration is sufficiently defined to make drag computations.
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There a four major consideratians in selecting a nose shape.

These are; (1) Minimum Drag/Maximum Packaging volume ratio, (2) Cost of

Fabrication, (3) Aerodynamic Heating, and (4) Lift Characteristics.

The importance of a low-drag nose shape varies, depending upon

the altitude regime. A space probe vehicle designed for a zenith altitude

of 50G miles or mere is likely to ascend through the atmosphere slowly,

achieving the high required burnout velocity by exo-atmospheric burning

of upper stages. In this instance the nose shape is of minor consequence and

is likely to be a simple, relatively blunt conical shape. The majority of

sounding rockets utilize intra-atmospheric thrust phases, and here the nose

drag is extremely important, since it produces nearly all of the vehicle

wave drag, which constitutes about a third or more of the total drag. The

primary consideration is a slender shape whether it be conical or ogival,

as seen in Figure 2, which depicts cone drag as a function of slenderness

ratio. The ogival shape offers superior packaging volume, while the cone

is less expensive to fabricate. The slenderness ratio also is the predominant

parameter affecting aerodynaic heating and nose lift. Fortunately a low-

drag shape creates the least wall heating and the lowest nose lift, a favorable

trend since nose lift is de-stabilizing.

After selection of the nose shape the vehicle static stability

margin (distance between center of gravity and center of pressure) criteria

must be chosen. It is assumed at this point that aerodynamic stabilization

will be employed. There is another means of achieving stability, gyroscopic

stability by means of high 3pin rates. With a ballistic vehicle, an exo-

atmospheric thrusting stage must rely on gyro stability, but for flight in

the lower atmosphere this approach is seldom attempted since the required spin

rates to assure adequate gyro "stiffness' against aerodynamically-induced

perturbations are impractically high.

The static stability margin is en extremely important parameter

since it is a measure of the restoring moment created as a function of angle
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of attack. For most fLght conditions this is the predominant stabilizing

moment. The static stability margin determines the vehicle trim angle of

attack as a result of perturbations, such ss thrust and a uynamic misalign-

ments. The vehicle natural pitch frequency, or response time, is a function

of the stability margin, An interesting case to consider is neutral stability,

with the center of gravity and aenter of pressure coincident.

In t1is situation, if only aerodynamic perturbations were present

the vehicle would not rotate about its C.G. since there would be no turning

moment, and it would be almost insensitive to winds, i.e., no weather-

cocking, only drift. This is an academic situation, since a neutrally stable

rocket cannot be practically achieved, due to the movement of both C. G. and

C. P. over the flight path, and furthermore the vehicle would be extremely

vulnerable to rotation from thrust misalignment. A large stability margin

is desirable since it produces minimum trim angles, with lower drag and structural
0

loads, and minimizes dispersion from thrust misalignment. On the other hand,

a large margin causes the vehicle to be extremely wind-sensitive at launch

when vehicle velocity is low. For most configurations, the margin decreases

with increasing Mach No. (Figure 3), and a range from about 1.5 to 3.0

calibers (body diameters) is usually employed.

Using this as a criterion, the required fin or stabilizing skirt

configuration for each stage is established by the following equation:

x =(A C x+(AC X + (AC X
C.P. CNrc.P.)Nose NY c.P. Boattail N(A C.P. fins

Veh. (6)

A CNC nose + A CN, Boattail + A CNW fins

where: X = center of pressure location from some reference datum

- = dCN normal force coefficient derivative
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a,

This relationship essentially sums all of the contributing aerodynamic

moments acting on the vehicle as a consequezice of angle of attack, and is analogous

A to the determination of the vehicle center of gravity by summing first moments

of masses. For a multi-stage configuration, the final stage stabilizing surfaces

should be sized first, then those on the lower stages. Generally the vehicle

center of pressure is determined only as a function of Mach No., since angle of

attack is usually constrained to a range where the C 's can be considered

constant. This is not always so, and in the event subsequent flight rimulation

procedures show large angle of attack, the influence on center of pressure

location must be recognized. The reference areas A nose and Ainterstag e are
araykonasaeCC and the

already known, as are CNW nose, Not boattail,c.P. uose, C. P. boattail,

desired XC.p. for the vehicle. From the vehicle layout drawing, an approximate

location for XC. p. fin can be defined. Thus it remains only to solve for the

quantity [A Cn ] for the highest Mach No. value to be encountered.Lfin Y fin]

Since any fin configuration loses effectiveness with increasing Mach No.,

(for M > 1) a fin thus "sized" will usually be adequate for the entire flight

regime. The solution should be checked over the entire Mach No. range to verify

adequacy and also provide necessary information on the center of pressure

movement. This done, it is now possible to adjust -dlues of A fin and CRT fin

by selecting a particular fin planform shape and airfoil. The value CNo fin

is really more properly written to include fin - body interference effects,

such as:

C WFiT :l WFin K/IKWB

where CNo Fin = normal force coefficient, fin alone

* IB/IF 
= interference factor, body on fin

IK/B = interference factor, fin on body
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Although K is really a body lift influence, the various treatments in the
F/B

literature normalize the factor for expression in terms of fin lift. It is beyond

the scope of this paper to discuss interference f1ctors in detail, but they do

significantly affect the total lift generated by the fin presence and must be

accurately a,'essed~since they often increase CNC Fin by a factor of 2.0 or more.

The sel :,on of a fin planform and airfoil is genecally determined by

considerations of strength, drag, and fabrication cost. The details of these trade-

offs are too extensive to discuss here, except to say that for sounding vehicles,

good structural rigidity and low manufacturing cost usually are most important.

After the fin configuration and size have been selecteG, it is now possible

to compute the total vehicle drag coefficient, CDo , again as a function of

Mach No. and possibly Reynolds No., but ignoring induced drag due to angle of

attack, on the assumption that it is constrained to small angles.

The vehicle drag coefficient is computed by summing the wave, friction, and base

drag coefficients as shown below:

CDo AVeh CDW Nose A Nose +CDW Fins A Fins + Df A Wetted] Veh. (7)

[DB a] Veh.

where:

CDo = vehicle zero-lift drag coefficient, f (M, R.N.)

AVeh = vehicle reference area

C n = nose wave or form drag coefficient, f (M)DWnose

A = reference area associated with CDW noseI nose

CDW Fins fin wave or form drag coefficient, f (M)

A reference area associated with CDW Fins
Fins WFn

CDf = vehicle friction drag coetficient, f (M,R.N.)

Awetted = vehicle wetted area

CDB = base drag coefficient, f (M)

A vehicle base area
Base
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Eq. (7) is vritten tu show the wn~ortance of matching variou3 drag

coefficients with the proper reference area. No drag coefficient data should

be used unless this is done. This ay seem trivial, but this has Deen a source

of costly errors and confusion to the point where drag data is increasingly

being expressed as CDA, rather than CD only. Hopefully this will become

standardized nomenclature,

The drag coefficients can be computed by a variety of methods, some

theoretical, ethers empirical. If conventional, widely used shapes are involved,

a search of the literature is likely to yield applicable test data.

Refinements in analysis and detail des4- can progress either before or

aftev the final configuration choice is made. At this point fairly good parametric

performance data is available on each candidate configuiation from point-mass tra-

jectories, and the aerodynamic analyses just described may have contributed

additional data to narrow the choice, e.g., the fin "sizing" procedure may have

revealed that one of the vehicle designs requires impractically large stabilizing

fins. If it is still not evident that ouc configuration is superior to the others,

it may be necessary to repeat the "point mass" trajectory simulations using the

computed drag vs. Mach No. data and thus obtain more ?recise performance data, or,

begin assessing dispersion characteristics by determining the sensitivity to drag

and motor impulse uncertainties. At any rate the determination of the configuration

has progressed to Step 3, Ietail Design, witb implications of further sophistication

in analysis.

III. Detail Design and Analysis

A. Dispersion and Vehicle Dynamics Analysis

It will be assumed at this point that the final configuration selection

has been made. The vehicle shape and dimensions are now largely defined as a

result of the analyses already performed. The design must now be explored in

Jepth to assure that dispersion and wind sensitivity will be within acceptable

limits, and that no dangerous dynamic instability conditions will occur.
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In order to accomplish these studies. it is necessary to conpleLe

detail design of the various vehicle components accompanied by detailed structural

analysis, so that sufficiently accurate weight, center-of-gravity and moment

of inertia tables can be generated.

Further refinement in the aerodynamic coefficients beyond that

achievable by the previously described analyses is desirable, but should be

achieved through wind tunnel tebting. It is appropriate here to comment that

the most valuable data to be gained ty tunnel testing are the dynamic stability

derivatives, such as the d~mptng coeffici. nt Cmq and the Magnus moment coefficient

C mp . These are admittedly difficult to obta ir in the tunnel, yet they are

far less amenable to computation. On the other hand, if the vehicle configuration

is made up of such well-defined components as a cone or ogive-cylinder, coae

frustum interstage and conventional fin planform and airfoil shapes, the linear

aerodynamic theories yield drag and normal force coefficients and center-of-

pressure locations to about 10 percent accuracy, and furthermore there is an abun-

danceof this test data published. Wind tunnel testing t.- refine this data may

not be justified because of the high cost.

With a complete, accurate description of the vehicle available, the

more comprehensive flight simulation techniques can now be effectively applied

to assess dispersion and vehicle dynamic behavior. An example of a simulation

mathematical model for such study is one heavily used by the Physical Science

Laboratory and probably many other organizations, as shown by the equations

below:

1 [nr12 2 Co.12,p4 -
I!=M ..... Lc LAFF

R 2
9g ( R °  )2 Cos 3 _SW (7)

Ro+Z

W M I sin + qd2 CL F 
6 F sin 0 cos a - 0 A2 (CD sin C + C,, cos since)

w i 0 • (8)

g ( R° +Z )2 sin ,+ e U

Ro+Z S
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.F 2
T ST RT sin 0"m -RE R ) am-qd CaRDV~R

-qd 
2 (C D sin Ot + CL& sin 2 cos CV)

+ qd 2 (CLaF 4F sin 0 cos CI) RF] (9)

Ancillary relationships and a complete nomenclature fully describing terms can

be found in Ref. 3, and the more important parameters are shown in Figure 4.

These are three-degree-of-freedom equations of motion for a rigid

body vehicle with inertia in a "flab earth" gravity field, constraining motion

to translation and rotation in the vertical (pitch) plane only. This model

certainly has limitations, in that there is little capability to examine

vehicle roll-pitch or yaw type cross-coupling dynamics. But for symmetrical

vehicles designed for near-vertical trajectories, the model is a powerful tool

for dispersion and wind response studies. The six-degree-of-freedom model is

required for complete analysis, but its use should be reserved for studies

where it is essential, since it is more expensive to apply.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these analyses in

detail, but it is appropriate to comment on the influence the results can exert

upon the vehicle configuration. There may be changes in stability margin

indicated, which might be implemented by revising fin design. The desired

vehicle spin profile becomes evident, and the technique for achieving spin can

be chosen. Certain flight event times and associated tolerances can be

established, notably those associated with coasting intervals. The vehicle

natural pitch-yaw frequenciep are now established and can be compared with body

benditig frequencies. This check might lead to changes in structural stiffness

requirements. The type of launcher to bc uscd bccomcs evldent, whetLhL iL be

zero-length, finite length, or finite length with simultaneous launch lug

release.
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At this stage in the design process, the conduct of all studies, from

the simple point-ma-a trajectory computations to the complex six-degree-of-

freedom dynamics analyses, if done on a parametric basis, has yielded a compre-

hensive picture of the inte, action of each vehicle characteristic on another, 4

and the key task of the designer is to "juggle" these parameters within the

practical ranges available to achieve the design objectives. This done, the

final phase, testing, may be implemented.

IV. Testing:

The testing of a new configuration consists of both pre-flight

ground testing and flight testing; and the pre-flight testing may be initiated

during the detail design phase, as an aid in making design decisions. This

testing should be as comprehensive as is practical, with a view toward verifying

proper function, such as the "cleanliness" of stage separations, activation of

pyrotechnic devices for nose jettison, de-spin systems, etc. Structural integrity

must be demonstrated under static and dynamic loading conditions, notably

vibration, and other environmental qualification testing, such as for aerodynamic

heating, must be accomplished. These tests very often pinpoint the need for

redesign, and serve to illustrate the limitations in analytical approaches.

The final "proof of the pudding", flight testing, follows the p:e-

flight test phase, and must be supported by thoeough planning, especially in the

areas of the objectives of each flight test, and the instrumentation required to

support those objectives. In most sounding rockets programs, few prototype

vehicles are available for flight evaluation. Very often the first flight vehicle

is comMitt.d to a primary operational mission objective. These circumstances

emphasize the need for good test planning. One favorable aspect in regard to

flight testing is that advances in flight simulation technology have reduced

the uncertainties facing the designer at the onset of flight testing, and this

advantage should be exploited to the fullest extent.
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V. Conclusion:

The determination of the sounding rocket configuration, is, on the one hand,

a less risky procedure today because of the powerful flight simulation techniques

now available. Yet improved flight instrumentation, both in on-board sensors and

ground tracking facilities, have brought to the vehicle engineer's attention a host

of anomalies, particularly in vehicle dynamics, which challenge the capabilities

of flight simulation. Furthermore, the mission of the soundling =ocket grows more

demanding, in terms of more precise trajectory prediction and attitude stabilization

requirements, and, of course, greater performance.

These trends assure a need for continuing and intensified effort on the

part of the rocket vehicle designer to be thorough and resourceful in evolving

new sounding rocket vehicle designs. It is also incumbent upon the sounding

rocket user to recognize these vehicles for what they are, a fairly complex

flying mazhine, not necessarily a simple, inexpensive item of ordnance.
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FIN/SPIN STABILIZATION OF UNGUIDED LAUNCH VEHICLES

BY

A. T. MARRIOTT and R. R. BROOKS

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
Missile Systems Division
Costa Mesa, California

ABSTRACT

The design aad development of system concepts which utilize an

unguided boost phase and a partially guided reentry phase during long

range overland flights require that special considerations be given to

accuracy and safety. Discussed in his paper are design techniques

utilized during the early design phase of an improved Athena vehicle to

insure system accuracy and safety. These include the aerodynamic/spin

stabilization techniques used to provide the optimum dispersion/stability

characteristics during boost within the constraints established by other

design considerations. Also included are the spin stabilization techniques

used during the exoatmospheric portion of flight. The effect of spin on

stage separation dynamics is also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems

(ABRES) Program, which is under the jurisdiction of the Space and Missile

Systems Organization of the United States Air Force, is the investigation

of reentry systems concepts concerned with advanced payload technology.

Prior to the Athena Program, the testing capability of the ABRES Program

was limited to full scale overwater tebting. Several of the disadvantages

associated with the full scale overwater testing are:

1. There is a limited awour' of instrumentation available at sea.

2. The use of full scale prototype launch vehicles is expensive.

3. The range of reentry performance (Velocity-Gamma Envelope) is

limited,

To alleviate the',, disadvantages the Athena Program was conceived.

Through the Athena Program subscale reentry system tests could be con-

ducted overland with the following advantages:

1. The vast amount of instrumentation available at the White Sands

Missile Range could be utilized.

2. An inexpensive but reliable launch system could be provided.

3. A wide range of reentry performance (Velocity-Gamma Envelope) is

available.

With the introduction of the Athena Program the capability of the

ABRES Program is now expanded to include testing of:

1. Heavy full scale payloads over a limited performance range.

2. Light subscale payloads over a wide performance range.
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It is seen, however, that a gap still exists within the testing

capability of the ABRES Program. This gap Is the capability to test

heavy payloads over a wide performance range. In order to bridge this

gap the Missile Systems Division of Atlantic Research Corporation has

investigated an Athena configuration having improved performanice. The

objective of this improved Athena, which has been given the designation

of Athena H, is to provide the testing capability of heavy payloads .ver

a wide performance range.

The flight plan of Athena H will be quite similar to that of Athena.

Athena H flights will consist of overland trajectories from Green River,

Utah, to White Sands, New Mexico. Since, like the Athena, this trajectory

brings the vehicle in the vicinity of populated areas, consideration of

reliability, accuracy and safety during the preliminary design phase, are

all important. However, in order to keep the Athena H airborne systems as

simple and straightforward as possible, the use of a complex boost guidance

system is rejected. Instead, the rather simple yet proven concept of a

spin stabilized wind compensate, vehicle which has achieved an outstanding

success record with the Athena Program will be utilized. Accomplishment

of these overland flights with an unguided booster requires that particular

attention be given to the dispersion as well as to stability characteristics

of the Athena H. The fin design during boost and the spin characteristics

during exoatmospheric flights are, therefore, extremely important to provide

both the necessary dispersion and stability characteristics.
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FIN STABILIZATION DURING BOOST

During boost, the fin design of Athena H must provide adequate

stability throughout the boost phase and yet not permit excessive

stability at launch. A low margin of stability at launch is necessary

for acceptable dispersion characteristics resulting from wind measurement

error. At launch when the vehicle is more susceptible to winds, a stable

vehicle tends to repoint into the wind. The greater the stability, the

greater this repointing tendency and the greater the scatter of impact due

to wind measurement variations. Therefore, the fin design must be such to

provide little stability at launch to minimize this repointing influence.

Also, a stable platform throughout boost is necessary to provide proper

functioning of-all events. With a fin arrangement similar to Athena, which

has a two stage boost, accomplishment of these two requirements is difficult,

as can be illustrated by Figure 1. An attempt to obtain sufficient stability

at the higher Mach numbers results in excessive stability at launch. An

acceptable level of stability at launch results in the vehicle becoming un-

stable at higher Mach numbers. It is seen, therefore, that the fin configur-

ation for Athena H application must be highly effective at high Mach numbers

and relatively ineffective at the low Mach numbers. The fin, however, must

also provide the desired spin characteristics. A spinning motion is imparted

to the Athena H during boost in order to minimize impact dispersions resulting

from thrust misalignment and rail tipoff. The spin rate must be sufficient

to provide acceptable dispersion characteristics; yet it cannot exceed

the tolerance level of system components. Care must be taken alno to avoid
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coupling of the spin rate with the aerodynamic natural frequency of the

vehicle.

Having established these various design requirements and constraints,

the fin configuration can be selected which is most suitable for application

to Athena H. The first step in selecting the fin is to establish the best

airfoil section and size of fin for adequate stability throughout boost.

This is done by comparing the weight and drag characteristics to obtain

the maximum performance capability. Consideration is also given at this

time to design compatibility, The establishment of the fin size is shown

on Figure 2. Having established the fin size for adequate stability and

the airfoil section for best performance and design compatibility, Lhe effect

of fin planform on dispersion, spin rate profile and pitch natural frequency

is determined. The fin planform is then selected which provides the least

dispersion, does not exceed the maximum allowable spin rate and does not

allow a spin of the same frequency as the aerodynamics natural frequency.

The influence of fin planform on dispersion is shown on Figure 3 and indicates

the desired planform. The selected fin planform is then investigated for the

effects on the aerodynamic spin profile during boost. Studies have shown

that the realtively poor initial spin acceleration provided by the fin,

necessitates that the initial aerodynamic spin be supplemented by spin motors

to provide acceptable impact dispersion. A typical aerodynamic spin profile

supplement by spin motors is shown on Figure 4.

The results of these various studies define the aerodynamic configuration

most suitable for Athena II applintion, The optimum aerodynamic configuration
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selection criteria was the requirement for adequate aerodynamic stability

throughout boost and the requirement that the dispersion characteristics

be compatible with existing impact areas. The constraints placed upon the

aerodynamic configuration selection criteria were the effects on the

performance capabilities, the spin requirenents during boost and avoidance

of the spin rate during boost coinciding with the aerodynamic natural

frequency.

Having satisfied ourselves with the aerodynamic characteristics during

boost, the spin characteristics during exoatmospheric flight was then

investigated.
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EXOATMOSPHERIC SPIN STABILIZATION

The second part of this paper is concerned with the exoatmospheric

and reentry parts of the Athena It mission, where spin stabilization is

employed to allow delivery of a payload within a fixed impact dispersion

area without terminal guidance. It will discuss the means by which spin

stabilization is achieved and consider some of the problems associated

with a spinning vehicle having separating stages upon reentry.

In order to better understand the following discussion, a brief

description of the portion of the flight after booster release is helpful.

Figure 5 shows a typical trajectory and notes pertinent events from launch

to impact. Shortly after the booster is ejected, the velocity package

(final stagesplus payload) is despun with yc-yo's to a near zero spin rate.

The attitude control system is then activated and roll arrest and attitude

acquisition accomplished. The heat shield fairing is released. The vehicle

is then pitched over to its predetermined final pointing position. Based

upon radar data acquired at a time after velocity package separation,

corrections are computed and transmitted to the attitude controller and the

vehicle is brought to its final corrected pointing. It is then spin stabilized

using six spin rotors which provide a spin rate of 4 cps. The attitude control

system is ejected after which the final stages are burned and the payload

separated as shown in the illustration. Impact of the payload will be with-

in a dispersion area approximately 420 nautical miles down range of the

launch point.
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The improved Athena vehicle is designed to deliver instrumented

payloads under simulated ICBM/IRBM reentry conditions. By the nature

of its test area and the type of Payloads flown, certain restrictions

are placed on allowable d.spersions as well as vehicle induced rates

that may affect payload dyhamics. Because its final stages are unguided,

spin stabilization is essential to keep the dispersions within pre-

scribed bounds and to ensure that the vehicle attitude is maLntained.as

desired for the particular payload being flown.

Spin stabilization employs the well known gyroscopic principal that

a body spinning about a principal axis in space will endeavor to retain

its initial attitude in an inertial frame of reference. The resistance

offered by a spinning body to an attitude change resulting from a dis-

turbing moment is proportional to the square of the spin rate. This

would suggest then that as high a spin rate as possible would be desirable.

In rockets, structural considerations of motors or other components usually

limit spin rates to something less than 10 cps. The Athena H final stages

are spun at 4 cps.

With this cursory background, it is now possible to consider some of

the problems and aspects of designing a spin-stabilized reentry vehicle as
I

represented by an advanced version of the Athena missile.

Error Sources For A Spinning Vehicle With Separating Stages

Associated with a spinning body in space, and in particular with one

which has components separatinp ', are several sources ol disturbances

that can induce undesirable ad attitude motion. Each of these must
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be identified and considered in the preliminary design stages of a missile

since they wtil ultimately affect the payload carrying characteristics and

the dispersions in both flignt parameters and range impact.

In the initial definition phase of the improved Athena, the following

error sources were considered and investigated:

1. Attitude control system errors.

2. Spin rotor disturbances.

3. Thrust misalignment of major stage motors.

4. Dynamic unbalance due to balancing tolerances.

5. Principal axis misalignment due to vehicle manufacturing tolerances.

6, Separation mechanism induced motion (initial rates).

Figure 6 shows how these errors combine to produce rates and attitude

motion at payload release. Jet damping effects are noted and were also

considered in the analysis. The magnitude of each error must be determined

analytically or by measurement and a two sigma (standard deviation) value

assigned to it. Thts portion of the study constitutes a topic for discussion

in itself and will not be pursued here; only the qualitative results in terms

of the effect of the errors on the dynamics will be presented.

Analysis And Equations of Motion

The nethod of analysis used to investigate the effects of the dis-

cussed errors was to program the equations of rotational, rigid body, notion

(Euler's Dynamical Equations) on an analog computer and to consider each error

on an individual basis in ters of the rates and attitude motion it produced.

The results were then st.3tistically combined to produce the total effect t

payload release.
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The equations of motion used to describe the rotational motion of

a spinning body in exoatmospheric space were as follows:

M x (t)

x

+ pr - kq

y ly

I (I I_/X pq - kr

y y

These equations describe the rate of change of the body rates, p, q, r, in

a body-fixed rotating coordinate system, x, y, z, in terms of the components

of a body-attached moment, Mx, My, Mz . Ix and Iy are moments of inertia

and k is the jet damping coefficient for a thrusting vehicle. The rolling

moment was programmed as a function of time to allow spin and despin simu-

lations. The assumptions of mass symmetry and that principal axes are

coincident with the reference axes have been made.

In order to consider the spatial motion of the vehicle, the above

equations must be related to a set of inertial axes. This is accomplished

through the following transformation.

0p

6 q cos 0 - r sin 0

q sin 0 + r cos 0

The angles, 0 , 0 and 0 are Euler angles describing the rotations

required to go from the inertial axes system to the body axes coordinate
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system, Figure 7 shows that two coordinate systems and the Euler angle

rotations. The analog output data in all cases were phase plots of 6

versus $ and 6 versus 4. The latter relationship can be thought of as the

motion of the missile in space as depicted by a projection of its

longitudinal axis onto a normal plane) and initially coincident with its

equivalent inertial axis.

Discussion of Resu'1s

Having defined the error sources in general and the method ti analysis

used to study their effect on vehicle motion, we can now consider in more

detail each error and the results obtained on the analog computer.

Attitude controller errors are the result of two factors; the limit

cycle motion before ignition of the second stage motor and the fact that

attitude controller jets are activated for a short time during the spin-up

of the velocity package. Only the latter error was found to be significant

and its magnitude dictated the allowable time delay before attitude

controller jet deactivation. Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of this error

on vehicle rates and attitude. The figures show the effect of the increasing

spin rate and reflect a constant moment in the pitch plane for the duration

of the jet activation as well as a moment due to thrust unbala,.ce in the

spin motors which is discussed next.

The spin-up and despin operations Introduce errors because of motor

tolerances. For example, in a system of motors mounted around the periphery

of the vehicle, a deviation in thrust of any motor will produce a moment

which results in adverse attitude motion. For the motors used in the spin
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Figure 7. Coordinate System Description
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maneuvers, standard deviations in motor parameters were determined from

recent test data and used in the analysis. Figures 8 and 9 also show the

results of a 2-sigma thrust unbalance in the spin motor system in terms

of rates and attitude motion, respectively.

Dynamic unbalance and principal axis misalignment are essentially the

same thing; however, for purposes of discussion they are treated separately.

Dynamic unbalance results when the vehicle is spun about an axis not coin-

cident with its principal axis and as a result a moment is created about the

vehicle cg proportional to the amount of unbalance (or equivalently, the

angle between the spin axis and the principal axis). In the Athena 11 dynamic

analysis, mass unbalance was considered to be the result of dynamic balancing

tolerances which are the lirits imposed on the balancing of the various

stages. Principal axis misalignment results when vehicle tolerances accumulate

during the build-up of stages. In both instances, the attitude rate may be

obtained by:

=(2 + 2)12 2M 1 sin -21 x t

where M represents the moment due to mass unbalance or principal axis mis-

alignment. Thus the attitudt. rate is directly proportional to the spin

rate, since the moment is a function of the square of the spin rate. It is

of interest to note that the attitude motion is not a function of the spin

rate in this case as can be seen by the relationship between attitude rate

and coning angle. That is,

X0

y
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Therefore, one can conclude that spin stabilization is not a consideration

in the attitude errors introduced by mass unbalance and principal axis

misalignment.

Figures 10 and 11 are examples of analog traces for mass unbalance

showing rates and attitude motion, respectively.

Thrust misalignment is the result of both motor manufacturing

tolerances and vehicle alignment causing the thrust axis to be displaced

from the vehicle center of gravity. Jet damping has the effect of reducing

the rates and attitude motion that thrust misalignment produces. Figures

12 and 13 are typical analog plots showing the effect of thrust misalign-

ment on attitude rates and attitude motion.

Finally, rates are produced by the separation mechanisms themselves

and one of the primary objectives of the preliminary design phase of the

Athena H was to determine criteria for the design of the various separation

mechanisms such that a specified rate at payload release would not be

exceeded. Moments created by separation mechanisms are generally of such

short duration that they can be considered as impulses which produce initial

rates. Spring systems introduce errors becuase of the variation in the

spring rates. Figures 14 and 15 show initial rates and the coning angles

produced by them. Of interest in these figures is the effect of jet damping.

It is seen that the damping has the effect of reducing both rates and coning

angle, X, but not pointing error, 77. This factor is significant from the

point-of-view of dispersion, as it is the pointing error that is primarily
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responsible for deviation in the flight path angle and thus impact in a

thrusting vehicle.

Using the above approach, each error was analyzed in terms of rates

and attitude motion. The results were then statistically combined in a

root-sum-square fashion to produce the total 2-sigma error in rate at

payload release. Attitude errors were used in a dispersion analysis to

predict expected deviation of flight parameters and impact of stages and

payload.

9
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CONCLUSIONS

In this brief discussion we have attempted to illustrate the

methods used to stabilize an essentially unguided launch vehicle as

exemplified by an improved version of the Athena missile. Some of the

problems of fin stabilization in the atmosphere and spin stabilization

during atnmoqpheric exit and reentry have been discussed. The initial

identification of the Athena If has been completed and by making use of

the methods described in this report we have successfully defined a

vehicle that meets all constraints placed upon the dispersion of stages

and payload in terms of impact, performance and dynamics.
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NEW LOW COST METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET SYSTEM
FOR TEMPERATURE AND WIND MEASUREMENT

IN THE 75,000 TO 200,000 FEET ALTITUDE REGION

By Bruce Bollermann and Robert L. Walker
Space Data Corporation

Phoenix, Arizona

ABSTRACT

An instrumented dart system, which can be used as the upper stage of the Loki Dart

meteorological rocket vehicle, has been designed to rr. asure vertical profiles of temperature

and winds between 75,000 feet and 200,000 feet altitudes. The components of the instru-

mented dart include the dart assembly, time delay and payload expulsion system, telemetry

system, temperature sensor, and parachute. The telemetry system is designed to be compatible

with the Rawin Set AN/GMD-I B and associated equipment.

Flight tests of the system, which were conducted at the White Sands Missile Range

and the Air Force Eastern Test Range, have demonstrated the feasibility of the system for

measurement of upper atmosphere winds and temperatures. An error analysis for temperatue

and wind measurements indicate that appreciable improvements can be obtained by reducing

the descent rate of the parachute-sonde systcm.

I NTRODUCTION

With the increased tempo of nuclear testing during operations Castle and Redwing in

the Central Pacific in 1954 to 1956, the requirement for a wind-sensing meteorological rocket

system was generated. The rocket system utilized was the Loki, which was originally
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developed by the Jet Propulsion Lab. for the U.S. Army Ordnance Corp. as an anti-aircraft

rocket. The Loki ,ystem utilized a small, high thrust, short duration rocket motor with a high

ballistic coefficient, coasting dart vehicle. After rocket motor burn out, the dart vehicle

coasted %, an altitude of approximately 100,000 feet and ejected a cloud of tadar-reflective,

wind-sensitive chaff. This chaff cloud was radar tracked during its descent to determine the

upper-altitude winds. At a later date, the same rocket motor hardware was loaded with a

higher energy propellant, and the propellant grain port diameter was reduced to increase

propellant volume. These two changes increased the total impulse from 2,660 lb-seconds to

3760 lb-seconds. In addition the burning time was increased from 0. 80 seconds to 1.86

seconds. With these changes, apogee altitude was increased to approximately 200,000 feet.

This latter system, with a chaff payload, has been a mainstay of the Meteorological Rocket

Network. More recently a number of companies have further increased the total impulse of

the Loki rocket motor to slightly over 4,000 lb-seconds by further reducing the par" diameter

and increasing the propellant density. With this latest increase in propellant weight, apogee

altitude for the standard chaff dart is increased to about 230, 000 feet from an 850 sea level

launch. The Robin inflatable sphere has also been successfully deployed at altitudes of

205,000 feet from a 1.500 inch dart and 230,000 feet from a 1.375 inch dart. Only recently,

however, have temperature measuring parachute-sonde systems been successfully flown with

this basic system.

The goal of an instrumented dart program, which Space Data Corporation has conducted

for the Aerospace Instrumentation Laboratory of Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

[Walker, ref. Dl, with additional support and cooperation by the Electronics Research and

Development Activity at White Sands Mi:silc Range, has.been the development of a minimum

cost rocketsonde system which is specialized to make routine wind and temperature measure-

ments to altitudes of 200,000 feet. In addition to minimum cost, an all-weather launch

capability and minimum impact dispersion are further advantages of the system.
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REQUIREMENTS

Although the high-altitude research meteorologist would like to measure a variety of

parameters, such as ozone and electron density, on a research basis, the requirements for

routine high-altitude meteorological measurements appear to be limited to those of Table 1.

These requirements differ only slightly from agency-to-agency, and it appears that a

rocketborne parachute-sonde descent system which employs a temperature sensing element

can satisfy most of the operational requirements. Though density is generally required, a

reasonably accurate density profile can be calculated from the measured temperatures with a

combination of the equation-of-state for an ideal gas and the hydrostatic equation. The

bead thermistor which is used for the temperature measurements is both small and inexpensive.

It seems to be ideally compatible with the small inexpensive rocket system. For the next few

years, at least, it is expected that the thermistor will be used for operational data instead

of more cumbersome and expensive sensor instrumentation, designed to measure either density

or pressure directly. The Robin inflatable sphere is certainly a candidate for the direct

measurement of density, and it is quite inexpensive. The sphere is a passive sensor which

relies on a fairly high-precision radar track to determine its fall velocity and acceleration

from which atmospheric density may be calculated through the appropriate drag equations. A

Loki Dart Robin system has been successfully developed and flight tested under a previous

AFCRL program [Watson, ref. 2]. The Robin payload could easily be interchanged with the

parachute-sonde in the current loki dart vehicle whenever direct density measurements are

required.

TABLE I

MEASUREM'FNT REQUIREMENTS FOR ROUTINE
METEOROLOGICAL SUPPORT AND OPERATIONS

Parameter Wind Temperature Density

Altitude 80,000 - 200,000 Ft. 80,000 - 200,000 Ft. 80,000 - 200,000 Ft.

Accuracy, rms 3 - 10 ft/sec 1- 20C 2 - 3%
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The logistics requirements for a routine meteorological rocket system ore that the

system must be capable of being launched by a minimum crew of two men and wilh ground

winds up to thirty-five knots. The system must be simple to launch by relatively untrained

personnel and must have the capability for mobility. A most important consideration is that

the system be extremely low in cost. This I tter requirement is perhaps the most important

for a routine meteorological rocket system.

INSTRUMENTED DART SYSTEM

System Design and Operation.

The design and flight tests of an instrumented dart system compatible with the Loki

rocket motor has been completed by Space Data Corporation for the Aerospace Instrumentation

Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Massachusetts. The

instrumented dart system includes the dart assembly, parachute and instrument package with

temperature sensor. The instrument package transmits temperatufe data using u standard

10-mil bead thermistor as the sensor. The transmitted signal is adjustable between 1660 and

1700 mc and is compatible with the Rawin Set AN/GMD-1B and associated equipment such

as the radiosonde recorder AN/I"MQ-)C. The capability of the system to eject its payload

at an altitude in excess of 200,000 feet and transmit temperature data from that height to

75, 000 feet or less has been demonstrated. The instrument package descends by parachute

over this altitude region in approximately 20 minutes, and the parachute is radar reflective

for S-Band and/or C-Band radar tracking.

The vehicle as shown in Figure 1 is a two-stage system with the first stage being a

Loki rocket motor, and the second stage an inert dart with a high ballistic coefficient. The

dart houses the poyload. The Loki booster is a short burning, high thrust unit with a burning

time of approximately 1.8 seconds. The operation of the system is shown in Figure 2. The

vehicle is launched from a spiral tube at the desired elevation and azimuth setting. The

booster burns out at approximately 5,000 feet altitude at which time dart separation occurs.



FIG. I LOKI - DART VEHICLE
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The dart coasts to apogee and ejects the payload. ipon ejection of the payloadthe parachute

inflates, resulting in a controlled fall rate for the parachute-instrument package combination.

The standard GMD-1B receives the telemetered temperature data and records the data on the

AN/IMQ-5C recorder without ary modifications to either the receiver or the recorder. The

parachute is 50 silvered to provide a radar-reflecting target which allows the radar to track

the motion of the parachute and provide the altitude time history required for the temperature

measurement and the horizontal motion for the wind data.

The instrumented dart system as shown in Figure 3 is made up of the following major

dart components:

a. dart ogive

b. dart body

c. dart tail assembly

d. delay and expulsion charge

e. parachute

f. instrument package with temperature sensor

The configuration of tho dart assembly is shown in Figure 4. The tail assembly of the dart

is designed to be cmp&;'ble with the Loki rocket motor forward closure. The overall

aerodynamic configuration of the system is designed to give the vehicle the required

aerodynamic stability necessary for reliable performance both during the boost phase and

while the dart is coasting to altitude. The payload ejection is timed by a pyrotechnic time

delay which is initiated at launch. The time delay is selected such that the ejection occurs

at apogee. The time delay ignites the expulsion charge which expels the payload and

parachute system as shown in Figure 5. At this point the parachute inflates giving the

instrument package a controlled fall rate, necessary for the temperature and wind measure-

ment.

One important feature that is incorporated in the design is for the vehicle to have

an uptrack capability for the GMD, so the signal is being received at the time of ejection.
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This allows the GMD to track the signal on the say to apogee, eliminating any delay in

acquiring the instrument, both in position and frequency at ejection. Ability to track the

signal prior to ejection can save several minutes of data which may be lost if it is necessary

to acquire the signal after ejection. Also the capability of the instrument to transmit, while

it is in the dart, facilitates the prelaunch checkout. The instrument can be switched on

remotely prior to launch and acquired by the GMD to verify that the instrument is operating

properly.

Another important feature of the design of this system is the method of controlling

the heat transfer to the instrument package from aerodynamic heating. The concept of the

boosted dart system is to obtain a high velocity in as short a time period as possible, separate

the booster and allow the dart to coast to altitude. This technique is employed to limit wind-

sensitivity for minimum impact dispersion. These high velocities in the dense portion of the

atmosphere cause aerodynamic heating to be relatively severe. Two basic techniques were

used to control the aerodynamic heating: (1) Internal insulation of the payload by using a

material having a low coefficient of heat transfer or an air gap and (2) use of an externally

applied ablative material called Thermolag. The Thermolag is sprayed on the exterior of

the dart so that the dart body will not reach a temperature in excess of the ablation temperature

of the Thermolag. Figure 6 shows a comparison between the skin temperature of the dart with

and without the Thermolag coating.

Altitude capability of this system is largely dependent on the type of Loki motor used.

The Loki motor used for the White Sands tests and some of the later tests at the Air Force

Eastera Test Range is a higher performance version of the Loki II-A and is known as the Judi

rocket motor or SDC Loki rocket motor. The n=ina! altitude capob;l;Iy or' the system using

this motor is shown in Figure 7.

The older Loki motor design which was used at the AFETR is designated Rocket hM for

MX-3290-FMQ-6 and is basically the same motor as the original Loki II-A. The altitude

that is achieved by using this motor is nominally 170,000 feet when launched from sea level.
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Therefore, the higher perforrance Loki motor is required for the system to make measurements

to 200,000 feet. Table 2 presents a comparison of rocket motor characteristics and performance.

TABLE 2

ROCKET MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

Loki #1.9 KS 2000 Judil 1.9 KS 2150
or or

Characteristics Hasp #MK32 Mod 0 SDC P/N 250-10

Length (inches) 66.0 66.0

Diameter (inches) 3.13 3.13

Inert Weight (pounds) 6.45 5.80

Propellant Weight (pounds) 16.88 18.15

Mass Fraction 0.724 0.758

Grain Port Diameter (inches), Tapered 1.004-1.583 0. 996-1.297

Throat Area (inches2 ) 0.983 1.41

Performance

Apogee Altitude (Feet) 170,000 205,000
(850 QE, Sea Level Launch,
1.375"/9.8 lb Dart)

Total Impulse (Ibf-sec) 3760 4063

Action Time (seconds) 1.90 1.89

Average Thrust (Ibf) 1980 2150

Average Chamber Pressure (psia) 1340 1100

Specific Impulse (seconds) 223 224

Parachute.

Prior to the beginning of the development program, three different types of parachutes

had been flown in the Loki system. These three types were as follows: (1) 6 ft square-flat-

silk parachute, (2) 7.6 ft flat-circular-silk parachute, (3) 5 ft silk baseball type parachute.

Of the three parachute-, the first two gave an acceptable fall rate. The baseball type has
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a fall rate which was too high. This fall rate could have been decreased by increasing the

size of the parachute, however, the volume limitations in the dart made any increase in

packaging requirements for the larger parachute size objectionable. From a limited number

of flight tests it appeared that the 7.6 foot chute had slightly better opening characteristics

at high altitude than the square chute; therefore, the 7.6 foot circular parachute was selected.

The 7.6 foot parachute weighs approximately 3.6 ounces, with alternate panels of the

silk forming the parachute canopy being metalized to make the parachute radar reflective

and suitable to be tracked by an S and/or C Band rado, Figure 8 shows the parachute and

the method of canopy construction.

Instrument Electronic Design.

The electronic package is a hybrid solid state and vacuum tube device, powered by

nickel-cadmium batteries. The vacuum tube is a cavity oscillator triode similar to that

which has been used for rocket and balloon borne packages for a number of years. The

modulation circuit, reference circuit and DC to DC converter utilize solid state devices.

The sensor is a bead thermistor of approximately 0.010-inch diameter with leads of 0. 001

inch diameter platinum-iridium wire. The sensor is coated to reduce solar absorption. Th-

methods used to expose the sensor to the environment are discussed in the mechanical system

description which follows. The sensor used has a resistance range of 60K ohms to 3 megohms in

the region of data acquisition.

The thermistor, which has a negative temperature coefficient of resistonce of approxi-

mately 4%/°C, is a component in a pulse generating circuit whose rate is a function of its

resistance. The pulses from this circuit are applied to the cavity oscillator in such a way as

to terminate the carrier for the durotion of tIhe pulse, thu~s a!ov.'ing the ground cquipment to

receive the data as described in the following section. In order to detect any drift in pulse

frequency due to environmental effects on the airborne circuitry, a known resistance value

is periodically switched irto the circuit. Comparison of the pulse rate observed with that

obtained during a preflight calibration allows corrections to be made if any drift is present.
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This reference period was 2 to 3 seconds approximately 3 times per minute on the early units,

but has been exlended to 6 to 7 seconds every 1-1/2 minutes on recent systems. The cavity

oscillator triode provides the 1680 mc carrier frequency upon which the data pulses are

imposed. It is transmitted using a linear asymmetric dipole antenna, which provides excellent

coverage. In addition, provision is made to utilize the dart ogive and case as an antenna to

allow the dart system to be tracked during the flight prior to ejection of the instrument. The

power supply for this instrument consists of a nickel-cadmium battery pack which supplied

6 volts DC, and a DC to DC convertor which supplied approximately 95 volts DC for the tube

plate voltage. Nickel-cadmium batteries are used because they are rechargeable, have a

long shelf life and possess good voltage discharge characteristics.

Instrument Mechanical Design.

The instrument is 11. 125 inches in length and 1. 1 inch in diameter, with the antenna

at the forward end. The electronic system and batteries are enclosed in a thin phenolic-

fiberglass tube, and all voids are filled with an encapsulation compound.

At th6 start of the development program it was considered necessary to suspend the

instrument with the antenna pointed downward. Therefore, the instrument was suspended from

the aft end, and the sensor was mounted on an arm. This arm was spring loaded and extended

perpendicular to the instrument body when the staves were removed. As the program pro-

gressed, it was found that it would be desirable to suspend the instrument such that the

sensor would be first in the air flow pattern. This was accomplished by suspending the

instrument with the antenna pointing upward and the sensor pointing downward. The sensor

was protected by a wire guard and the suspension harness extended the length of the instrument.

Flight tests proved that this did not significantly affect the RF signal received at the ground

station. Since that time, minor design changes have been accomplished. Notably, the

wire thermistor guard was eliminated, the suspension line was looped as near as practical to

the antenna, and a thin-film mylar thermistor mount has been flight tested. These changes,

though minor, have significantly improved the quality of the data obtained. Figure 9 shows

the sonde suspended from the parachute load line and the conventional post method of
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thermistor mounting which will be further discursed in - following temperature measurement

sectio.,.

Ground System Instijmentation.

The data sensing and telemetry system incorporated by the dart vehicle utilizes the

standard Ground Meteorological Detection (GMD) system for data receiption and print out.

Any version of the GMD up through the GMD/4, may be used to handle the dart information.

The GMD/1 ground equipment consists of a tracking dish antenna and receiver unit, a

control recorder unit and a TMQi5 chart recorder. Other versions of the system contain

various auxiliary equipment such as ranging transmitter and various automatic data equipment.

The antenna and receiver unit consists of a seven foot diameter dish, mounted on a pedestal

which contains the receiver and antenna motor controls. The dish may be operated in either

automatic or manual track made locally at the pedestal or from controls on the recorder,

vhich is usually remote from the pedestal. The receiver covers a band from 1655 mc to

1705 mc and will operate in either AM or FM mode. AM mode is utilized by the current

dart system. The modulation type, when viewed from the carrier, is PDM-AM in that the

intelligence is impressed Upon the carrier in the form of negative pulses of sufficient

magnitude to exceed 100% AM and hence terminate the carrier for the duration of each

pulse. The repetition of the carrier terminating pul'es contains the data. This technique

results in pslses of carrier frequency energy of varying duration as a function of the data

transmitted. The incoming signal is mixed with the local oscillation frequency in a wave

guide, and a 30 mc IF is detected in the receiver which reconstructs the chain of pulses

originally impressed upon the carrier. These puls.s are then differentiat. , and the resulting

positive pulse from the troiling edge is used to tr;gger a multivibrator, which resulls in a new

pulse of constant amplitude and duration. The trigger level of this multivibrator is asjust.-

able so that "grass" may be excluded from the resultant pulse train. These pulses are then

transferred over u line, via the control recorder, to the TMQ/5 unit where they trigger a

univibrator which results in a train of pulses of very constant amplitude and duration. These
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pulses are fed into a self-balancing servosystem which positions a pen on a strip chart recorder.

The recorder pin is displaced as a function of pulse repetition frequency and can accommodate

rates up to 200 pps. Various auxiliary amplifier systems have been used to enhance the inccmirig

signal and, of these, the parametric amplifier seems to be the most satisfactory.

Instrumented Dart System Data.

The mc,or dimensions of t6e vehicle system are indicated in Figure 10, and a summary

of the main system parameters are listed in Table 3. Since the beginning of the instrumented

dart development program, there have been more than 50 successful flights in which both

temperature and winds have been measured.

TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

WEIGHTS

Dart Hardware 8.60 Lbs.
Parachute .25 Lbs. (4 Ounces)
Instrument .75 Lbs. (12 Ounces)
Expulsion Charge .01 Lbs. (5 Grams)
Miscellaneous .19 Lbs.

CC4.PLETE DART SYSTEM 9.8 Lbs.

Loki Rocket Motor 24.2 Lbs.

VEHICLE LAUNCH WEIGHT 34.0 Lbs.

PAYLOAD EJECTION TIME 100 Sec.

INSTRUMENT INFORMATION (Datasonde)

Power Output 600-850 M i lI iwatts
Modularc. PDMAM
Pulse Repetition Rate 10-200 Pulses "er Second
Polarity of Modulation Negative
Time Reference is Transmitted 5-7 Seconds
Time Temperature is Transmitted 50-90 Seconds
Frequency 1660-1700 mc.
Reference Switching Relay
Batteries Nickel Cadmium
Operating Time 40-50 Minutes
Length 11. 125 Inches
Diameter 1.1 Inches
Thermistor 10 Mil Coated Bead
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ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Prior to the development of a thin-film Mylar mount for the bead thermistor, there

was considerable error in the measurement of atmospheric temperatures with the meteorological

rocketsonde systems in the stratopause and lower mesophere regions. The thermistor and its

mounting fixtures become relatively warm (400 C to 500C) during their residence in the

vehicle prior to launch and during rocket ascent. The main source of heating with the Arcas*

system is the power output from the cavity-oscillator transmitter tube. In the case of the

dartsonde, aerodynamic heating provides the main source of heat for the temperature rise.

At apogee the instruments are ejected into the relatively cold atmosphere (-200 C to -300C),

and heat must be lost from the thermistor-mount combination before ambient air temperatures

can be adequately measured. The rate of hebt loss is related to the thermal time constant

of the sensing system which includes both the basic characterisics of the thermistor and its

mounting fixture. The thin-film Mylar mount, as indicated in Figure 11, was developed by

[Diews, ref. 3] to reduce the thermal mass to which the thermistor lead wires are mounted,

and hence reduce the thermal time constant and conduction errors of the measurement system.

A comparison of the response time and the heat loss curve between the old mounting

post arrangementand the new thin-film Mylar mount is presented for two instrumented dart,**

Datasonde, flights in Figure 12. For the mounting post arrangement, an elapsed time of

approximately 70 seconds occured between apogee ejection, at a system temperature of 480C, to
equilibrium with the atmosphere at approximately 0°C. Apogee for this flight occured at

203,000 feet, and sensor equilibrium with the atmosphere occured at 180,000 feet. For the

th;n-film Mylar mount only 35 seconds were necessary for the temperature sensor to reach

* A relatively large 4.5-inch diameter meteorological rocket employing a long burning time

propellant grain and relarively large temperature measuring sondes, i.e. Arcasonde,IDelta Sonde.

** Space Data Corporation dart instrument.
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FIGURE 11

THIN FILM THERMISTOR MOUNT_
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FIG. 12 DATASONDE THERMISTOR TEMPERATURE
VS. TIME
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equilibrium with the atmosphere,at v temperature level of -230C,at 210,000 feet. Apogee

for this flight occured at 230,000 feet, and ejection temperature was 460C. Thus it can be

seen that by utilizing a thin-film Mylar mount with the Datasonde instrument, the response

characteristics of the sensing system are significantly improved, and more accurate tempera-

tures can be obtained at higher altitudes.

The times for the 10-mil bead thermistor to reach equilibrium with the atmosphere

from payload ejection, at approximately 210,000 feet, for both the Datasonde and Arcasonde

instruments, with both the older post mounting arrangements and the newer thin-film Mylar

mount arrangements, are presented from typical flight data in Table 4. These data indicate

that the temperature sensing response time is primarily a function of the thermistor mounting

arrangement rather than the particular telemetry instrumen, employed. Not only do these

sensor response characteristics influence the maximum altitude to which temperature data

can be measured, but they also influence the accuracy of the temperature measurements

throughout the soundingat least to alt;tudes in excess of 150,000 feet. Sensor lag error

due to slow response characteristics has proven to be a significant source of temperature

measurement error down to a level of 190,000 feet even with the faster response thin-film

Mylar mount.

An envelope of atmospheric temperatures obtained with the Datasonde instruments

during the development program is presented in Figure 13 along with average profiles

obtained with the Arcasonde I and ]A instruments. The Arcasonde 1 instrument employed

rather heavy wire mounting posts, and it can be noticed that on the average the temperatures

derived with this instrument were considerably warmer than for the other two sordes. All of

the Datasonde flights presented in this figure employed plastic mounting posts which evidently

did not permit as much heat transfer through the lead wires to the bead thermistor as with

the heavy wire mounting posts. This is indicated by the fact that the average Datasonde

temperatures ran about 80C cooler in the stratopause, and above, than the comparable

Arcosonde I temperatures. These Datasonde temperatures, however, can not be considered
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very ac-,.jate above the strotopause since they are considerably warmer than Kose temperatures

for the Arcasonde ]A which employs the thin-film Mylar mount. Most of the temperature

profiles in Figure 13 were taken at the Eastern Test Range.

TABLE 4

TIME FOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR TO REACH EQUILIBRIUM
WITH THE ATMOSPHERE FROM PAYLOAD EJECTION

AT ABOUT 210,000 FEET

Post Film
Mount Mount

Instrument (Seconds) (Seconds)

Datasonde 70 35

Arcasonde 80 40

At the conclusion of the instrumented dart development program, personnel from the

White Sands Missile Range flew a thin-film mounted 10-mil bead thermistor with the Dotasonde

system. The temperature profile from this flight is presented in Figure 14. It should be noted

that the dashed line at the top of the profile represents the thermistor heat loss or cooling curve

and cannot be considered to be indicative of atmospheric temperature. As a general rule,

atmospheric temperatures are rerorted only after the heat loss or cooling curve experiences

a reversal which indicates that the sensor has started to respond to the atmospheric temperature

profile. Such a reversal for this flight occured at an altitude of 210,000 feet and a tempera-

ture of -24. 50C. For comparative purposes the temperature profile for an Arcasonde IA

flight is also included. Both of these temperature profiles are to the highest altitude yet

obtained for either of the two systems.

Although 'he temperature profiles shown in Figure 14 indicate a significant improve-

ment in temperature data over the older post-mounted systems, the fact that a reversal in

fempcrature fium ithe hear loss curve has occured,does not indicate the accurccy of the

temperature profile obtained from this reversal point on down throughout the sounding.
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Temperatures obtained at the 200,000 feet level with the thin-film mounts are approximately

300 to 40°C colder than those obtained with the post mounting arrangements. However,

even these colder temperatures may be significantly wormer than the atmosphere at this level.

Although the sources of error in these data are due to aerodynamic heating, sensor lag or

response time, condutction effects and solar radiation, the major source of temperature error

at this level appears to be due to aerodynamic heating.

The boundary layer recovery tenperature ircrease, above the ambient, can be

estimated by the equation -

TrT - T a . 2- (Pr)Y '2 M2

Where Tr = recovery temperature of the boundary layer, OK

To =- ambient atmospheric temperature, OK

e = ratio of specific heats, cp/cv for air at 200,000 feet, 1. 401

Pr = Prandtl number for air at 200,000 feet, 0.731

M = Mach number

Boundary layter temperature increase at an altitude of 200,000 feet is plotted against sensor

velocity in Figure 15. The velocity of the system which causes the boundary layer temperoture

to increase is not only descent velocity of the parachute-sonde system, but the total velocity.

Figure 16 presents the horizontal component of the vehicle velocity at apogee for both the

Arcas and the Dart system for various sea level launch angles. For a launch angle of 840,

the Arcas horizontal velocity at apogee is 775 feet per second, and the dart velocity is 415

feet per second. The difference in these apogee horizontal velocities is due to the greater

gravity tKrn experionced by the longer burning-time Arcas veh;cle. When these velocity

data are related back to Figure 15, it appears that upon payload ejection, the thermistor

boundary-layer temperature increase for thr. Arcas system is greater than 200C, and for the

Dart system is approximately 70C.

Aerodynamic heating and sensor response lag temperature measurement errors have been
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FIGURE 14
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estimated for the instrumented dart system with the results presented in Figure 17. The

1962 U.S. SNandard Atmosphere temperature was used as an ambient temperature model,

and a parachute-sonde trajectory, aerodynamic heating anc, sensor lag computer program

was devised to simulate a typical 215, 000-feet deployment. The standard 7.6-feet diameter

parachute, and a thin-film thermistor mount were assumed. Thermistor time constant values

were taken from a report by EWagner, ref. 4].

These data indicate an appr-ciable aerodynamic heating effect above 180, 000 feet.

Since the thermistor can do no better than measure the temperature of the air immediately

surrounding it, i.e. the boundary layer temperature, the aerodynamic heating presents a

measurement accuracy limit. The temperature measurement error resulting from sensor

response lag can be estimated as the difference in temperature between the boundary

layer and the thermistor from Figure 17.

Estimates for temperature measurement error due to solar radiation and thermistor

lead conduction made by EWagner, ref. 4; Barr, ref. 5; and Drews, ref. 3] indicate that

both solar radiation, znd the thin-film mount conduction errors are each less than I 0C a, an

altitude of 200,000 feet. An estimate of the total measurement error for a 215,000 feet

deployment of the current instrumented dart system with a thin-film mount at an altitude

of 200,000 feet is as follows:

Aerodynamic Boundary Layer Heating + 10. 00 C

Sensor Response Lag - 5. 0 C

Solar and IR Radiation <+ 1.0 C

Thermistor Lead Conduction & Inteinal Power < I.0°C

Total Error 6.06C 0,-

It is obvious from the above data that the greatest improvement in temperature measurement

accuracy can be obtained by decreasing the descent velocity of the parachute-sonde system.

Not only is the aerodynamic heating proportional to the square of thp descent velocity, but
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the sensor lag error should also be improved with a more slowly falling system, By reducing

the descent velocity of the system to 75% of ith current value, an improvement of about 50%

in the temperature measurement accuracy at 200,000-feei should be realizeo

WIND MEASUREMENT AND PARACHUTE DATA

The insyrurnented dart parachute is used for wind measurement and to lower the

temperature-measuring sonde through the atmosphere at a sufficiently slow velocity for

adequate temperature measurements. The descent rate of the parachute is of prime importance

since both wind measurement errors and temperature measurement errors due to aerodynamic

h eating are directly related to the square of the descent velocity of the parachute-sonde

system. Figure 18 presents the altitude versus time descent profile for various ejection

altitudes. The descent rates of the parachute-sonde system is presented in Figure 19 for

various eiection altitudes.

To attain the indicated fall rates and descent times, the parachute must deploy

properly and fully inflate to take advantage of its shape and fabric area, For a limited

number of instrumented dart flights, the 7.6-foot diameter flat-circular parachute has

exhibited a certain nmount of instability in its descent rate at altitudes above 170,000 feet.

A possible explanation for this erratic behavior may be explained on the b.asis of the dynamic

pressure at deployment. Figure 20shows the dynamic pressure at apogee for various launch

angles for both the Arcas and the Dart systems. Since the component of horizontal velocity

at apogee for the Arcas vehicle is significantly greater than that for the Dart system, the

dynamic pressure available for full parachute deployment with the Arcas system is generally

greater than that for the Dart system. [Knacke, -ef. 6]states that a minimum dynamic

pressure of 0.03 to 0.07 lbf/ft2 , depending on parachute design, is required to create a

sufficient pressure differential from the inside to the outside of the parachute for full

inflation. This may indicate that for a higher degree of reliability in achieving full deployment

of dart parachutes, a positive inflation aid such as an inflatable torus ring may be required.

These dynamic pressure data at apogee or deployment also indicate that the dart parachutes
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roay be constructed from relatively lighter-weight materials than for the Arcas system;

for the opening shock should be significantly less. By reducing parachute weight, the

ballistic coefficient or weight-to.-drag-ratio for the descending system can be improved

to give slower descent profiles which are so important for more accurate wind and temper-

ature measurements at the 200,000 feet altitude levels.

Wind measurement requirements for routine meteorological support and operations

have generally been stated as an rms error of 3 ft/sec at 80, 000 feet to an rms error 'f

10 ft/sec at 200,000 feet. The wind measurement error is a function of the vertical gradient

of the wind or wind shear, rather than the absolute wind velocity, and the descent rate of

the parachute as given by te approximate expression by[Leviton, ref 7]

E- x v2

g z

Where E = wind speed lag error, ft/sec
-1

s = wind shear, sec

V z = vertical descent velocity, ft/sec

Therefore, a wind shear value must be specified in addition to the measurement error for a

meaningful parachute design criterion. Since the wind measurement error is a function of

the square of the descent velocity, and the descent velocity is much greater at the 200,000-

feet level than below, it is assumed that the wind measurement requirements can be met

throughout the descent with a system which can satisfy the requirements at 200,000-feet.

A review o chaff-derived winds obtained at the 200,000-feet level revealed that

the 90% wind shear level through a 1,000-feet altitude layer for annual data over the

United States is about 20 ft/sec per 1,000 feet or 0.020 sec- 1. With the 200,000 feet

altitude wind shear specified as 0.020 sec 1, Table 5 has ben constructed to indicate the

descent system velocities and ballistic coefficients required to satisfy various wind measure-

ment error requirements. Table 6 presents the parachute descent system data for both the
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Arcas 15-feet diameter parachute - Arcasonde IA system, and the Dart 7.6-feet diameter

parachute - Datasonde system. From these data one can determine that both systems need

significant improvement to meet the 10 ft/sec measuring error requirement. The Arcas system

ballistic coefficient of 0.0655 Ibf/ft 2 will permit a lag error of more than 130 ft/sec under

a 0.020 secJ' shear at 200,000-feet. The dart system is only slightly better with a ballistic

coefficient if 0.0603 l1,/ft2 . This system will permit a 120 ft/sec lag error.

TABLE 5

DESCENT SYSTEM VELOCITIES AND BALLISTIC COEFFICIENTS
REQUIRED FOR VARIOUS WIND MEASUREMENT ERRORS BASED

ON AN ALTITUDE OF 200,000-FEET AND
A WIND SHEAR OF 0.020 SECONDS " 1

Wind Measurement Descent Ballistic Coefficient
Error, E Velocity, Vz  W/CDS

10 ft/sec 127 ft/sec 0.005 lbf/ft2

20 180 .010
30 221 .015
40 254 .020
50 285 .025
60 312 .030
70 335 .035
80 358 .040
90 380 .045

100 401 .050
110 420 .055
120 439 .060
130 457 .065
140 475 .070
150 491 .075

Since the wind measurement error under consideration is essentially a response lag

or systematic error, rather thu, a purely random error, it appears appropriate to use more than

a 1-sigma (standard deviation), rms, error criterion for systems design. This is especially

true if the random errors due to radar tracking and parachute oscillations are small with

respect to the t 10 ft/sec, rms, accuracy requirement. Perhap!; a realis~ic requirement

would be for a 2.5 -sigma allowance of 25 ft/sec in the response lag error. For such a
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criterion, a descent rate of 201 ft/sec at 200,000-feet and a ballistic coefficient of 0.0125

lbf/ft2 would be required.

TABLE 6

DESCENT SYSTEM DATA

Arcas Dart

Parachute Type 15' Hemispherical 7.6' Flat-Circular

Flying Diameter, ft 15 5.7

Flying Area, S, ft2  177 25.5

Parachute Weight, lb 2.62 0.225

Payload Weight, lb 4.65 0.788

Total We' h,, ".". b 1.27 1.013

Drag Coefficient, CD 0.624 0.660
(on flying area, S)

Ballistic Coefficient, W/CDS 0.0655 0.0603

Payload Arcasonde IA Dalascnde

Three ways to reduce the ballistic coefficient of the current systems are to: (1)

improve the drag coefficient (based on fabric area and packaging volume requirements),

(2) reduce the overall weight of the system, and (3) increase the fabric area or parachute

size. Most probably the drag coefficient based on fabric area cannot be greatly improved

over cunent systems, providing full inflation is currently being achieved. A weight

reduction of the overall system can be achieved in the case of the Arcas by reducing the

weight of the instrument. Since the dynamic pressure at apogee is appre "able with the

Arcas, reducing parachute weight and, thereby, strength may not be advisable. The weight

of the Datasonde dart instrument is already minimum for the desired power supply operating

time. However, the dynamic pressure at apogee is so low with the dart system that a

lighter-weight parachute fabric may be employed. An increase in the fabric area and
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parachute size is the most likely improvement for both systems up to the size where deploy-

ment may become a problem. However, if one follows the general rule that the parachute

weight should never be heavier than the payload for stability, a limitation on the ;mprove-

ment of the ballistic coefficient for the Arcas system is approximately 0.0475 lbf/ft2 , and for

the dart system is 0. 0268 lbf/ft2 . These data are based upon maintaining the some fabric

strength and density as is currently employed. The increased size of the instrumented dart

parachute to achieve this reduced ballistic coefficient would have a flying area of 89 ft2 ,

a flying diameter of 10.7-feet and a flat diameter of 14.2-feet. Its weight would equal

that of the instrument payload which is 0.788 l6. This system should have a descent rate of

294 ft/sec at 200,000-feet and be capable of measuring a 0.020 sec"1 wind shear at this

level with an accuracy of 54 ft/sec.

An additional benefit from reducing the parachute descent rate as suggested above

would be the reduction of the aerodynamic heat;ng error of the temperature sensor from

a +7.7 0 C error to a +3.50 C error at 200,000-feet. The sensor lag error would also b.

improved.

[Ammons, ref. 8lestimates that for the 15-feet diameter hemispherical parachute,

used with the Arcas, the instantaneous horizontal velocity due to parachute oscillations

follows approximately a sinusoidal pattern with a maximum amplitude of about 50 ft/sec at

an altitude of 200,000-feet. The period of this pattern at 200,000-feet appears to be about

2,700 ft. in altitude or 6.3 seconds. This pattern may be assumed to represent a theoretical

wind measurement error due to parachute oscillation. However, when this velocity pattern is

integrated to estimate a displacement pattern, a maximum displacement of only 50 ft is found.

Since the period of parachute oscillations, in the high altitudes at least, appears to be

proportional to the square root of shroud line length, the estimated period for the dart

8parachute is x 6.3 seconds or 3.4 seconds, if the same horizontal velocity maximum

is assumed for the 7.6-feet diameter dart parachute as for the 15-feet diameter parachute, with the
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periid reduced to 3. seconds, a maximum horizonta! displacement due to parachute oscillation

at 200,000-feet is only 26.3-feet. This is equivalent to a radar look-angle displacement of

0. 115 mils. FPS-16 radar rms a..curacy is 1- 0.14 mils in angular measurement and ± 45 ft in

slant range. Other less precise radar have rms accuracies of about ± 2 mils and * 120 ft,

respectively. It appears that although oscillations of the dart parachute may lead to instan-

taneous velocities which might theoratically be interpreted as wind error, these velocities

do not cause sufficient horizontal displacements to be detected by radar.

CONCLUSIONS

The flight tests of the Loki instrumented dart, Datasonde, system which have been

conducted to date have demonstrated tl at the system is compatible w ith the standard AN/GMD-1B

ground equipment and is feasible for temperature and wind measurements between 75,000-feet

and 200,000-feet altitudes. The measurement accuracies of this system are consistent with the

current state-of-the-art when the thin-film thermistor mount is employed. Reasonable temper-

atures have been measured to an altitude of 215,000-feet. A further improvement in both

the wind and temperature measurement accuracies can be made by reducing the descent rate

of the parachute-sonde system.

The reliability of the syste.n is adequate for operational use and no special skills or

techniques are required for launching or data acquisition. The primary advantages of the

system are: (1) comparatively low cost, (2) minimum of handling effort by weather station

launch crews, and (3) much lower wind sensitivity than most other meteorological rockets.

Of the three advantages listed above the one of primary importance is that t'p miniaturized

system provides essentially the same data obtained with much larger meteorological rocket

systems at less than half the cost.

The system can be easily handled by one personjand a launch crew of two people is

sufficient to perform all launching functions.

The Loki Dart vehicle system has been fired in win.s in excess of 40 knots with
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minimum launcher corrections, and many ranges do not require launcher corrections for

winds less than 20 knots. Therefore, very little effort need be expended in determining

launcher corrections due to winds.
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SOUND ING ROCKET PERFORMANCE APPROX IMATIONS

Wolfgang Schaechter, Thiokol chemical Corporation, Astro-Met Division, Ogden, Utah

ABSTRACT such high accuracy. INowever, the relationships

After reviewing the tremendous amount of com- are apparently valid so that they can be used with a

putations work completed for the preparation of a considerable degree of confidence.

sounding rocket vehicle handbook, we wondered if,

empirically derived, cloued-form approximations of

the variation of some of the performance parameters 1. INTRODUCTION

could be found which might cut down the computing The proliferation of digital computers has

load on similar efforts. Apparently, accurate certainly been a blessing to those of us who need

closed-form performance approximations can be dev- t. calculate the flight performance and behavior

eloped, not only for the vehicle system considered of sounding rocket vehicles. Computers are, today,

in the original effort, but for other sounding readily available to almost everyone in the sound-

rockets with widely differing payload and altitude ing rocket fieldand each new generation of data

capabilities. processing machinery is faster and cheaper than the

Sine junctions were found that predict the preceeding one. Furthermore, data communications

variation of a sounding rocket's apogee altitude systems give us rapid telephone line access ti large

with launch elevation angle (in a range of 70-90 machines. Why then bother with performance approxi-

Degrees) to within 1.0 Percent of the value cal- mations?

Lulated with a digital computer trajectory program. There are a number of reasons why one would be

Cosine functions were developed that predict impact interested in performance approximations. First,

range as a function of launch elevation angle to no matter how fast and cheap, electronic data pro-

within 1.0 Percent of the electronically computed cessing costs money. For instance, at $3.00 per

value. Similar trigonometric expressions accur- minute for an IBM 7040 computer, a 300-500 Second

ately described the variation of apogee and impact flight time point-mass trajectory simulation can

time, and range derivatives, with elevation angle, cost as much as $10.00. Second, the turnaround time

The ratio of impact range to apogee altitude was between input and output is an indirect cost that

found to be proportional to a Cotangent function of adds to the first $10.00.

the launch elevation angle. These approximations Furthermore, it is often the case that a whole

were applicable to vehicles having apogee altitude trajectory simulation is required to furnish an acc-

capabilities from 60,000 to at least 6,000,000 Feet. urate value of "end-point data" such as apogee alti-

Simple (computer) time-saving relationships were tude, impact range, apogee and impact time, ane

also verified for wind weighting data. similar variables. It would be very convenient if

By the use of approximations it would, first some of these parameters could be obtained, with

of all, be possible to save considerable computer reasonable accuracy, from closed-form equations.

time. In addition, once the basic perfortance par- The performance approximation formulas, describe!d

ameters have been electronically computed, data in this paper, &re aimed at providing this type of

points not covered by the original computer runs convenience.

could be rapidly and accurately determined with The approximation formulas are almost entirely

rho apprnxsmarlnr fnr,laq. hssed on and derived from empirical data. For cx-

Attempts were mdde to correlate the approxi- ample, to describe the variation of apogee altitude

mation formulas with the physical performance with launch elevation angle with a formula a series

characteristics of the various sounding rocket of computer runs are needed to empirically describe

systems to which they apply. These attempts were this relationship. From the computer data it is

not too successful. We, therefore, have no clear then possible to obtain the constants and exponents

theoretically founded understanding of why the that make up the performance approxitiatiun formula.

closed-form approximations apply to the data with Therefore, these relationships augment, but, do not
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replace, the electronl¢ computer. in the cepetitive aspects of the task - where the

The approximation formulas can best be ised for computer is an undisputed champion.

the following: A. For some vehicles, the empirical relation-

1. To reduce the matrix of trajectory variables ships don't apply to certain parakneters with suffi-

that have to be considered in a parametric perform- cient accuracy to be really practical. For some

ance study. For example, to obtain enough data to other vehicles, the relationships may not work at

fill an apogee altitude vs. launch elevation angle all. We have, to date, identified only one sound-

and payload weight grid m (payloads) times i (launch ing rock~.t vehicle in which the approximations give

elevation angles) trajectories now have to be com- answers with relatively poor accuracy. lowever,

puted. If there are four payloads at 'ive launch there are undoubtedly others for which this is the

elcvatio, angles, this comes to 20 runs. Using the case. The approximations are, therefore, not uni-

empirical performance approximations we can cut these versally applicable.

20 runs down to eight. Then the remaining 12 data We found the empirical aplroximations to be a

points are obtained (in no more than 15 minutes) with very useful tool,despite these limitations. Even

a desk calculator - to within 1.0 Percent of the el- while developing them we have already used them

ectroi ically computed values, extensively to provide quick- and accurate - answers

2. Additional data points, not covered by the to pressing problems.

original parametric study, can be readily calculated

with the formlas. 1I. ANALYSIS

3. Range derivatives (derivatives of impact Empirically derived relatroaahips have been

range with respect to launch elevation angle) can developed for the variation, wit" launch elevation

be directly obtained with a desk calculator, angle of apogee altitude, apogee time, the ratio

4. The number of six-degret-of-freedom rigid of impact range to apogee altitude, impact range,

body simulations required for the deternvnation of impact time, and range detivatives. The relation-

unit wind effects can be reduced considerably. Range- ships for these performance par.reters give answers

and cross-wird vffets for a varLety of payload that, in almost all caseu, are witni.. 1.0 Percent

welghts and launch elevation angles can be deter- of the values obtained from a trajectory simulation

mined with no more than three rigid body simulations on an electronic data processing machine. The app-

and a few point-mass trajectories. roximations were shown to apply, with the aforemen-

There are a number of applications that these tioned 1.0 Percent accuracy, to a wide variety of

performance approximations are not suitable for. vehicles with peak altitude capabilities from

These are: 60,000 to 6,000,000 Feet.

I. The performance approximations do not re- In addition, a relationship of unit wird effects

place basic parimetric studies conducted on a com- to apogee altitude, previously suggested by another

puter; although their scope can be significantly author, has been examined and found to apply very

reduced, these must still be performed, well to actual data. Suggestions regarding the most

2. Most of the empirical relationships we advantageous use of this relationship are made.

have developed describe the variation of perform- To test and denonstrate the application of the

ance parameters only with launch elevation angle; empirically derived performance approximations we

they do not describe the parameter's variation selected nine different sounding rocket configuro-

with payload weight. tions. These nine were chosen because they repres-

3. The empirical relationships will not re- ent distfict atmospheric regimes spanning two orders

place an vleztronic computer in producing a cont. of magnitude of altitude, from a low of only 60,000

±zjcuO rccord of ti,, velo(ity, alxttde, elevation, Feet to a high of 6,000,000 Feet. The vehicles,

range, etc. Although performance approxi ations their altitude regimes, their payloads, and the

could possibly be developed for these parameters, sources from which tie data were obtained, are

ruch an a,plication -1,,d compete with the computer listed below:
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WM 1 .i . od tiCS W - an easy way of determining the exronent (using a

RKKE.!ART (VAit-It'd 600400 I graph presented in the paper) Jl described in the

Appendix.
,IuI~.,rz~az I 1 30.000.I60.000 298 Z

ARCAS.8BIN 215.000-200,00 8S 2. Approximation Formula Results. Table 1
D.5LCKM 0M4 leso 365.00O.'20.000 so shows the reaults of the apogee altitude approxi-
M*1 50000. 280.00 851

HIIM AxsWK 9,000oo1,050.000 140 mation formula applied to nin, different sounding
SIKX.0A00OM00 1,000.000.i,,0'em 2W 6

V~SAWKWKTxAI 2.12 000.2.500.50w 100 6 rocket configurations.
A. A06t 2000 4,000,000-6.000,000 200 TABLE L APOGEE ALT ITUT3E YL LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE
(Referencea are listed at the end of the paper.) Appszmaton Fo(muO Apogee Alitude A Snoe.

Each of the performance approximation formulas Ak (APOgttAlitudeSinn~l-ek k

will be presented in the following format: ., ,... *, ..... .. *,., .

1. What is the closed-farm approximation "..2- ~
formuila for a particular parameter? a ,.o *.

lIMZl,011 il 12100 All W0' '2. How well does the formula work? 100, a. 00

3. What, if any, theoretical correlation does X41 :: "
the approximation formula have? a.4,s4 ,~~

A. APOGEE ALTITUDE vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE .10' 0*~

80. . '. .3,40
Apogee altitude is perhaps the single most 88 YI8.M0 )&I20 02o ;

important performance parameter in sounding rockets. II 2010 070 0
50 2~~.041.50 .4,

In addition to being of primary importance to the 1 00 .63 ,** 1.00.4)0 0
80. * 1:102'M4

experimenter, it is also of great interest to range 81 .t.2.160 100.5w2 "I
$68600.TwAC00 A 210%18X2 2'00k$200 '4

safety personnel. 6 ,0 wo

I . The Approximation Formula. A simple rela- ASR9110 Mo 1: 1.W0os ,.'4,.o0 0

tionship describes the variation of apogee altitude S."s No 5.0s'.00

with launch elevation angle for a wide variety of

rockets. In equation form: Starting at the low end of the altitudeIApogee Altitude - AkSnnscale, we have a vehicle consisting of a Nike
--I booster and an unignited Tomahawk upper stage, the12where, Nike-Dart. (This configuration can only be realized

A k - (Apogee Alti.1:de/Sinn). k n case of an upper saac ignition failure on a stan-
k dard Nike-Tomahawk vehicle.) Using an exponent of

--2 3.0, the approximation formula predicts the vans..
in which 6k is some reference launch elevation tion of apogee altitude with launch elevation angle
angle. Experience indicates that, in most cases, wich at most a 0.6 Percent difference from that cal-
the highest formula accuracy is obtained when the culated with an electronic data processing machine.
reference launch elev..cion angle is taken near theAtheoersttd exemhe sr-

midpoint of the elevation rantge considered for the bee 1500 is capable of carrying a 200 Pound payload
particular vehicle. Thus, if the potential range to an altitude of almost 6,000,000 Feet. The for-
is 75-86 Degrees elevation, 80 Degrees is the best mula, with a SinG exponent of 6.5, approximates the
reference angle. However, for soa'e vehicles, the functLra apogee altitude vs. launch elevation angle
approximation formula works best when either the with a maximum of 0.7 Percent error over a 70-881..maximum or the minimum elevation angle is used as Dearcc: elevationa angle range.
the reference point. This correspondence of apogee altitude vs.

We found that the SinB exponent (n) varies launch elevation angle to the Sine functions is ill-
with the sounding ..-...et configuration, and cannot ustrated in Figure 1. To show the relationship more
be directly correlated with any of the vehicle char- clearly, we form the ratio of apogee altitude at any
acteristics we have, thus far, examined. Therefore,
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angle to apogee altitude at some reference launch For the 60 Pound payload the SinS, curve answers

elevation angle, This has been done for two of the differ by a maximum or only 0.2 Percent from computer

iehicles described in Table 1, the Nike-Dart and the results. At 260 Pounds, the approximation formula

Astrobee 1500. results in only 0.9 Percent error. Therefore, once

the variation of a vehicle's apogee altitude with
I. 20 launch elevation angle has been characterized for

any given payload, this empirically derived relat.

(Sin 161S,,16. 1 901ionship applies, as well, to other payloads that may

1.10 be carried by that vehicle. (This tendency, of a

_0 vehicle to be characterized by one exponent,,.as

verified on a number of other sounding rockets for

which data was available.)

L 00 The approximation formula does not always
o(Sin esin 80) work satisfactorily. The empirical formulas did

not apply to one vehicle, the Argo-D4. or Javelin,

M 0(Reference 8) nearly as well as to the others. Table

3 shows the results of the attempt to fit Equation

/O A fBEE 1500 I to the data for this system.

/ NIKE-DART TABLE3 APOGEE ALITUDE vs. LAUNCH ELVATION ANGLE FOR IH JAVEtIN (ARGO D-4

70 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 The minimum error, for 'he Javelin, is 1.5 Percent,

LAUNCH ELEVATION NG LE (egreeI twice the largest maximum error observed for any of

FIGURI. NON-DIMENSIONALIZED APOGEE ALTITUDE the vehicles listed in Table 1. The maximum error

VS. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE is 2.4 Percent.

After conalderable soul searching on the

A close look at the Sin 65 curve and the Astrobee subject we did not come up with any reasonable ex-

1500 computed data shows that even better agreement planations for the ineffectiveness of the approxi-

would have been possible with a SinO function expo- mation formula for this vehicle. Altitude was

nent slightly less than 6.5. obviously not the reason; the Sandhawk-Tomahawk

The empirically derived equations for apo- goes almost as high, and the Astrobee 1500 much

gee altitude va, launch elevation angle can usually higher. The number of stages seems to have little

be applied, without modification, to the whole range bearing on the problem; the Nike-Nike-Nike-Cree IllI

of payload weights normally carried by the particu- has three stages and yet the approximation formula

lar vehicle. Therefore, if a SinO exponent of 5.0 works quite well. Exoatmospheric flight was not the

and a reference elevation angle of 80 Degrees works cause either; the Astrobee 1500 upper stage ignites

well for the Nike-Tomahawk, carrying a 140 Pounds at 200,000 Feet and burns out at well over 500,000

payload (the example shown in Table 1), it also Feet. The extensive stage III/IV coasting period

applies to the minimum weight of 60 Pounds, and might be one source of the problem; this is the

the larger payload of 260 Pounds (see Table 2). only item that was significantly different from

the trajectories of the other vehicles.
ABLE 7 APOGEE AtITUDE vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE

FOR THREE NIKE-TOMAHAWK PAYlOADS There is, therefore, at least one vehicle
.. . , system, and unde,,hbedly a nm-bcr of othrzs, to which

these empirically derived relatfinships do not apply

with a high degree of accuracy. If a 2-3 Per-ent

accuracy is acceptable, Equation I could still be

S"...used for the Javelin. However, at that level of
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accuracy, there would probably be a tendency to make 1. O Sinn

a computer run anyway, "just to be sure". This

would reduce the usefulness of the approximation 0L 90

formula considerably.

3. Correlation of the Approximation Formula 0.80

with Theory. The theoretical basis for the empiri-

cal characterization of the apogee altitude vs. 0.70

launch elevation angle relationship is vague, at

best. A tenuous link to theory is provided by the 0.60

simplified case of a vacuum trajectory of a point- J 5

mass over a flat, non-rotating earth, with constant "

gravitational attraction. In these circumstances

apogee altitude is related to the Sine function as

follows: O30

Apogee Altitude - Hbo + (Vb)2 Sin2bo

2g 0. 20 1

where Hbo0, Vbo, and 0b , are, respectively, the 0.10

altitude, velocity, and flight path angle (above

the horizontal) of the final propulsive stage. 90 85 80 15 10 65 60

Experience indicates that two terms in @ 0ertest

Equation 3, 1%0 and Vbo, do not vary substantitly FIGURE 2. IHE VT0% SinO is. 0

with launch elevation angle. For example, in the

high flying Astrobee 1500 the final stage burnout The increasing steepness corresponds to a greater

altitude varies from 420,000 to 525,000 Feet, at sensitivity of apogee altitude to launch elevation

the launch elevation angles of 70 and 88 Degrees, angle. A strong variation of apogee with elevation

respectively. For the same vehicle, the c,:rnouc angle indicates either a drag sensitive configura-

velocity is even less affected by launch eLevation tion,or a high altitude capability rocket, or a

angle; 17,400 Feet/Second at 70 Degrees, and 17,500 combination of both. Therefore, one would expect

Feet/Second at 88 Degrees. these types of vehicles to have high Sine exponetits,

This illustrates that, even in the non- and they do.

idealized, "real-life" world, apogee altitude is However, these are not the only variables

primarily dependent on some function of the Sine. that affect the shape of the apogee altitude vs.

Intuitively, this makes sense; apogee altitude is hunch elevation angle curve for a sounding rocket

maximum when the flight path or launch elevation vehicle. At least the following factors are involved:

angle is 90 Degrees, which corresponds to the maxi- - Ballistic coefficient (W/CDA)

mum value of the Sine function. What is not clear, - Specific impulse of the propulsive stages

is why the various sounding rocket vehicles have - Burn time of the propulsive stages

apogee altitude curves that so closely follow the - Coasting time between stages

function of Sine to higher exponents. - Number of propulsi.,e stages

The shapes of the Sine functions, to various - rina! btage burnout altitude

exponents (1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20), are shown It is difficult to understand the simulataneous .ffect

in Figure 2, below. As the SinO exponent Increases, of all of these factors en the variation of apogee

the curves become steeper as the angle 6 approaches altitude with launch elevation angle, for a parti-

90 Degrees. cular sounding ocket. We do know that their
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combined effects can be empirically represented by a IABt APOGEE IMvs. LAUNHELVATON NGU
Sine function (of the elevation angle) to various AroximionF rmulai Apogoe1Ime" B SInn%:

exponential powers. After an extensive search for Bk . (Apiee lmelSinno0.O

some kind of a relationship between the Sing expon- ... .,., .. ....

ent and the factors mentioned above, we were unable M8?

to find any explicit mathematical connection between - ,"'. .

them. .8. Il ,

Summing up for variation of apogee altitude with
1%98 ll I

launch elevation angle, this relationship was accu- s" .- 10 it, I,

rately approximated by the function Sin 0, where the
Kilo 7 IIi 211

exponent (n) was empirically determined for a parti- 22'? ',

cular sounding rocket vehicle. The empirically de- Mnz&Aos M as$ I58
8" 2 .5 2 "1

rived approximation gave answers that were usually "4 28.8 2._
within 1.0 Percent of those obtained in a trajectory MIT.sAtA)MIN 289* ..s ,

simulation on an electronic computer. With the ex- '08.1 008 5

ception that the Sine of the launch elevation angle - , ",. ,
• t8lalli.

correctly describes the maximum of apogee altitude to

be at 90 Degrees, the theoretical reasons for this

function closely approximating the actual physical In Table 4 the maximum er'or, defined as the dif-

relationship (between apogee altitude and launch ference between results predicted by the formula and

elevation angle), are not clear. those obtained from digital computer trajectory

simulations, is only one-half of one Percent for any

B. APOGEE TIME vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE. of the vehicles examined. Errors of 0.1 and 0.2

Percent are cormon.
To develop an approximate relationship of apo-

gee time to launch elevation anglt we tried the acme Therefore, the empirically derived formula for
the relationship of apogee time to launch elevation

type of Sine function that worked uell for apogee

altitude. The results of this approach were vcry angle produces very high quality approximations,

encouraging. in this application. Furthermore, ab was the case +

1. The Approximation Formula. The following for apogee altitude vs. launch elevation angle, the

empirical relationship described the variation of approximation formula can be directly applied to a

wide variety of payloads in any given sounding rocket.apogee time with launch elevation angle:

Once that vehicle system has been characterized by
Apogee Time k a Sing exponent, the value of n remains unchanged

4 for all payload weights carried by that system.
where, 3. Correlation of the Approximation Formula

Bk - (Apogee Time/Sinn,6) - k with rheory. The development of an apogee time

5 vs. launch elevation angle formula was based on the
intuitive feeling that altitude and time should be

in which 0 is the reference launch elevation angle,

and n, the empirically determined exponent of the similarly related to elevation angle. It soon be-

Sir function. came obvious that apogee altitude and time uere

2. Approximation Formula Results. Tatle 4 indeed related, and in a most straightforward way.

shows the results of epplying the approximation for- Consider the vacuum trajectory of a point-

mula to the seven sounding rocket vehicles for which mass, launched vertically, from sea level, over a

apogee time data were available. (Apogee time in- flat earth, with a constant gravity field. If thevehicleme dtreachesaiaban ,iogeettimen

formation was not given for either the Nike-Nike- vehicle reaches an apogee altitude H maxin time
t these paramet": are -,, ted by:

NLke-Cree U1, or the Astrobee 1500, References 2 apogee,

and 7.)
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H , (g/2) (t apoge)2 where 6 is the launch elevation aagle. This rela-lmax aoe

----6 tionship did not quite hold in the simplified form

Rearranging Equation 6, the time required, to get to he proposed. However, with a modification in the

apogee, becomes: constant of Equation 8, reasonably good results were

tapogee- (211 max/g) obtained.

e 1. The Approximation Formula. An empirically
verified formula, for the ratio of impact range to

which means that apogee time is proportional to the

square root of apogee altitude. apogee altitude as a function of launch elevation

This was immediately verified by the SxnO angle, is shown below:

(Impact Range - C Cotan6
exponents found to best approximate apogee timrp vs. (Apogee Altitude k

launch elevation angle; in every case, the best valu.

of the Sin8 exponent for apogee time was nearly half ---- 9
where

of the best exponent found for apogee altitude. In
= Impact Ringe /Ctn "

fact, the empirically derived relationship for apogee Ck (Apogee Altitude) 800

time applied to the data with even higher accuracy

than did the approximation for apogee altitude. ----10

This relationship, between apogee altitude Equation 8 differs from Equation 9 in that a con-

and time, reflects the behavior of these parameters stant in the latter is empirically determined at

in an idealized drag-free, constant-gravity environ- some referene launch elevation angle.

ment. Yet, this idealized environment is not encoun- 2. Approximation Formula Results. Equation 9

tered by an' of the vehicles examined in this paper. was applied to eight sounding rockets for which we

D-ag losses are certainly significant in the flight had apogee altitude and impact range lata. Table

of the Nike-Dart. This vehicle, which has P burnout 5 shows the results.

velocity of almost 3000 Feet/Second, is sufficiently

retarded by aerodynamic drag to reach less than half TABLE 5 IMPACT RANGEIAPOG[E ALTITUDE vs. LAUNCHELEVATIONANGLE
Apoxiination Fa~mula Jm aeIICcl

of its in-vaccuo apogee altitude. The assumption of A 9Atgxee AQi 8tv0e k
constant gravity obviously does not apply to the Ck imRan

AK ee Altitude 0 0 "

Astrobee 1500 where the gravitational acceleration, 1,, I I.-I ,.- , '. ,,..,

at apogee, is approximately 88 Percent of the sea K______. 0 ,
4i1I.t$4J? (5",ili~,4 5', I >14 , 5, 5

level value. . , VC.
Therefore, it seems remarkable that the relation- .'~' h"' 5 ,4 II,.I

ship between apcgee altitude and apogee time in the

"real world" so closely resembles the variation of , S,

these parameters in an idealized (constant-gravity, I 544 5, 2,,

zero-drag) environment.

C. THE RATIO OF DIPACT RANGE TO APOGEE ALTITUDE.

In a 1963 paper floult(Reference 9) postulated ,,, ,., , ,. ,

that a simple approximate relationship exists between *s , ,

the ratio of impact range to apogee altitude and the I.m' a ". 15,W

launch elevation angle. If this were true, this

ratio could be used to obtain impact range as a by- It is evident that this forwila is less accurate at
product of the empirically derived relationship of predinting the variation of actual data than sme

apogee altitude vs. launch elevation angle. Hoult
of the approximations previously developed. Errors

thought that the following was a good approximation:
as large as 7.0 Peicent, between electronically com-

Impact Range = 4 CotanO puted and predicted values, are found. However, the
Apogee Altitude

.....8 relationship is acceptable for rough-order-of magni-

tude answers.
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3. Correlation of the Approximation Formula TABLE6. IMPACT RANGE vs. LAUNCHCELVATIONANGLE

with Theory. The theoretical basis of the appr,)xima. AP~oxiation Formula. ImPact Range. Ok. Sinn CosO

tion formula is established in the previously men- D k(IrmWI Rjng;0SinrnKos6)e. k

tioned Reference 9. Briefly, the relationship would .. ......

apply exactly to a vehicle in a parabolic vacuum tra- ,. . .. .

Jcory over a flat earth, with a constant gravity "," *'

field. In such an idealized environment we have for iu, ,, a.. .. ,
impact range: W AS "IN+ . ,, .

Impact Range - (2V° Sin8Cos.)/g..

and apogee altitude: A$a+ -. . .,
+ 2) / (2g)~

Apogee Altitude N (V Sin 8)/(2g) 8'

120

Dividing Equation 12 into Equation 11 gives: ".. .

Impact Range I 4 Col a,
Apogee Altitude ","' ... " "

previously indicated as Equation 8.

D. IMPACT 1ANGE vs. LAUN4CH ELEVATION ANGLE. The values of impact range, predicted by

the approximation formula, are, generally, quiteImpact range is, like apogee altitude, one of
accurLte. Differences between (electronically) com-

the important performance variables in a sounding puted and predicted range vary from a high of 1.7

rocket. Range is extremely sensitive to launch ele- Percent for the Arcas-Robin to a low of essentially

vation angle; for the vehicles considered in this zero for several vehicles. The 1.7 Percent error

paper this parameter varies by more than two orders
in the Arcas-Robin occurred at 88 Degrees elevation

of magnitude,
angle; at 80 Degrees the computed/predicted differ-1. The Approximation Formula. If the Cotan-
ence, for this vehicle, was 0.1 Percent. Of the

gent of the launch elevation angle expresses a func- remaining seven vehicles, five had maximum errors

tional relationship between impact range and apogee of less than 0.5 Percent.
altitude, then we can perhaps extract range from 3 Correlation of the Approximation Formula

Equation 8 as follows: with Theory. The formula for the relationship be-

Impact Range - K 1 Apogee Altitude.CotanO tween impact range and launch elevation angle is
---- 13

derived from the approximate proportionality of the
where KI is a constant. Section A. shows that apogee range/apogee ratio to the Cotangent of the elevation

altitude is a function of launch elevation angle, so angle. Since, empirically, apogee altitude vs. launch

that Equation 13 can be rewritten as: elevation angle is proportional to a Sine function,

Impact Range N K2.Sin n.CotanO we can relate impact range to launch elevation as

---- 14 demonstrated in Equations 13, 14 and 15, above.

where K2 is another constant. Since the Cotangent According to Equation 15, the Sing exponent

equals the ratio CosO/SinO, Equation 14 becomes: for impact range should be one less than the value

Impact Range N K2.Sinn-I .Cose of n for apogee altitude. However, a review of the

---- 15 Sing exponents that gave the best results in Table

As the elevation angle increases CosO approaches 6 (Impact Range) shows that these are not always

ze~q, reflecting the physical fact that impact range one less than the "n" values that produced the best

is essentially zero when the launch elevation angle answers in Table 1 (Apogee Altitude), This. indicotes

it 90 Degrees. that the CotanO link, between impact range and apo.

gee altitude, does not reflect the physical eata in

2. Approximation Formula Results. The results the same way as either of the empirical relationships

of applying Equation 15 to eight different sounding for apogee or range as functions of launc elevation

rocket vehicles are shown in Table 6. angle.
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Thus, we have again an empirical formula, 0.7 Percent, for the Arcas-Robin at 80 Degrees launch

partly derived from vacuum, constant-gravity consid- elevation angle. The best resulLs were obtained for

erations, that accurately describes the variation the Nike-Sandhawk, where the approximation formula

of impact range with launch elevation angle, for a predicted impact time to within less than 0.1 Per-

wide variety of sounding rocket vehicles that fly cent of the actual data, at the extremes of the ele-

neither in a vacuum, nor in a constant gravity field. vation angles considered.

3. Correlation of the Approximation Formula

E. IMPACT TIME vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANbis. with Theory. The total time of flight (or the im-

pact time) of a point-mass in a zero-drag, constant-

Impact time, or total time of flight, is another gravity environment is exactly twice the time req-

parameter routinely computed in sounding rocket per- uired to reach apogee. Under these cnnditions, a

formance. The variation of impact time with launch linear relationship should exist between the impact

elevation angle was empirically approximated by the and apogee times.

same type of equation used to describe the apogee The souniing rocket vehicles considered

time function, in this study do not, however, fly in a drag-free

1. The Approximation Formula. The following constant-gravity environment. Therefore, one would

formula accurately approximates the relationship of expect some differences between the relationships

impact time to launch elevation angle: of the apogee and impact times to launch elevation

Impact Time - Ek•Sinn. angle. This is verified by the fact that the Sine

---- 16 exponents which best fit the formulas for impact time

where (Table 7), differ from those which are most effect-

Ek" (Impact Time/Sinn,), -e ive for the apogee time (Table 4) approximation.

- 1It is true, for a great many sounding roc-

---.-17 kets, that the total time of flight is nearly twice

Equation 16 16 similar to Equation 4, developed for that required to rea:h apogee. This holds especially

apogee time. for vehicles with high ballistic coefficients (W/CDA),

2. Approximation Formula Results. Table 7 and burn times that are short, compared to the time

shows the results of applying an empirically derived required to reach apogee. Vehicles with lung burn

approximation formula to the function impact time vs. times and high ballistic coefficients will take

launch elevation angle, longer to rise to apogee than they will to fall from

TABLi?. IMPACITIMEv. LAUNCH EVAIICJANGII apogee to impact. Conversely, vehicles with long
Approxmalon Formula: Impxtlime. EkSin n. burn times and small ballistic coefficients will

tkIlmpxTimJSine .6 k take significantly longer from apogee to impact,

,.a. i,.- '. ' .. becajse of their deceleration by aerodynamic drag.

S ,,' . Launch elevation angle also influences uounding
a."+ 'rocket flight time. As the elevation angle Is in-

creased, drag losses approach a minimum since the

vehicle leaves the retarding atmosphere more quickly

at the higher angles.

The different combinations of burn time,

"gt'., .+" ^., + ,,, • ballistic coefficient, a0.. launch elevatior. angle

. . all interact to affect the total time of flight of
.S~a.t. : t+ ' Sn

Sc.,a . ,., a sounding rocket. The Sin e function accurately
01.. '- . "-; - describes this interaction for all of the vehicles

examined. These include sounding rocket configura-

tiorR with high ballistic coefficients and short

Excellent approximations were obtained by using the burn times, ly ballistic coefficients and long

Sinn0 function. The maximum difference between the btirn times, and combinations of the previous two.

electronically computed and predicted results was
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F. RANGE DERIVATIVES vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE. squares coefficients of an equation for range vs.

launch elevation angle. The curve-fit equationApproximations for the function impact range

vs. launch elevation angle are, in thcm.e'es, use- was then differentiated to determine the range deri-

ful in a number of ways. In addition, the approxi- vatives.

mation formulas can be mathematically manipulated There is no question that it would be simpler

to yield some useful by-products. For example, and more convenient to use the empirically derived

differentiating the equation for impact range vs. Impact range vs. launch elevation angle equation;

la,nch elevation angle yields the range derivative, the sacrifice in the accuracy of the results is

dR/dO, the rare of change of range with respect to nearly negligible.

elevation angle. This parameter is required to G. UNIT WIND EFFECTS vs. APOGEE ALTITUDE.

compensate the launcher elevation setting for In a paper presented to this conference last

wind effects. year, Hoult (Reference 10) stated that "the unit

To illustrate the method by which range der- wind effect. . . . (was) proportional to peak alti-

ivatives are obtained we used the Nike-Tomahawk rude". In that paper his analysis was based on a

data from Table 6. For this vehicle, the empiri- simplified model of vehicle flight in a zero-

cally derived approximate relationship of impact drag constant-gravity environment. We checked this

range to launch elevation angle is: simplification against six-degree-of-freedom unit

Impact Range - Dk.Sinn8.cose wind data, computed for several different sounding

.... 18 rocket vehicles. The linear relationship between

where n - 3.5 and Dk 5,734,512 Feet. Substitu- unit wind effect and apogee altitude accurately

ting these constants, described the behavior of the data.

Impact Range (Feet) 5,734,512(Sin3.
5
eCos9) As an example, unit range- and cross-wind ef-

---- 19 fects were computed, at one payload weight and four

Differentiation of Equation 19 with respect to the launch elevation angles, for a NASA/Nike-Tomahawk

launch elevation angle (0) gives: sounding rocket configuration, serial NASA 18.46.

dR/dO(Feet/Degree) - This vehicle will carry a payload weighing 210

. 2.5 4. ) Pounds. The unit wind effects, computed with a
S5,734,512 (3.5"Sin "oto tn "0) six-degree-of-freedom (6-D) trajectory program, are

---- 20 shown in Figure 3.

Equation 20 for dR/dO was evaluated at 75, 80 and

86 Degrees launch elevation angle, and the data is o comptedDta

compared below with the digital computer results n0.000

from Reference 1.

Launch klevation Range Derivative, dR/d/
Angle (Degrees) (Feet/Degree)

Computed Predicted 1,.000

75 -64,000 -64,100 1%Rane-Wnd 16 1 IsWi4t
80 -83,200 -83,250 mocco r C
86 -97,300 -97,300

The maximum difference between the electronically 40.0C0

computed and predicted results is one-sixth of one

Percent. 12O.0W 18 18

The empirically derived data could be obtained Toow° Ozd W t'1 u I=

with a Sine table and a desk calculator; the com-

puted results involved an electronic data process- 680 1 6___M_ _5__9=_8500_ _ 0

ing machine and a desk calculator. The data pro- UNITWINDEFFECT Ftet PerFatmIOI

cessing machine was used to determine the least-
FIGURE3. UNIT WIND FFECIS FOR NASA I&461 COMPUTED WITH

SIX-OEGREE.OF-fREEOM IRAJECTORY PROGRAM
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The 6-D data points are the dots inside the circles tau r.

in Figure 3. It is immediately obvious that the 80 fft0 lon

and 83 Degrees data points, for both range-and 0 Com;0uita '

cross-wind are superfluous; the line, between 78 and 0 t OD platWih

90 Degrees, is straight. Note that when the launch --- 1 1 .ME V

elevation angle is 90 Degrees unit range- and cross- 
800000

winds are (by definition) identical. Therefore,

only five rigid body trajectory simulations are S 78000

required to construct the lines in Figure 3; three i

runs at 78 Degrees launch elevation angle, and I IW.O e0Aind,

two at 90 Degrees. 7C140,000 / //

The proportionality of unit wind effects to -C/

apogee altitude is a very useful relationship. ?200 18 / S

First, it eliminates about 75 Percent of the 6-D /

trajectory simulations needed to generate a matrix /,000

of unit wind effects vs. payload weight and launch Ie
elevation angle. Second, a last minute change in 6M 100 150 WO 850 900

payload weight, or launch elevation angle no longer UNIT WIND Efl[ fftiet Per flo*tonai

requires a rec-,p-'tation of unit wind effects. Unit fIGURE 4. UNIT WIND EFFECTS FOR NASA I&461ATI RAD9O

winds, for the new payload or elevation angle, can

be quickly and accurately determined from graphs of

the existing data. Therefore, both convenience and The line of apogee altitude vs. unit wind effects

econcmy indicate that we should take full advantage at 90 Degrees launch elevation angle (Figure 4)

of the unit wind effect/apogee altitude relationship, is highly important. It contains the "anchor-

The method for doing so is explained below. points" for range and cross unit wind effects for

I. Six-Degree-of-Freedom Data. In Figure 3 the different payloads, at 90 Degrees elevation

it was evident that 6-D computed unit wind effects angle, where the range and cross unit wind effects

are required only at the "anchor-points" of the unit are equal. Thus, knowing apogee altitude at 90

wind vs. apogee altitude lines. Our example shows Degrees for any payload, we can immediately obtain

these at 90 and 78 Degrees launch elevation angle, the corresponding unit wind effect.

These points provide enough data to handle any wind 2. Three-Degree-of-Freedom Data. To complete

compensations for one payload weight (210 Pounds). the set of unit wind data, a curve of apogee alti-

Now unit wind effects are apparently lin- rude vs. payload weight - at 90 Degrees launch ele-

early proportional to apogee altitude, for any given vation angle is needed. Such a curve, easily

payload weight. One would expect a similar relation- obtained with three point-mass (3-D) trajectory

ship to hold, at any given launch elevation angle, simulations, is shown (on the next page) for the

for different payload weights. A line of unit wind NASA 18.46 configuration (Figure 5).

effects vs. apogee altitude, at one launch elevation Once the apogee altitude, for any payload

angle is, therefore, needed. Logically this line weight at 90 Degrees launch elevation angle, is

should be at 90 Degrees. Becauae of the linearity known (from Figure 5), the ccrresponding unit wind

of the unit wind/soogee altitude function only two effect, at 90 Degrees elevation, can be found in

90 Degree data points are required. In the example, Figure 4.

one of these has already been computcd for 210 Pounds

payload weight (see Figure 3). A second point, at

!OO Pounds and 90 Degrees launch elevation angle, is

added in Figure 4.
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/ 210

70W O/D 230740 DO)0o0"
60( 6500 7000 I5W WO 8000 80

oftaerg ndulonit ind fe ct ee possibe bys this meto reiouiy r atr

provided enough data to fill in a complete unit cross-wind effects can be determined for any com-

wind effecsa vs. launch elevation angle and pay- bination of launch elevation angles and/or payload

load eight matrix for pAyA 18.6g. heighta , considered for the vehicle.
The 6-D trajectories established the slopes Impressive savings in computer time are

of the range and cross unit wind effect vs. apogee possible by this method. Previously, for a three
altitude lines, at one payload weight. They also payload weight by a 1hree launch elevation angle

fixed the slope of the unit wind effect vs. apogee matrix of unit wind effects, 27 six-degree-of-free-

altitude line, at 90 Degrees launch elevation angle. dom trajectory simulations were required. This took

The 3-D trajectory curve of apogee altitude vs. pay- about one hour of (7040) computer tim~e. Using the

load weight provided the intercepts, for different method described above, a much more coa'rehensive

vehicle payloads, on the unit wind effect vs. apo- set of unit wind data couid be obtained .,ith Just

gee altitude line at 90 Degrees elevation angle, seven 6-D simulations and three 3-D trajectories.

Once these slopes have been established, Less than 20 minutes of computer time would have

the range and cross unit winds are determined by been required to calculate all of the necessary

diawing lines parallel to the original (computed) data.

unit wind effect vs. apogee altitude curves. This

process is illustrated in Figure 6.

The solid line and circles in Figure 6

represent the data obtained by six-degree-of-free-

dom trajectory simulations. All of the rest of the

information, shown on that graph as dashed lines,

can be obtained from these 6-D points and the curve

o f apogee altitude vs. payload weight (at 90 Degrees

launch elevation angle).
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III, CONCLUSIONS

A number of empirically derived approximations example, we were not able to find any explicit link
were developed that accurately describe the varia- between apogee altitude vs. launch elevation angle

tion, with launch elevation angle, of several im- and the Sine function. Some of the approximations

portant sounding rocket performance Farameters. In can be at least crudely justified on the basis of

addition, a straightforward relationship between flat-earth, zero-drag, constant-gravity considera-

unit wind effects and apogee altitude, proposed by tions.

a7.other author, was verified, and methods for its In this vein, it does make sense that apogec

useful employment were demonstrated, time is directly proportional to the square root

Specifically, we found that: of apogee altitude, and that a range/apogee ratio

- The variation of apogee altitude witn launch is roughly proportional to the Cotangent of the

elevation angle can be accurately approximated by launch elevation angle - if the sounding rockets

the function Sinn., where 6 is the elevation angle, are flying in a zero-drag constant-gravity environ-

and n an exponent characteristic of each specific ment. However, the approximations are accurate

vehicle, when applied both to vehicle, that traverse only

- Apogee time vs. launch elevation angle also the lower atmosphere (and are t,'us strongly affec-

follows the function Sinn. Significantly, the ex- ted by drag), and to sounding rockets that go to

ponent n is exactly one-half the value used in the altitudes approaching one-third of the earth's

empirical approximation for apogee altitude, radius (in trajectories where gravity cannot, by

- The ratio of impact range to apogee altitude any stretch of the imagination, be considered con-

is proportional to the Cotangent of 0. The accura- stant).

cy of this approximation io not as high as those The sounding rocket performance approximations

developed for o~her perameters, described in this paper are,very probably only a

- Impact range vi. launch elevation angle is small fraction of those that can be developed. For

accurately expressed by a function Sin nO.Cos. instance, there are undoubtedly way& of predicting

- Impact time vs. launch elevation angle can the variation of some performance parameters as a

be approximated by a Sin n function. function of payload weight. Such a relationship

- The variation of range derivatives as a fusc- would, possibly, involve a more sophisticated

tion of launch elevation angle can be directly ex- approach than the one we have taken. However,

tracted from the impact range vs. launch elevation parameters such as range at apogee, time above i

angle approximation by simple differentiation, certain altitude, and others,would probably fol-

- Unit wind effects are linearly proportional low fimiliar trigonometric functions similar to

to apogee altitude. This relationship holds for those used in this paper.

both range- and cross-winds over a wide span of

launch elevation angles. ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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APPENDIX

The primary function of this paper is utilita- A.2. APOGEE TIME vs. LAUNCIH ELEVATION ANGLE.
rnan; it presents some useful relationships for the To establish the exponent of this functionempirica 

esprabmaih ohe 
eaonn 

nube of Importionempirical approximatioa~ of a number of important we have provided Figure A.2. In that illustration,

sounding rocket vehicle performance parameters. To the ratio Sin n/sin nSo Is expanded to include expo-enhance this utility we have included several nents from 1.0 to 5,0,in increments of 0.5.grqphs in this Appendix to simplify the task of de. As in A.1 above, to find the Sinn6 exponent
termining the exponents for the various approxima- for the function apogee time vs. launch elevation

tion formulas presented In the previous sections. angle, first form the ratio of apogee time at some
The use of these graphs is explained below. elevation angle (8) to that at 80 Degrees. The

A.l. APOGEE ALTITUDE vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE. intersection of that ratio (along the ordinate) with
the launch elevation angle at which it was formed

It was shown in Section II.A. that apogee alti-n
(along the abcissa) will determine the Sn n8 curvetude depends on the Sinn., where 8 is the launch

that best fits the particular vehicle.elevation angle, and n is empirically determined.

Since the various sounding rocke ts have differen t e e t h e c a n b e ime vs .

determination of n.

applicable.
To find the correct Sin n exponent, data from

several trajectory simulation run; at one payload A.3. IMPACT RANGE vs. LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE.
weight and various launch elevation angles, are 

n.
This relationship is a function of Sin 8.cose.

'eeded. Using that information, divide the apogee SinngCosO/Sinn80"Cos
8O curves are given for expo.

altitude at any elevation angle by that at 80 Deg- nents n - 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15, at launch elevationrees. Then, recalling (a slightly rearranged) Equa- angles of 80-90 Degrees (Figure A.3). Figure A.4

tion 1, we have: 
shows this ratio (same exponentc) at launch eleva.

Apogee Altitude
8  Sinn19 tion angles of 75-80 Degrees.
80 Sin 80 To find the best Sinne exponent the ratio of

The result is equal to the ratio of the Sines - to impact range at some elevation angle () to that at
some exponent. To determine the exponent, turn to 80 Degrees is determined. Locate that point on
Figure A.1 hlict containz. the functSon Sinn/Sinn80, Figure A. 3 or A.4. The exponent of the nearest
for n - 1-15, nd 0 - 75-90 Degrees. The value on sinn6,csg curve can be used for this vehicle.
the ordinate (Apogee Altitudi /Apogee Altitudeo)

wiii intersect one of the Sinn0/Sinn80 curves at
the angle 6 at which the ratio was originally NOE: FIGURE A.l - A.4 ARE ALL BASED ON A
formed. Thit Sine curve, and that exronent, repre- REFERENCE LAUNCH ELEVATION ANGLE OF 80 DEGREES.

sent the variation of apogee altitude with launch FOR SOME VEHICLES THE APPROXIMATION FORiIULAS WORK
BEST WITH REFERENCE ELEVATION ANGLES OTHER THAN 80elevation angle for the particular sounding rocket DEREES. HEREFORE, FIGURES A.1 - A.4 C BE

configuration. 
USED FOR THOSE SOUhDING ROCKETS.
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A CONTROL SYSTEM FOR REDUCTNG THE DISPERSION OF MULTI-STAGE SOUNDING ROCKETS *

by

G. R. Conrad
H. R. Gleyre
J. Ottesen
A. S. Hu

INTRODUCTION:

Those active in the sounding rocket community, nctably vehicle designers,

users, ballisticians and flight safety officers, have been confronted with the

problem of flight path dispersion throughout the history of sounding rocket

utilization. The problem is most serious with vehicles achieving zenith

altitudes of 100 miles or more; and the evolution of vehicle design toward

higher performance, coupled with more stringent requirements for trajectory

precision imposed by the user, have aggravated the problem.

Two characteristics of the sounding ror.:et contribute to high dispersion.

The most obvious of these is the ballistic flight mode; and the other is the

near-vertical flight path, which maximizes the time of flight, thus amplifying

rather small velocity errors to cause large impact point displacements.

The examination of trajectory data from a large number of Nike-Apache

firings by PSL has shown that in nearly every instance the vehicle became

essentially committed to its ultimate flight path direction by the time of

booster burnout. The study of Nike-Apache dispersion by means of flight

simulation has supported the findings from flight data. Table I shows a

breakdown of Nike-Apache dispersion estimates achieved by flight simulation.

Note that thn three largest contributors are booster thrust misalignment,

launcher-induced tip-off and uncertainties in the wind field. Note from

Figure 1, the vehicle wind-weighting curve, Lhat 90% of the wind effect is

incurred by booster burnout, assuming a uniform wind velocity profile as

a function of altitude. The Nike-Apache is not unique in this regard, in that

many other sounding rockets exhibit similar behavior.

*The effort described herein is supported by U.S. Army, Redstone Arsenal
Contract #DAAG 43-67-C-0016, and by Bell Telephone Laboratories Subcontracts

#232136 and #601720. 153



TABLE I
NIKE - APACHE

DISPERSION
Analysis Results

Dispersion Source Estimated Range Effect Cross-Range Effect
3 a- Value (Naut. Mi.) (Naut. Mi.)

Thrust Misalignment

First Stage 0.1 deg. 12.185 12.185

Second Stage 0.1 deg. 0.156 0.156

Fin Misalignment

First Stage 0.1 deg. 1.644 1.644

Second Stage 0.1 deg. 0.337 0.377

Thrust Variation 1% 1.356 None

Drag Variation 5Z 1.252 None

Launch
Tip-Off Effect

Pitch 7.5 deg/sec. 15.682 None

Yaw 7.5 deg/sec. None 15.682

Wind Uncertainty 5 ft/sec. 9.60 9.60

Second Stage
Ignition Time
Variation 2 sec. 1.913 None

R. S. S. Total 22.28 N. M. 22.12 N. M.
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The potent influence of these three dispersion contributors, has been widely

recognized; and a substantial effort has been exerted continuously by many

agencies and individuals to eliminate or minimize these uncertainties. The

problem of wind uncertainty is being dealt with by the development of semi and

fully automated wind measurement and compensation computation systems to yield

more accurate and timely data. More comprehensive mathematLcal models of

vehicle behavior are now available for predicting the response of a vehicle to

a wind profile. Thrust misalignment is being controlled by more precision

in the manufacture of rocket motors and payload components; and its effect is

minimized by the development of adequate vehicle spin rates early in flight,

sometimes even on the launcher. The evolution of the simultaneous lug-release

finite-length launch rail has been effective in reducing launch tip-off.

All of these approaches have produced improvement, and more can be

expected, yet the best of these in aggregate have produced reductions of the order

of about 20%. When the Physical Science Laboratory was recently confronted with

a Nike-Apache mission requirement for a near-vertical trajectory achieving a

zenith altitude of the order of 800K ft. and a second stage/payload impact

accuracy of 5 - 10 nautical miles radius on a 3a confidence basis, it was

concluded that some form of guidance and control was essential.

This conclusion was not made lightly, since the addition of guidance and

control to a sounding rocket poses a number of disadvantages, such as increased

cost and complexity, compromises in performance and new flight safety problems.

With these constraints in mind, a variety of approaches were studied, c'ilminating

in the selection of a Coast Phase Control System, hereafter referred to as the

CPCS. The other systems studied and the reasons for selection of the CPCS will

be discussed in a following section. At this point, a brief description of

the CPCS is in order.

Figure 2 shows the CPCS general arrangement, in a module located between

the head end of the M-5 booster and the aft end of the Apache second stage. The

aft end of the module seats in a socket forming the forward end of the interstage
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adapter, allowing the booster to separate by differential drag at burnout.

The foiward end of the module is positively attached to the aft end of the

Apache by a threaded blast diaphragm, which shatters upon ignition of the

second stage, jettisoning the module. Aft of the blast diaphragm is the gyro

housing, mounting a three-axis free gyro set which constitutes the attitude

reference. At the center of the module are mounted four moveable rectangular

fin panels, with the hubs, support bearings, lever linkages, and feedback

potentiometers. Aft of this space there are four D-C servo motor-gear head

assemblies, mounted with the shaft axes paraliel to the vehicle longitudinal

axis, each driving one moveable fin. An electronics sub-assembly consisting

of servo-amplifiers, compensation networks, and bias voltage circuits is

mounted behind the servo-motors. Located near the rear of the module is a

primary power supply, consisting of a "one-shot" high-current thermal battery

for servo motor and second-stage ignition power and a separate silver-zinc

battery supply for other module power requirements. The most rearward compart-

ment of the module contains a flight safety command receiver device and/or

a module recovery parachute.

The module functions to accomplish a course correction maneuver during the

interval between booster burnout and second stage ignition, so that the vehicle

velocity vector and body axis are restored to the orientation required for the

desired nominal trajectory, as shown in Figure 3. The result is a trajectory

parallel to the intended nominal path but displaced by the dispersion accumulated

prior to and during the course correction maneuver. The source of the error

information is the attitude reference in the module, wherein the desired

vehicle attitude at second-stage ignition is preset prior to launch by uncaging

che gyros a few seconds prior to launch, and inserting bias voltages in the pitch

and yaw servo loops which are equivalent co the difference between the launch

attitude and the required attitude at second stage ignition. The vehicle

roll control loop is active from launch, maintaining the "on-launcher" vehicle

roll attitude. The pit:h and yaw control loops are activated after booster

separation. 159



With this int:oductory description it is now appropriate to discuss

the various details of system selection, design, operation, and performance.

DISCUSSION OF GUIDANCE PHILOSOPHY:

The application of guidance principles to reduce dispersion is implicit

in the launching of "unguided" sounding rockets. Historically, the advent of

high altitude rockets required the development of techniques to predict the

deterministic effects of perturbing influences such as wind, on trajectories.

These techniques and their applications are the elements of guidance procedures

in that they are used to adjust launcher settings to obtain desired results such

as impact at a target point.

The CPCS guidance principle is a simple extension of aiming to an in-flight

phase by means of an attitude control system. After activation, this system acts

as a nulling device to force rocket attitude to a preset value, thereby removing

the directional dispersion accrued prior to activation. The system can also

be used to "shape" the trajectory.

It should be noted that there is no on-board guidance function. The

guidance function is a procedure applied, like those which adjust launcher

settings, prior to the fact of firing, in order to establish what conditions

the control system is to achieve.

Choice of the Control Phase

A normalNikeApache flight consists of four or five phases:

1. Nike Boost (0 - 3.3 sec.).

2. Apache Pre-ignition Coast (3.3 - 23 sec.).

3. Apache Burn (23 - 29.4 sec.).

4. Apache Coast (29.4 sec. -

5. Afterbody Coast (payload separation).
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Control could be implemented in any phase or combination of phases of the

upleg trajectory. However, the intent is to utilize attitude control to

produce alterations of the flight path, which requires the existence or

generation of appreciable reactive force during the control phase. Thus,

attitude control after phase 3 will not have much effect on the trajectory

itselX*. Control in a combination of phases generally requires a more

complex control system than a single phase because of the requirement of

variable gain constants and compensation.

Since the major source of dispersion is in the first phase, an obvious

choice would be to implement control during boost to counter perturbations

while they occur. There are, however, considerations that make this approach

unattractive. A rapid response system would be required, due to the short

time interval of 3.3 sec. Such a system would have to utilize some type

of thrust vector direction, or thrust force generation. Although this is

technically feasible, it would require extensive modifications of the booster,

incurring a high unit cost.

Implementation of control into the Apache burn phase (phase 3) has at the

outset the serious disadvantage of a heavy payload capacity penalty. It has been

estimated that a cold-gas reaction control system for this phase would weigh

at least 26 pounds. The system would also require a nitrogen tank having

a 10 inch diameter, which is a prohibitive size for the Apache. Another

system, utilizing "hot gas" reaction control, where the gas is bled from the

Apache, has even greater liabilities. The design of valving mechanisms to

handle the gas without leakage or crippling erosion is a formidable task.

The tinal disadvantage is that this system cou-d provide control only during

burn, necessitating the use of a roll-free attitude reference system, which is

more expensive than the simpler gyro set used in the CPCS.
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The pre-ignition coast phase (phase 2), is the most attractive choice

for control. A control module inserted between the booster and second stage,

and attached to the second stage aft end, requires little modification of

the existing hardware, and does not impose a severe payload weight penalty. The

system will utilize existing aerodynamic forces for attitude control and flight

path correction. Dispersion and normal wind response are allowed to take place

in the boost phase. After separation, the activated control system effect-

ively removes the directional dispersion and, if required,would perform to

make other attitude and flight path alterations.

The Inertial Reference System and Coordinates

The extension of aiming via attitude control requires a coexistent

extension of reference, which, in the CPCS, will be supplied by the Whittaker

PRYS (Pitch-Roll-Yaw-Sensor). Other methods of attitude sensing, such as

a solar sensor-magnetometer system do not offer the advantage of direct

measurement, and are affected by environmental factors outside of the rocket.

On the other hand, a gyroscopic reference is subject mainly to an inte nal

environment that causes drift, which in turn, causes attitude measui ='ent

errors.

Associated with the reference system is a coordinate system defined

by the gyro arrangement (fig. 4 ). Pitch and yaw angles lay in orthogonal

planes whose oiientation with respect to the reference coordinates is the

roll angle (fig. 4a). It should be noted that the angles are not an Euler

sequence. Appendix I contains transformations used in simulation of GPCS

trajectories.

Because the PRYS does not have full rotational freedom of roll

(+ 600), it will be necessary to control roll during boost as well as in

the control phase. Although this requires an element of control in a combination

of phases, no changes of gain or compensation will be required.
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Requirement for Bias Insertion

The attitude reference orientation will be that of the system at

gyro uncage time. Because it will not generally bc desirable to force attitude

to this particular orientation, it is required that an attitude programmer

be carried on-board that will electronically provide signals corresponding

to a desired attitude in terms of pitch and yaw angles. The setting of the

programmer is referred to as "bias insertion". Since the desire is also

to allow the normal boost-phase wind respcnse as a non-dispersion effect, the

bias settings will be modified accordingly. It should be obvious too, that

changes to launcher settings will generally require corresponding changes

in bias settings.

The processes involved in determination of launcher and bias

settings amount to the sclution of "guidance equations", which will utilize

multiple wind weighting by standard methods, and pre-computed ballistic tables.

Multiple weighting is required to determine the boost phase wind response

and the effects of upper winds on the burning second stage separately.

Sources of Error

The primary errors in the NikeApacheCPCS trajectory will be caused

by attitude measurement. In practice no gimbal system can completely isolate

a gyro from outside rotations. Torques are comnunicated to the gyro by friction

and other causes, so that the spin axis is not really fixed in space. Over

a sufficiently long time period then, the PRYS gyro spin axes will tend to

drift away from their initial orthogonality. The PRYS 3 a drift per gyro is

about 0.50 from uncage to control termination. This amounts to roughly a

0
total 3a error in attitude of 0.7 , with associated range and cross range

impact components of about 6.5 n. miles, which dominates the predicted 3a

impact dispersion (9.7 n. mi.).

Thus, the CPCS will operate to remove almost completely the dispersion

originating during boost and replace it w:ith a smaller dispersion .Z its own.
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CPCS Flight Path Behavior

As was mentioned previously, the CPCS acts to null attitude errors.

The nulling rate is proportional to the error magnitude so that the attitude

tends to approach desired attitude exponentially. Flight path direction

also tends to app':.±ch desired attitude but lags rocket attitude. Figure 5

shows typical rocket and flight path response in terms of elevation and azimuth,

and figure 6 shows the hypothetical ground track. These plots demonstrate

the "dog-leg" capability of the CPCS in a situation where safe booster impact

and avoidance of over-flight of a forbidden area can be achieved simultaneously

with second stage impact at a desired target point. The flight path angle change

0
in the example trajectory is approximately 13° . Use of the CPCS for course

correction alone will involve flight path changes of about 30 (
3a).

AERODYNAI1C AND MECHANICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Aerodynamic control was selected because of its design simplicity. During

V,

the portion of flight where control is to be exercised, aerodynamic surfaces are

sufficiently effective to accomplish the required flight path corrections.

Control system components are largely "off-the-shelf" type. Components which 6

must be designed and built can be available within reasonable lead times.

Aerodynamic parameter values can be predicted close enough for preliminary design

from correlation of published results of numerous wind tunnel tests and

theoretical studies. For accLrite values, however, wind tunnel tests of the

specific configuration will be conducted in order to determine precisely the

effect of the flow ditturbances generated by the forward rocket stage, particularly,

the stabilizing fins located just ahead of the control fins. Tests of wind

tunnel models, for example, should show whether it is better to place the

control fins in line with the stabilizing fins or off-set them 45 degrees

for maximum effectiveness.
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For the present application on the Nike Apache rocket a preliminary

aerodynamic analysis was made using Nike Apache wind tunnel force test data

and modifying these to account for addition of the control module. An attempt

was made to account for downwash effects in computing normal forces and moments.

Accurate assessment of the maneuverability and dynamic behavior of the controlled

vehicle will necessarily be dependent upon the wind tunnel test results. Figure 7

is an outline of the NikeApache rocket with the control module.

Figures 8 through 17 show estimated static aerodynamic and performance

parameters. Turning rates shown in figures 11 and 14 are of interest because

from these,total flight path angle changes can be computed where a "dog-leg"

trajectory is employed. "Dog-leg" trajectories, as suggested earlier, would

be desirable in the case where the Icunch and payload impact areas are fixed,

but flight over a particular area in between is prohibited. The contiol system

is capable of up to a 180 degree flight path azimuth change during the initial

coast phase of the second stage. Utilizing this capability it is possible to

alter significantly the locations of the first and unignited second stage

impact zones. Thus over-flight of certain areas near the launcher could be

avoided.

The CPCS unit is attached to the APACHE motor (See Figure 2) by means

of a threaded steel blowout diaphragm which, after completion of the control

phase, is shattered by APACHE motor ignition allowing the unit to fall away

from the second stage. The standard probe-type interstage was modified so

that the aft 7 1/2 inchcs of the module can be inserted into a socket.

The control fin hinge line is placed just ahead of the most forward fin

center-of-pressure location. The reason for placing the hinge line ahead of

the c.p. was to enable the fin normal force to aid in returning the fin to a

neutral position in he event of loss of fin control power.

The control housing consists of 2 sections of 3/16" thick 7075-T6 Aluminxr,
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.1i Tubing. These sections are joined at the fin hub assembly by 2 peripheral

screw joints. Each joint has 2 rows of 10-32 screws-each row containing 16

screws. Preliminary calculations show that flight moments in this area are large,

necessitating this type of joint. Bending and vibration tests are being performed

on a prototype unit to verify the results of the stress analysis. Also, functional

tests have been conducted on the blowout diaphragm. These tests were in two

series, separation by cold gas pressure at PSL and separation on APACHE and

CAJUN static firings at Thiokol Chemical Corporation at Elkton, Maryland.

These tests verified proper function of the diaphragm without significant tip-off

effects.

CONTROL LOOP DESIGN COMPONENT SELECTION AND OPERATION

The CPCS functional diagram (Fig. 18) can be described as follows:

The system power is turned on. The bias programmers are set and the

attitude reference is uncaged prior to launch. The roll axis control is operating

through the boost phase. Upon booster separation, a delay timer is initiated

by a booster pull plug, and after the prescribed delay time this timer will

initiate the pitch and yaw control.

The control sequence is described for the pitch-roll control only, as

the yaw-roll control is similar to the pitch-roll control. The gyros sense the

rocket attitude, the pitch gimbal pot provides the electrical signal (voltage)

which is proportional to the rocket pitch error angle, and the roll gimbal pot

provides the electrical signal (voltage) which is proportional to the rocket

roll error angle. These pitch and roll error signals pass through their

individual compensation netv;orks, where the signals are processed according to

the loop response requirements.

The compensated pitch error voltage is compared with the progranied

pitch bias voltage, and if the two voltages are equal, that is, the rocket

pitch angle is the same as the bias progranmed angle, then the difference

signal will be zero and the rocket pitch angle will stay at this angle unless

disturbed. Should the difference signal not be zero it will enter the pitch
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limiter through an amplifier, which is used for comparing the compensated

pitch voltage and the pitch bias voltage, and for gain adjustment. I-e pitch

limiter is a saturating device which limits the control signal and the fin

displace,'ent, to a certain range. When the actuating signal is s:.turated at
l6

this level, the fin stays at its maximum position (assuming roll error is zero).

The limited pitch signal and the compensated roll signal are then

mixed, the mixed sum drives motor loop #1, and the mixed difference drives

motor loop #2. These two fins are called the pitch-roll fins, and are

oppositely located.

Fins number three and four control the rocket yaw and roll, thus

providing the three-axis attitude control.

Choice ofc Main Power Dr~ve Elements

Each motor loop consists of one mixer, summing the compensated

pitch (or yaw), the comdensated roll, and the fin position feedback signals.

This mixed signal drives several stages of preamplifiers which in turn drive

a power bridge amplifier; each power bridge amplifier consists of four iower

transistors connected as two complimentary amplifiers and are driven opposite.

This provides the amplification and the polarity reversing of the drive power by

using only one battery.

The Globe Model 1004108-8 D.C. permanent magnet motor with the Model

102A199 planetary gear is used to drive the control surface. The motor has a

no-load speed of 10,000 rpm, a rated torque of 3.7 oz. in., and a stall torque

of 27 oz. in. The gear has a ratio of 211 and the nominal efficiency of 81%.

Servo Loop Analysis and Compensation

The minor loop, i.e. the motor loop, with proper loop gain has a

i frequency response nearly flat up to 10 Hz, and + 3 db at 15 Hz. The resonant

frequency is 30 Hz so the design bandwidth is wide enough to cover the rocket

response, which has a natural frequency of 5 Hz in pitch and yaw. Thus no

compensation is required for the motor loop.
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The main loop, however, is a time variabl- system, because of the

varying aerodynamic coefficients. The pitch (or yaw) transfer function of the

rocket is a third order type 1 system, with two infinite zeros. The roll transfer

function of the rocket is a second order type 1 system with two infinite zeros.

The following table lists the average gain and Pole-zero pattern for various

regions of the flight.

TABLE II

Pitch or Yaw Roll
Region Time (seconds) Gain Zero Pole Gain Pole

1 3.5 441 -0.67 0,-2 ± J34 4,980 0,-0.98

2 7 280 -0.45 0,-1.5±J24 2,900 0,-0.66

3 11 160 -0.27 0,-l +J22 1,700 0,-0.44

4 15 100 -0.16 0,-0.7±Jl7 950 0,-0.28

5 20 50 -0.10 0,-0.5 +J13 400 0,-0.16

A lead network is used for the roll compensations, and two identical

notch networks are used for the pitch and yaw compensation.

Choice of Attitude Reference Gyros

TIe attitude reference gyro package u: -1 for the CPCS Module is the

PRYS (Pitch, Roll, and Yaw Sensor) Unit manufactured by the Whittaker Corporation.

This unit uses dual two-degree-of-freedom gyros which are positioned in a

tandem arrangement along the longitudinal axis of a single cylindrical housing.

The two gyros can be mechanically constrained for mutually orthogonal gimbal

alignment with respect to a fixed frame refereice, through the insertion

of an electrical command. The gyro can be uncaged and placed into attitude

reference operation with the application of a momentary electrical command.
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Some specifications are-Spin-Up Time, 5 Minutes; Power requirement,

Single phase 115 volts, rmr , 400 Hz, 15VA (a DC to AC inverter, Arnold

Magnetics Model SKB-28-115-400-40, is used for this power inversion); caging,

three amperes at 28 vdc; uncaging, 2 amperes et 28 vdc; pick-off potentiometer;

rational freedom, 60 degrees, 3-axis; weight 5 pounds; size 3.53 in. diam. x 7.63

inches long.

Bias Circuits, Main Power Supplies

In order to reduce the gyro drift, the gyros should be uncaged as

close to launch time as possible, but the final launcher setting for firing

is not the attitude required for second stage pointing. (for wind compensation

or for dog-leg maneuver). Because the gyros considered have only one caged

position, this requires a remote bias setting device, so the actual final

pointing angle can be set (or stored) remotely just prior to launch.

A series of binary coded resistors, i.e. R, 2R, ----nR, is connected

in series, and each resistor can be shorted by a latching relay. A series of

seven resistors are used here, assuming the increment is 0.25 degrees for R.

Then a max-mum bias of 37.5 degrees can be stored. One separated relay is used

for the polarity selection.

A thermol battery is used to drive the four servo motors and to ignite

the second stage. This battery is a "one-shot" device activated by initiation

of a pyrotechnic charge, and deliers a high current for a short period.

Activation is accomplished remotely just prior to launch. A separate silver-zinc

battery pack is used to )rovide all other CPCS power.

FLIGHT SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

id The incorporation of control provides relief to the flight safety officer

in that trajectories are more precise and impact dispersion is reduced, but a

new safety problem, the consequence of a control system malf%. ction, is introduced.

The most damaging malfunction is z pitch or yaw "open loop" condition

where a pair of control fins is deflected to a "hard-over" position. The resulL

is a turning maneuver confined to one control plane, with the turning rate
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decreasing as depicted in Figure 11 and 14, until the control fins become ineffective.

The total change in flight path direction is dependent on two factors: (I) the time

of malfunction occurrence, and (2) the maximum fin deflection permitted by the

mechanical limits in the system.

If the control system is employed in a course-correction mode only, the

required maneuverability is relatively small, in that flight path changes of the

order of only 2 - 3 degrees are required (with respect to gyro co-ordinates.)

In this instance fin deflections can be mechanically limited to small values,

but the consequence of the malfunction is sufficient to cause severe dispersion

of the second stage impact, worse than encountered with a ballistic vehicle, so

that a means for denial of second stage ignition may be required. The unignited

second stage impact dispersion will also be worse than with a ballistic vehicle,

but not large enough to require :.,,ther safety action.

If the control system is employed for trajectory "shaping," much larger

maneuvers are required, so a large fin deflection is required. Here again it

is necessary to have second stage ignition denial capability, and the unignited

second stage impact dispersion will become dangerously large. It may be necessary

to take additional action to shut down the control system as soon as the mal-

function is detected, permitting the control fins to return to a neutral position.

For either control system application it is thus essential that an on-board

malfunction detection and abort system, or a suitable ground tracking system alid

ground-to-vehicle command link, be incorporated.

If an "on-board" system could be devised, it would be preferred over the

ground-based system since its reaction would be rapid and automatic. It could

also be less expensive, on a unit cost basis. But such a system is difficult to

achieve, especially one which functions rpliably and independently of the coiLful

system, i.e., without utilizing elements of the system.

The latter approach, a ground-based tracking system which provides real-time

vehicle trajectory data, plus a radio command link for transmitting abort and

related instructions, has been selected for the CPCS-equipped Nike-Apache

vehicles. Since the CPCS will function during the first 23 seconds of flight,
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radar tracking systems have been ruled out for this application, since previous

experience has shown that adequate radar track of the Nike-Apache is not generally

established prior to 10 seconds after launch. A Doppler Velocity and Position

(DOVAP) system operating in a single-station, real-time mode, has been selected

because it can provide reliable tracking data from launch. Provisions for

command transmissions are incorporated by means of sub-carrier channels on the

"up-leg" R-F carrier frequency in the DOVAP system. A DOVAP transponder,

modified to include cormmand sub-carrier demodulators, is mounted in the aft

end of the CPCS module.

Since the CPCS corrects not only the vehicle heading, but also the flight

path direction, the safety officer can observe the DOVAP-derived trajectory on a

plotting board and take safety action if the flight path passes outside a

predetermined acceptable envelope The safety action will be a second stage

ignition denial coimand, and possibly a CPCS shutdown command. CPCS shutdown

equ be accomplished by cutting servo motor battery power. Since the control

fins are designed to maintain their centers-of-pressure always aft of the hinge

line regardless of angle-of-attack or Mach Number, aerodynamic torque will

drive the fins to a neutral position, although there is some time delay involved.

Although the Nike-Apache CPCS system will utilize the flight safety system

just briefly described, there are other options available, dependiuig upon the

application. The other possible approaches are too varied to discuss here, but

it is important to point out that flight safety considerations must receive

adequate attention in a control system design of this type, as it must be with

any other.

CONCLUSIONS

A descriotion of the operation and performance of d control system for the

Nike-Apache sounding rocket vehicle has been presented, and its capabilitities

for reducing trajectory dispersion and/or "shaping" trajectories have been pointed

out. The addition of this capability without compromising vehicle performance
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significantly is possibly the most attractive feature of the CPCS. The adaptability

of the concept to other multi-stag= vehicles of similar design is also attractive.

The CPCS must, however, be considered as a halting, first Gtep in sounding

rocket vehicle control. Although a major effort was made to achieve low cost

and simplicity of design, undoubtedly the application of additional effort in

these areas can result in significant improvements. The av3ilability of an

effective, reliable, and economical control system for sounding rocket vehicles

will do much to broaden their usefulness.
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APPENDIX I PRYS ATTITUDE REFERENCE

It is the purpose here to define, for simulation applications, the "pitch",

"roll" and "yaw" angles that the system measures, and the associated coordinate

transformations which relate gyro attitudes to rocket attitude.

The theoretical principle applied states that the direction of the spin

axis of a properly gimballed gyro remains fixed in space. In the particular

case there are two gyros, with spin axes orthogonal, each isolated from external

angular motion by two ginbals. Although the gyros are called "two-degree-of-

freedom gyros", there is a third degree of rotational freedom about the spin

axis of each gyro. £he two spin axes define a space fixed coordinate system

whose axes we shall define as:

r2 along the forward spin axis,

r3 along the aft spin axis,

and rI along r2 Xr 3

(See Fig. 4)

PRYS -NIKE CE RELATIVE ORIENTATION

The instrument is assumed to be mounted in the NikeApache airframe,

oriented FWD along the rocket FWD longitudinal axis, with the forward gyro

spin axis in the horizontal plane and with the aft gyro spin axis in the

vertical plane, each spin axis being orthogonal to the rocket longitudinal

axis.

ANGLE DEFINITION AND SENSING

Gyro gimbal angles, measured by pickoffs, are "yaw", "pitch" and "roll".

For sign convention consistent with simulation practice at PSL, we chose to

take positive angles analogous to firing azimuth (positive clockwise from

North), iring elevation (positive up from horizontal), and roll (positive

clockwise, looking forward). Hence, "yaw" will be positive right (clock-

wise), "pitch" will be positive up and "roll" will be positive clockwise,

looking forward.
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COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

Rocket attitude relative to the spin axes is obtained in terms of the

relative angles between gimbals. The easiest method to obtain transformation

is to associate with each gimbal ring a coordinate system, oriented with two

axes in the plaue of the gimbal, with one axis made collinear with the gimbal

axis. Further, the choice of coordinate axes is made so that one axis of

each coordinate system is collinear with its corresponding member in the

next.

The transformation from gyro to rocket is the result of two rotations.

For the forward gyro, we consider first a positive roll angle and then a

positive yaw; the transformation from inner gimbal to outer gimbal amounts

to a positive* rotation thru a roll angle, 01, while the transformation from

outer gimbal to rocket is a negative* rotation thru the measured yaw angle, ya.

Thus, the transformation matrix is~[F]= Rz (-Ya)] ( )x

(os y a- sin y 0 1 0 0

[ sin Ya cos Ya 0 0 cos i sin 0i

0 0 1 0 -sin 0 cos ol.
For the aft gyro, the transformation from inner gimbal to outer girbal is a

positive rotation thru the measured roll angle, Oa, while the transformation

from outer gimbal to rocket is a negative rotation thru the measured pitch

angle, pa:

/cospD 0 sino p (00
a a

= 0 1 0 cos 0

sin 0 Cos \0 -sin 0a cos a

* A positive rotation is one in which the axes are rotated in the positive

right hand sense.
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SPIN-AXIS-RELATIVE ROCKET ATTITUDE

We consider a unit vector along the spin axis of the forward gyro; its

components in the body system are:

/-sin Ya cos 01b)
S Cosa " cos0 1

-sin 0 1

The unit vector along the aft gyro spin axis has its components in the body

system given by

(A)b F A]( )

(' sin p Cos 0a

SA sin Oa

cos Pa cos Oa •

Since the rocket attitude is computed in simulation and the orientations

of gyro spin axes are assumed to be determined by launcher setting and known

drift characteristics, the pitch, yaw and roll angles will be determined by:

iij] , the transformation from ground reference system to
rocket airframe,

and(S ,( SAY') , the spin axes components in the ground
reference system.

Hence, ((

(~b [aij (AL

where

(-sin El sin FAZ

-sin El cos FAZ

cos El
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-cog FAZ

sin FAZ

assuming no drift. Then the yaw, pitch, and roll angles are given by

-all cos FAZ + a12 sin FAZ
Y= -Arc tan

-a 2 1 cos FAZ + a 2 2 sin FAZ

-al 1 sin El sin FAZ - a12 sin El cos FAZ + a13 cos El
Pa= Arc tan
a A-a 3 1 sin El sin FAZ - a3 2 sin El cos FAZ + a33 cos El

and A = Arc sin (-a 2 1 sin El sin FAZ - a 22 sin El cos FAZ + a2 3 COS El).

DESIRED ATTITUDE (CONTROL ATTITUDE)

In the CPCS application the goal is to drive, by means of aerodynamic

control, the NikeApache to some desired attitude. The CPCS acts as a nulling

device so that

£i = ya - Yd 0

c 2 = pa - Pd- 0

£ 3 = Oa - Od - 0

where e 1, e 2, c3 are attitude error signals, and Yd, Pd' Od are the desired

yaw, pitch and roll angles.

The formulas of the preceding section can be used to calculate ydV Pd

and Od' given any desired attitude in the ground reierence system. However,

in the CPCS application Od will be zero, which simplifies finding yd and Pd"

Suppose that one had the desired attitude pointing angles (elevation

and azimuth) in the ground reference system. Then the transformation to the

rocket system is

co El 0 sin El sin FAZ cos FAZ 0 (cos el sin z

DA( 1 0 -cgFZsin FAZ 0 cos el cos azDA \si l 0 E/ \LcsA1k

-sin El 0 cos E1 0 1 sin el
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With the roll angle set to zero, Pd and yd are

Pd-arc sin (DA 3)

Iyd 

-arc sin (DA2)

Figure a shows the geometry of the desired attitude.
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RESULTS OF UNGUIDED ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTIONS AT WSMR

Gordon L. Dunaway

Atmospheric Sciences Office

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

An analysis is made of the impact dispersion o! several

types of unguided rockets fired at WSMR. The rockets con-

sidered are: Athena, Aerobee 150, Nike-Apache, Nike-Cajun,

and Arcas.

Data is presented in graphical and tabular form.

INTRODUCTION

The Meteorological Support Division of the Atmospheric

Sciences Office at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico is

responsible for providing "impact prediction" support for

all unguided rockets fired on the range which are considered

wind-sensitive enough that a compensation for the wind dis-

persion is necessary to insure safe, on-range impacts.

This report presents an analysis of impact preaiction

miss distances for several types of unguided rockets fired

at WSMR. The analysis includes dispersions from: Athcna,

Aerobee 150, Nike-Cajun, Nike-Apache, and Arcas.
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DISCUSSION

The "impact prediction" support provided by the

Meteorological Support Division consists of the collection,

reduction, and prediction of atmospheric parameters; and the

application of these data to the theoretical trajectories

of the given rockets in such a manner that the theoretical

deviations in the rocket trajectories due to these parameters

can be determined and compensated for in the form of appro-

priate launcher settings or new predicted impact locations.

Of the atmospheric arameters affecting the rocket

trajectories, the wind is the most variable and has the most

pronounced effect. Therefore, it is considered essential

that wind measurements be taken as near firing time as

possible-especially in the lower levels where its effect on

the rocket trajectories is greatest-so that effective trajec-

tory and impact predictions can be made.

The Ballistics Meteorologist in charge of the impact

predictio support makes a careful analysis of the feasibility

of obtainin the desired results based on the current meteoro-

logical situation and the characteristics of the rocket in

question. Recommendations based on this analysis are given

to the Missile Flight Surveillance Office and the Test

Conductor to be used in determining if it is feasible to

fire with the given conditions. Such aspects as total cor-

rection, variability, wind shear, surface wind gustiness and

velocity, previous results under similar conditions, and the
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probability of better or worse conditions in the near

future are among the factors considered in this analysis.

In addition to the dispersion in rocket trajectories

caused by atmospheric parameters, such factors as fin and

thrust misdlignments, variations in weights and motor perfor-

mance, staoility margins, and errors in launcher settings

also make substantial contributions.

For this analysis, the actual dispersion-regardless

of cause-is presented. Only cases where obvious rocket

malfunctions occurred were exclud3d. The actual impacts

were surveyed impacts where available; elsewhere radar or

sound ranging impacts were used. For all cases, the

Ipredicted impacts" were the predictions given to the Test

Conductor prior to the firings, along with recommended

launcher settings.

The Athena is a multi-stage rocket fired from Green

River, Utah to WSMR. The first two stages are unguided and

trajectory predictions and launcher settings are provided

by the Meteorological Support Division.

A system composed of an iBM 7044 Computer at the Range

Control Center building at WSMR, receiving wind data from

the launch site at Green River via commercial data lines is

used for these predictions. A program furnished by the re-

search group of the Atmospheric Sciences Office reduces the

wind data and applies it to a 5-D trajectory model and selects

launcher settings by iterative techniques.
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There are two basic types of Athena firings: the high-

angle Achena, which has a nominal second stage impact some

445 miles from the launcher, near the west center of the

missile range; and the low-angle Athena which has a nominal

second stage impact 355 miles from the launcher, near Datil,

New Mexico.

It was found that for the high-angle Athena, the average

second stage miss distance for 49 cases was 15.2 miles with

a standard error of estimate of 17.7 miles. The average

north-south miss distance was 7.9 miles north with a standard

error of estimate of 12.7 miles and the average east-west miss

was 0.3 miles west with a standard error of estimate of 12.3

miles. For the low-angle Athena, the average miss 'istance

for 18 cases was 9.9 miles with a standard error of estimate

of 13.0 miles. The average north-south miss was 6.1 miles

north with a standard error of estimate of 10.1 miles and

the average east-west miss was 2.5 miles east with a standard

error of estimate of 8.2 miles.

The Aerobee 150 is a single stage, boosted rocket which

is launched from Launch Complex 35 on the south end of the

missile range. The nominal impact area is some 50 miles from

the launcher, near the center of the range. The ballistic

wind technique is used to determine launcher settings for these

firings.

It was found that for 94 cases, the average impact miss

distance of t!,e Aerobee 150 was 10.4 miles with a standard
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error of estimate uf 11.8 miles. The average north-south

miss distance was 2.5 miles south with a standard error of

estimate of 9.5 miles. The average east-viest miss was 1.1

miles west with a standard error of estimate of 7.0 miles.

The Nike-Apache is a two-stage rocket composed of a

' Nike-M-5 booste' and an Apache second stage. The thrust

from the booster pushes the rocket to some 40 to 50 thousand

feet where the second stage ignites and sends the rocket to

a peak altitude of from 600,000 feet to 800,000 feet, carry-

ing payloads of from 55 to 90 pounds. Nike-Apaches are

fired from Launch Complex 33 on the south end of the range

and from Sulf Site near the northwest-corner of the range.

It was found that for 98 cases, th- average miss dis-

tance of the Nike-Apache was 13.2 miles with a standard

error of estimate of 14.9 miles. The average north-south

miss was 1.2 miles south with a standard error of estimate

of 9.7 miles and the average east-west miss was 2.5 miles

west with a standard error of estimate of 11.3 miles.

The Nike-Cajun is similar to the Nike-Apache but has a

lower performance second-stage. It carries payloads of 55

to 110 pounds to altitudes of from 425,000 to 620,000 feet.

it was found t-hat for 22 cases, the average miss dis-

tance of the Nike-Cajun was 6.7 miles with a standard error

of estimate of 7.9miles. The average north-south miss was

0.3 miles south with a standard error of estimate of 6.4

miles and the average east-west miss was 1.2 miles east
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with a standard error of estimate of 4.7 miles.

The Arcas is a meteorological rocket launched from a

tube with a gas generator for a booster. It carries a 9

pound payload to approximately 250,000 feet.

It was found that for 73 cases, the average miss dis-

tance for the Arcas was 6.3 mles with a standard error of

estimate of 7.2 miles. The average north-south miss was

0.9 miles south with a standard error of estimate of 5.5

riles and the average east-west miss was 1.4 miles west

with a standard error of estimate of 4.7 miles.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the impact miss distances for the various

types of unguided rockets fired at 1VSMR may seem large at a

first glance, it should be noted thdt many of the rockets

have been fired on the missile range with a very high per-

centage of successful results.

Since the dispersion depends on the overall rocket per-

formance, as well as the wind, one must be careful in the

selection of a vehicle where extreme accuracy is necessary.

The advent of more accurate wind measurements and fore-

casts, along with better design and quality control on the

individi.al rockets, will result in more accurate trajectory

and impact predictions.
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ABSTRACT

Spectra .f atmospheric turbulence recently measured at various

heights and sites under a variety of stability conditions have been

analyzed and compared. The results are:

1. In regions over which the spectra obey -5/3 power laws, the

ratio of the lateral to the lngitudinal spectra shows fair agreement

with the 4/3 rtio predicted by the Kolmogorov hypothesis for the

inertial subrange. The vertical-longitudinal ratio has a similar

tendency.

2. Dissipation rates computed from the longitudinal spectra seem

to be consistent with the hypothesis chat dissipation is balanced by

the total production of mechanicrl and convective turbulent energy,

provided that the turbulence is in equilibrium. In transition from

rough to smooth terrain, dissipation exceeds th. other terms.

3. Vertical-velocity spectra obey Monin-Obukhov similarity theory

up to a height of about 50 m. Their shapes are reasonably uniform, the

major change with stability being a change of scale of the wave number

axis, i.e., any characteristic nondimensiona] wave number is a function

of z/L only. This function appears to be the same as the relation

between the normalized dissipation and z/L. These results are consistent

with previously measured Kolmogorov constants and with measured ratios

of standard deviation of vertical velocity to friction velocity. Up to

about 50 m the wavelengths of naximum logarithmic spectra increase

linear y with hcIgt and more slowly thereafter, up to about 300 m. The

spectra in stable air above 50 m suggest the existence of a Lumley-Shur

buoyant subrange.
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4. Longitudinal spectra do not obey similarlty theory in a

number of ways. The wavelengths do not scale with height, and there

may be differences between sites when the spectra are plotted in

similarity coordinates.

5. Spectra over the sea seem to have relatively more energy at

low frequlencies than those over land.
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.. Introduction

The recent years have seen a steady increase in the amount of

data available concerning the detailed structure of atmospheric

turbulence near the ground.

Although much remains to be done and much confusion exists with

respect to the interpretation of these data, a picture of the turbulence

structure in thermally stratified media is emerging. The technical

difficulties connected with measurements of small scale fluctuations

of atmospheric quantities are considerable and it is believed that much

of the confusion arises from lack of sufficiently complete measurements

of high quality.

Since its appearance in 1954, one of the most successful tools in

the analysis of the mean flow in the lowest layers of the atmosphere

has been the Monin-Obukhov similarity hypothesis. Several authors (for

a summary see Lumley and Panofsky, 1964) have tried to apply similar

reasoning to the statistics of the fluctuating flow fields in thermally

stratified boundary layers, and the first indications are that although

the vertical-velocity spectrum appears to obey similarity laws for

reasonably small heights, the lateral and longitudinal spectra do not.

Furthermore, it is known that as the height above the surface increases

the similarity hypothesis breaks down also for the vertical component.

It is the primary purpose of the present paper to investigate more

thoroughly to what extent similarity theory is applicable to the

vertical spectra.

r To this end, five sets of recent spectra were examined and compared.

The sets originate from different sources and were computed from a great

number of time series (or continuous records) taken in a variety of

stability conditions and heights. Table I summarizes the most pertinent

information concerning the measurements.
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Table 1. Summary of observations delected for study.

Location Round H11 Hanford Cedar Hill Vancouver - Vancouver

Weiler and

Observer Cramer et al. Elderkin Vaimal Smith Burling

Tower A: smooth arid desert gently rolling
Type of inhomogeneous sagebrush countryside

Tower B: rough fairly homo- scattered woods over sea over sea
inhomogeneous geneous

Height (m) 15, 16, 40, 46, 3, 6.1 46, 137, 229, 1.55 to 4.22 1.68 to 2.70
91 320

No. of Rurs:

Stable 11 4 52 3

Neutral 18 7 -- i1 --

Unstable 14 3 100 .-

Turbulence
Quantities u', v', w', T' u', v', w' w' u', w' u', w'

Measured

Type of thermistor anemo- heated thermo- sonic anemo- thrust hot-wire
meters, bivanes, couple wires meters anemometers anemometers

Sensors resistance thermo-
meters

Duration
of 60 13-134 20 or 40 32 >24

Observati (average 44) (average 34)

Type of digital analogue analogue analogue analogue
Recording d.digital
Type of digital using analogue analogue
Analysis digital analogue block averages

Profiles: _ __ _ -i -e -
Wind cup anemometers cup anemometers Aerovanes cup anemomete cup anemometers
Temperatui resistance thermocouples thermocouples

thermometers

stability uncertain
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2. Site properties. Experimental details and data reduction.

Round Hill. From 1960 through 1963 The Massachusetts Institute

of Technology operated a field station at Round Hill 9t South Dartmouth

in Massachusetts. The data used in this study comprise 43 sets of

spectra as well as vettical heat and momentum fluxes determined

directly from the fluctuation measurements. Spectra of all three

velocity components were available for 5 heights (15, 16, 40, 46 and 91 m).

The measurements were taken on two different towers.

Tower A (16 and 40 m) is situated about 40 m north of the shore line

of Buzzard Bay in an open area covered with grass. Several hundred meters

away toward the west and northwest, the terrain changes to scattered

woods. The site has been described in detail by Record and Cramer (1966)

and Cramer et al. (1961).

Tower B (15, 46 and 91 m) is located about 900 m to the northwest

of tower A in an area covered by brush of an average height of 1.5 m.

Except for westerly directions, the site is surrounded by scattered

woods (average height of about 8 m), the shortest distance to the

woods being about 60 m. The topography of the site is relatively flat.

The measurements consisted of one-hour long recordings of the

fluctuating wind components and temperature and were performed by use

of thermistor anemometers, light bivanes and resistance thermometers.

A thorough description of the instrumentation and the data-handling

system can be found in Cramer et al. (1961).

The data were digitally recorded at equally spaced intervals of

1.2 seconds and analyzed numerically. The computed spectra were

corrected for the influence of instrumental time-lag. Another

correction was applied to correct for the fact that the original data

represented deviations from 301-second moving averages. Correction
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for aliasing was performed on basis of an expected -5/3 power law

for the portion of the spectra above the Nyquist frequency. It was

assumed that the area above this frequency had been folded once

about the Nyquist frequency.

Detailed investigation of the data sho,.d that for very small

friction velocities u*, the calculated vertical momentum fluxes tended

to become numerically very unstable. Hence, it was decided to discard

the runs for which u* 2<0.1 (m/sec) 2; above this ,alue.u* 2 was reasonably

stable. Furthermore, inspection of the data showed that in some cases

the vertical heat flux computed from deviations from the mean had the

opposite sign from the flux computed from deviations from a 301-second

moving average. This indicates that the cospectra change sign with

frequency and since the physical reason for this is not understood and

it well could be a result of the numerical method used, such cases were

rejected. Also rejected were runs for which the stability changed sign

with height. Finally, for some runs, not all information was available.

Of the 79 runs originally available for this study, 36 were

rejected for one or more of the reasons mentioned. Most of the rejected

runs were taken under extreme stability conditions or during transition

periods. In addition, information derived from many other runs das

published by Record and Cramer (1966). Some use of these data was

made in section 4.

Hanford. Elderkin (1966) reports 14 sets of wind velocity spectra

for all three components measured at 3 and 6.1 m at The Battelle

Northwest Laboratory, Hanford, Washington. The same report gives a

complete description of the instrumentation.

The friction velocity was in each case calculated directly from the

fluctuation measurements. Measurements of temperature fluctuations

were not obtained; therefore, estimates of the vertical heat-flux were
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not available. The thermal stability classification of the runs was

obtained using gradient Richardson numbers determined from profile

measurements.

A description of the site has been given by Barad et al. (1962).

It is flat and fairly homogeneous desert-terrain covered with

sagebrush of 1 to 2 m height interspersed with desert grasses.

The turbulence data were collected with a fast response sensor

utilizing heated thermocouple wires. The data were recorded on magnetic

tape and analyzed by use of analogue methods. The duration of the runs

varied from 13 minutes to 134 minutes with an average duration of

44 minutes.

Cedar Hill. In August 1963 a series of vertical-velocity measurements

were made on the Cedar Hill tower near Dallas, Texas. Four two-way

sonic anemometers were mounted at levels 46, 137, 229 and 320 m

providing simultaneous measurements of the vertical-velocity components.

A total of 40 sets of such simultaneous runs have been reported by

Kaimal (1966) who also gives a description of the turbulence instrumentation

and data-handling system.

The data were recorded as analogue signals on magnetic tape but

later converted into time series consisting of 1-sec block averages

over consecutive intervals. The analysis was carried out numerically.

The spectra were corrected for the filter effect of the block averaging

as well as for aliasing. The duration of the runs vas 40 minutes for 28,

and 20 minutes for 12 of the runs.

The only turbulence quantity measured was the vertical-velocity

component; therefore, direct estimates of Reynolds stresses and heat

fluxes were not available. Estimates of the frictior velocity were
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obtained from the relation w /u* 1.7 (see section 5) and the

stability was judged on the basis of gradient Richardson numbers

obtained from profile measurements.

Of the 40 sets of runs reported by Kaimal only 38 are considered

in this study. One set was rejected due to change of stability with

height. For the other, some statistics were missing. Both sets were

measured during transition periods.

A description of the tower and its instrumentation for profile

measurements may be found in Gerhardt ot al. (1962).

The site is described as gently-rolling countryside with scattered

woods (Stevens and Gerhardt, 1959) but appears to be rather innomogeneous

on a larger scale (MacCready et al., 1961).

Vancouver. Smith (1966, pp. 141-151) reports 11 measurements of

the longitudinal and vertical spectra over the sea at the Spanish Banks

near Vancouver, B. C. The site has been described by Pond et al. (1966),

who also describes the thrust anemometer used to collect the wind data

utilized in this study.

The height of measurement varied with the tide from 1.55 m to

4.22 m. The data were recorded as analogue signals on magnetic tape

and the spectral analysis as well as the computation of Reynolds stresses

were carried out by analogue computer. The duration of the observations

was 32 minutes. Measurements of temperature fluctuations were not

obtained; therefore, estimation of vertical heat-fluxes was not possible.

Wind profiles were measured but not the temperattre profiles. Check

on the thermal stability of the atmosphere is thus not furnished.

Later, Weiler and Burling (1967) reported spectra of longitudinal

and vertical-velocity components obtained at the same site but from

measurements by hot-wire anemometers. Reduction of the da'a was

similar to Smith's.
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3. The ratio of one-dimensional spectra in the inertial pubrange.

It is a well-known fact that one-dimensional velocity spectra

measured in the atmosphere often are found to obey a -5/3 power law

to much greater wavelength than can possibly be expected to lie in

the inertial (Kolmogorov) subrange of the spectra. In general, the

appearance of such a power-law region is taken as evidence for the

existence of an inertial subrange at some higher wave numbers which

may be out of the measured wave-number range, and the -5/3 region is

assumed to be continuous with the truly isotropic subrange.

This extension of the Kolmogorov region is particularly important

in the atmosphere because, with few exceptions, all measurements of

the turbulent energy-dissipation c have been based on measurements of

energy spectra over weve-number regions for which local isotropy is

doubtful.

It is a consequence of Taylor's hypothesis, the assumption of

local isotropy, the incompressibility of the turbulent flow field

and the Kolmogorov hypothesis that in the inertial subrange the

one-dimensional velocity spectra must obey

Sv(n) Sw~m)

S u() S (n) 3 3.1

where Sv (n) and S w(n) denote the lateral and the vertical spectra,

respectively. Su (n) is the longitudinal spectrum and n is the frequency

(cycles/unit time).

If the -5/3 regions found in atmospheric spectra are simple

geometrical extrapolations of the Kolmogorov regions, they, of course,

m"nut gamy Eq. 3.1. Recent measurements seem to indicate that this may

not be the case (R. W. Stewart, personal communication, and Elderkin,

1966), but not very much experimental evidence has so far been presented.
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In order to shed some light on this problem, the Round Hill

data were analyzed by plotting all spectra on double logatithmic papar.

In all cases where a -5/3 power law could be distinguished, the

high-frequency portion of the spectra were smoothed accordingly,

and the ratios in Eq. 3.1 computed.

The results are shown in Figurs 1 and 2. The abscissa is z/A N

where z is the height of measurement, XN is the Nyquist wavelength,

computed under the assumption of Taylor's hypothesis. Figure 1 shows

the ratio of the lateral spectrum to the longitudinal spectrum. The

scatter is considerable as was to be expected considering the statistical

uncertainty of the spectral estimates, but for values of the abscissa

greater than 2.4, the average value of the spectral ratio is 1.3210.2,

indeed supporting the validity of Eq. 3.1.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the vertical spectrum and the longitudinal

spectrum. Clearly, the majority of the points fall below the expected

value of 4/3 but there is an obvious trend towards higher values as

the abscissa increases and it is apparent that for values of the abscissa

larger than 5, the proper value of the ratio is approached.

This agrees with the observation that only when z>>XN, the -5/3

region of the vertical-velocity spectrum is extensive and well defined.

This suggests that as the wind speed increases and less of a

possible power-law region is below the Nyquist frequency, the spectra

are assumed to obey a power law which, in many cases, is not quite

established or maybe not existing at all.

4. Energy Dissipation and the turbulent energy budget.

The turbulent energy budget in a stationary, horizontally

homogeneous flow may, with simplifications (see, e.g., Lumley and

Panofsky, 1964) be written
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T 4.1
/ # p~ -s

where the divergence term P = - E

e)Je 4) is the instantaneous turbulent energy and the notation is

standard.

Multiplication of Eq. 4.1 by (kz/u*3), where k 0.4 is the von Karman

constant, yields

-21 - L4.2

where * is the nondimensional wind shear L the Monin-

Obukhov stability length, , the dimensionless dissipation rate, and

OD the nondimensional divergence of the vertical energy flux. Two kinds

of simplifications of Eq. 4.2 have been si.gested: Lumley and Panofsky

(1964) quote observations leading to the hypothesis that dissipation

equals production of mechanical energy only, so that:

l ( 4.3

On the other hand, many authors make the assumption that dissipation

equals the sum of buoyant and mechanical energy production:

0 - A 0 4.4

In order to examine whether either of these hypothestm is

applicable to the encrgy equation, 20. longltudnal spectra, all

exhibiting extended and marked -5/3 power laq. were selected from the

Round Hill data. The dissipation rate was estimated from the Kolmogorov

expression for the inertial subrange using a universal constant equal

to 0.146 corresponding to the constant used by Record and Cramer (1966)
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in the structure function and in close agreement with the constant

published by Pond et al. (1966).

The dimensionless dissipation rates are shown plotted versus

4. the stability parameter z/L in Figure 3.

Also plotted in the figure are the results obtained by Record

and Cramer (1966), which had been obtained from different runs at

the same site. These estimates of c which have been corrected with

a factor of 2.18 were obtained from the Kolmogorov expression for the

structure function. It can be shown theoretically that, due to

uncorrected instrumental lag, their values must be much too small (Busch,

1967). Values of the friction velocities for the data reported by

Record and Cramer were available to the present authors but the

individual spectra were not. The correction factor 2.18 was determined

as the average ratio b tht e determined from the corrected

spectra &W c estimated from the uncorrected structure function using

the present set of data.

As is seen from Figure 3, the two sets of data points agree

very well. For z/L < 0 the average of the corrected Record and Cramer

data (44 points) is 0.97 as compared to an average of 1.07 for the new

data (22 points) giving a total average of 1.00. The fact that , is

so nearly equal to one is intuitively interpreted as a confirmation of

the numerical value of the Kolmogorov constant used.

Within the accuracy of the measurements and the stability range

covered no tendency for * C to vary with stability can be detected for

z/L < 0.

The solid line in Figure 3 provides a test of the hypothesis implied

by Eq. 4.4 On the unstable side, *(z/L) was obtained from the excellent

observations by Swinbank (1964).
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On the stable side, *(z/L) was estimated according to an

analysis by McVehil (1964) which resulted in:

K
zI+7LA m 4.5
L Kbh

Calcu.ations from the Round Hill data of the ratio Kh/Km of the

turbulent diffusivities for heat and momentum, respectively, showed

little dependence of the ratio on stability in stable air and gave

an average ratio of 0.67 in neutral and stable air, thus yielding

1 +9 .5z- 4.6

This line fits the data in Figure 3 relatively well. One

would, therefore, be tempted to postulate that at all heights

z

C L

i.e., that the dissipation equals the total production of mechanically

and thermally produced turbulent energy.

This conclusion, however, is correct only if it can be assumed

that the values of p9 =(" /4 (d -V z at Round Hill have the same

properties as those in Australia. Figure 4 presents a test of this

assumption. The solid line is based o Swinbank's da5. Apparently,

the observations on tower B are in satisfactory agreement with

Swinbank's; but those from tower A are systematically too small by a

factor of almost two. This difference can be understood moat easily

from the fact that tower B is influenced by more or less homogeneously

rough terrain, and the turbulence there is in equilibrium, whereas

tower A is set in a clearing. In particular, at 16 m on tower A, the

air is accelerating and the turbulence within it is decreasing.
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We might tentatively suggest therefore, that Eq. 4.4, which

expresses a local balance between production and dissipation of

turbulent energy, is valid over homogeneous terrain; but in

accelerating air, dissipation far exceeds production, so that

turbulence in a given parcel of air is decreasing. This is in

agreement with measurements reported by Hess and Panofsky (1966).

It might be worth noting that, if the above interpretation is

correct, the nondimensional wind shear in accelerating air acts as

though von Karman's constant were increased to a value as large as 0.8.

5. Oharacteristics of low-level vertical-velocity spectra over land.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show logarithmic vertical-velocity spectra,

2
normalized by the square of the friction velocity, nS w(n)/u* , as function

of the non-dimensional frequency f = nz/V. The separate figures show

the relationships at the three land sites, Round Hill, Hanford and

Cedar Hill, respectively.

For the Round Hill data, neutral runs were defined as those for

which z/L was between -0.05 and +0.05. Runs with larger negative or

positive Richardson numbers were classified as unst:,ble and stable,

respectively. At Cedar Hill, no truly neutral periods occurred.

During the dawn and dusk transition periods, the sign of the stability

changed with height. Such cases were eliminated and the rest classified

as either stable or unstable.

In all cases, individual spectrum estimates were plotted in

similarity coordinates for each stability class separately; each

graph then contairi,! the results of many independent runs. Although

there was, of course, some scatter on each graph, lines could be drawn

on each by eye without much difficulty. Only these subjectively fitted

lines are shown in the figures.
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There is considerable similarity among the shapes of all the

spectra. Also, the maximum ordinate of the logarithmic spectra in

similarity coordinates is about the same in all cases, namely 0.4

to 0.6. The value of f at the maximum and the high-frequency portion

does not change significantly from the neutral to the unstable cases.

This latter result was to be expected from the behavior of the

inertial subrange described in the last section. Similarly, the very

slight increase of low-frequency energy with decreasing stability is

presumably not significant. As we proceed from neutral to stable

conditions, there is a definite shift of the whole spectrum toward

higher frequencies, with no essential change of shape.

In view of the considerable number of available spectra from

Round Hill, these were originally divided into a larger number of

stability categories; they essentially showed an orderly progression

from the most stable to the neutral in the manner indicated by the

three categories shown in the figures, and no significant change

with stability under unstable conditions.

Figure 8 brings together spectra from the three sites under

similar (unstable) conditions. Also included Is a laboratory spectrum

obtained by Bradshaw (1967) with zero pressure gradient in the "inner"

boundary layer. The agreement among the atmospheric spectra is fairly

good in spite of the completely different character of the terrain. Even

the laboratory spectrum fits quite well.

On the same graph is shown a curve constructed from the expression:

2  1.075 f/f' 5.1
nSw (n)/u 1 . I + 1.5 (f/f M)5/3

Here, f is the f value at the maximum. The constant in the numeratorm

is chosen in such a way that the computed value of nS (n)/u*2 is equal
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I

to 0.43 at f = fm" Apparently, the fit is reasonably good, with

fm around 0.32, in neutral and unstable air, although the energy at low
wave numbers is systematically underestimated.

Since the shapes of the vertical-velocity spectra over land

appear to be nearly invariant with z/L, it is here recommended to use

Eq. 5.1 under all stability conditions and at heights up to 50 m,

but allow f to vary with z/L. The relationship between f and z/Ln rn

will be developed later from the properties of the inertial subrange.

The consistency of Eq. 5.1 with published data can be tested in

several ways. For example, if we integrate Eq. 5.1 over all frequencies,

we find that a w2/U*2 1.67, independent of fm , and therefore independent

of stability. This result is quite consistent with recent direct

measurements of this ratio, such as those by Mordukhovich and Tsvang

(1966) with sonic anemometers. Also Prasad, in an unpublished summary

of observations from many sites, comes to a similar conclusion:

the ratio w 2/U*2 is about 1.7 for stable, neutral and unstable air up

to -z/L - 0.5.

Another comparison of the properties of Eq. 5.1 with independent

observations can be made by considering the inertial subrange (f>>l).

For large f, the equation then gives a relation between f and them
b"universal" constantin the one-dimensional lateral spectrum*:

2/

b = 0.388(f /) 2 / 3  5.2

Under neutral conditions, 0 , is unity and f about 0.32. This~m

gives 0.182 for the universal constant b when wave number is measured

in cycles per unit length, and 0.62 when k is measurcd in radians per

unit length. If we consider that the ratio of lateral to longitudinal

constants is 4/3, this result is in good agreement with the numerical

value of the longitudinal constant supported by the preceding section,
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and with previously published values (see, e.g., Pond et al. 1966).

Thus, the numerical consequences of Eq. 5.1 are in good agreement

with independent measurements.

Because b is a universal constant, Eq. 5.2 predicts the variation A

of f with stability:

f - 0.320 (z/L) 5.3m C

Since we saw in the preceding section that 0 does not vary

significantly from neutral to unstable air -Eq. 5.3 suggests that fm

varies little on the unstable side, in agreement with observations.

On the other hand, f increases rapidly with increasing stability.m

By a combination of Equations 5.1 and 5.3, we can now construct

a complete algebraic model which permits the estimation of spectra of

vertical motions up to about 50 m:

nSw (n) 3.36 f/5.4

u,2 i + (3.98 f/).

Since u* can be fairly well estimated from wind, Richardson

number and rcugh.ess (see Panofsky, 1963), Eq. 5.4 relates the spect:um

to wind, roughness, height, stability and frequency. For most practical

purposes, ' can be taken as unity in unstable air In stable air,

is given by Equations 4.6 and '.7.

One of the coneequenes of Eq. 5.3 and the statement that

a 2/u'2 - 1.67 is that the dissipation can be calculated from relatively

slow-response measurements through the relartion:

3
c - 3.62 a k 5.5w m

where k is the wave number of the spectral maximum in cycles per unit

length and aw is the standard deviation of vertical velocity.
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Although Eq. 5.1 has some useful properties, it systematically

underestimates the spectrum at low frequencies. In this sense, the

expression suggested by Pasquill and Butler (1964)

- A5.6

(where A is a constant) is superior, although it does not fit as well

at high wave numbers. However, altogether it cannot be claimed that

Eq. 5.1 generally provides a better fit than Eq. 5.5; in fact, one

could argue that Eq. 5.5 is more satisfactory at Cedar Hill, and

Eq. 5.1 at Round Hill and Hanford. It is doubtful whether any of these

differences are significant.

6. The variation of vertical-velocity spectra with height.

The observations at Cedar Hill provide the opportunity to study

the variation of the vertical-velocity spectra with height beyond the

first 50 m where the conditions of the last section are likely to hold.

Figures 9 and 10 show average spectra nSw(n) at various heights in

stable and unstable air, respectively. In unstable air, increasing

height does not change much the shape of the spectra, but mainly the

position. Thus, f begins to increase with height above 50 m.
n

The shape of the spectra in unstable air is still described well by

Eq. 5.1 which is shown in Figure 9 for comparison. The fit is less good

in the stable periods, where the energy is concentrated around higher

frequencies than in unstable air. There is an indication here of a slope

much larger numerically than 2/3. A possible explanation is the existence

of a buoyant subrange for f>>l, where the slope may be of order -2, as

suggested by Lumley (1964).
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At 320 m the spectra fall into two families, so that two curves

have been drawn for that height. In one family, the principal peak

occurs at a high frequency, consistent with lower levels. The other

has peaks around a wavelength of 600 m which have been ascribed to

gravity waves by Kaimal and Izumi (1965).

The variation of the wavelength at the maxima of the logarithmic

spectra is further illustrated by Figure 11. This figure also contains

maximum wavelengths at low levels inferred from the spectra described

in the last section.

The lower portion of the line constructed for unstable conditions

implies that fm = .25. The observed value at Round Hill was, as mentioned,

probably somewhat higher (fm = .32), but the difference is not believed

to be significant.

The figure illustrates again that, in genera], "eddies" in stable

air have shorter wavelengths than those in unstable air. The increase

with height which, in agreement with similarity theory, is linear at

first, later becomes smaller. Above 200 m, it reaches a maximum,.

or perhaps a constant value. The observations are not sufficiently

accurate to distinguish between these two possibilities. This variation

of wavelength with height is similar to that of "mixing length" needed

to describe the wind distributoa,, .r, the planetary boundary layer

(Blackadar, 1962).

Two separate points are indicated for the position of the maximum

in stable air at 320 m, reflecting the common occurrence of two distinct

peaks. As mentioned before, the long-wave ppak at this !evCl is a6Cilbed

to gravity waves.
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Figure 11 also shows the variation of peak wavelengths with

height taken from Lumley and Panofsky (1964), based on airplane

measurements made in unusually fast winds under the direction of

Lappe et al. (1959). These observations were made in unstable air

so that the resemblance between that curve and the corresponding curve

for Cedar Hill below 50 m is not surprising. Exact equivalence

above 50 m is not to be expected because the distribution of maximum

wavelengths with height above the surface layer probably is governed

by'factors not considered here, such as the geostrophic wind and the

Coriolis parameter (see Blackadar, 1962).

7. Spectra of the longitudinal wind component over land.

Spectra of the longitudinal wind component, even in the surface

boundary layer, cannot be summarized as simply as those of the vertical

component. Observations from many sites have already been brought

together by Berman (1965), and the material under discussion here will

not add significantly to his results, particularly since no such

observations were made at Cedar Hill.

The high-frequency portions of the longitudinal spectra have already

been discussed in section 4, where they were shown to be in good

agreement with the postulates of the theory of the inertial subrange.

Figures 12-14 show smoothed, eye-average spectra of the longitudinal

components under varying stability conditions at Round Hill, and

Figure 15 indicates the same type of information for the spectra at

Hanford. The results are quite confusing in that the spectra appear

not only to vary with stability, but also with height, and even from

one tower to the other at Round Hill.
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In order to make the effects of the various observing conditions

clearer, Table 2 summarizes values of f for all plotted curves, and alsom

compares them with estimates by Berman in neutral air. The table

shows, primarily, that f increases with height at all locations, as itm

did for Berman's observations. This is an important way in which the

longitudinal spectra disagree with similarity theory. The agreement

between the new spectra and Berman's values of f is fair. Them

increase of the scale of turbulence with decreasing stability (which is

:sually reported) is just barely indicated by the present data.

There is, however, an unexplained difference between the present

and Berman's nondimensional spectra: the numerical values of the

ordinates of the present set average about 30% lower than Berman's.

This difference may be due to inaccuracies of the stro..jes used to

normalize Berman's data; in most cases, these stresses ,.d to be

estimated from rather uncertain drag coefficients.

EL A lebo:story boundary layer spectrum of the u component from

Bradshaw (1967) is also entered in Figure 15. Clearly, the low frequency

portions of the u spectra vary strongly between sites and between

atmosphere and laboratory, an indication of the failure of similarity

at low frequencies.
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Table 2. Characteristics of f Min the u spectra.

Hanford Berman

Height Stable Neutral Unstable Neutral

3-6 m .04 .03 .02 .02

Tower A, Round Hill Berman

Heigh Stable Neutral Unstable Neutral

16 mn .025 .04 .04

40 m .04 .06 .08

Tower B, Round Hill Berman

Height Stable Neutral unstable Neutral

15 m .04 .06 .04

46 mn .15 .06 .06 .08

91 M .20 .13
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8. Comparison of spectra near the ground over land and sea.

Figure 16 compares longitudinal and vertical spectra over land

and sea. All observations represent neutm. conditicns. The land

A data come from Hanford and Round Hill and the water data from Vancouver.

All curves are eye-averages over many individual runs.

The peak value of f for the vertical spectra over land and sea is

nearly the same; but the"waterl'spectra are somewhat wider. The high-

frequency portions of Smith's "water" spectra are probably unreliable,

since they lead to an untenably high value of the universal constant

in the inertial subrange; the uncertainty of these observations at

high frequencies is further confirmed by R. W. Stewart (personal

communicarion). However, there seems to be little doubt about the

relatively large amount of energy at low frequencies in the over-water

spectra.

A comparison of the longitudinal spectra over land and water also

shows that the over-water spectra contain significantly more energy

than the over-land spectra at low frequencies. The reasons for these

differences are so far quite speculative. R. W. Stewart suggests that,

over the sea, there exist large rolls with horizontal axes nearly

parallel to the wind which drift slowly 'st the observer. There is

some evidence for such rolls from the wind records.

Over land, these rolls should be generated also, but are either

broken up or "frozen in" by the terrain. In either case, they would

contribute no energy to the low-frequency longitudinal anO vertical

velocity fluctuations over land.
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Concluding remarks

In summary, vertical-velocity spectra below 50 m obey similarity

theory well (the normalized spectra varying only with z/L, but not with

height or terrain), with a possible anomaly over water. Above 50 m,

the spectra shift toward larger f = nz/V.

Longitudinal spectra do not obey similarity theory at low frequencies,

a fact which also influences the behavior of the maximum of the spectra.
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WIND VARIABILITY IN TIME AND SPACE

by

MANUEL ARIMENDARIZ

and

VIRGIL D. LANG

V

A1OSPHERIC SCIENCES LABORATORY
W 1ITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO

ABSTRACT

Wind data gathered from three windmill-type anemometers arranged

in a triangular array are compared for varying lag times and sample

averaging intervals. The anemometers were placed 274 meters apart

at the vertices of an equilateral triangle at a height of 19 meters,

thus yielding time and space variability of wind in range and cross

sense simultaneously. Included are the root mean square errors (RMSE)

of direction and speed differences, tabulated values of the coeffi-

cients and exponents of an exponential equation fitted to the vari-

ability curves, and the spectrum and cross spectrum of the wind com-

ponents.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present the characteristics of

wind variability as obtained from windmill-type anemometers mounted

at a height of 19 meters above surface at the vertices of an equilat-

eral triangle with sides of 274 meters.

Wind variability plays a major role in predicting the impact

point of an unguided rocket or in predicting the diffusivity of the

atmosphere. Several studies, mainly Beer et al. (1962), Hertz et al.

(1965), Rachele (1962a,b), Rachele and Veith (1965), Karna et al.

(1966), and Rachele and Armendariz (1967), on wind variability have

been directed toward determining an optimum "simple sampling" of the

wind at a given point which will best serve as a predictor for the

wind at a point a given distance from the wind measurement and some

time later. The term "simple sampling" means a wind averaged over a

time interval. This time interval is designated in Figure 1 as At1

which has various values extending from one second through 300 sec-

onds. Delay time or lag time is depicted by At2 . The time interval

used for verification of the wind which a rocket normally experiences

in early flight is At3. For the purpose of this paper At3 is kept con-

stant at 4 seconds. Wind calculated over the time interval AtI at

point A in Figure 1 is used as the predictor of the wind at point B

a given distance away and at a later time. Differences in these wind

directions and speeds are then used in the determination of the root

mean square error for the wind vector.
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Spectral analysis as well as visual observation indicated that

the surface area was nonhomogeneous; however, results appear to sub-

stantiate Taylor's hypothesis. Root mean square error (RMSE) of

direction differences was 10 to 20 degrees, depending on the aver-

aging interval used when wind measurements were made along the mean

wind flow, increasing to 18-25 degrees when the wind measurements

were made perpendicular to the flow. The RMSE of the wind speed

differences was 0.9 to 1.8 m sec-1 when wind measurements were along

the mean flow and 1.6 to 2.2 m sec "1 when perpendicular to the mean

f low.

Moreover, an exponential equation of the form RMSE = aAtb was

fitted to the wind data. Numerical ranges for the coefficient were

6.2 to 17.3 for direction and 1.02 to 2.64 for speed, while limiting

values of the exponent were 0.01 to 0.20 and 0.01 to 0.16 for direc-

tion and speed, respectively.

SITE DESCRIPTION

White Sands Missile Range is located almost entirely within the

Tularosa Basin of southcentral New Mexico. The major axis of the

Basin extends northward from El Paso, Texas, approximately 215 kilo-

meters. The Basin width is approximately 65 kilometers and elevations

range from 1.2 to 1.5 kilometers MSL.

The data collection sitc is Located in the southern extremity

of the missile range. The typical terrain of the area consists of
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randomly distributed hillocks or sand dunes approximately one to three

meters in height sparsely covered with mesquite, greasewood, pigweed,

various varieties of cacti and other desert plants.

One wind sensing instrument, designated as A5 is located at the

tower site, and another instrument, designated as T2, is located on

a pole which is 275 meters from the tower. These are situated in

typical terrain with the recorder located in a building near the tower

which borders on a line between A5 and T2. Approximate dimensions

of the building are 7 x 10 x 4 meters. The third instrument, P1,

is located near the Honest John launch complex which consists of a

concrete surfaced area, launcher, and various buildings which are

about 200 meters to the south.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Wind data were collected from the triangular array for three

stability regimes in hour periods. Five one-hour observations were

made. Two of the observations were made under forced convection

conditions, i.e., Richardson number (Ri) approximately -0.02 and ewo

others during free convection conditions (Ri = -0.10). The fifth

observation was made under neutral conditions (Ri = 0). The wind

data were collected on Eterline Angus recorders and .isually read

for one-second intervals at each site.
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The mean wind direction was computed; from this value a decision

was iade as to which instrument was to be used as the predictor for

the wind for downwind, crosswind, against the wind or at a point .r

comparison purposes. The root mean squarb error of the wind direc-

tion or speed differences was used as a measure of the wind variability.

Symbolically,

RMSE A N (D-Z) 2

N i=l

where D is wind direction or speed difference

between -oles and/or at the same pole, but

separated timewise. The bar indicates an

average.

One complete set of graphs for a given stability regime is pre-

sented here. The general characteristics of the curves were similar

for the other stability regimes with the differences reflected in the

tables depicting the slope and intercept of an exponential fit to the

data points.

The inset at the lower right hand side of Figures 2 through 9

depicts the general array of the wind sensors. The mean wind for the

April data was from the wind sensor at P1 to T 2 at 5.2 m sec
-1 . P1

is used as the predictor except when predicting against the wind, in

which case T2 is the predictor.
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Figure 2 depicts the wind direction dispersion as a function of

lag time and averaging interval at P1. It can be seen that if the

lag time is less than 60 seconds, an instantaneous (noted here as

a 1-second observation) wind measurement indicates less dispersion

than mo3t of the longer samples. This is in agreement with Woodall's

(1966) interpretation of the data from the United Aircraft Weather

System Center. However, if the lag time is greater than 60 seconds,

then a longer sampling interval yields the lesser variability which

is in agreement with Rachele and Armendariz (1967). Moreover, the

major part of the dispersion occurs in the first 120 seconds. This

suggests that if variability is to be minimized, one must keep the

lag time well below 120 seconds. Of equal importance, Figure 3 shows

that the variability of wind speed has the same general characteristics

as the wind direction, i.e., a sharp rise in variability up to a lag

time of 120 seconds, and thence a leveling off or undulating trace.

Figures 4 and 5 depict the wind direction and speed variability

from pole P1 to T2, i.e., along the mean wind flow. Since we have

a distance separation (274 meters) as well as time, it is noted that

an instantaneous reading at pole P1 does not give a better estimate

of the wind at T2 than the longer sampling interval. lt appears that

a 60-second sampling interval provides a better prediction than any

other sampling interval up to an approximate lag of 60 seconds, and
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thence the longer sampling interval of 240 or 300 seconds. Moreover,

from Figures 2 to 5 it can be seen that the variability of the wind,

in general, is less when predicting downwind than when the prediction

is made at a point.

Figures 6 and 7 show the variability of wind when the prediction

is made nearly perpendicular to the mean wind flow. It is noted that

the slope of the lines for the first 120 seconds is much less than

for the previous figures, indicating that the wind variability is

more dependent on distance than time when predicting for a point al-

most perpendicular to the flow.

In Figures 8 and 9, we again see the dependence of the variabil-

ity of wind on distance since the slope of the lines is relatively

flat when compared to Figures 2 through S.

In general, the best results, i.e., less variability, are found

when predicting downwind as Taylor (1938) found. If we fit a least-

squares line to the curves in the different figures we find that a

simple exponential equation will yield a reasonable estimate

of the variability. The type of equation fitted to the curves in

this study was taken after Arnold and Bellucci (1957), and Bellucci

(1960); that is:

t2
where t2 = lag time

a = intercept

b = slope.
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Arnold et al. (1957), using existing upper wind data, made esti-

mates of a and b, concluding that a reasonable value Br b was 0.5

both for time and space variability, and a was approximately 1.2 m

sec- I for time variability, and 1.5 m sec "1 for space. Lenhard et

al. (1963) concluded that the value for b should be 0.5; however,

a was dependent on wind speed.

From Tables I and II one can see that the values of a and b for

the given observations do not necessarily reflect any set pattern in

relation to the stability regimes or wind speed. This may be because

the mean wind direction was different for each observation, thus giv-

ing a different roughness length. The combination of different mean

wind speeds, roughness lengths, and stabilities probably masks the

effect of any given one of the parameter3 on a and b. It can be stated

that if the sampling interval is increased from 1 to 300 seconds, b

becomes smaller indicating less variability with lag time. Moreover,

the values of b are generally much less than 0.25 as shown from the

double theodolite balloon data analyzed by Bellucci (1960). This may

be caused by instrumental, human, reduction, and self-induced balloon

oscillation erro'.-s which would tend to distort the values of wind

variability. It is also recognized that wind measurements with fixed

instruments possess certain errors; however, these errors should be

generally smaller than those in the double theodolite system.
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Figures 10 and 11 are the lateral spectra and cospectra of the

April wind data. The lateral spectra indicate that the instruments

were not necessarily in a homogeneous environment. The cospectra

show less energy when correlations are made between poles which are

along the mean flow i.e., P1 to T2 , than when the wind is perpendic-

ular to the poles. This substantiates Taylor's (1938) hypothesis

although the area in which the data were collected is not homogeneous.

Moreover, the coherence indicates that only the low frequencies, i.e.,

.005 cycles second-1 or lower can be correlated with any degree of

certainty. For 3xample, on the wind data for April, the coherence

drops from 0.78 at a frequency of 0.0017 cycles second-' to 0.68 at

0.005 cycles sec- 1, and thence to 0.04 at 0.17 cycles second
-1.

This is in agreement with Singer et al. (1961), and Davenport (1961),

who analyzed the correlation between wind speed at different levels

in terms of horizontal eddy sizes, indicating that the smaller the eddys

the less correlation. Only two papers have dealt with horizontal cor-

relation near the surface of the ground as reported by Lumley and

Panofsky (1964); these are, one by Obukhov (1951), which deals with

atmospheric turbulence in the inertial subrange, and Panofsky (1962),

which deals with the scales of wind components at a height of 2 meters

over smooth terrain, mainly at O'Neill, Nebraska. Panofsky also found

a rapid drop an the cohezence as a fun-ction of decreasing eddy size.
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CONCLUSION

It is concluded that to minimize wind variability one must have

instruments which will insure that the data are readily available,

keeping the delay time between measurement and usage to a minimum,

preferably under 60 seconds. For lag times less than 60 seconds, an

averaged wind over approximately 60 seconds will yield better results,

i.e., less variability, when distance and time are involved; however,

an instantaneous reading is best when predicting at the same point the

measurement is made. In general, a longer sampling interval is best

when the delay time exceeds 60 seconds.

The coherence between poles separated by 274 meters at White

Sands Missile Range drops quite rapidly, indicating the lack of co-

herence for frequencies higher than approximately .005 cycles second-1.

Moreover, using a proper sampling interval will enhance the results

obtained when predicting downwind.
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WIND PROFILES AND SHEAR DLRIVED FROM S14OKE TRAILS
I' by

MANUEL ARMENDARIZ
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WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO

and

GERALD C. GILL,
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ABSTRACT

Si"-;ltaneous smoke trails from rockets launched 900 feet apart

are examined for space and time variability and shear. The maximum

height of the profile was 3000 feet and the minimum approximately

600 feet. Spacewise results obtained indicate that wind speed differ-

ences are generally less than 2.0 ft sec 1 and direction differences

less than 5.0 degreesexcept that under light wind conditions the

direction differences were much larger. Timewise, wind variability
-l

was generally less than 2.0 ft sec and 5.0 degrees for time lags

up to 36 seconds.

Wind shear calculated from these profiles substantiates the ex-

ponential relationship between the shear and layer thickness previously

found at White Sands Missile Range and Cape Kennedy. The value of the

exponent, 0.57 for the mean shear and 0.35 for the mean maximum shear,

agrees with previous findings.
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INTRODUCTION

Detailed and accurate wind profiles to heights of 3000 feet above

the ground are virtually nonexistent. Anemometers placed on tower

structures have yielded wind data to approximately 1500 feet. How-

. ever, there is a lack of mobility of these towers, they are costly,

and winds resulting from these structure are subject to a sheltering

effect (see Gill et al. 1966, Cermak and Horn, 1968).

The tracking of balloons with sophisticated instrumentation such

as the FPS 16 (see Scoggins 1962) or cinetheodolite (see Armendariz

et al., 1966) has resulted in detailed wind profiles to the heights

desired, i.e., 3000 feet or higher. These wind profiles include varior-

errors such as self-induced balloon oscillations (see Armendariz and

Rachele 1967, Scoggins 1964, 1965 and Mac Cready, 1965) instrumental

noise, and failure of the balloon to respond adequately to wind shears.

Moreover, the wind profile obtained is not necessarily a vertical

profile over a point since the balloon necessarily drifts with the

wind. Also, in computing wind shear from these wind data, it is rec-

ognized that a time differential exists for any scale of shear inter-

val used. That is, the wind shear reported is a function of the shear

interval and the time it took the balloon to pass through the layer.

In May 1966, the Atmospheric Sciences Office at "hite Sands Mis-

sile Range undertook a study of obtaining the wind profile to 3000

feet above the ground utilizing smoke trail techniques. A contract
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41 was awarded the University of Michigan and on 19 December 1966 a series

of rocket firings was made at hite Sands Missile Range.

The purpose of this paper is to show the resulting wind profiles

and wind shear for two smoke trails generated and photographed simul-

taneously. The smoke trails were initially 900 feet apart. Photographs

of the smoke trails were taken every 2.0 seconds after the rocket was

fired. The rocket used for these firings was the Cricket, which is

fully described in previous reports by Gill et al. (1963, 1967).

Moreover, the techniques and/or equipment used to generate the smoke

trails and to reduce the data are adequately described in papers by

Tolefson et al. (1961), Cooke (1962), and Gill et al. (1967) who cite

wind accuracies at any given point as approximately t 0.2 ft sece 1

when position data is used for time intervals over 6 seconds. The

site where the smoke trails were generated is relatively flat as can

be seen from Figure 1.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 depicts the smoke trail photographed at discrete time in-

tervals to emphasize the changes in the profile. In the 0 sec frame

the smoke trail has not reached its maximum height but by the 6 sec

frame the trail is up to 3200 feet. Differentiation of lateral and

longitudinal components between fra . specific heights yields the

wind velocity at each height used. it .as noted from careful examina-

tion of the different frames that the smoke trail could be picked up
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as low as 50 feet above the ground at the beginning but because of

the turbulent structure of the lower atmosphere 15 seconds later it

was visible only from SO0 feet up. Also it can be seen that the two

trails in the first frame (0 time) are 900 feet apart and in the suc-

cessive frames are drifting apart particularly near the shear which

is seen at approximately 2000 feet above the ground.

Figure 2 s:.ows the wind profiles as computed from the two smoke

trails. Each profile was generated by differentiating the point meas-

urements of the lateral and longitudinal components each 200 feet in

height for time intervals from 3 to 9 seconds, 9 to 15 seconds, 15 to

27 seconds and 27 to 5 seconds. Data reduction was purposely geared

to read the position data at 200 feet height intervals. The wind

components were than transformed to wind direction and speed and assigned

to the mid-time interval, i.e., the data for the profile from 3 to 9

seconds was assigned a time of to+3 , to time being 3 seconds after the

rocket was fired and the data from 9 to 15 seconds was t + 9. It can

be seen that both profiles show the same general characteristics with

slight deviations in speed generally less than 2.0 ft sec -I and 5.0

degrees. These deviations are probably due to the distance -eparation

of the profiles. The first profile at t +3 shows large deviations

i. the wind velocity. The profile at t was not clearly visible in

the photograph as can be seen from Figure i and as a consequence posi-

tion data, in this case, would not be as accurate as in the other frames.
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The large wind shear which is visible in Figure 1 can easily be seen

in Figure 2 at a height of approximately 2000 feet where the wind direc-

tion shifts from southeast to southwest and the speed decreases.

Again in Figure 3 we note the similarity of the wind profiles time-

wise and distancewise It can be seen that deiiations in the profiles

timewise are of the same order of magnitude as the viations due to

distance.

The magnitude of the vector shear (y) was calculated from the

profiles,

where y = the difference in wind velocity at two
-l

levels and has units of ft sec .

It was found that there wos no significant difference in y between

the two profiles with the exception that Profile 2 generally showed

slightly less shear than Profile 1. For example, the shear for a 200-

foot layer was 4.2 ft sec-1 for Profile 1 and 3.8 ft sec "I for Profile

2 for a difference of 0.4 ft sec "1 for the 200-foot layer. The 800-

foot layer shear showed a difference of 1.2 ft sec-1 . Maximum shears

calculated ranged from 9.8 ft sec 1l for the 200-foot layer to 18.8

ft sec " for the l000-foot layer. The mean maximum vector shear and

the mean vector shear (j) are plotted as a function of layer thickness

in Figure 4. A least squares line is drawn to the data points sub-

stantiating previous findings by Esscnwanger (1963), Fssenwanger and

Billions (1965), and Armendariz and Rider (1966) who determined that an
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exponential relationship existed between layer thickness and the shear.

Moreover, from their studies they concluded that the value of the

exponent for mean shears should be approximately 0.5 and for the mean

maximum shear 0.33. These values compare favorably with those found

from the smoke trail as can be seen from Figure 4 where the exponent

values were 0.57 for mean shear and 0.35 for the mean maximum shear.

It should be stated that because of the accuracy with which the posi-

tion data can be determined it is possible to use the smoke trail to

compute shears for layers less than 200 feet thick and possibly as small

as 25 feet. The limiting factor is the high cost of obtaining data

every 25 feet while maintaining the ac'uracy of 0.2 ft sec "I over a

6 sec interval.

CONCLUSION

It has betn shown from these data that wind profiles derived from

smoke trails and separated by a distance of 900 feet over relatively

flat terrain show slight variations which are generally less than 2.0

ft sec -1 and 5.0 degrees. Moreover, the wind variability as a function

of time, up to 36 seconds, was found to be of the same order of magnitude.

Also, it was shown, that the magnitude of the vector wind shear

is exponentially rclated to the shear interval. The value of the

exponent is 0.57 for the mean shear and 0.35 for the mean maximum

shear, substantiating previous findinRs at White Sands Missile Range

and Cape Kennedy.
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WIND SPEED STATISTICS ALONG A HYPOTHETICAL MISSILE
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ABSTRACT

The wind field is investigated which is encountered by a missile

traveling along a hypothetical trajectory downwind of a two-dimensional

hill. Reasons are given for studying this situation in a w.nd tunnel.

The problem is reduced to the determination of turbulence spectra and

of joint probabilities for the joint occurrence of two velocities

simultaneously along the trajectory set by mean flow cond dion.

The experimental part is concerned with measurements of profiles

of mean velocities and turbulent intensitieo and with the determination

of turbulence data for evaluating spectra and joint probability distri-

butions. The information contained in the turbulence spectra is dis-

cussed. An example of a joint probability determination is given and

some preliminary conclusions are drawn.
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INTRO')UCTION

One of the major problems in predicting the target hitting

capabilities of unguided rocket propelled missiles flying in the atmos-

pheric boundary layer is the interaction between the missile and the

turbulent wind field along its flight path. In the analysis of mi'sile

weapon systems, especially those used in short range (0-1 km) applica-

tions, predicting target hit probability caused by gust winds, involves

prior knowledge of the wind field along the missile's trajectory. In

the language of probability theory, we can formulate this problem as

follows: if the trajectory of a missile is given by a deterministic

curve determined by mean-wind conditions, we must find the probability

distribution of the perturbations of the trajectory end point if the

missile encounters random velocity fluctuations during its travel along

the trajectory. The fluctuations influence the flight path in two ways.

Vibrations, caused by the gust spectrum might occur, and che missile

might be deflected from its course by large velocity fluctuations. For

obtaining instantaneous wind measurements to calculate trajectories in a

'urbulent wind field, the present experimental study was undertaken. We

chose the wind field which exists in the wake downwind of a two-

dimensional obstruction with air flow separation at the downwind slope.

The sinusoidal obstruction uzed in this study represents the model of a

ridge. The wind field which exists in the wake of a ridge is of interest

in military combat applications since ridges have been used as part of a

defensive line against an attacking force. If missile launchers are

emplaced along a ridge, the target impact dispersion of missiles caused
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by the turbulent winds on the lee side of the ridge will play a

considerable role in battlefield strategy.

A full account of this wind field is difficult to obtain in the

field. The number of data points at which wind speed information is

required is large, and the variability of wind speeds in natural environ-

ments would require elaborate and costly experimental equipment. There-

fore, it was suggested to study the wind fields that might be encountered

downwind of a sinusoidally shaped hill in the controlled environment of

a laboratory where many needed data can be taken one after another in-

stead of simultaneously, and where the reliability of measuring instru-

ments and data analysis equipment has reached a high level.

The crucial problem in applying laboratory results for practical

applications in a natural environment is the question of scaling labora-

tory conditions up to field dimensions. For flows of undisturbed

boundary layers, such as the wind along a boundary of constant roughness

over a long fetch, the modeling has been achieved beyond reasonable

doubt by scaling ccording to the ratio of the roughness heights, and by

keeping the shear velocities constant. With these conditions met, both

the mean velocity conditions and the turbulence structure are approxi-

mately scaled. For a boundary layer flow which is disturbed by a sharp

edged obstacle, Plate and Lin (1965) have presented an argument, based

on the boundary layer integral momentum equation, that the same para-

meters together with the drag coefficient of the obstacle (as referred

to some convenient velocity, such as the geostrophic wind velocity),

suffice to model the mean velocity field. As far as the turbulence

structure is concerned, no equivalent conclusions are as yet forth-

coming, but some work by Plate and Lin (1966) has pointed at the
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possibility that the modeling of the dissipation number is an additional

requirement. Moreover, no conclusicns have yet been reached on how the

turbulence structure would be affected if this number is not modeled

accurately. Work is in progress on this point at Colorado State University.

It is reasonable to suspect that modeling requirements will result in a

scale factor for the dissipation rates which does not differ very much

from that for the mean velocity.

With this assumption made, translation of laborato'ry data to field

data is a simple problem, provided that the drag coefficient of the

obstruction can be estimated. The procedure would be to determine the

roughness length and the geometrical pattern of the natural situation, and

then to prepare a scale model of it in the laboratory, setting the rough-

ness length in the laboratory at a convenient level by artificial rough-

ening of the wind tunnel boundary. As long as the dimensions of the

obstruction are such that it lies well within the lowest 1000 .to 2000 ft

of the atmosphere, and as long as the wind velocity is such that the

gross Richardson number of the prototype is not essentially different from

zero, and as long as the model is sharp edged, so that the separation

line is fixed, the condition in the laboratory should be similar to that

in the field if:

fh-) ( h (1)
0 model 0 field

In this equation, h is the height of the obstruction and z°  is the

roughness height.

For an obstacle which is not sharp edged, such that the separation

line moves with change in velocity, the Reynolds number affects the drag

coefficient, and compensations will have to be made for this effect. A
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possibility exists in artificially tripping the boundary layer on the

obstruction so as to induce turbulence locally and fix the boundary layer

separation line. However, such refinements have not been used in this

study, which is intended to furnish qualitative information rather than

quantitative design data and, in that case, it is unnecessary to substan-

tiate the small improvements in similarity which can be had by artificially

inducing separation on the model hill. Thus, the problem of scaling need

not concern us in this study, especially since a comparison with field

data is not possible at thir time. We shall, therefore, formulate our

problem in more detail without regard to scaling.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The techniques for using spectra to calculate vibrations of an

in-flight missile shall not be discussed in this paper. We shall,

however, provide the experimental information on gust spectra.

The problem of evaluating the instantaneous missile trajectory is

approached in the following way. Let the trajectory of a missile be

given as shown in Fig. 1 for our Froblem. Then on its travel along the

trajectory the missile encounters mean velocities and a sequence of

gusts, both described by a velocity vector v(s;t), where t is the

time of flight, and s is the position vector of the trajectory. The
+

velocity vector consists of a mean velocity v(s) and a fluctuation in

V!locit_ ,( ;t, . The pu!,iLion vector consists of a position vector

++scorresponding to an absence of all velocity fluctuations (i.e., the
+

trajectory in mean wind only) and a small deviation s - s due to the

IV sequence of fluctuating velocities which the missile has encountered

during the time t
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Now, let the travel time until impact be equal to ti  and the

end point of the mean wind trajectory be located at xe Then due to

the sequency of fluctuations encountered during its flight, the missile

has encountered total deviations x' from the target distance xe e
Due to the random nature of the fluctuations encountered, the x' will

e

also be randomly distributed. The probability distribution of the

quantity x' is the desired quantity of the study. To calculate it,
e

it is required to evaluate a large number of fluctuating trajectories

from start to impact.

The aerodynamic or meteorologic problem associated with this

probability distribution is to make available the velocity distribution

4.
v as function of space and time - a problem which ca:not be handled

analytically or experimentally. A number of assumptions must, therefore,

be made to simplify the analysis.

The first assumption is that the distance of the particular

trajectory from the mean trajectory calculated on the basis of the mean

wind distribution is small, so that

v(s;t) v(s;t) . (2)

In this manne., it is no longer necessary to consider the whole space

but one can concentrate on the single trajectory. Obviously, the

validity of this assumption depends both on the relative magnitude of
+ +

v' with respect to v , and on the characteristics of the missile, and

will have to be tested each time.

The second assumption concerns the time distrubution. We assume

that the missile travwi.s much faster than the velocity fluctuates, so

that
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v(s;t) v(s;t o)  (3)

where t denotes the start time. This assumption implies that during

the flight time the relation holds:

+ 4 +

or that, in the average for n different starting gimes to:

n + + n .+-"

i ,v(s;t)v'~~ oi w (v'(;;toi)),

If the flow is stationary, and if the ergodic hypothesis is valid, then

we can restate this requirement as:

R T= (4)

where

R is the autocorrelation function defined by:
T+

t = J '(s;t o + (t - t))'( ; ;t ) dt  (4a)
RT : ~x - 0o 0 7 o7t'(;,to)

where

T is an observation time taken long enough to ensure a stable
average, and

tx-to is the time during which the missile has traveled from
x to x*.

(t - to)2
R Z1 X1

where TI is the microscale of the turbulence. The scale T can be

replaced to a good approximation by the scale TE of the u'-component of

the turbulence

*To convert actual travel times to model travel times, the scaling law

tu* tu*
)o model~ "o )field must be used, which, for u*mode I = u*field

Ireduces to tm t model
field zo field
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-2 1 u u')2 (5)TE 2u 2  t =0

Consequently, it follows that t x  to for the assumption Eq. 3

to be valid.

We base our calculations on assumptions Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, and,

thus, we have reduced the meteorological aspects of the problem to

finding simultaneous instantaneous velocity distributions along the

mean trajectory x . To avoid the implied necessity of determining

velocities simultaneously at many different points, we adopt tho follow-

ing probabilistic specification of the velocity field.

The basic quantity is the velocity probability density function

(pdf) po (u') of the fluctuating velocity in the horizontal direction

at x = x0  With this function known, we then find (for a two-

dimensional flow) the conditional probability density po(w'lu'),

(cpdf), i.e., the probability density distribution for the vertical

velocity component w' in the event that a velocity u' has occurred

whose magnitude lies between u' ± Au' . The pdf for a certain vector

S= u' + v'T+w'i to occur is then given by the joint probability

density function for the three quantities u', v', w'

p(v)= p(u') • p(w Ilu') , p(v' Iu'w') . (6)

where p(v'ju'w') denotes the cpdf of v' to occur while both u' and

w' have already occurred.

The evaluation of Eq. 6 requires the measurements of jpdf's of

three variables, a task which is considered too tedious for practical

applications. We, theroiore, invoke the assumption that there exists no

statistical relation between u' and v'. One condition for this

requirement to be satisfied is that the time average product 7--7= 0 ,
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which must be satisfied because of the homogeneity of the turbulence in

planes parallel to the ground. This conditions is, however, only

necessary and not sufficient, and can, therefore, give a justification

only to a first P)proximation. With the assumption of statistical

independence involved we obtain:

p(v' ju'w') = p(v') (7)

and thus:

p(v') = p(u,) • p(w, Iu') • p(v') (8)

Equation 8 is the pdf for finding a certain vector v at a

certain point x. Consequently, at each point x. we find the pdf for
I

the vector vi' to occur given by

PV = p(u!) "p(v!) • P(w! Ju) (9)

Now, to calculate the velocity field simultaneously for all points along

the trajectory, it is necessary to connect probability distributions

between points. For this purpose, the trajectory is cut into a number

of intervals which are a distance Ax = xi+ 1 - xi  apart. The velocity

is assumed constant and equal to the value

1 1 1-) 1 f)* w

in each interval, from which the trajectory between xi and xi+ I is

calculated. The probability of occurrence of this vector v is given

by Eq. 9.

In order to obtain cpdf's fnr other points along a trajcctori

when the pdf for x is given, it is necessary to determine cpdf's of

the form:

P(ujIUI-l u i-2, -3 ..... u0 ) (10)
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which can only be evaluated by simultaneous measurements along all

points of the trajectory. With the cpdf defined by Eq. 10, it is then

possible to calculate the joint probability density function

= i ) p(+ ) (1)

where p(V.) is given by Eq. 9. For obtaining the cpdf p(v+l+1

certain further assumptions are needed. We shall consider these plausible

special cases.

1. Consider first the assumption that p(Vi+l) and p(Vi) are

statistically independent. This condition corresponds to velocities which

vary comparatively rapidly along the trajectory, in the sense that

Rx  0 where Rx  is the spatial correlation coefficient obtained from

the definition

R =RV (t0), x-x.)'(t o , x)dx (12)Rx = R(xi+1 - xi= f

. vI2(tox). V'\v'2 (t Xl)
0 0' i+l

However, the assumption of rapidly varying velocities is in contradic-

tion to the assumption of a velocity vector which is constant throughout

the travel interval Ax , unless Ax is chosen in such a way that

meaningful relation between it and the space integral scale I exists,

where:

7 f R dX (13)
x.

Also, in order to be of influcnco on the flight pattern, must be

large compared to the length dimension L of the missile, such that a

condition for the validity of this assumption might be defined as:

Ax and L say <0.1 (14)
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Under these circumstances, Eq. 11 reduces tu

P(V i+l' vi) = P(Vi). P(Vi+l) (15)

where both p(Vi) and p(Vi+l) are given by Eq. 9. This equation can

be evaluated conveniently.

2. As a second possibility, we considered the condition

17 > X - X

in which case the correlation coefficient defined by Eq. 12 assumes a

value very near to 1. This implies that the velocities $'(toxi) and

+'(t ,x +1) are very nearly proportional, so that

+'(t ,xi+l) a (toXi) (16)

where a is a (vector) constant. Furthermore, the jpdf defined by

Eq. 11 becomes:

p(Vil,Vi) = p(vi) (17)

because the cpdf p(Vi+llVi) 1 . With this result, an instantaneous

trajectory is constructed by joining v'(x ) with corresponding velocities

at other points xi  first and finding the corresponding end points xe

which have a probability density function given by that of the V'(xo)

values.

3. The assumption of 1 and 2 bracket the possibilities for the

probability density function of the impact distance xe. An intermediate

method, based on the assumption that the eddy structure of the turbulence

is highly elongated, (as is usually the case in turbulent flows) would

combine assumptions of independence of the motions perpenidicular to the

mean wind direction with an assumption of functional dependency of the
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components in the wind direction along the trajectory. With this

assumption, the cpdf in Eq. 11 becomes:
, ) = , p (w! +1

1pCi+1Iv i ) p~ui+1 Iui ) 1 P{vi.l) " 1w+1  ) . (18)

For actual calculations, it might be desirable to employ any or

all three methods outlined, and to determine the most likely distributions

of Xe by considering both the statistics of the wind field as expres-

sed through correlations or spectra, and the calculated probability

distributions. Calculations of this nature will be presented elsewhere.

In the present paper, we shall demonstrate some measurements of the cpdf

required for evaluating Eq. 9 and Eqs. 15, 17, or 18.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The experiments were performed in the U.S. Army Meteorological

Wind Tunnel in the Fluid Dynamics and Diffusion Laboratory of Colorado

State University. This facility is shown in Fig. 2. It is a recircula-

ting wind tunnel with an 88 ft long test section with an 8 x 8 ft2

cross section. For the experiments of this study, the model hill was

placed at a distance of approximately 40 ft downstream from the inlet

where the undisturbed boundary layer, stimulated by large roughness

elements in the inlet region of the test section, had an undisturbed

thickness of about 24 inches;. The model hill consisted of a plexiglass

section with a shape n givcn by

Xn=h cosL- for - !<< (19)

L 2 -L- 2

where the base width 1, = 20 in. and the height h 4 in. The velocity

outisde of the undisturbed boundary layer was 30 fps. The mean velocity
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was measured both with pitot tubes and with hot-wire anemometers.

Velocities were measured by taking continuous profiles, by mounting

the pitot tube on a movable carriage and connecting it to a pressure

transducer and then recording position vs. transducer output on an x-y-

plotter. In the region of high velocity gradients with large fluctua-

tions in velocity it was considered more appropriate to take the data by

plotting velocity (or dynamic pressure) data against time on an x-y-

plotter and obtain time averages graphically.

Since the static pressure in the neighborhood of the hill changes

quite rapidly with distance, the total and static pressures were meas-

ured separately. Pitot-static tube readings were then corrected for the

effect of the pressure gradient.

The turbulence data given in this study were taken with either

a single wire hot-wire anemometer of the constant resistance type which

was held perpendicular to the direction of flow. Or they were taken

with crossed wires of a two-channel constant resistance hot-wire anemometer.

From the crossed wires, instantaneous signals proportional to the u' and

and the v' -component were determine4 by suitable insta.taneous adding

and subtracting of hot wire signals, according to well known techniaies

(Hinze (1959)).

Spectra of the u'-component of the turbulence signal was obtained

by means of a Bruel and Kjaer Spectrum Analyser (Type B & K), with

occasional cross checks against results from a Technical Products Wave

form Analyfer (Type TP 627). The former has a proportional band width,

pa- ive filter system, while the latter works with active constant band-

widt'i filters.
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Probability distribution and joint probability distributions

were measured with a set of Technical Products probability densit."

analysers (Type TP 647) coupled together so that the one provided the

gate f3r the joint probability distributions obtained from the other.

THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental work on this project was conducted in three

phases. these were:

1. Measurements of the mean wind vertical velocity profiles and

turbulent intensities at selected points on the lee side of a sinusoidal

hill using the Army Wind Tunnel. This work has been reported by Plate

and Lin (1965)

2. Determination of theoretical missile trajectories, if the

missiles were fired from the lee side of a scaled-up version of the

two-dimensional hill.

3. Determination in the wind tunnel of the characteristics of

the wind field at selected points along the scaled-down missile trajectories.

A fourth phase, not reported in this paper, will be the response

of the missile to the experimental wind fields determined in phase 3.

a. Determination of Missile Trajectories

This work was conducted at the USA Ballistic Research Laboratories

using the laboratories computing facilities and a six degree of freedom

multi-stage rocket trajectory program.

The missile used in this study was a hypothetical gun launched

two-stage anti-tank missile. The gun lautched the missile at 1200 f/s.

After a short delay, a booster section ignited, the thrust from which

accelerated the missile to a velocity of 2100 f/s. At that point, a

sustainer motor ignited, the thrust from which, kept the missile at a
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constant velocity until it reached a position about 1 km from the

launcher. In computer simulations, this missile was shown to have a

steady cross wind sensitivity of 0.36 mils, angular deflection per ft/sec

of cross wind.

For the simulation study, the two-dimensional hill used in the

tunnel was scaled up by a factor of 1200 to a ridge 400 ft high by 2000

ft long. It was then assumed that missile launchers were emplaced at

the base of the ridge; half way up the ridge, and at the top of the

ridge. All the launchers were pointed at targets on the lee side of

the ridge, the targets being 1 km from the launcher sites.

The trajectories of missiles were simulated first for the no wind

case and then for the case of the steady wind flowing over the ridge by

interpolating in the data from Plate and Lin (1965).

The missile trajectory data from these simulations were then sent

to Colorado State University to be used in further experimental work.

The characteristics of the wind fields along one of the trajectories, shown

in Fig. 3, generated in the above study, is reported in this paper.

b. Mean Velocities and Turbulent Intensities

Along points on the trajectory shown in Fig. 3, and on a number of

important points in the flow field, which are also indicated in Fig. 3,

the turbulent quantities u', v' and w' were measured and recorded on

magnetic tape.

Mean velocity distributions are shown in Fig. 4. The solid lines

indicate velocities measured with a pitot static tube, while the dashed

lines refer to hot-wire measurements. On the whole, the agreement

between the two sets is good, even without any corrections for turbulence.

The small deviations might just as well be due to drift in the hot-wire

characteristics, which could never be fully eliminated.
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Characteristic of the flow field is the strongly accelerated flow

above the crest of the model, which gives rise to the velocity maximum,

and the very sharp velocity gradients in the neighborhood of the separa-

tion streamline. These velocity gradients interact with the turbulent

shear stress to cause a large increase in the amount of turbulent energy

of the flow. This is evident in the turbulent intensity profiles which

were also plotted in Fig. 4. These have a strongly peaked appearance,

and it is easily shown that the peak occurs in the neighborhood of the

separation streamline, at least for short distances from the separation

point on the hill slope.

Underneath the separation streamline, the flow gradually decreases,

reaches zero and reverses sign. This can be inferred from the fact that

the discharge across any vertical section underneath the separation

streamline must be zero. The experimental data, on the other hand, fail

to show this trend. This is due to the fact that the pitot tube cannot

measure any backflows, while the hotwire cannot distinguish directions.

Future work will be directed towards exploration of the flow field in

this region; in the present study it is seen that the trajectory does not

reach into it.

c. Turbulence Spectra

Turbulence spectra were avaluated for all points indicated in

Fig. 3. However, only the spectra of two vertical sections are shown in

Figs. 5 and 6. The signal is plotted in the form e7 vs. f . Here

e'2  is the energy density, per Hz , of the electrical signal from the

hot wire as passed through the filter of center frequency f of the

spectrum analyzer. It differs from the energy level of the turbulent
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motion by a calibration factor given by the square of the slope of the

calibration curve u vs. e of the hot-wire anemometer.

In the low frequency range, we notice a strikingly different

spectrum shape close to the hill crest as compared to the results at 16

inches downstream. At short vertical distances from the wall, the data

close to the crest (Fig. 5) indicate a much slower dropp-off with fre-

quency than the setof data shown in Fig. 6. In fact, there seems to exist

a well developed region, between 40 and 200 cps, in which the energy

level decreases almost linearly. This behavior is characteristics o?

strong interactions between mean flow and turbulence, i.e., of a flow

when a large amount of turbulence generation due to large velocity gra-

dient takes place. This behavior is not typical for other boundary layer

flows of the U.S. Army Wind tunnel.

Due to strong noise levels of the magnetic tape recorders, the

part of the spectra corresponding to frequencies above 2000 Hz is not

usable. For large frequencies, but below 2000 Hz, the shape of the

spectrum is the same for all data. In fact, if the spectrum is plotted

in the similarity form of the universal equilibrium law of Kolmogoroff,

we find that the shape is identical for all data, and they collapse on

a single curve. This is illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8, in which the data

of Figs. 5 and 6 have been replotted in dimensionless form:

(1 ' = Bf(n) (20)

is the non-dimensional spectral density, f(n) is the measured

spectral density at frequency n , and B is a conversion factor:

B - 1 5/4- (21)
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Furthermore, ks  is the reference wave number based on the dissipation

k = (CV-53I/4  (22)S

As an estimate for the dissipation c we have used the isotropic

relationship:

T=l v(7)0= wv (23)

as well as the equivalent form

C = 15 u'2 f k2f(k)dk (24)
0

where k is the wave number

k = 2 (25)
* u

and u is the mean velocity, as before. Both methods yielded identical

results for c

In Figs. 7 and 8 we have also indicated the -5/3 law of the inertial

subiange and the universal shape of the high frequency and of the turbu-

* lence spectrum., in the form given by Sandborn and Marshall (1963). It

is surprising to see that the high frequency end of the spectrum in the

highly disturbed boundary layer of our case is presented exactly by the

high frequency shape of the undisturbed turbulence in a boundary layer

along a flat plate. Since Sandborn and Marshall have demonstrated the

perfect agreement of their spect ra with experimental results obtained in

wind over ocean waves by Pond, et al, (1963), it becomes more and more

evident that this range of the spectrum is a universal feature of all

turbulent flows.
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But the same conclusicn cannot be drawn for the turbulence

spectrum in the inertial subrange. It is held that here a spectrum law

of the form is valid

kS/3B • ~n = K(F )(
s

where K is a universal constant, about 0.46 . Very near the crest of

the model hill, this "constant" is well enough verified, but at larger

distances downstream, in the region which derives its turbulence from

the initially strong gradients in mean velocity across the separation

stream line, the "constant" seems to be substantially higher. At 16"

(Fig. 8) downstream from the hill crest, the best fitting -5/3 law has

a constant K of about 0.35. It should be noted that in the velocity

region where this is found the turbulence level decreases rapidly with

distance, indicating that the amount of energy generated locally is

lower than that dissipated, i.e., the ratio of dissipation to generation

D = e (27)
UW

I a
ay

in this region is greater than one. This result thus is in qualitative

agreement with a result of Margolis and Lumley ( 54). It has as yet,

however, not been shown that a universal relation exists between K and

D . Experiments are at present underway at Colorado State University to

investigate this point. That D might also be an important quantity

in modeling of atmospheric turbulence has been pointed out by Plat, and

Lin (1966).

The low frequency end of the spectrum is governed by the process

of energy extraction from the mean flow and depends, therefore, on the

local velocity field. Similarity forms can, therefore, not be expected
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for the whole spectrum. But the eddies associated with the low frequency

end of the spectrum input cause the most important dynamic effect on a

missile during its flight. Work is therefore in progress at CSU on

relations between th: low frequency end of the spectrum and the local

mean velocity field.

d. Probability Distributions

Two different sets of probability distributions are given for

three points along the trajectory, namely at x = 12", x = 24", and

x = 32" . These are probability densities of the u' and of the w'

component, and joint probability densities

I = p(-C0 < w' < + ;u <u' uu 2)

where u1  and u2 are a distance of 0.2 u'2 apart. One notices with

amazement the strong skewness of the probability distributions p(u')

and p(w') shown in Figs. 9 to 11. Also, the probability distributions

p(w') are in both cases much more peaked than the p(u') distributions.

The joint probability density distributions shown in Figs. 12 to

14 also show skewness. There is a definite tendency of large positive

velocity fluctuations in the x-direction to be associated with large

negative velocity fluctuations in the z-direction. This conclusion of

an association of directed velocity fluctuation is, of course, an indica-

tion of an order in the random motion, which arises from the generation

of turbulen, shear stresses. The turbulent shear stresses require that

in the mean the product u'w' has to be negative and non-zero.
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SUMMARY

In this paper we have derived a probabilistic description of the

fluctuating velocity field along a hypothetical missile trajectory. By

means of time scale arguments, it was shown that the problem of deter-

mining the velocity field everywhere can be reduced to determinations of

the probability density distribution of p(u') and the joint probability

density distributions p(w!u) , p(v', u!) and p(u ' The shapes

of joint distribution functions were determined for a few points along

a trajectory located downwind of a model hill of sinusoidal shape.

Also, the spectra along this trajectory were given and discussed

in the light of turbulence theory. Universal curves were found for the

highest frequencies, but the inertial subrange was not found to possess

a universal Kolmogoroff constant.
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LOW LEVEL WIND STUDY

by

M. D. Freeman

1. INTRODUCTION:

Low level winds are a major factor affecting the thrust portion

of an unguided rocket trajectory. In the Honest John & Little John rocket

systems, low level wind correction data are normally determined by use of

AN/MQ-l series wind measuring sets. Tests were conducted at Fort Sill,

Oklahoma, in the fall of 1966 to determine the reliability of the

AN/MMQ-lB when used to measure incident wind and to determine the best

method for predicitng low level wind at time of fire. The hand-held

anemometer ML-433 was also tested to determine the feasibility of using

it as a back-up device for the AN/NMQ-lB wind measuring set.

2. WIND MEASURING DEVICES:

a. The AN/MMQ-lB wind measuring set (windset) consists of a fifty-

foot collapsible mast, a transmitter, and an indicator. The mast is

extended hydraulically to a maximum length of fifty feet, 1 inch and is

mounted on a MI01 trailer. The mast is initially oriented parallel to

the line of fire. The transmitter contains an impeller-driven generator

with an output of six volts dc at 1000 rpm. The output of the impeller

is fed through sine-cosine potentiometers mounted inside the vertical

support housing of the transmitter to the indicator box. The indicator

contains circuitry which provides readout of the input voltage on range

and cross wind meters. The meters are calibrated in miles per hour and

range from 0-25 or 0-50 mph depending on the setting of a scaling switch.
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Two other 3witches on the AN/MMQ-lB are of interest, the AVER 'DIRECT

READING switch and the MINUTES switch. The AVERAGE/DIRECT READING switch

allows the operator to select either a reading of the direct wind or a

reading of the average wf.0d. The MINUTES switch determines the length

of the averaging interval. This iiterval may be 1/2, 1, 2, 3, or 5

minutes. In the circuit the MINUTES switch selects a specific capacitor

which averages the output of the transmitter for the indicated interval.

Thus a moving or sliding average of the incident wind is read on the

range and cross wind meters. Low level wind compon2nts, relative to the

line of fire, are converted to launcher corrections by use of an appro-

priate firing table.

b. The ML-433 anemometer used in the study consists of a compass

graduated in 400 mil increments mounted in a velometer which measures

wind velocity in knots and is graduated in 0.2 knot increments on the

0-8 knot scale In operation the anemometer is held at eye level and

rotated until the scribe line on the wind vane coincides with the align-

ment pin on the body of the anemometer. The direction of the wind is

read from the compass. The velocity of the wird is obtained from the

meter mounted in the anemometer.

3. NETHOD OF STUDY:

a. On 1 September the first test of the AN/PA4Q-lB was conducted.

This test consisted primaril, of subjecting the windset to non-standard

physical operating conditions representative of field use and observing

the results. Extreme lengths of field wire were inserted between the

transmitter and the indicator, connections were purposely interchanged,

and other tests of this type were conducted.
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b. On 3 November 1966, the second and major test of the study %:ai

held. At 0800 hours two AN/NMQ-IB windsets and two ML-433 anemometers

were taken to the test site. The site was a physical training field.

Ground cover consisted of short grass (3-4 inches). The field covered a

level area approximately 200 meters by 200 meters. The nearest buildings

were located 600 meters east of the test site. Small rolling hills and

open plain extended to the North, South, and West of the site. The M1O

trailers containing the windsets were placed approximately 15 meters apart

in the center of the field on an East-West line. Both anemometers were

placed about 10 meters south of the wLndsets on the perpendicular bisector

of the line joining them. The windsets and anemometers had been in use

by troops of the 2d Battalion, 30th Artillery, for live rocket firings.

Troops of the 2d/30th supported the field test. Prior to actual use, both

windsets were calibrated by the U. S. Army Artillery Board using a Wind

Simulator Set. This set calibrates both the transmitter and indicator.

During the calibration one of the transmitters was shown to have a defec-

tive cosine potentiometer and had to be replaced. Calibration was com-

pleted at 1000 hours. At this time the windsets were erected. The HL-433

anemometers were not tested for calibration error. Both devices had been

giving reliable results in the field and readings matched closely. The

wirndsets were ready for operation at 1130 hours. However, there was no

measurable wind at this time (the AN/MMQ-IB cannot measure wind speed

less then I mile per hnur). A light and variable wind began at 1345 hours

and persisted throughout the remainder of the test. Readings were made

using the 1/2 and I minute average positions and the direct reading posi-

tion on the windsets. All anemometer readings wert, direct.
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c. At present low level wind corrections are determined by use of

the windset or pilot balloon. When these methods are not available the

zero line of the met message is used. Two techniques for applying the

low level wind corrections have been developed. The recurring technique

requires that the rocket firing wait until the previously measured wind

recurs within + 1 mph per component. The predicted technique uses a

five minute average of the wind tp predict the wind at a predetermined

time of fire. This average must end at least two minutes befori the

time of fire so that corrections may be made to the launcher azimuth and

deflection. The five minute average used may be one reading with the

MINUTE switch in the five minute position or the mean of five readings

with the switch in the one minute position. Of all Honest John/Little

John firings in 1966, 17% used the recurring technique with the windsets,

9% used either pilot balloon or zero line of the met message, and 74%

used the predicted technique with the windset. For this study the predicted

technique was tested.

d. A comparison of a five minute average with a 1 1/2 minute average

of wind was made using both average and direct readings from the windset

and direct readings from the anemometer. The data were collected in two

sets of measurements, both sets being recorded with each windset and each

anemometer being read by a different individual. During the first set,

the windsets were in the one minute average mode and during the second set

the windsets were in the 1/2 minute average mode.

e. Designating the assumed rocket firing time as T = 0, then at T - 7

minutes, an initial reading of anemometers was recorded and one minute
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later both windset and anemometers readings were recorded, the procedure

being repeated for a total of 5 readings per windset and 6 readings per

anemometer. This same procedure was used in the second set of measure-

ments except that the initial reading was at T - 3 1/2 minutes, the

averaging interval was 1/2 minute, and only 3 readings per windset and

4 readings per anemometer were taken. For this test, time of fire of

the rocket was assumed to be two minutes after the last wind measuring

device reading. At T - 1/2 minute, at T = Q, and at T + 1/2 minute,

readings were again taken of the incident wind by all !our instruments,

with the windsets in the direct reading mode.

f. The total number of readings for each windset was 30 in the 1

minute average mode (5 readings per trial for 6 trials), 48 in the 1/2

minute eerage mode (3 readings per trial for 16 trials), and 66 in the

direct mode (3 readings per trial for 22 trials). The total number of

readings for each anemometer was 36 for the 1 minute series (6 readings,

6 ttials), 64 for the 1/2 minute series (4 readings, 16 trials), and 66

for the direct series (3 readings, 22 trials).

4. DATA REDUCTION:

a. Data reduction was accomplished in two phases by the CDC G-15

computer located in the Gunnery Department, U. S. Army Artillery & Missile

School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Programs were written which were used in

both phases. In the first phase, these programs:

(1) Resolved individual anemometer readings into components,

converting from azimuth in mils and speed in knots to range and cross

wind in miles per hour. (The ML-433 compass is marked every 22 1/2

degrees and labeled every 45 degrees with the lettes N, NE, E, SE, S,

SW, W, and NW. Anemeometer readings were converted mentally at the time

of reading to the nearest 100 mils and recorded as such during the test).
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(2) Converted direct anemometer readings into equivalent one

minute or one-half minute avera.ges correspondix.g to he windset readings

for the same time interval.

(3) Calculated two values of standard wind:

(a) Case I wind - standard is.nd (11.) is the average of the

two AN/MMQ-lB windeet readings, i.e.,

Ws = WI + W2  cross/range

(b) Case II wind - standard wind (Ws) is the average of the

two AN/MMQ-lB and the two ML-433 readings, i.e.,

WI + W2 "- A1 + A2  cross/range
4

where WI 
= Output of windset number 36

W = Output of windset number 10

2e
Al = Output of anemometer number 52

A2  Output of anemometer number 27

(4) Calculated average and standard deviation of measured wind

from standard wind (range and cross wind components). Standard wind is

taken to be the Case I and Case II averages, using the I minute or 1/2

minute average readings. Measured wind values are range and cross wind

components at T - 6, T - 5, T - 4, T - 3, and T - 2 minutes for the 1

minute series and components at T - 3, T - 2 l/2,,,and T - 2 minutes for

the 1/2 minute series.

(a) Deviation (AvIm) Standard Wind (W.) - Mea.ared Wind (Wm)

(b) Average Deviation (W&Wm) = (Ws - Wm)/N

N - 30 for 1 minute average series

N = 48 for 1/2 minute average series

(c) St andard Deviation (4) .1 (W'
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(5) Calculated average and standard deviation of predicted wind

from standard wind. Standard wind is taken to be be Case I and Case II

averages, using the direct readings at T - 1/2, T = 0, and T + 1/2 minutes.

Predicted wind is the mean wind for each 5 or 3 1/2 minute period

(cf paragraph 3c).

(a) Deviation (AWp) = Standard Wind (W) - Predicted Wind (W )

(b) Average Deviation (AWp) = (Ws - W )/NP P

N = 18 for the 1 miaute average series

N = 48 for the 1/2 minute average series

(c) Standard Deviation () =

pN
b. In the second phase of the data reduction, range and cross wind

deviations were combined in order to obtain a single measure of instrument

precision. Average and standard deviations were calculated as in the

first phase of the data reduction. In this phase, however, N = 60 for the

1 minute average series, and N - 96 for the 1/2 minute average series.

5. PRESENTATION OF DATA:

a. Range wind (R) and cross wind (X) values are in miles per hour.

b. TABLE I. Average deviation of measured wind from standard wind

for each device.
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DEVICE CASE I WIND CASE II WIND
1/2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV 1/2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV

X R X R X R X R

AVERAGE DEVIAT7ON:

W1 * * * * -0.1 0.1 *0.4 %0.1

W2 -0.3 0.1 -0.4 0.1 0.4 -0.1 0.4 -0.5

Al -0.4 0.1 -0.2 0.5 -0.3 0.1 -0.2 0.2

A2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4

STANDARD DEVIATION:

W1 * * * * 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.4

W2 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.4 0.6

Al 1.0 0.7 0.9 0w6 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.3

A2 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4

*For Case I wind,(Wl + W2)/2, W1 values are redundant.

c. The wind measuring devices were also tested to determine their

effectiveness in predicting wind at time of fire and time of fire + 1/2

minute. The direct readings made at T - 1/2, T + 0, and T + 1/2 minutes

were averaged and Case I and Case II values of standard wind determined.

By calculating average and standaid deviations of the predicted wind from

standard wind, the effect of allowing the actual time of fire to vary

+ 1/2 minute frum Lhe desired time of fire could be examined. Predicted

wind was taken to be the mean of the 1/2 or 1 minute average readings

taken up to 2 minutes prior to desired time of fire. (Two minutes is the
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minimum time normally allotted to make corrections to the rocket launcher

and was determined from actual firings.)

(1) TABLE 2. Deviation of predicted wind from standard wind

at T - 1/2 minute.

DEVICE ASE I WIND CASE II WIND

1 /2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV i/2 MIN AV 1 HIN AV
X R X R X R X R

AVERAGE DEVIATION:

WI -2.9 1.0 0.1 1.0 -2.4 0.3 0.5 0.9

W2 -2.2 0.6 1.1 0.7 -2.0 0.1 1.5 0.6

Al -0.9 0.4 0.4 1.6 -0.6 -0.4 0.8 1.6

A2 -0.5 -0.3 0.9 1.8 1.8 -0.6 1.3 1.7

STANDARD DEVIATION:

W1 1.9 1.9 2.8 3.0 1.8 0.9 3.1 3.0

W2 2.5 1.8 2.7 2.7 1.8 0.9 3.0 2.8

Al 2.5 2.4 2.5 2.5 1.9 1.6 2.8 2.7

A2 2.8 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.0 1.8 3.1 2.8
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(2) TABLE 3. Deviation of predicted wind from standard wind

at T 0 minutes.

DEVICE CASE I WIND CASE II WIND
1/2 1IN AV 1 MIN AV 1/2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV
X R X R X R X R

AVERAGE DEVIATION:

Wi -2.5 0..5 0.7 0.4 -2.2 0.5 0.8 0.'

W2 -2.1 0.3 1.6 0.0 -1.8 0.3 1.7 0.3

Al -0.6 -0.2 0.9 1.0 -0.3 -0.2 1.0 1.3

A2 -0.4 -0.3 1.4 1.2 -0.1 -0.4 1.5 1.4

STANDARD DEVIATION:

Wi 2.7 1.3 1.9 3.0 2.1 1.3 2.1 2.8

W2 2.4 1.2 1.9 2.5 2.1 1.3 1.9 2.5

Al 2.1 1.8 1.8 2.7 1.8 1.6 1.8 2.5

A2 2.2 1.8 2.1 3.1 1.9 1.8 2.1 3.0
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(3) TABLE 4. Deviation of predicted wind from standard wind

at T + 1/2 minute.

DEVICE CASE I WIND CASE I! WIND
1/2 MIN AV ININAV 1'/2 N'AV 1IN AV
X R X R X R X R

UEAGE iLVIATION:

Wi -2.6 0.6 -0.8 -0.1 -2.2 0.5 -0.1 -0.0

W2 -2.2 0.4 0.1 -0.5 -1.8 0.3 0.8 -0.3

Al -0.7 -0.1 -0.5 0.4 -0.4 -0.2 0.1 0.5

A2 -0.5 -0.2 -0.0 0.6 -0.1 -0.3 0.6 0.7

STANDARD DEVIATION:

Wi 2.4 1.5 1.6 4.0 1.9 1.3 1.9 3.8

W2 2.5 1.5 1.6 3.8 2.1 1.2 1.9 3.6

Al 2.4 1.8 1.5 3.7 1.9 1.6 1.9 3.6

A2 2.5 1.8 1.3 3.8 2.1 1.8 1.6 3.8
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(4) TABLE 5. Deviat.un of predicted wind from sLandard wind

for all devices combined.

TIME CASE I WIND CASE II WIND
l/2 INAV MIN AV 1/2 MIN A 1MINAV
x R X R X R X R

AVERAGE DEVIATION;

T- 1/2 -1.6 0.4 0.6 1.3 1.3 -0.1 1.0 1.2

T 0 -1.4 0.1 1.1 0.6 -1.1 0.1 1.2 0.9

T + 1/2 -1.5 0.2 -0.3 0.4 -1.2 0.1 0.3 0.2

STANDPRD DEVIATION:

T 1 /2 4.9 4.5 5.4 5.6 3.7 2.7 6.0 5.6

T =0 4.7 3.1 3.9 5.6 3.9 3.0 3.9 5.4

T + 1/2 4.9 3.3 3.0 7.7 4.0 3.0 3.7 7.4

d. To derive an overall measure of device precision, range and cross

wind components were treated as items of the same set. This process yields

one tot.l average and standard deviation value for each wind measuring

device at each averaging interval.
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e. TABLE 6. Total deviation of each device when used to measure wind.

DEVICE CASE I WIND CASE II WIND
1/2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV 1/2 MIN AV 1 MIN AV

AVERAGE DEVIATION:

W1 * * -0.0 -0.1

W2 -0.0 -0.1 0.3 0.1

Al -0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.3

A2 -0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2

STANDARD DEVIATION:

W1 * * 0.6 0.6

W2 0.6 0.4 0.9 0.4

Al 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.6

A2 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.4

* For Case I wind ( Wl + W2)/2 , W1 values are redundant.

f. Appendix 1 contains a tabulation of the data obtained from the test.

6. DISCUSSMIN:

a. In Table 1, Case II wind (Wt  Wl + W2 + Al + &2) gives the best

value of standard wind for calculation of statistics. In Case II, the

average deviation ranges from -0.3 mph to 0.4 mph for the 1 minute average.

The standard deviation ranges from 0.0 mph to 0.6 mph for the 1/2 minute

average a. _rom 0.2 to 0.6 for the 1 minute average. The windsets were

calibrated before the test to within the + 1 mph inherent limits. The

windsets had also been used in the field for tactical rocket firings.
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The results shown in Table 1 verify the accuracy and precision of the

AN/MMQ-lB Wind Measuring Set when used to measure incident wind. The

HL-433 anemometers also exhibit the same degree of accuracy with standard

deviation no greater than 0.6 mph. The results were obtained ignoring

wind profiles. The IL-433 readings were made at approximately six feet

above the ground; the AN/HMQ-lB readings were made at approximately 50

feet above the ground. Apparent lack of profile may be due to the light

and variable nature of the wind during the test. Prior to more tests

with higher level winds, results suggest that the ML-433 would prove

valuable as a back-up device for the AN/MMQ-lB windset (conversion of

the ML-433 azimuth and velocity output to range and cross wind can be

accomplished by use of graphs or tables.)

b. The average deviation of predicted wind from standard wind at

T = 0 (Table 4), ranges from -J.4 mph to 1.2 mph, the standard deviation

ranges from 3.0 mph to 5.6 mph, deviations at T + 1/2 minutes are slightly

greater with a maximum standard deviation of 7.7 mph for T + 1/2 minute.

Due to the variable nature of the wind experienced during the test, all

predicted wind deviations are much larger than those obtained for wind

measurement only. The close agreement among T - 1/2, T = 0, and T + 1/2

minute predictions indicate that the setral time of fire may be varied

1/2 minute without degrading the accuracy of the low level wind corrections.

c. Table 6 support! the conclusions based on Table I LhaL each device

does measure wind as accurately as inherent limitations allow. Due to

combining range and cross wind deviations into one set, sample size is

doubled and validity of statistical processes used increased. Standard
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deviation ranges from 0.4 mph to 1.0 mph. Average deviation ranges

from -0.3 mph to 0.4 mph.

7. CONCLUSIONS:

a. That portion of the test designed to evaluate the use of a

1 1/2 minute average interval instead of the presently used 5 minute

average interval yielded the following conclusions:

(1) There was no significantly greater deviation in measured

wind from standard wind when the shorter averaging interval was used.

(2) Deviation of predicted wind from standard wind was large

in both the 5 and the 1 1/2 minute average interval, but there was no

significant difference between the two Intervals.

(3) For low level winds of a light and variable nature

(velocity less than 10 mph), three 1/2 - minute averages may be used to

determine the value of the predicted wind at time of fire.

(4) A study by Rachele and Armendariz (1967) cencludes that

lag time (the interval between the time the last data sample was taken

and firing of a rocket) " . . must be made small as possible and the

1
sampling interval 'comparatively' large." Thus, more data are needed

to confirm or deny the conclusion reached in 7 (a).

b. For that portion of the test designed to evaluate the wind mea-

buring devices as predictors of wind at time of fire + 1/2 these conclu-

sions are reached:

(1) Actual time of fire can vary + 1/2 minute from desired time

of fire without seriously affecting the reliability of the low level

wind corrections made to the launcher.
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(2) Use of the ML-433 anemometer, in conjunction with the

AN/MMQ-lB Wind Measuring Set, to determine the value of predicted wind

at T = 0 can increase the reliability of this value and, hence, any

launcher corrections made.

c. The overall standard deviation for the AN/1MQ-1B windsets

tested (when measuring incident wind) was 1.3 mph.

d. The standard deviation for the ML-433 anemometers tested (when

measuring incident wind) was 1.2 mph.

e. (In c and d above, Case II wind was used and 1/2 minute and 1

minute averaging intervals were combined.)

f. The standard deviations in wind as predicted by the devices are

given below. (Case II wind was used for calculations).

AN/MMQ-lB: T - 1/2 T = 0 T + 1/2
4.9 mph 4.6 mph 5.0 mph

ML-433: 4.3 mph 4.4 mph 4 6 mph

(Overall system standard deviations were calculated from the

following formula: q1 oal 2 0- r2
Otota + 3  + , standard deviation

of subset).

lenry Rachele and Manuel Armendariz. "Surface Wind Sampling for Unguided
Rocket Impact Prediction"., revised frnm 7 March 1967. Journal of Applied
Meteornloqy, Vol. 6, No. 3, June, 1967. Boston: American Meteorological
Society.
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APPENDIX I

DATA Obtained During Low Level

Wind Test II on 3 November 1966

(All windset values are averages as given by the
average switch on the windset. All anemometers
values are averages as calculated by the data
reduction program.)
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READINCS(T=FIRE) WII!DSETS ANMOZETERS

Wi W2 Al A21346 hrs X R X R X R X RT-3 -3.0 3.0 -3.0 3.0 -3.9 2.4 -1.3 5.4AVAGE: T-2.5 -2.0 2.0 -2.0 2.0 -2.4 1.6 -1.4 3.1T-2 -1.5 1.0 -1.5 2.0 - .4 .4 - .1 1.1
T-.5 -1.5 1.0 -4.0 .5 -2.1 .9 -2.1 .9DIRECT: T-O -3.0 i.0 -3.5 1.0 -3.5 .0 -4.6 .0T+.5 -3.0 1.0 -4.0 1.0 -2.1 .9 -2.1 .9

1352 hrs
T-3 -4.0 .0 -4.0 1.0 -2.7 .8 -3.1 1.5AVERAGE: T-2.5 -2.5 - .5 -3.0 1.0 -1.1 .1 -1.6 .7T-2 -3.0 - .5 -4.0 .0 -2.3 - .4 -2.3 - .2

T-.5 -7.0 .0 -7.0 2.0 -4.6 .0 -6.6 -2.0DIRECT: T-O -5.0 -1.0 -4.0 1.0 -4.6 .5 -5.7 - .6T+.5 -5.0 -1.0 -5.0 -1.0 -2.3 .2 -4.6 - .5

1420 hrs
T-3 -5.0 .5 -5.0 3.0 -4.5 .6 -5.7 .9AVERAGE: T-2.5 -4.5 .0 -4.0 2.0 -4.0 .2 -5.2 .2T-2 -4.0 .0 -4.5 1.5 -3.9 .9 -4.5 .7

T-.5 -5.0 .0 -5.0 1.0 -4.5 .9 -6.9 .7
DIRECT: T=O -4.0 .0 -5.5 .5 -6.9 .7 .0 .0

T+.5 -5.5 -1.0 -7.0 -1.0 -3.4 .3 -5.6 1.1

1426 hrs
T-3 -4.0 -2.5 -4.0 -1.0 -2.2 -1.9 -3.6 -1.8AVERAGE: T-2.5 -3.5 -3.0 -3.5 -1.5 -3.6 -2.8 4,5 -2.6T-2 -3.5 -3.0 -3.5 -1.5 -3.3 -2.2 -4.5 -2.6

T-.5 -2.0 -2.0 -1.0 -1.5 -1.0 - .6 -2.3 - .4DIRECT: T=0 .0 .0 -1.0 - .5 - .7 - .9 -1.3 -3.2T-r. 5  .0 .0 -1.0 .0 .0 .0 .8 -
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READINGS (T=FIRE) WINDSETS ANEMOMETERS

Wi W2 Al A2
X R X R X R X R

1526 hrs
T-3 -5.0 6.0 -6.0 5.0 -4.7 5.0 -4.6 5.9

T-2.5 -4.0 6.0 -5.0 5.0 -3.1 3.4 -3.9 4.3

AVERAGE: T-2 -3.5 5.0 -4.0 4.0 -3.5 4.6 -4.3 4.7

T-.5 -7.0 3.5 -6.0 4.0 -5.3 4.4 -5.7 3.8

rETRECT: T=O -7.0 2.5 .0 3.0 -7.1 3.8 -7.7 2.3

T+.5 -6.5 3.0 -6.0 4.0 -3.8 2.6 -3.8 2.6

1530 hrs. T-3 -4.0 3.0 -5.0 5.0 -5.5 4.1 -6.2 4.1

T-2.5 -4.0 4.0 -5.5 4.0 -6.2 4.2 -6.7 4.5

AVERAGE: T-2 -5.0 3.5 -7.0 4.0 -6.9 5.1 -7.2 4.7

T-.5 -5.0 2.0 -7.0 4.0 -4.1 2.2 -5.8 .0

DIRECT: T=0 -9.0 3.0 - .0 4.0 -6.7 4.5 -6.7 4.5

T+.5 -9.0 2.5 -8.0 4.0 -6.7 4.5 -7.4 3.1

1535 rs
T-3 -6.0 2.0 -6.0 2.0 -5.5 1.7 -6.0 1.8

AVERAGE: T-2.5 -5.0 1.0 -6.0 1.0 -4.4 1.1 -5.5 1.1

T-2 -5.0 .0 -1.0 1.0 -4.0 .4 -6.3 .7

T-.5 -9.0 2.5 - .0 2.0 -6.9 .7 -6.9 .0

DIRECT: T=O -9.0 3.0 - .0 2.0 -7.7 5.1 -8.5 3.5

T*.5 -8.0 2.5 -9.0 2.0 -7.4 3.1 -6.4 2.6

1540 hrs T-3 -7.0 3.0 -8.0 3.0 -6.1 3.3 -6.6 3.5

AVERAGE: T-2.5 -7.0 3.0 -8.0 3.0 -5.4 3.3 -6.4 3.8

T-2 -6.5 2.0 -7.5 2.5 -4.9 3.0 -6.9 2.6

T-.5 -6.0 3.0 -6.0 3.5 -3.3 1.0 -4.5 .9

DI-SCT: T-0 -5.0 '4.0 -5.0 4.0 -4.8 3.2 -4.8 3.2

T+.5 -5.0 3.5 -6.0 4.0 -3.3 3.3 -3.2 4.8
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flVADflGS (T-' IE) MOSS 0?EfS

WI W2 Al A2

1545hrs X R X R X R X R
T-3 -5.0 5.0 -7.0 3.0 -4.1 4.1 -4.3 2.7
T-2.5 -4.5 4.0 -6.0 4.0 -4.0 4.9 -4.9 4.9

AVEAOi t T-2 -4.5 3.5 -6.0 3.5 -4.8 4.8 -6.4 4.6
T-.5 -7.0 3.0 -7.0 3.0 -6.6 2.0 -6.8 1.3

DIRECT: T-0 -8.0 1.5 -6.0 2.5 -4.8 3.2 -6.4 2.6
T+. 5 -7.0 1.5 -5.0 2.0 -7.7 2.3 -6.9 .7

_1550 hrs
T-3 -7.0 4.0 -8.0 3.0 -5.3 2.2 -5.4 4.7T-2.5 -6.0 3.5 -7.0 3.5 -5.8 2.4 -5.4 4.7

AVR AGEt T-2 -5.5 3.5 -6.0 3.0 -5.1 2.6 -5.4 3.1

T-.5 -6.0 3.0 -5.0 4.0 -1.9 1.3 -3.2 1.3
DlrZOCT: T-0 -5.5 4.0 -6.0 4.0 -4.1 4.1 -3.3 3.3

T+.5 -7.0 5.0 -7.0 5.0 -4.8 3.2 -6.4 2.6

1555 hrs
T-3 -7.0 3.0 -9.0 3.0 -7.1 3.8 -7.4 3.1

.nW,"" : T-2.5 -7.0 1.0 - .0 1.5 -8.2 2.4 -8.8 2.7T-2 -7.0 -1.0 - .0 .0 -9.1 .4 -9.0 - .0

T-.5 -.7.5 .0 -9.0 -1.0 -6.9 .0 -8.1 .0
DULCT: T-O -7.0 .0 -7.0 1 .0 -9.2 .0 -9.2 .0T+.5 -5.0 2.5 .0 2.0 -5.6 1.1 -5.7 .6

1600 hrs
T-3 -7.5 .0 -1.0 3.0 -7.9 1.3 -6.6 1.3

AVE.tAG Z* T-2.5 -7.5 3.5 -9.0 3.0 -7.5 3.9 -6.9 2.9
T-2 -7.5 3.0 -8.0 3.0 -7.5 3.9 -7.6 2.7

T-.5 -7.0 2.0 -6.0 3.0 -4.8 3.2 -4.4 3.7
DXP.C-L; T-0 -7.0 2.0 -7.0 3.0 -5.5 1.7 -6.6 2.0

T+.5 -7.5 2.0 -8.0 4.0 -5.5 1.7 -6.6 2.0
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READINGS (T-FIRE) WINDSETS ANMEIMITERS

WI W2 Al A2
X R X R X R X Rt

1605 hrs

T-3 -5.0 2.0 -6.0 2.0 -5.2 - .2 -4.6 - .2
T-2.5 -5.0 2.0 -G.5 2.5 -6.6 1.5 -5.5 1.3

AVERAGE: T-2 -5.5 2.0 -7.0 2.0 -7.7 2.3 -7.1 2.1

T-.5 -6.0 3.0 -5.5 3.5 -4.4 3.7 -4.8 3.2
T=O -4.0 2.5 -4.5 3.0 -3.3 3.3 -3.6 2.9DItRECT: T+.5 -6.5 2.5 -6.0 2.0 -5.3 2.2 -6.1 3.3

1610 hrs
T-3 -6.0 5.0 -6.0 2.5 -4.7 2.2 -4.2 2.9
T-2.5 -6.0 3.5 -7.0 2.0 -6.4 2.5 -4.8 2.9
T-2 -6.0 2.5 -7.5 2.0 -7.7 2.3 -6.7 1.6AVERAGE:

T-.5 -8.5 1.0 -8.0 1.0 -6.9 .7 -8.0 .8
T-O -7.5 - .5 -7.5 - .5 -4.6 .5 -5.6 1.1

DIRECT: T+.5 -8.0 1.0 -8.0 -1.0 -6.9 - .7 -6.9 .0

1615 hrs
T-3 -6.0 .0 -7.0 1.0 -4.0 .0 -5.2 - .1
T-2.5 -5.5 .0 -7.0 1.0 -5.8 .0 -6.9 - .3

AVERAGE: T-2 -6.0 .0 -7.0 .0 -6.9 .0 -7.5 .0

T-.5 -6.0 .0 -6.0 2.0 -6.9 .7 -5.6 1.1

DIRECT: T=O -6.0 1.0 -5.0 1.0 -3.5 .0 -4.6 .5
T+.5 -5.0 1.0 -6.0 1.5 -6.8 1.3 -6.6 2.0

3620 hrs
T-3 -6.0 1.5 -6.0 .5 -3.9 .5 -3.7 - .7

AVERAGE: T-2.5 -4.5 .0 -5.0 1.0 -3.4 - .3 -3.2 - .8
T-2 -5.0 .5 -6.0 1.0 -4.4 .9 -4.8 1.8

T-.5 -5.5 1.0 -6.0 .5 -3.3 1.0 -4.6 .0
T-0 -4.0 .5 -5.5 .5 -2.3 .2 -4.6 .0
T+.5 -4.5 .5 -4.5 1.0 -3.4 - .3 -4.6 .0
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READINGS (T-FIRE) WINDSETS ANEMOMETERS

Wi W2 Al A2
1356 hrs X R. X R X R X

T-6 -5,0 3.0 -6.0 3.0 -4.8 1.8 -5.6 .8T-5 -4.0 2.5 -5.0 2.5 -4.3 1.8 -5.0 1.3AVERAGE: T-4 -3.0 2.5 -4.0 3.0 -2.6 1.3 -4.8 1.8
T-3 -3.0 2.0 -3.5 3.0 -2.6 1.1 -4.1 2.0T-2 -3.0 1.5 -4.0 2.5 -3.1 1.4 -4.4 1.2

T-.5 -1.5 2.0 -1.5 2.0 - .8 .8 -1.6 1.6DIRECT: T=O -1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 -1.9 1.3 -2.2 2.7
T+.5 -5.0 .0 -7.0 .5 -3.2 i.3 -5.8 .0

1405 hrs
T-6 -4.5 1.0 -5.0 2.0 -4.9 - .4 -4.8 -1.1T-5 -4.0 3.0 -5.0 2.5 -5.6 1.3 -5.4 .8AVERAGE: T-4 -4.0 1.5 -5.0 2.0 -6.2 1.0 -6.0 .9
T-3 -5.0 1.0 -6.0 2.0 -6.2 1.0 -6.2 1.0T4? -4.0 .5 -5.0 1.5 -4.5 1.0 -5.1 .8

T-.5 -3.5 1.0 -3.5 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0DIRECT: T=0 -2.0 1.5 -3.0 2.5 -2.0 1.1 -1.5 1.8T+.5 -4.5 -2.0 -4.0 -1.0 -2.3 .4 -2.7 2.2

1435 irs
T-6 -3.0 2.0 -4.0 2.0 -3.1 1.5 -2.7 2.8T-5 -4.0 1.5 -k.5 1.5 -2.5 1.4 -2.4 2.2AVERAGE: T-4 -3.0 1.5 -4.0 1.5 -3.4 .7 -4.5 .7T-3 -3.5 1.0 -4.0 1.0 -4.5 .9 -5.2 .0T-2 -3.5 1.0 -4.5 .0 -3.2 .1 -4.0 - .2

T-.5 -1.0 .0 -1.0 -1.0 .0 .0 - .8 - .8DIRECT: T=O -1.0 -1.0 -4.0 -3.0 -1.0 - 5 -2.0 -1.1T+.5 -4.0 -3.0 -4.0 -3.0 -5.3 -4.4 -4.4 -3.7
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READINGS (T=FIRE) WINDSETS ANEMOMETERS

Wi W2 Al A2
1444 hXs X R X R X R X RT-6 -3.0 -3.0 -4.0 -1.0 -3.5 -3.8 -3.5 -4.,5

T-5 -4.0 -2.0 -6.0 -1.0 -4.0 -1.1 -4.5 -2.0
AVERAGE; T-4 -4.0 -1.0 -5.0 - .5 -4.0 .2 -5.0 - .7

T-3 -3.0 .0 -4.0 .0 -1.7 - .0 -2.2 - .6
T-2 -1.0 .0 -1.5 .0 - .6 .1 - .6 .1

T-.5 .0 .0 -5.0 1.0 -4.6 .0 -6.9 .0DIRECT: T=O -3.0 .0 -2.0 .5 -3.4 .7 -3.4 .7
T+.5 -2.0 .0 -3.0 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0

1455 hrs
T-6 -3.5 -1.5 -4.0 .0 -3.7 -1.6 -4.0 -2.2
T-5 -4.0 -4.0 -4.5 -1.5 -3.9 -3.3 -4.3 -3.5

AVERAGE: T-4 -3.0 -3.0 -4.0 -2.0 -4.6 -3.1 -4.2 -3.8
T-3 -3.5 -3.0 -5.0 -2.0 -6.1 -1.8 -5.2 -2.4
T-2 -4.0 - .5 -6.0 .0 -6.7 - 3 -6.6 -1.3

T-.5 -8.5 3.0 -8.0 4.0 -7.7 2.3 -7.7 2.3IEC: T=0 -6.5 2.0 -6.0 2.5 -6.4 2.6 -6.4 2.6

T+.5 -6.0 2.0 -7.0 3.0 -5.3 2.2 -5.3 2.2

i505 hrs
T-6 -6.0 2.0 -7.0 1.5 -4.9 1.4 -6.1 1.8
T-5 -4.5 3.5 -5. 0 2.5 -4.3 1.8 -5. 4 1.9

AVERAGE: T-4 -5.0 4.0 ,-6.5 3.0 -4.8 3.1 -5.8 3.7
T-3 -5.0 5.0 -6.0 4.0 -4.0 3.3 -5.5 4.2
T-2 -6.0 5.0 -7.0 4.5 -4.9 4.0 -4.3 4.5

T-.5 -5.0 4.5 -6.0 6.0 -3.1 7.4 -1 .6 7.9
DIRECT: T=O -4.5 4.0 -4.0 5.0 -4.1 4.1 -1.3 6.8

"J.'+,- 5 -5.0 6.0 -5.0 6.0 -2.2 5.3 -3.3 6.1
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The Nondimensional. Wind Shear

I over Hetercgeneous Terrain

E. Peterson and H. A. Panofsky

The ncndimensional wind shear, * = (0.4z/u*) (3V/3z) plays a basic
role in the application of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. Here u* is the

friction velocity, V the wind speed, z the height. In unstable air, ibe

bab.or as function of Richardson number is quite well determined by:

- ( -18 Ri)-1 /4  I

This equation fits well independent data from the Antarctic, from O'Neill,

Nebraska, from Kerang, Australia, and elsewhere. Because, however, the

variation of the Richardson number with height is riot known a priori,

Eq. 1 does not really specify the wind profile. This can be done only if

0 is given as function of z/L. Unfortunately, there are relatively few

published data over uniform terrain, including both good wind profiles and

accurate estimates of the heat flux. The only generally available set of

data of this type is that published by Swinbank (1964). Even here, the

friction velocity was not measured directly and is somewhat uncertain. Also,

no observations were taken in stable air. Businger (unpublished), after

careful evaluation of these data, suggests that an equation of the form:

(- 18z/L) 2

fits these data well. This form has the advantage over other forms (e.g.,

rn the Keyps equation), that it can be i. .d with respect to height in

terms of elementary functions, thus y1e. ing an explicit expression for

the wind profile in unstable air.
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For the stable side, we only have the analysis by McVehil (1964), who

suggests:

I + 7 (Km/Kh)(z/L) 3

Making use of the fact that at Round Hill, Kh/Km in stable air is about

0.7, we suggest here, for stable air, the expression:

- 1 + 10 z/L 4

Actually, there is some doubt whether the nondimensional wind shear

is uniquely determined by z/L in stable air, since radiation becomes

relatively important. Some recent data obtained by Haugen and others

over flat terrain in Kansas (unpublished) suggest that Equation 3 fits

reasonably well.

The Round Hill data have the advantage over all the other published

material that all ingredients have been measured independently; on the

other hand, the terrain is complex. Figure 1 shows the nondimensional

wind shear as function of z/L, for both towers A and B. The same figure

also shows, as solid line, the predictions according to Equations 2 and 4.

Clearly, the line well fits the observations from tower B. This tower

is affected by relatively homogeneous terrain.

More interestingly, though, the data from 16m, tower A, definitely

do not agree with the theory. Even in the limit of neutral air, the

nondimensional wind shear is not unity. Yet, the values of appear to be

proportional to the corresponding values on tower B. It is ai though

von KArman's constant at 16m on tower A was a little above 0.7.
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For a possible explanation of this peculiar behavior, it should be

noted that the 16m level on tower A is in a transition zone between smooth

and rough terrain. The portion of the tower below 16m is definitely

governed by the conditions over the smooth grass, whereas the air much

above 16m has not yet come in contact with the smooth terrain. Right at

16m, the wind shear is that characteristic of small roughness, whereas

the Reynolds stress is representative of the brush. This is why * came

out smaller than it does for air in equilibrium. In other words, as air

flows from rough to'smooth terrain, there is an acceleration immediately

next to the ground. This decreases the wind shear. The reduced wind shear

decreases the rate of mechanical energy production, so that, for a while,

dissipation of energy exceeds production. In this state, the energy itself,

and therefore u* are at first relatively large (compared to the wind shear),

so that 0 is small. As the flow over the smooth terrain continues, the

dissipation reduces energy and friction velocity and produces a new equilibrium

in which 0 again approaches the usual characteristics.

A numerical experiment is being performed on the basis of the following

equations:

aV au* 2  5
ax ax

aE 2 8V
V - u* T -C 6

where E is eddy energy and c dissipation, assumed to be proportional to E3/ 2/z.

2
Also, E was assumed to be proportional to u* , with the factor of proportionality

determined empirically. Numerical integration of 5 and 6 leads to encouraging

results, showing that 0<1 in the accelerating air. Also the slope of the

interface between "rougb" and "smooth" air is realistic.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a rational approach to the estimation of a standard

deviation in ballistic wind which can be used in the analysis of the

impact point dispersion of vertically launched rockets. It is assumed

that errors in the rocket response model and errors due to wind measure-

ments not being made along the rocket flight path do not contribute

significantly to dispersion. Random errors in wind measurements and

the effect of P time delay between wind measurement and flight are

considered important.

The approach used is to calculate the variance in ballistic wind. The

result requires that the inter level wind error covariance matrix be

known. When this, the wind weighting factor and the unit wind effects

are known, a rational estimate of wind effect on dispersion may be made.

The wind error functions for Fort Churchill, Green River and White Sands

have been computed from actual firing day meteorology, multiplied by a

typical wind weighting facior form. The data thus reflect the measure-

ment errors, time delays and meteorology actually encountered in service.

These data have been examined for their distribution. It is shown that

the ballistic wind errors az2 approximately normally distributed. As

is already well known, this leads to a nongausslan distribution for the

impact points.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The estimation of impact point dispersion of near-vertically

launched rockets must include an allowance for the uncertainty

of winds as a consequence of the significant effect of winds on

the trajectory.

In the past, no one technique for the estimation of impact point

dispersion due to wind uncertainty has been agreed to either among

the various National Ranges, or among the numerous users of these

ranges.

It is hoped that the following discussion will present a rational

approach to the solution of this problem.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

The effect of winds on the trajectory of near-vertically fired

rocket vehicles is well known, and estimated through classical

dynamic simulation techniques.

The method usually employed is to estimate the effect of wind in

any altitude layer on the rocket vehicle trajectory (wind is

resolved into two components, one normal to the plane of the tra-

jectory, and one in this plane) and then to combine these effects

into an altitude dependent "wind-weighting" function, f(h), which

represents the fraction of total vehicle response which has

occurred in a uniform wind field up to an altitude h. The ratio

of impact point displacement to wind velocity, for a uniform wind

field, is called the "unit wind effect". These two functions,

the wind weighting function and the unit wind effect are then used

to pr'tdict the effect of winds measured prior to launch on the

impact point.

The estimation of impact point dispersion due to winds is quite

another matter. The "classical technique" has been to simply

"guess" at the standard deviation of the mean wind velocity, and

then to consider the product of this standard deviation and the

unit wind effect as a range or cross-range impact point uncertainty.

The further assumption that the wind uncertainty is normally dis-

tributed with a mean of zero allows the same assumptions to be

employed in combining dispersion due to wind uncertainty with

other factors (i.e. thrust misalignment, pointing errors, mass

imbalance and uncertainty, etc.).

This combination usually assumes that range and cross-range

uncertainties are all normally distributed with means of zero,

and no inter-dependence (either between separate effects or

between orthogonal components of any given effect). The combi-

nation thus results in a bi-variate normal distribution for total

impact-point dispersion.
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The purpose of this paper is not to question the combinatorial

techniques (albeit this is long overdue) but rather to suggest a

more rational approach to the estimation of impact point dispersion

due to wind uncertainties.

Dispersion of near-vertically fired rocket vehicles due to wind

can be grouped into sev, I classes.,(the restriction to a near-

vertical trajectory allows several simplifying assumptions):

CLASS I

a) Uncertainties in the magnitude of measured winds due to

both random and bias measurement errors.

b) Uncertainties in the magnitude of the winds due to the

time difference between measurement :nd actual flight

through the wind field.

c) Uncertainties in the magnitude of measured winds due to

the different space location of the measured and the

encountered w'nd fields.

CLASS II

d) Variations in the rocket vehicle response caused by pertu-

bations such as thrust misalignment and mass imbalance.

e) Variations in the rocket vehicle response caused by

numerical uncertainties in vehicle mass, total impulse,

etc.

CLASS III

f) Uncertainties in the effect of winds on the rocket vehicle

due to errors in or simplifications of the dynamic model.

The Class III uncertainties, those due to errors or simplifications
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of the rocket dy.men mief are certainly dependent upon the magni-

tude of the mW (if the rocket did not encounter a wind field, an

erroneou respns m&a m Iold make no difference) and upon the

nature of do model errors.

EsUmotam of the distribution of this class of error can only be

based statistical studies of the behavior of rocket vehicles

duct" actual flight testing. A classic example of this is the

Atmospberic Sciences Laboratory (ERDA) revision of the Aerobee

dymamic model based upon statistical studies of impact point dis-
(l)*:ersiou from actual flight tests.

A theoretical estimate of this effect would have been predicated

upon the assumption that a less erroneous model existed, which

would obviate the need for inclusion of the effect.

It should be evident that the inclusion of a Class III error in

the 2relcion of impact point dispersion is unjustifiable.

Class III errors can only be used to reconcile a difference

between predicted and measured dispersion.

The Class II effects, those due to interdependence between one

type of uncertainty and another should be treated during the

process of combination of the various impact point uncertainties,

rather than as separate factors. The techniques are known and

need not be pursued here. The reader is referred to any of

several excellent texts on the subject. (2)-(6)

21. fact that Class II effects are generally of a second order

mtue justifies their excfusion from most classical dispersion

tlef therefore, with the problem of defluiig a suitable

g5r the estimation of the egafitode and distribution

se do Cla I errors, those resulting from mesurement

gng jM mi space-time variability of the wind field.

• ine In parenthesis refer to references at end of
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3.0 MATHEMATICAL MO)DEL

In order to present a rational tecnim fm th. estimation of

impact point dispersion due to vW u Umtoisty, It in necessary

to construct a mathematical model 1hick low&e Itslf to determi-

nation of the magnitude and distribns of doe Impact point

uncertainty of a specific rocbet vabis * to Class I wind

errors.* These are sumasrsed beewas;

a) Measurement Rcrors;

b) Time Variability

c) Space Variability

Our intent is to examine the maue of the ~ of tbese three

uncertainties on the impact point disperuion of a ar-vertically

fired rocket.

The above objective leads to one simplification of the problem,

i.e. if the uncertainties can be expressed as functions of alti-

tude, the employment of the wind weighting function applicable to

a specific rocket will reduce our uncertainty to non-altilude
dependent vectors, comonly referred to as "btllistic wind" errors.

Thus, given a wind roeIhtUng fuction

where F win the percentage of total wind effect to altitude h
experienced by the rocket in a uniform wind field* and given the

wind uncertainty

as a function of altitude, the uncertainty In one coaponent of

ballistic wind can be found by integrating the function
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x J V(h) (df(h) dh
qA 0i

where X is the ith ballistic wind uncertainty sample function,

Thie integration is performed by the method of finite differences,

by utilizing the approximate summation

m

Xi Z v A F
J-i i j  Fj

where the altitude range 0 < h < H is divided into m intervals

(usually determined for approximately equal intervals of A F )

and the summation performed utilizing average wind velocities

in these intervals,

It is assumed that the two components of errL are uncorrelated.

The chief justification at this point for this assumption is the

fact that the two components of the mean wind at a constant alti-

tude are uncorrelated.
(7)

In the altitude range where the magnitude of the derivative dh
is relatively high the interval Ah = h - h J I should be considera-

bly less than the yaw wave-length of the rocket vehicle to avoid

appreciable Class III errors.

If a number, n, of samples of the ballistic wind error, Xi, are

available, then the mean of this sample population is

n m

n .' I)I= n _ .
i=l Jl

and the unbiased variance of the sample is
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n 2

Var (X1) - ( - E(X 1))

Var (X1) - X1 - n (E (X)]

When processing large amounts of data, it is frequently more con-

venient to express the variancs in terms of the covariance, X.

Thus

ixi

n m 2

~A w (v WiArAL

i-l J

Xk 2vw)2Z (v A v) (w)

i=l i-1 k-i L-1 J.1

which can be simplified by making use of the Krone ker delta function,
Lwhich equals I or 0 according as k L or k X L, and by inter-

Schanging the order of summation to yield

x 2v- v AF ,AF

-- [(\L E W k iL' w )!iml k-l L-1 i-l

The function
n

Uk (w i )  n i-1 wk i

yields the covariance matrix of vw This can be substituted Ln the

relationship for XI  . resultine in

iml k-j L-1
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which, wan substituted into the relationship for Var (Xi) yields

Vark~ Luli n(k n F w wL)(2 kL)]

n m 2

(n) (n-l) v A F w

i=l j=l wi

If n samples of the wind uncertainty v are available, then the
wi

best estimate of the standard deviation, S, of the ballistic wind

error, Xi, is simply

S = 4 Var (Xi)

Once the mean and covariance matrix,

n

Vw and \kL (v,I,) are

i=1

determined for a given range as a function of time of day and

season, the standard deviation in ballistic wind can be estimated

for any particular rocket, provided the wind weighting function

F = f(h) for that rocket is known.
w

There are several problems associated with the analysis of the

Class I errors. First, we must devise a method of computing an

ensemble set of v which includes these errors properly combined.V

Second, is the statistical distribution of the individual effects

and of their combination.
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The proposed method of obtaining an ensemble of vw is to take

repeated soundings of the wind field with pilot balloons. Each

sounding will yield a wind profile V (h). The proposed model for the

error is

v i Vi(tti _ Vik (t-t i t,
ijh j - , hnhj).

We next show that this will deal uith all Class I errors which are

likely to be seen in practice. First, the type Ic errors wnich are

insignificant, because the horizontal difference between balloon

position and rocket flight path contributes little to variability

in the mean wind field. Next, we recall that wind velocity is

obtained from balloon position by a numerical differentiation

process which removes bias errors in position while amplifying

random position errors. It should be noted that this will not

be true for other types of wind sensors.

Finally, the random measurement and time delay errors are assumed

statistically independent, and considering the process leading to

a predicted wind profile, are additive. Since the mean of the

sum of two random variables is the sum of the individual means,

with a similar remark holding for the variance of a sum when

independence occurs, it follows that the statistical operations

performed on v will yield the desired result, with exceptionwJ
wij

that the elements of the covariance matrix will all be larger

than their true values by an amount equal to the variance of the

random measurement errors. This error can be subtracted from

if wind data appropriate for the determination of the measurement

crrors (discussed later) is available. If not, the raw result

will yield slightly conservative numerical answers.

The remarks appropriate to the distribution of v are that centralwij

limit theorem reasoning would lead us to expect that the distribution

will not be far from normal. Both of the primary error effects will
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approach the case of the addition of many small effects, and the

addition of the two will further tend to normalize v
wij.

A final question of philosophy must be considered. This calculation

will apply to two distinctly different practical problems. The

first is the problem of computing the dispersion for a 'specific

rocket which will be launched from a given range (including an

existing meteorological system) at a specific launch time; the

whole process subject to weather restrictions typical.y ipposed

by the rocket or its payload mission. In this case we should go

to the available launch meteorological histories and form v as
wij

the difference between the last pre-flight balloon winds used for

impact prediction and the first post-flight winds used for flight

time wind profile information.

The second problem is that of obtaining data for the design and

operation of meteorological systems used for the support of rocket

flights. Here it is frequently useful to know how much of v is
wij

due to time delay and bow much is random measurement noise. A

series of balloon runs at fixed time intervals will yield means

and covariances as a function of time delay. The result is that

the dispersion for various rockets can be found under various

meteorological conditions and time delays, and appropriate judge-

ments formed.

The result for random measurement noise alone is that corresponding

to zero time delay. That is, the balloon series should involve

multiple simultaneous balloon launchings. As discussed earlier,

it is desirable to make this experiment in order to remove an

error ir kL which would otherwise arise.

Subject to the foregoing qualifications we hpye arrived at a

technique for determining our combined Class I error function.
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4.0 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE AND RESULTS

The foregoing logic and mathematical model have been employed in

analyzing some of the wind data gathered at three specific ranges,

i.e., White Sands Missile Range, N. M.; Churchill Research Range,

Ft. Churchill, Manitoba; Utah Test Facility, Green River, Utah.

Wind data was taken from Meteorological Data reports for actual firings

of several missiles, including: Aerobee, Athena, Astrobee, Nike-Apache,

Nike-Cajun.

Because of a scarcity of such data, no definite conclusions can be drawn,

however, as an E.ample of the numerical method results are presented.

All ballistic winds represent measured winds as presented in the

source data (see Table 1) and employ a wind weighting function for

the Aerobee rocket (Fi-ure 1). Ballistic winds were determined for

both range and cross-range wind components, which were then treated

as two separate populations, and combined into one population. The

two components can be grouped if there is no oppreciable correlation

between the range and cross-range component: tf the change in ballistic

wind over the sampling interval A t.
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TABLE I
LIST OF REPORTS FROM WHICH DATA WERE TAKEN

U.S. Army Electronics Research and Development Activity, Meteorological Data Reports:

ERDA-204 Nike-Apache Speedball II (Round Nr. 59 SN 26), 24 Sept 1964
by H. M. Richart

ERDA-205 Nike-Apache Speedball II (Round Nr. 60 SH 27), 30 Sept 1964
by H. M. ichart and J. M. Sharpe

ERDA-209 Nike-Apache Speedball 11 (Round Nr. 61 SN 28), 1 Oct 1964
By J. M. Sharpe and H. M. Richart

ERDA-301 Aerobee NASA 4.128 UA, 15 July 1965
by Marjorie McLardie Hoidale

ERDA-337 Nike-Cajun Nicap/l Rockets
Round No. 022 and 023, 20 July 1965
Round no. 024, 21 July 1965
Round no. 027 and 028, 23 July 1965
by Gordon L. Dunaway

ERDA-334 Aerobee AF 3.375, 21 July 1965
by Marjorie McLardie Hoidale

ERDA-341 Aerobee AE3.519 (AF 125-3)9 12 Aug 15
by Marjorie McLardie oidale

ERDA-347 Aerobee MASA 4.147 CO, 22 Sept 1965
by Marjorie MNLar dL* iedal

ERDA-348 Aarobee A 3.722 (S/ A? 114-3), 24 Sept 1965
by Marjorie icLardie Noidale

ERDA-349 Aerobes NASA 4.150 GA-GI-GD, 28 Sept 1965

by arjorie McLardie Noidale

IRDA-350 Aerobes NASA 4.121 CC, 30 Sept 1965
by Marjorie McLardie Hoidale

EiDA-352 Asrobea NB 3.184 (S/N 96-3), 4 Oct 1965

by Marjorie HcLardie Hoidale

UDA.332 At%"a Flight No. 015, 16 July 1965

by Uarold M. Richart

-Pl._- 333 Aka lfteM Po 016. 20 July 1965

by 'IUaOl V. lichart

ERDA-335 Athea Flight No. 017, 26 July 1965, and
Athena Pliht No. 018, 27 July 1965
by Harold N. lichart

IRDA-336 Athena Flight No. 019, 31 July 1965
by Harold M. Richart
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Table 1, cont'd.

USAERDA, Meteorological Data Reports, Cont'd.

ERDA-337 Athena Flight No. 020, 2 Aug 1965
by Gordon L. Dunaway

ERDA-339 Athena Flight No. 021, 6 Aug 1965, and
Athena Flight No. 022, 7 Aug 1965
by Gordon L. Dunaway

ERDA-340 Athena Flight No. 023, 20 Aug 1965, and
Athena Flight No. 024, 20 Aug 1965
by Len E. Carter

ERDA-365 Athena Flight No. 032, 5 Nov 1965
by Len E. Carter

UNITED STATES ARMY ELECTRONICS COMAND, Atmospheric Scionces Laboratory,
Meteorological Data Reports:

DR-45 Nike-Apache Photometric (5-034), 13 Jtt~a 1946
by Gordon L. Dunaway

DR-62 Nike-Apache STY (51.033), 21 July 1944
by Len E. Carter

DR-66 Aerobee AF 3.525, 22 July 1944
by Marjorie ILardlie HoLdal

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC., Churchi1l Research Range Impact Prediction Data:

Aerobee 150, Test No. 246.6 Al 199-6L, OD No. 199, 14 Dec 1966

Aerobee 150, Test No. 244.6 Al 274-1L, OD No. 274, 27 Nov 1966
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Table 2 shows the number of range days on which samples of wind

were taken, by range and season for day and night measurements.

TABLE 2 - NUMBER OF RANGE DAYS* SAMPLED

Range WSMR FT. CHURCHILL GREEN RIVER ALL

Season Day Night Total Day Night Total Day Night Total Day Night Total

Spring 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

Summer 9 1 10 0 0 0 0 10 10 9 11 20

Fall 5 3 8 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 4 9

Winter 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

All 14 4 18 0 2 2 0 11 11 14 17 31

A range day is defined as any interval over which a ries of wind measurements
ha: been made.

Each of the range days shown in Table 2 resulted in several (", to 25)

measurements of wind data, however these measurements were in general

neither equally spaced nor at time intervals approaching the lag be-

tween measurement and encounter of the wind field.

** The definition -f such concepts as "season" and "day or night" is of

necessity an arbitrary one.
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As an example of the effect of timi lag on the uncertainty of ballistic

wind errors, the auto-correlation function,(D() , has'been determined

for a series of wind measurements at Green River on 26-27 July 1965

(the only range day on which sufficient data were available) and is

presented in Figure 2. The auto correlation function of a time series

is defined as:

-[VAR xt vAMxj* ' /2

€ () = ..... q [nX~ -(EXt )2] [nEX2+ - (Yxt+T)a1

Where n is the number of distinct ?airs which can be formed from the

series with a time difference r. Thus, 0 (T) is essentially a
coefficient resulting from a regression analysis of a series of time

based measurements on itself. For zero time lag (T= 0) the coefficient

equals 1.0, and for increasing lag the coefficient usually approaches

zero (unless successive terms of the series can be represented by a

linear or periodic function of time). From Figure 2 it can be seen

that the auto-correlation function can be approximated by an expo-

nentially damped Cosine function:

_CT

4) . CoS(28
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which implies that the ballistic wine is a periodic function (with a

period of approximately 6 hours) and that the effect of increasing

time lag, r, results in less and less correlation (after one cycle

the maximum value of O(T) has decreased to 0.40, and dfter two cycles

to 0.16).

Thus the importance of time lag cannot be overstressed. As a con-

sequence, the wind data presented for most range days is not useable

until the sampling interval begins to approach the actual time lag

between measurement and encounter of a wind field. This qunlificstion

restricted the number of pairs for each range day to those determined

very close to the firing time, when the time interval,A t, usually

approaches 10 minutes for the lower, most significant levels. The

technique employed was to seldct ballistic wind differences

(Xt - X t-t) determined from pre- and post-flight measurements of

low level winds, and to employ the most current upper winds.

In cases where only a few samples were available, as indicated in Table

2, no determination of statistical parameters was attempted. These data

were employed, however, in the range, season, and day-night totals.

The results are shown in Table 3, which includes the number of samples

N, the standard deviation s, determitied by the method prepented in

Section 3.0, and the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis for the

samples, plus the value of students "t" determined for the hypothesis

that the sample had a mean of zero.
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TABLE 3 STANDARD DVIATIONS FOR BALTTIC WIND ERRORS

SEASON AY NIGHT BOTH
N-S E-W Both N-S E-W Both N-S E-W Both

n 9 9 16 10 10 20
* 1.47 2.04 1.73 1.39 2.36 1.91SUMMER Y. 0,31 -0.67 -0.46 0.36 -0.51 -0.60
#a 3.16 3.15 3.59 3.52 2.31 3.33t 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.4 1.0 1.0
n 5 5 10 8 8 166 1.72 1.68 1.69 2.33 1.49 1.94WSMR FALL Yj 0.30 0.62 0.41 0.28 -0.07 -0.06P 1.40 2.13 1.82 1.89 1.88 2.09
t 1.4 0 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.2

n 14 14 28 4 4 8 18 18 36ALL 8 1.61 1.86 1.73 1.32 3.01 2.37 1.81 2.06 1.91SEASONS 71 0.37 -0.46 -0.19 0.38 -1.00 -0.09 0.25 -0.75 0.34,82 2.60 3.32 3.35 2,00 2.21 1.69 2.60 3.07 2.921 0.7 0.4 0.1 3.0 0.1 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.7

n 10 10 20 10 10 203I 1.70 0.84 1.40 1.70 0.84 1.40SUER 'V 0.13 0.26 0.70 0.13 0.26 0.70
02 3.40 3.30 4.35 3.40 3.30 4.35GREEN t 1.4 0.9 0.8 1.4 0.9 0.8RIVER
n 11 11 22 11 11 22AL 162 0.81 1.33 1.62 0.81 1.33SLN0.15 0.14 0.70 0.15 0.14 0.70SEASONS 3.74 3.44 4.71 3.74 3.44 4.71

t 1.5 0.8 0.9 1.5 0.8 0.9
n 9 9 18 11 11 22 20 20 408 1.47 2.04 1.73 1.64 1.54 1.69 1.58 1.74 1.70SUMMER 'V1 0.31 -0.67 -0.46 0.28 -1.52 0,36 0.35 -0.79 0.35
02 3.16 3.15 3.59 3.55 5.29 4.94 3.43 3.89 4.19
t 0.3 0.5 0.6 1.3 1.3 0 0.8 1.4 0.5
n 5 5 10 4 4 8 9 9 18

ALL 8 1.72 1.68 1.69 1.42 0.86 1.52 2.20 1.40 1.82RANGE. FALL 7Vi 0.30 0.62 0,41 0.18 0.30 -0.42 0.14 0.01 -0.1202 1.40 2.13 1.82 1.29 1.53 2,06 2.00 2.09 2.34t 1.4 0 1.0 1.4 2.4 0 0.3 1.0 0.3

n 14 14 28 17 17 34 31 31 62ALL 8 1.61 1.86 1.73 2.17 1.66 1.90 1.92 1.73 1.81
SEASONS V1 0.37 -0.46 -0.19 -0;28 -0.99 -0.56 -0.23 -0.73 -0.43022.60 3.32 3.35 2.84 4.55 3.47 3.17 3.88 3.51

t 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.4 0 0.4 0 0.3 0.2
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In addition to the results shown in Table 3, the 31 pairs of

measurements representing the total for all ranges, all seasonu,

day or night, were analyzed to determine if any appreciable

correlation could be found between orthogonal components. The

sample correlation coefficient of r -0.20 does not indicate any

significant dependence of one component on the other. Therefore

the two populations of 31 values were grouped into a single

population of 62 samples in order to examine the population dis-

tribution. This sample population had a mean of -.05 ft/sec and

a standard deviation of 1.813 ft/sec.

A "t" test based on the hypothesis that the population mean was

zero indicated an 80% confidence level that this could be the case.

The sample population had a coefficient of skewness, yl' equal to

-0.43 (normal population equal zero) and a coefficient of kurtosis,

32, equal to 3.51 (normal population equal 3.0).

Figure 3 is a cumulative frequency histogram of the 62 values of

Xi, and includes a plot of a normal curve having a mean of zero and

the same standard deviation as the sample population. Also shown

is a plot of a hypothetical cumulative distribution determined by an

approximate expansion utilizing Edgeworths Series.
(8) Fig, *e 4 is

a frequency histogram for this same sample, and Figure 5 shows the

Probability density functions for the sample population and for the
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normal and approximate functions.

The sample population was subjected to a Chi Square (X2) test ( 9 )

based on the hypothesis that it was taken from one of four actual

populations:

(1) A normal population, ( ) with a mean of zero and

variance equal to the sample.

(2) A fitted population, f1(g), having the same mean,

variance, and coefficient of skewness as the sample.

(3) A fitted population, f 2 (x), having the same mean,

variance, and coefficient of kurtosiu as the sample.

(4) A fitted population, f3 (j), having the same mean,

variance, and coefficients of skewness and kurtosis

as the sample.

The results are summarized in Table 4.
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2
TABLE 4, RESULTS OF X TESTS

CONFIDENCE
POPULATION LEVEL

Normal, ' (j), S -3.29 9.7 < 0.3

Fitted, fl), m=-.05, S2-3.29, y1--.
43  5.0 c < 0.7

Fitted, f 2 (x), m--.05, $2=3.29, f 2 -3 . 51  11.6 < 0.2

x 2Fitted, f3(-'), m=-.05, S 3.29, y1--.43,02i3.51 6.6 c < 0.5

These results do not indicate with a sufficiently high confidence

level that any of the hypotheses can be rejected (except possibly

the f2 distribution) and thus, our sample may well have come from

a normal or from the f1 or f3 distributions.

Although the sample population differs somewhat from a normal

distribution, the authors feel that more data, representing more

equally spaced time samples, in large enough quantities to allow

processing by range, season, and time of day, should rectify these

small discrepancies.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In Section 3 it was shown that if the Class I errors are each

normally distributed, then by the central limit theorem, their sum

will be normally distributed. This sum, if it truly represents

random errors must have a mean of zero.

Section'4 showed the results of an analysis on some 31 pairs of

time separated ballistic wind determinations, with the conclusion

that the population formed by 62 orthogonal components could have

a mean of zero and be normally distributed.

Because of a lack of data, it was not possible to arrive at similar

results by range, season, and time of day.

The authors feel that the techniques described in the foregoing

sections do inded result in a rational, statistically valid model

of the ballistic wind uncertainty due to measurement errors and

space-time variation of the wind field.

We would like to address an appeal to the attendees of this

conference for more data. If sufficient wind data can be gathered

for the various ranges, then in addition to a final verification

of the validity of the technique, further analysis will result in

a summary report including mean wind errors and covariance matrixes

for the various ranges studied, broken down by season, time of day,

and measurement-encounter lag.
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CV NONPARAMETRIC TESTING OF 7HE NATURE OF CERTAIN TIME SERIES

By

Walter B. Miller
and

Henry Rachele

ABSTRACT

Nonparametric tests were adapted and used to determine if
a given set of samples from a time series is stationary, r-de-
pendent and Markov.

Results obtained from analyzing (testing) a number se-
quence generated by a random nunber generator and sets of wind
speed and direction data collected at White Sands Missile Range
are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

many studies in meteorological research require that
eaningful inferences be drawn from time sequential data.

The field of mathematics concerned with such inferences is
generally referred to as tire series analysis or, more gen-
erally, stochastic processes. The most general stochastic
process is simply an indexed family of random variables.
Such generalities will not be considered here since little
can be said o.F such b-oad families. Instead, the processes
considered will be stationary or differ from stationarity
in prescribed mnners. The key features of stationary time
series which are of interest are the ergodic properties. In
a stationary time serie3 each random variable in the aggregate
has the same mean and "ari-nce, hence one may speak of the
mean and variance of the time series itself. Ergodicity en-
ables one to estimate these paraneters by use of a realization
of the time series, i.e., the actual observation of the values
of the process.

In general, the time series studied will be ontinuous,
but the experimentor may only observe the process at a finite
ntber of points. An observation at a time t then may be
considered as a sample of size one of the ranom variable
indexed by t0 . The samples Xl, X2, ...# Xn taken at time t1l

t , .20 tn , hcwever, do not in general constitute a sample of

size n of some random variable. The main feature of a somple,
independence, is lacking. If the stochastic process, call it
(Xt tTis ergodic in first and second means, and

t h for each i among 1, 2, ..., n, the ranaom

n n-k1 
1variables X  and I (Xi'P)(Xik' ) ha expected

7-T iwi )X~k )h epce

values )j and B(kh), where V is the mean of {Xt tcT and B(kh)

the value of te autocovariance function at t = kh. The

1102
vari-nce of- X. is not in general -. but n involved

expression of various values of the autocovariance function,
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hence is not available without further information. If
(X ttc T is not stationary, recall that mean an-1 variance for

the process are not even defined,

Among the many types of tine series of interest, two
classes possess unusually pleasant characteristics. In each
case these featres are related to the form of the auto-
covariance function. The first is the r-dependent process.
Intuitively, a r-dependent process is one in which events
occurring T units of time apart are independent. Such pro-
cesses have autocovariance functions which are zero for any
t - T. The second type has autocovariance function B(t) -

o a t, where o2 is the variance of the process and lal < 1.
Time series possessing such an autocovariance function are of
a type called Markov processes and have very simple prediction
characteristics. In each of the above classes, ergodicity may
be demonstrated, and in the first case, if random variables of
separation greater than T are taken, the result is a sample in
the statistical sense with all resultant properties.

The purpose of this report is to make known some of the
tests devised and performed to determine if a given set of
sanrples from a time series may indicate that the series is
one )f the above forms and results of applying these tests to
some meteorological data. It is believed by the authors that
the results of the tests are of a nature to warrant further
study along these lines.

DISCMSSION - PART I

Definitions and Theorems:

Let XttcR be given, where R is the real numbers and Xt

is a random variable for each tcR. If E(Xt) - P, and
2t

Var (Xt 2 for all tcR, (X will be called weakly sta-
tionary. If Xt is normal for each t, {XttcR will be c'led
a normal process or normal time series. For the purpose of

egu 4A r , - . I I -- Icl .~ N A

Definition 1: Let {Xt} be a random process. An n-tuple

(Xl, X2 , .. , Xn } will be called an h-sample of length n if
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for each i among 1, 2, ... , n, X. is a sample of the random
variable X and t. I  ti  h.

ti J.1

For a given h-sample {X IsX2# *, .. , the following
random variables will be defined:

(1) X In i s

1 ~n-k ,,
(2) B(k, h) ni (X i - X)(X. - X).

The random variable X will be called the average of the
h-sample and B(k, h) the kth lagged product of the h-sample.

Interest will now be centered on a special type ofweakly stationary process, the description of which is the
context of the following definition.
Definition 2: Let (X t)tc be weakly stationary. This pro-

cess is said to be T-dependent if and only if for any h ! T,
B(h) -E[(Xt - E(Xt))(Xt+h - E(Xt.h))] = 0.

The properties of interest concerning T-dependent timeseries are well known and are stated here without proof.

Theorem 1: Let {XttcR be a T-dependent time series,
and suppose E(Xt) p, and Var (Xt) u a' for all tcR. If
(X1 , X2, ... , Xn ) is an h-sample of length n for h - J, then
(X1, X2, ., X n  is also a sample of size n of a random
variable with ..an P and variance a , and X is an estimator
of , with variance a2/n and B(O, h) is an estimator of a
In parzicular, one may use X to estima e p and know that
the variance of X is no greater than -
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II

If {XI, X21 6.66 X) is an h-sample of length n of a

--dependent process, a run test [I] may be employed to test
the hypothesis h ! T against the alternative that it is not,
i.e., h < T. As a un test is nonparametric in nature, this

test does not depend on the distribution of the {X)i ) .

In general, the nature of the h-sample will not be known.
In this case, if a run test is employed and the result is
negative, one of three following conditions may hold.

(1) {XI, X2 , **# X n } is an h-sample of a non-
stationary process.

(2) {Xl, X2, .. * Xn  is an h-sample of a sta-

tionary process which is not T-dependent.

(3) {XI, )."GO Xn} is a T-dependent process with
T < h.

If a run test is employed and the results are positive,

one may conclude,

(1) {Xls X2 , ... , Xn ) is T-dependent for some

T <h,

(2) {Xl, X2 , ... Xn } is stationary and B(h) - 0,

(3) {Xl, X2 , ... , Xn } constitutes a sample yet
{X is nonstationary.

t tcT
Considering the negative case first, and avoiding con-

ditions (1) and (2). one may resolve conditions (3) by first
taking an h-sample, then a 2h-sample and so on until finally
an mh sample is taken. If all tests are negative, no informa-
tion is gained other than a possible lower bound for T. If,
on the other hand, fo j < m, one has predominately all tests
negative, and for j Z m, all tests positive, then one might
conclude that {XIt X2 , ,**. Xm} is T-dependent for some

(j-l)h < T .5 jh,

In practical situations-, it wo,-ld be n-arly" iossible
to take the required samples for such a procedure; thus, the
following scheme will be considered. Suppose an h-sample of
length n of a process {Xt tT is taken for the smallest value
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of h allowed by the sampling device, and large n. It is
observed that this h-sample of length n also gives rise to
a 2h-sample of length [n/2], a 3h-sample of length [n/3],

and finally an (n-l)h-sainple of length 2. One may then per-
form a run test on the h-sample, then the 2h-sanple, etc.
Since the normal approximation used in the run tests indi-
cates use of sample of length n Z 20, the sequence of run

tests will be terminated at the [L]h-sample which will be

of length at least 20. If Tlb T2 , Q.." Tm is the sequence

of tests performed with m = [i], it is clear they are not

independent, and an exact probability statement is not
immediate. Nonetheless, this procedure was given preliminary
tests with a random number generator and also for wind speed
and direction data taken at the 200-ft tower at White Sands
Missile Range [2].

Data Analysis

The results are listed as follows. Using a 5% signifi-
cance level for each test, a (-) is recorded if the test
rejects the hypothesis of randomness and (+) if it fails to
reject. The tests are written as a sequence of plus and minus
signs for ascending values of the sample interval, hence
..... .++.+.. would indicate negative results for the h-sample,
2h-sample, on to the-Sh sample, and positive for the 6h-sample
through the 12h-sample. The results of one set of these pre-
liminary tests are shown in Table I. It is noted from the
results column that positive results are obtained for the lh
to 7h-samples and except for spurious negatives, which as yet
are unexplained, remain positive for all samples computed
(36h). Hence, a reasonable conclusion may be that the data
tested are r-dependent 'for 30 sec .5 T -< 3S sec. On the
strength of these results, it was concluded that further con-
sideration ofthe problem would be justified. Of the approaches
listed below, (a) and (b) are considered in this paper.

Specifically, the following was considered:

(a) Random processes were devised using nurbers
obtained from a random nurber generator [3] which are r-depen-
dent for various values of T and tested by the previously
mentioned methods.
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TABLE I

Run test results for determination of - usiZ data collected from White Sands
Missile Range Research Tower on 12 February 1958. Data consist of one hour of
speed observations (S-second visual means).

M Sample Length Expected Number of Runs Observed Number of Runs Results

1 720 361. 129
2 360 181 103
3 240 321 77
4 1i0 9) 66
5 144 73 60
6 120 61 52 -
7 02 >,2 46 +
8 90 46 46 +
9 80 41 48 +

10 72 37 46 +
11 64 33 37 +
12 60 3Z I 34 +
13 54 26 29 +
14 50 26 31 +
15 48 25 24 +
16 44 23 19 +
17 42 22 23 +
18 4c( 21 2, +
19 36 19 11 -
2v 36 :1.9 17 +
21 34 18 15 +
22 32 17 3.7 +
23 30 16 17 +
24 30 16 11 -
25 28 15 16 +
26 26 14 11 +
27 26 14 13 +
28 24 13 ii +
29 24 13 13 +
30 24 13 15 +
31 22 12 i +
32 22 .1 )z +
33 20 11 10 +
34 20 13 7 -
35 20 21 13 +
36 20 11 11 +
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Let X , X2 , ... XN be a sample of size N of a normal

random variable with mean 0 and variance 1. For k = 0, 1,
2, ... , m; m .< N, the following sequences of random vari-
ables may be defined. Let Y = X. and for k > 0 let

O,j :I k

Ykj = jl Xj~ i '  Observe that for any value of j and k

E(Yk'j) = 0, Var (' kj) = 1. It follows that for each k among

kj~O) * . , It fo l may be considered a weakly stationary

kkj j=1

process, Observe also that Bsequece Y w c

1 k 1 k Ik k
E( iI x j~i  yj "= =- s (l ( j~r XJ+t~s)"

It is lear that if k B( ) = , and if i n< k i then
seuececN-ki g enes t TheB(t) o f. It follows that {Yk,ii=liT

random number generator [3t was employed to e eie sam-
ple XI, X2# "" Xn1 and the sequences {lklj =l were calcu-

lated in the obvious manner. It would be encouraging if the
"[ sequence of tests previously described gave results with these

, data of the form

For the second set of numbers which were deliberately generated
so that T .< 2h the test was effective. This was also true,
except for a decrease in sensitivity above 4h for each succ
sive set of data, i.e., for T 3h, j4h, 5h, 6h, 7h. However,
negative results tppear occasionally where positive results
were expected. The reason for this, as yet, is unresoved
although it was found that the "power spectrum" of the random
data was not flat. This result may be due to the way in which
the spectral estimates are computed or to the nature of the
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TABLE II a

Run test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator.

Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used.

M Sample Length Expected Number of Runs Observed Number of Runs Results

1 720 361 363 +
2 360 181 191 +
3 240 121 115 +
4 18o 91 89 +
5i!44 73 73 +
6 120 61 65 +
7 102 52 42
8 90 46 39 +
9 80 41 43 +

10 72 37 40 +
11 64 33 32 +
12 6o 31 36 +
13 54 28 21
14 50 26 28 +
15 48 25 23 +
16 44 23 27 +
17 42 22 22 +
18 40 21 21 +
19 36 19 16 +
20 36 19 17 +
21 34 18 10
22 32 17 15 +
23 30 16 13 +
24 30 16 15 +
25 28 15 16 +
26 26 14 12 +
27 26 14 12 +
28 24 13 11 +
29 24 13 17 +
30 24 13 7
31 22 12 10
32 22 12 16 +
33 20 11 10 +
34 20 ii 10 4

35 20 11 12 +
36 20 11 9 +
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TABLE II b

Run test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator. Seven

hundred and twenty random numbers werr used to zenerate a lh devendent set of num-

bers.

M Sample Length Expected Number of Runs Observed Number of Runs Results

1 718 360 267 -

2 358 180 189 +

3 238 120 117 +

4 178 90 97 +
5 142 72 79 +
6 118 60 67 +
7 102 52 48 +
8 88 45 50 +
9 78 4o 46 +

10 70 36 37 +
11 64 33 26 -

12 58 30 27 +

13 54 28 29 +
14 50 26 27 +
15 46 24 30 +
16 44 23 29 +
17 42 22 18 +
18 38 20 17 +

19 36 19 13 -

20 34 18 17 +

21 34 18 20 +
22 32 17 14 +

23 30 16 13 +
24 28 15 17 +
25 28 15 12 +
26 26 14 14
27 26 14 15 +

28 24 13 16 +

29 24 13 11 +

30 22 12 12 +

31 22 12 10 +

32 22 12 10 +

33 20 11 16 +
34 20 11 12 +

35 20 1 15
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TABLE. II c

Run test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator. Seven

hundred and twenty random numbers were used to generate a 2h dependent set of num-
bers.

M Sample Length Expected Value Observed Value Results

1 718 360 197-
2 358 180 141
3 238 120 2] +
4 4 176 90 86
5 142 72 67 +
6 118 6o 56 +
7 102 52 60 +
8 88 45 46 +
9 78 4o 42 +

10 7o 36 35 +
11 64 33 36 +
12 58 30 21
13 54 28 27 +
14 50 26 27 +
15 46 24 28 +
16 44 23 27 +
17 42 22 18 +
18 38 20 17 +
19 36 19 17 +
20 34 18 15 +
21 34 18 18 +
22 32 17 13 +
23 30 16 17 +
24 28 15 15 +
25 28 15 18 +
26 26 1h 14 +
27 26 14 16 +
28 24 13 16 +
29 24 13 15 +
30 22 12 11 +
31 22 12 14 +
32 22 12 10 +
33 20 11 14 +
34 20 11 9 +
35 20 11 !5
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TABLE II d

Run test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator. Seven

hundred and twenty random numbers were used to venerate a 3h dependent set of nut-
bers.

M Sample Length Expected Number Observed Number Results

1 716 359 179 -

2 358 180 123 -

3 238 120 93 -
4 178 90 93 +
5 142 72 76
6 118 60 52 +
7 102 52 60 +
8 88 45 52 +
9 78 40 46 +

10 70 36 39 +
11 64 33 42 +
12 58 30 29 +
.3 54 28 31 +

14 50 26 29 +
15 46 24 26 +
16 44 23 31 +
17 42 22 18 +
18 38 20 17 +
19 36 19 13 -

20 34 18 17 +
21 34 18 20 +
22 32 17 15 +
23 30 16 13 +
24 28 15 14 +
25 28 15 20 +
26 26 14 10 +
27 26 14 14 +
28 24 13 16 +
29 24 13 13 +
30 22 12 11 +
31 22 12 10 +
32 22 12 14
33 20 11 12 -

34 20 11 7 -

35 20 11 13 +
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TABLE II e

Run test to determine C using data generated by a random Lumber generator.
Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used to generate a 4h depen-
dent set of numbers.

M Sample Length Expected Value Observed Value Results

1 716 359 155 -

2 358 180 105 -
3 238 120 73 -
4 178 90 73 -
5 142 72 77 +
6 118 6o 55 +
7 102 52 58 +
8 88 45 52 +
9 78 40 38 +

10 70 36 37 +
11 66 33 38 +
12 58 30 29 +

13 54 28 35 +
14 50 26 29 +
15 46 24 24 
16 44 23 29 4

17 42 22 18 +
18 38 20 19 +
19 36 19 13
20 34 18 15 +
21 34 18 20 +
22 32 17 21 +
23 30 16 14 +
24 28 15 12 +
25 28 15 20 +
26 26 14 10 +
27 26 14 18 +
28 24 13 17 +
29 24 13 10 +
30 22 12 10 +
31 22 12 14 +
32 22 12 12 +
33 20 11 +
34 20 11 8 +

35 20 11 11 +
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"random" numbers generated. This series of tests was n
repeated using 4000 points, instead of ?20, giving no er-
ciable difference in results.

(b) Additional nonparametric tubts were sought
which when performed gave rise to a more nearly independent
sequence of tests. The most promising of these are the Hill
and Trough Test .i], and the Sen Test (S]. To date only nne
of these, the Hill and Trough Test, has been used by the
authors for analyzing data; therefore, it alone will be dis-
cussed in this paper.

Briefly, the Hill and Trough test is a nonparametrit
test which is based on the occurrence of triples of points
in which the middle point is either greater or less than
those on the ends. A discussion of this test may be found
in section [21 .'43] of [4].

Results of using this test on the random data, par (a)
above, and 12 February 1958 speed data are shown in Tables III
and IV.

As with the run test, the results of this method were
very encouraging; hcwever, the run test results, in general,
were somewhat stronger.

(c) Sequences of tests were studied which were
aimed at making precise probability statements. Results to
date are limited and hence will not be presented in this
paper.

Discussion Part II

From the results in the previuus section, there is
evidence that the time series representing wind speed and
direction at a given point are stationary and may have auto-

covariance function of the form B(t) = 02e antI a > 0, or
~2 It!

a , 0 - a < 1. In this ':ise, the processes in question
would appear to be -dependeha, he value of r depending on
the size of a, or a.

It is, therefore, of interest to ascertain whether or
not a given h-sample (X1, X2, '"I Xn} is from a stationary
process with atutocovariance function B(t) = C.al t l .

40
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TABLL III a

Hill and Trough test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator.
Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used.

M Sample Length Expected Value Observed Value Result

1 720 478 463 +
2 360 238 245 +
3 240 158 151 +
4 180 118 114 +
5 144 94 95 +
6 12o 78 69
7 102 66 61 +
8 90 58 57 +
9 80 52 56 +

10 72 46 54 +
11 64 41 h +
12 60 38 38 +
13 54 34 33 +
14 50 32 27
15 48 30 34 +
16 44 2! 27 +
17 42 26 24 +
18 4o 25 27 +
19 36 22 27 +
20 36 22 21 +
21 34 21 22 +
22 32 20 19 +
23 30 18 17 +
24 30 18 19 +
25 28 17 18 +
26 26 16 13 +
27 26 16 18 +
28 24 14 it +
29 24 14 17 +
30 24 14 16 +
31 22 13 13 +
32 22 13 16 +
33 20 12 13 +
34 20 12 12 +
35 20 12 13 +
36 20 12 13 +
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TABLE III b

Hill and Trough test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator.
Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used to generate a 1h dependent set of
numbers.

M Sample Length Expected Value Observed Value Result

1 718 4718 369
2 358 237 24o 
3 238 157 163 +
4 178 117 117 +5 142 93 93 +
6 118 7 76 +7 102 66 68 +a 88 57 54 +
9 78 50 q4 +

10 70 45 42 +
11 64 41 41 +
12 58 37 37 +
13 54 34 32 +
14 50 32 31 +
15 46 29 34 +
16 44 28 29 +17 42 26 25 +
18 38 24 18
19 36 22 22 +
20 34 21 22 +
21 34 21 20 +
22 32 20 21 +23 30 18 23 +
24 28 17 15 +
25 28 17 •1 +
26 26 16 15 +
27 26 16 15 +
28 2) 14 16 +
29 24 14 16 +
30 22 13 13 +
31 22 13 15 +
32 22 13 12 +
33 20 12 14 +34 20 32 16 +
35 20 2 14 +
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TABLE III c

Hill and Trough test to determine T using data generated by a random number generator.
Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used to zenerate a 2h dependent set of
numbers.

M Sample *. .th Expected Value Observed Value Result

1 718 477 359 0
2 358 237 220 0
3 238 157 153 +
4 173 117 118 +
5 142 93 86 +
6 118 77 81 +
7 102 66 68 +
8 88 57 58 +
9 78 50 50 +

10 70 45 49 +
11 64 41 46 +
22 58 37 35 +
13 534 37 +
14 50 32 33 +
15 46 29 32 +
16 44 28 31 +
17 42 26 29 +
18 38 24 18 -
19 36 22 22 +
20 34 21 23 +
21 34 22 24 +
22 32 20 19 +
23 30 18 19 +
24 28 17 18 +
25 28 17 20 +
26 26 16 15 +
27 26 16 18 +
28 24 14 14 +
29 24 14 17 +
30 22 13 13 +
31 22 13 14 +
32 22 13 13 +
33 20 12 12 +
34 20 12 14 +
35 20 12 16 +
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TAIIE III d

Hill and Trough test to determine T using data generated by a random number
generatoi. Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used to generate a 3h
dependent set of numbers.

4 Sa'ile Length Expected Valae Observed Value Result

1 716 476 369
2 358 237 38l -
3 238 157 143
4 178 117 ill +
5 142 93 88 +
6 118 77 75 +
7 102 66 66 +
8 88 57 58 +
9 78 50 54 +

10 70 45 47 +
13. 64 41 47 +
12 58 37 37 +
13 54 34 41 +
14 50 32 33 +
15 46 29 34 +
16 44 28 33 +
17 42 26 23 +
18 38 24 22 +
19 36 22 22 +
20 34 21 21 +
2. 34 21 2.8 +
22 32 20 21 +
23 30 1.8 17 +
24. 28 V 18 +
25 28 17 19 +
26 26 16 12
27 26 16 16 +
28 24 14 15 +
29 24 14 18 +
30 22 13 12 +
31 22 13 11 +
32 22 13 14 +
33 20 12 12 +
34 20 12 32 +
35 20 12 I, +
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TABLE III e

Hill and Trough test to determine T using data generated by a random number
generator. Seven hundred and twenty random numbers were used to generate a

4h dependent set of numbers.

M Sample Length Expeceted Value Observed Value Result

1 716 476 359 -
2 358 237 181 -
3 238 157 129 -
4 178 13.7 105 -
5 142 93 +
6 118 77 74 +
7 102 66 64 +
8 88 57 58 +
9 78 50 53 +

10 70 45 50 +
11 66 41 44 +
12 58 37 35 +
13 54 34 39 +
14 50 32 33 +
15 46 29 30 +
16 44 28 30 +
17 42 26 27 +
18 38 24 22 +
19 36 22 22 +
20 34 21 16 -

21 34 21 22 +
22 32 20 19 +
23 30 18 19 +
24 28 17 17 +
25 28 17 19 +
26 26 16 11 -

27 26 16 19 +
28 24 14 17 +
29 24 14 13 +
30 22 13 10 -

31 22 13 13 +
32 22 13 16 +
32 22 12 11 +
34 20 12 15 +
35 20 12 12 +
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TABLE IV a

Results of Markov tests using data collected from White Sands Missile Range Resrarch
Twer, 7 March 19S8. Data consist of one hour of observations (5-second visual
means). The one-tail limit, F test, is 43 at 95% confidence level. Computed values
(in parentheses) are given for each level.

MARKOV TEST RESULTS ESTIMATED SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTIC FOR
EXTRAPOIATION

LEVEL SPEED DIRECTION SPEED DIRECTION

1 reject (41) accept (48) .661

2 accept (47) accept (67) .532 .828

3 accept (46) accept (60) .535 .824

4 relect (42) accept (56) .768

5 reject (31) accept (58) .682

6 reject (32) accept (57) .713

7 reject (38) accept (62) .69o

8 reject (40) accept (59) .742

9 reject (36) accept (55) .700
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TABLE IV b

Results of Markov tests using wind data collected from White Sands Missile Range
Research Tower, 13 February 1958. Data consist of one hour of observations (5-second
visual means). The onL-tail limit, F test, is 43 at 95% confidence level. Coemuted
values (in parentheses) are given for each level.

MARKOV TEST RESULTS ESTIMATED SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTIC FOR
EXTRAPOIATION

LEVEri SPEED DIRECTION SPEED DIRECTION

1 reject (39) accept (50) .637

2 reject (25) reject (23)

3 reject (33) reject (18)

4 reject (23) reject (21)

5 reject (27) reject (31)

6 reject (33) reject (21)

7 reject (23) reject (34)

8 reject (19) reject (22)

9 reject (25) reject (38)
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Consider the random variables

= Xi"
II i

n-k u
B(k, h) - iXSn -. ( Xl i - X ( i + k  - X ) .

~ili

Under certain conditions, a sufficient one being T-dependence,

X may be taken as an estimate of the mean of the time series
and B(k, h) the value of the autocovariance function B at kh.
Then

B(l, h), B(2, h), ... , B(n-l--h) are all estimates,
generally with increasingly poor accuracy, of B(h), B(2h),

- _,...,B((n-l)h).

It may be observed that for any value of k not exceeding

n-2, B~kr-- .= ah . Consider the random variable
A~~~~(k h)Bkl h

=Ak, h) = h It would be enlightening if, under the

hypothesis that (XI, X2) ... , Xn ) is an h-sample of a normal

process with autocovk-iance B(t) = C1altl, one could prove

that for any k .5 n-l, A(k, h) has expected value h and a
distribution perhaps similar to the F-distribution.

To study this problem, speed and direction data were
used to compute A(k, h) for h - 5 seconds, n - 720, k = 700.
A run test on the median was performed. As a run test is
more sensitive to location than shape, one might expect that
a run test would fail to detect trends in the variance of
the A(k, h) but should detect trends in the mean. Only the
results of the speed data for 7 March 1958 are presented in
this report. The results of this test are included in Table IV.
The ftct tha itn a nurber of cases tested the run test did not
call for rejection is reason to ,cbnsider seriously the possi-
bility that A(k, h) can be of the nature mentioned earlier and
that the nature of certain 1'oQ "altitude winds may be described
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as a process with autocovariance function B(t) * CaIt. This

latter fact would be of considerable importance in prediction,
in that the process is Markov, and the spectral characteristic

for extrapolation being quite simple could possibly be estimated
by use of the median.

i OONCLUSI ON

Results from the preliminary studies presented in this
report are very encouraging. It is believed that these tests
can be used effectively in studying meteorological data for
determination of stationariy, T-dependence, and Markov charac-
teristics.

1
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A TECHN[QUE FOR PREDICTING NONLINEAR'WIND

COM1,ENJATION OF BALLISTIC ROCKET SYSTEMS*

G. G. Wilson
Staff Member, Aero -Thermodynamics Department

Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Factors affecting the nonlinearities associated

with wind compensation of ballistic rocket systems

are discussed. A linear wind compensation method,

used by Sandia Laboratory since 1959, is presented

and exten'd to account for nonlinear effects. Cqm-

p;.zisons between the two methods are made to show

expected improvements in accuracy.

This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

D Deflection, meters

h Altitude, meters

R Range, meters

R Nominal range, meters
N

V Ballistic wind velocity, meters per second

VN  Normal component of ballistic wind, meters per second

V Parallel component of ballistic wind, meters per second
P

X Distance along X-axis, meters

Y Distance along Y-axis, meters

A Denotes incremental quantity

ARAR Change in range due to a change in elevation angle, meters
per degree

?7 Azimuth angle, degrees

770 Nominal azimuth angle, degrees

0 Elevation angle, degrees

0 Nominal elevation angle, degrees0

X Ballistic wind direction, degrees
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SUMMARY

A theoretical development of wind compensation equations is

presented and discussed. The ccefficients in the equations are assumed

to be a function of the ballistic wind magnitude an' direction, and the

change in launch elevation angle. The proposed method of uniquely

defining and determining the coefficients is evaluated througn the use

of a digital six-degree-of-freedom trajectory program that incorporates

the physical, aerodynamic, thrust, and fuel flow characteristics of a

typical ballistic rocket system.

The launcher set-correction technique is evaluated by assuming

values of the ballistic wind and its direction. These values are used

to determine from the launcher set chart the azimuth and elevation

corrections required to compensate for the ballistic wind. Fourteen

six-degree-of-freedom trajectories were compu'ed to evaluate the

proposed correction technique. These trajectories, using two magnitudes

of ballistic wind impinging on the rocket system from seven different

directions, show that the flight path of the rocket is corrected to within

a maximum error of 3 mils, based on the slant range, for the ballistic

wind environments tested. Fourteen comparison trajectories, using

azimuth and elevation corrections determined from linear coefficients,

give a maximum error of 19 mils.
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A TECHNrIQUE FOR PREDICTING NONLINEAR WIND

COMPENSATION OF BALLISTIC ROCKE",T SYSTEMS

Introduction

Statistical variations in ballistic rocket parameters that cause

deviation from the nominal trajectory have been of increasing concern

to the ballistician as the altitude and range of rocket systems have in-

creased. It is necessary from a range safety point of view that the

impact point of each stage and its related hardware be accurately pre-

dicted. Also, accurate impact prediction is desirable to facilitate

airborne and surface vessel payload recovery and data acquisition.

More recently, scientific experimenters have required greater accuracy

of payload placement a a designated point in space. To assist in the

attainment of these goals, this paper presents a linear wind compen-

sation method* used very successfully by Sandia Laboratory since 1959.

The linear technique is extended to account for all nonlinear effects,

regardless of their origin.

Development of Equations

The equations being developed assume that the altitude-wind pro-

file obtained near the time of launch is effectively reduced by a wind-

ieighting system to a ballistic wind of magnitude, V, that is blowing at

be original equations using linear (or constant) coefficients were
developed by Mr. H. A. Wente, Staff Member, Aero-Thermo(".rmics
Department, Sanuia Laboratory.
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an angle, A. The right-hand orthogonal axis system used to describe

the physical quantities is located at the launch point on the earth with the

X-axis northward, the Y-axis eastward, and the Z-axis downward. All

angles are measured by the right-hand rule from the X-axis, with the

exception of the elevation angle, 0, which is measured positive-upward

from the X, Y-plane. Three coordinates are required to fully specify

the position of the vehicle in space at any given time. Instead of using

the X, Y, Z coordinates, three generalized coordinates: elevation angle,

e, deflection from the corrected azimuth, D, and range, R, are used to

specify the vehicle location.

Figure 1 shows the projection of ballistic rocket trajectories onto

the X, Y-plane. When no ballistic wind is present, the range, R, for a

new launcher setting located at azimuth angle, 17, and elevation ange, 0,
~may be obtained by

R = R N  R+ (e ,

where RN and 0o are the nominal range and nominal elevation angle,

respectively (AO = 0 - 0 ) . The quantity AR/A is negative for a

positive AG at large elevation angles. *

When a ballistic wind acts on the system, as shown in Figure 2,

the launcher must be moved through incremental changes in azimuth

and elevation angles to compensate for the wind. The correct changes

will cause the vehicle to pass through the nominal aiming point, A. Ex-

pressions for AD and AR are obtained from Figure 2 and combined with

Equation (1) to give

AD = - RN sin A1, (2)

and

AR = RN(cos A1- )- 1 () A. (3)

For elevation angles below the maximum range elevation angle,
(AR/AG) changes sign.
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To determine AR and AD, it is necessary to consider these quan-

tities as functions of A, and the ballistic wind components V N and Vp,

which are the normal and parallel -mponents, respectively. Figures

3 and 4 show range and deflection variations with ballistic wind compo-

nents for a given elevation angle. These figures show range and deflec-
tion for a typical ballistic, fin-stabilized rocket system. For a vehicle

launched at high elevation angles, having large launch accelerations and
comparatively linear aerodynamics, the curves in these figures tend to
coalesce and approach the same slope about the origin for small changes

in elevation angle. Under these conditions the changes in range and

deflection can be assumed to be independent of normal and parallel ballistic

wind components, respectively. The expressions for AR and AD can then

be written 1R V )V s
AR = • V. Cos () - 71 0 A1n) (4)

and

AD= (N) VN(v).V. sin (-L- An). (5)

The subscript notation has been dropped for convenience and the

expressions for VN and Vp are obtained from Figure 2. Equations (3)

and (4), and (2) and (5) are combined to yield

(8R) V.cosX- 7 -osA-)-( - A7 R (6)

and

(OD)

\-) • V. sin(X - Yo - A T R N sin AT. (7)

Equations 6) and (7) contain the four unknowns X, An, AO , and V. It is

possible to assume values of two of the unknowns and solve for the re-

maining unknowns. For launcher sct chart construction, values of 0
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FIG. 3 -VARIATION OF RANGE WITH BALLISTIC WIND
COMPONENTS
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DEFLECTION
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VN NOMLCMON eve OF BALLISTIC WIND (mps)

FIG. 4 -VARIATION OF DEFLECTION WITH 'BALLISTIC
WIND COMPONENTS 15
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and An are assumed and the equations ark *-v-:d for X and V. Polar

coordinates are used to locate X and V along the angular and radial

coordinates, respectively. Lines of constant An and AO are constructed

graphically to facilitate locating the correct launcher setting, as shown

in Figure 5. The equations can be programmed on relatively small

digital computers to aid in determining launcher settings at the launch

site. The value of the ballistic wind and its direction are known and the

equations are solved for the wind compensation settings, AO and An.

The impact point of any portion of the rocket system may be

determined from Figure 2 by summing the components in the X and Y

directions to give

X= X +(R -AR) cosn- ADsinn (8)0

and

Y= Y +(R+AR) sinn+ ADcosn. (9)
0

Substitution for the expressions in these equations gives

x= x + 0 AO + RN cs + ) . cos (ON - o -An) cos n

-[ . V sin ()- no An) sinn, (0)

and 3 R
Y = 0 + ) AO + sin+ ( k Vcos (- o- rn) sin n

+ L\-D).V. sin(Xn - n) Cos (i)

The appropriate values of the constants and coefficients are provided for

each stage or component part to yield its respective impact location.
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When the rocket system is accelerating slowly and/or has a low

velocity at launch, the changes in range and deflection are not linear.

The assumption that these changes are independent of the ballistic wind

components is not valid, and the resulting large changes in elevation

angle cause changes in the slopes of Figures 3 and 4. Nonlinear aero-

dynamic coefficients and all other nonlinear phenomena help compound

the nonlinearity associated with these figures. If accurate wind com-

pensation is to be realized, these nonlinearities must be fully accounted

for.

One method of accounting for the nonlinearities is to use a six-

degree-of-freedom digital computer program to determine AR and AD

in Figure 2. If the computer program incorporates a rotating oblate-

spheroid earth, along.with the vehicle's aerodynamic, physical, thrust,

and fuel flow characteristics, then all the nonlinear effects are incorpo-

rated in the determination of AR and AD. It is then possible to determine

these changes in range and deflection as functions of the ballistic wind

components and changes in elevation angle.

Equations (2) and (3) retain their original form where AD and AR

are written

AD = f1 (VN' VP, Ae), (12)

I and

AR = f2 (VN,VP, AO), (13)

to show functional dependence. It should also be noted that (AR/AO) in

Equation (1) must show functional dependence on AG for moderate-to-

large changes in elevation angle.

Equations (12) and (13) are equated to Equations (2) and (3) to

provide two equations in the two unknowns, AO and A77, and must be

solved simultaneously. These equations do not represent an explicit
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closed-form solution as was obtained in Equations (6) and (7). Solution

of these equations requires that an iterative technique be used and

proceeds in the following manner:

1. Assume incremental values of X and V.

2. For an assumed value of V, compute V and VN using

Equations (4) and (5), assuming An = 0.

3. For AO = 0, and the computed values of Vp and VN,

find AR/AO, AR(VP, V N , AO), and AD(VP, VN, AO).

4. Use Equation (12) to compute An.

5. Use Equation (13) to compute AG using the value of A,

from Step (4).

6. Recompute V and V T using the results of Step (4).P i

7. Using the results of Steps (5) and (6), find new values

AR/AO, AR(VP, V N , A), and AD(Vp, VN, AG).

8. Repeat Steps (4) and (5).

9. Continue the iteration procedure till convergence occurs

for both AG and An.

A launcner set chart can be graphically constructed by plotting AO

as a function of An. Lines of constant . - r o and constant V are located

on the chart to form a grid that aids ir locating the proper launcher

correction.

The nonlinear wind compensation method was evaluated using a

typical rocket system. A six- I -of-freedom program( 1 ) incor-

porating the aerodynamic, i , thrust, and fuel flow charac-

teristics of the vehicle was used to determine AR, AD, and Ai/.AD as
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functions of the ballistic wind components and changes in elevation angle.

A Fortran IV program, containing the necessary two- and four-dimensional

tables needed to describe accurately the coefficients, was used to solve

Equations (12) and (13). The results of the computations and the launcher

set chart are shiown in Figure 6.

Ballistic wind velocities of 4. 572 and 9. 144 meters per second for

impingement angles of 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150 and 180 degrees were

selected for evaluation purposes. The corresponding azimuth and ele-

vation angle corrections, along with the appropriate ballistic wind compo-

nents, were used in the six-degree-of-freedom trajectory program and

evaluated at 87. 0 seconds trajectory time. This is the time the rocket

system reaches the aiming point in space for a no-wind condition. The

results of the fourteen trajectories were compared with the nominal,

trajectory. The maximum error at the target point is 238. 1 meters or

3 mils * based on the slant range distance from launch to aiming point.

For comparison purposes, fourteen trajectories were computed using

azimuth and elevation angle corrections based on linear coefficients and the

same ballistic wind velocities. These results were compared to the nominal

trajectory, The maximum error at the target point is 1551. 7 meters or

19 mils.

Concluding Remarks

Evaluation of the correction technique validates the basic launcher

set correction equations, and show- that the coefficients in the equation,

which incorporate the vehicle characteristics, can be accurately deter-

mined as functions of the ballistic wind velocity components and changes

in elevation angle.

Mil error = Miss distance x 1000/Slant r ce
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The 3 mil error using nonlinear coefficients is a significant

improvement over the r9 mil error using linear coefficients for the

low-launch velocity of the typical rocket system considered. Rocket

systems having large accelerations and velocities at launch would not

show the same improvement in accuracy, but would maintain the same

degree of accuracy.

Inaccuracies encountered during reduction of the altitude-wind

profile to a ballistic wind have not been evaliated. This particular

source of error should not be overlooked when applying any wind-

compensation method.
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PROJECT TWINKLE*

R. E. Gardner
Staff Member, Aero-Thermodynamics Department

Sandia Laboratory, Albuquerque., New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A series of upper atmosphere experiments was

conducted by Sandia Laboratory, using Apache-Dart

and Tomahawk-Dart rocket systems. The primary

purpose of the experiments was to provide insight

into the phenomenon of starlight scintillation. A

discussion of the rocket development and experi-

mental programs, with primary emphasis on the

aerodynamic characteristics of the rocket and para-

chute systems, is presented.

This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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SUMMARY

Atmospheric causes of starlight scintillation (twinkling) were in-

vestigated by Sandia Laboratory at its Tonopah Test Range, Tonopah,

Nevada. The investigation involved two series of experiments, using

Apache-Dart and Tomahawk-Dart rocket systems to deliver payloads to

apdgee altitudes of 63, 000 and 150, 000 ft, respectively. At apogee a

parachute was deployed to lower the payload to the ground. A tracking

telescope at the impact target detected, measured, and recorded the

intensity of a light located on the nose of the descending rocket payload.

This paper presents the aerodynamics and ballistics of the rocket systems

and parachutes and a brief discussion of the light-intensity data.
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PROJECT TWINKLE

Introduction

The scintillation or twinkling of a star may be defined as intensity

fluctuations of the star's image, and until recently, not too much was
known about this phenomenon. The most widely accepted explanation is

that scintillation is caused by atmospheric turbulence resulting in small-

scale fluctuations in the refraction and/or diffraction index of the atmos-

phere. A similar phenomenon occurs with radio frequency waves.

In 1963, Sandia Laboratory started a series of experiments intended

to provide more insight into the phenomenon of light scintillation (see

Hudson ). The experiments consisted essentially of lofting a high-

intensity light source to altitudes of 50, 000 to 150, 000 feet by a rocket

system, and then lowering the light source to the ground by a parachute.

During descent, the light intensity was measured and recorded on the

ground. This paper discusses the aeroballistic development of the rocket

and parachute systems along with a brief discussion of the light-intensity

data. A detailed analysis will be reported shortly by Pepper and

Gardner.
2

Test Facilities

Sandia's Tonopah Test Range was the site selected for performing

the experiment. The launch facilities for this range are located approxi-

mately 35 miles southeast of Tonopah, Nevada, and 135 miles northwest

of Las Vegas, Nevada.
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Figure 1 is a sketch of the test range. The rocket launch facilities

are located at Station 9 on the sketch. At Station 14 is located the Contraves

cinetheodobit, (a tracking telescope) which was selected to record light-

intensity data. For the experimental operation, cameras were removed

from the telescope, and it was refitted with a photomultiplier tube. The

output from the tube was amplified ar.d recorded on magnetic tape.

Station 14 is located 35, 200 feet downrange from the launcher, on an

azimuth of 145. It was felt that, for a successful experiment, the light

source must be kept as close to being directly overhead of the telescope

as possible. Thus, Station 14 became the impact target for the rocket

launches.

Phase I. A~ache-Dart Launches

For the first series of tests, an Apache rocket motor was selected3

to boost a 6-inch diameter Dart (i. e., inert vehicle) second stage, which

carried the payload. The Apache motor burns for 6.44 seconds and has an

average thrust of 4748 pounds. Figure 2 is a sketch of the system. The

boosted Dart configuration was selected over a single-stage rocket be-

cause it provides a simple method of separating the payload from the

booster; this allows the parachute to be deployed from the rear of the

Dart. The total weight of the Dart was 72 pounds, and the weight of the

entire vehicle at the time of launch was 322 pounds.

The payload consisted of batteries, a parachute, a 500-watt lamp

in the nose, a small rear lamp for tracking during the ascent portion of the

trajectory, and a timer for deploying the parachute, blowing off the nose,

and turning on the lights. There was no telemetry on board.

The rocket system was launched from a small rail launcher which

provided 2-1/2 feet of guidance. The fins on both the Dart and the Apache

booster were set at zero incidence angle; however, the vehicle did roll
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somewhat, because of manufacturing tolerances and induced effects.

Figure 3 shows altitude, range, and velocity, as a function of time from

launch of the system. The nominal no-wind launch elevation angle of the

system was 74 degrees. The launcher was adjusted, however, to com-

pensate for wind effects on the rocket during ascent, and on the parachute

during descent.

The Dart attained an apogee altitude of 63, 000 feet. At th time of

apogee, the parachute was deployed, nose cone ejected, forward light

turned on, and rear light turned off. Figure 4 is a sketch of the Dart

descending on the 4-foot guide-surface parachute.

A total of eight Apache-Dart rockets were flown. The first two were

for the development of the vehicle, parachute, and payload. The remain-

ing six were for performance of the twinkling experiment. Good data were

obtained on five of these flights; the one failure was attributed to a timer

malfunction, since the parachute was not deploye ' and the lamp was not

turned on.

Phase . Tomahawk 9-Inch Dart Launcheo

Following analysis of the experimental data, a second series of ex-

periments was initiated to determine if there were any twinkling effects

iaused by th3 atmosphere at altitudes up to 120, 000 Pet, to measure small

fluctuations in atmospheric pressure and temperature, and to correlate

these variations with the observed twinkling.

A Tomahawk TE-416 motor was selected to boost a 9-inch diameter

Dart second stage. The Tomahawk motor, which burns for approximately

8. 9 seconds, has an average thrust of 10, 855 pounds. Although the Dart

payload weighed 285 pounds, the rocket system was more than adequately

powered for the apogee altitude and impact range requirements. In order

to restrain performance of the system, the interstage adapter was
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designed so that it could be ball.sted to adjust the performance of the

system. For all the flights, the interstage adapter weighed 110 pounds,

approximately 90 pounds of which was ballast. Without this ballast, the

apogee altitude attainable with this system would have been about 100, 000

feet higher than the desired maximum of 150, 000 feet.

The payload consisted of batteries, parachute, 650-watt lamp in the

nose, small rear lamp for tracking during the ascent portion of the tra-

jectory, telemetry system, strain gage pressure transducer, thermistors,

microphones for measurement of very small pressure changes, and high-

frequency-response gages for measurement of small temperature changes.

Figure 5 is a sketch of the Tomahawk-Dart system, and Figure 6

shows the system on a launcher. This rail launcher provided

10-1/2 feet of guidance for the system. The complete rocket system

weighed 934 pounds at the time of launch.

The bocster fins were tl'e same as those used on Sandia's Nike-

Tomahawk- 9-inch, Darthawk (a Tomahawk with a 6 -1/2-inch-diameter

Dart payload), and single-stage Tomahawk rocket systems. The booster

fin incidence angle was adjustable to provide any angle up to ±30 minutes.

The Dart fins were set at a zero incidence angle and the booster fins at

an incidence angle of 14 mirutes per fin, providing a roll rate at motor

burnout of 1. 7 revolutions per second. As soon as the Dart separated,

its roll rate quickly decreased to less than 0. 2 revolution per second.

The low roll rate of the Dart was selected in order to avoid problems

which might be encountered if the parachute were deployed at a time of

rapid rolling.

This system was also launched at Tonopah Test Range, at the same

target as in the Apache-Dart series. Figure 7 shows the altitude, range,

and velocity as a function of time from launch. The nominal no-wind

launch elevation angle was 86 degrees. The launcher was adjusted to

compensate for wind effects on the rocket during ascent and on the para-

chute during descent.
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The nose cone was ejected from the vehicle at the time of ap(gee. At

an altitude of 143, 000 feet, and 120 seconds after launch, the high-intensity

lamp was turned on, and the 6-foot guide-surface parachute was deployed.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the parachute was effective even at altitudes

as high as 140, 000 feet. The system reached a maximum velocity during

descent of 1450 feet per second, at an altitude of 99, 000 feet.

Figure 8 is a sketch of the vehicle descending with the parachute

deployed. A unique feature of this parachute was a polyethylene torus,

installed in a nylon sleeve, which was sewed to the skirt of the guide-

surface chute before packing. Sealed in the torus were a few drops of

water at atmospheric pressure. At the time of parachute deployment, the

to r u s in flat e d immediately, as the water within the torus vaporized

until the pressure of the vapor within the compartment equaled the corre-

sponding vapor pressure of water at the temperature of the water in the

compartment.

There were four flights of the Tomahawk 9-inch Dart. The first two

were for development of the vehicle, the parachute, and the instrumentation

systems. The last two were for the purpose of obtaining experimental

data. All flights were completely successful, and good scientific data were

obtained on the last two flights.

Wind Compensation

Compensating for wind effects was accomplished in the same manner

for both the Apache-Dart and the Tomahawk-Dart and was done in two
steps. The first step involved compensating for drift of the narachute; it

T was assumed that the vehicle, with parachute deployed, would drift at the

same velocity as the local wind velocity as the vehicle fell through the

atmosphere in the region from 70, 000 feet to the ground. In the case of

the Tomahawk-Dart vehicle, it was assumed that the wind had nc effect

on the parachute at altitudes above 70, 000 feet. This introduces some small
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errors, but was accepted because it is difficult to get good data on

winds above 70, 000 feet by the standard methods of radar tracking of

balloons at the test range. The atmosphere was assumed to be divided

into altitude layers of 5000 feet. A parachute drift
I .th

factor, Di. equal to the amount of time the vehicle spent in the i

altitude zone, was computed for each altitude layer.. By taking the sum

of the east-west components of wind, times their respective drift factors,

Z V14' Di, and by summing the north-south wind components times their
0

respective drift factors, the location at which the descending vehicle should

be when it is at 70, 000 feet, in order to impact at the tracking telescope

(Station 14),was calculated. By using the results from a series of previously

computed theoretical trajectories, the ncminal launcher elevation angle,

azimuth angle, and the vehicle impact point in case of parachute failure

were calculated.

The second step of the wind compensation procedure involved calcu-

lating the effects of wind on the rocket as it ascends through the atmos-

phere. The theory involved in the method is described in Reference 3.

Based on the wind profile obtai ,ed by means of radar tracking of balloons,

a weighted-average wind (ballistic wind) is calculated. Two wind sensi-

tivity factors, 8R/OVBW and 8D/8VMq , which are the unit ballistic wind

effect on impact range and impact deflection, respectively, are then

utilized linearly to determine the final launcher setting. This portion

of the wind compensation procedure had been previously programmed for

a CDC-160A computer. For Project Twinkle, the first step of the pro-

cedure was done by hand calculations, requiring approximately five

minutes for computations. The results were then fed into the computer,

which gave the final launcher setting.

4
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Concluding Remarks

The results of the first phase of the twinkling experiments are dis-
cussed by Hudson who concludes, based on data from the Apache-Dart
launches, that a "twinkling layer" in the atmosphere exists. Approx-

imately 80 percent of the starlight scintillation occurs in this layer, with
about 10 percent caused by the atmosphere above and 10 percent caused by
the atmosphere below, the layer. The height of the layer corresponds
roughly to the tropopause. Data from the second series of experiments
have not as yet been completely reduced. However, a first look at the
data also indicates that the twinkling layer is located at the tropopause,
and that associated with this layer are measurable temperature fluctuations
of the order of a few hundredths of a degree centigrade.
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Computer Applications to Wind Weighting and Their Limitations

by

Philip A. Sollow, Technical Specialist
Aerothermodynamics Department

Space-General Plant, Aerojet-General Corporation

ABSTRACT

The currently employed Ind weighting methods are reviewed

and the inaccuracies inherent in this system are discussed. Examples

are presented of a number of different wind weighting curves derived

for the same vehicle without violating the accepted concepts of deriving

these curves. It is shown that these same inaccuracies exist in the use

of ballistic factors. A method of usirg the contemporary technique with

improved accuracy is discussed and approaches which show promise of

major improvement in the accuracy of wind weighting are presented.

A measured wind profile includes both steady winds and turbu-

lent winds. Wind weighting is properly done for the steady winds, but

not for the turbulent winds which change rapidly with time. It is

shown that the measured wind profile may be reduced to the steady wind

profile through appropriate filtering. A method of determining the

dispersion due to turbulent wind from the power spectrum of this wind

is discussed, and a sample determination is presented. It is shown

that, if the measured wind profile is not filtered, it is advantageous

to make launcher setting corrections which are smaller than those

called for by wind weighting.
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Computer Applications to Wind
Weighting and Their Limitations

SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE

A Deflection of impact point due to sinusoidal wind
associated with a (feet)

aX Amplitude of sinusoidal wind of wavelength X (feet/second)

B Deflection of impact point due to launcher
adjutment (feet)

b Amplitude of cosinusoidal wind of wavelength X (feet/second)

CA Aerodynamics axial force coefficient

C Aerodynamic damping coefficient (1/radians)
mq
C Aerodynamic static pitching moment coefficient

MC slope (1/radians)

CN C Aerodynamic normal force coefficient slope (1/radians)

d Aerodynamic reference length (feet)

dw/dh Wind shear [(feet/second)per unit eltitude]

H Altitude for negligible wind effect on
impact point (feet)

h Altitude (feet)

K Proportionality constant (B/A)

K(a.) Value of K appropriate to wind velocity amplitude
associated with a% to effect minimum dispersion

K(bX) Value of K appropriate to wind velocity amplitude
associated with b to effect minimum dispersion

K'(X) Ratio of steady wind speed amplitude to total
wind speed amplitude for the wind of wavelength X

M Aerodynamic pitching moment (lb-ft)

m Mass (slugs)
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N Aerodynamic normal force (pounds)

Q Dynamic pressure (pounds/ft2 )

q Pitch rate (radians/second)

AR Vector change in impact point (feet)

R2(Wo) Square of the dispersion of the impact point
per unit wind velocity squared at wave

number W (meters per (meter/second)']

2S Aerodynamic reference area (feet2 )

SWF Shear weighting factor

T Thrust (pounds)

hT Time interval (seconds)

V Velocity (feet/second)

VB Ballistic wind velocity (feet/second)

V Amplitude of wind of wavelength X (feet/second)

W Wave number (cycles/400 0meters)

WWF Wind weighting factor

X Aerodynamic axial force (pounds)

a Angle of attack (radians)

y Elevation of velocity vector (radians)

6 Dispersion distance (feet)

e Elevation of longitudinal body axis (radians)

Wind Wavelength (feet/cycle)
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p Ambient air density (slugs/ft3)

a Standard deviation (various units)

a Standard deviation of impact point due to (feet)
aX wind associated with a

1y Standard deviation of impact point assuming
isotropic impact point response to winds (meters)

SI. INTRODUCTION

The rather general term "wind weighting" encompasses all the

knowledge and skills necessary to fire an unguided vehicle to a selected

point in the presence of arbitrary winds. The point which is selected

may be at impact, apogee, or some other point which is considered

significant. In any case, the requisite wind weighting techniques will

be much the same, The necessity for wind weighting derives from several

sources: I primary one in the field of sounding rockets is range

cafety. For most combinations of vehicle and launch site, realizable

wind profiles can alter the flight path of the vehicle sufficiently to

carry it far beyond the confines of the allowable impact area if no

wind corrections are performed. A second condition, which sometimes

arises when scientific payloads are flown, is a requirement that the

vehicle pass through some given position during the flight. The

ncccasity for wind weighting for unguided artillery rockets is obvious.
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It is an unhappy fact of life that no present technique of

wind weighting is wholly without fault, and there is good reason to

believe that none will be. There are, however, specific flaws in the

present methods which may be identified and thus there is a concrete

basis for expecting that an improvement in the techniques may be made.

II. DISCUSSION

There are several general steps in the wind weighting procelure,

in each of which errors will arise. The sequence which is employed in

the field is to first measure the winds, then interpret the acquired

data, and finally to calculate the launcher alignment necessary to

reach the desired point in the presence of the measured winds. This

final step invariably involves the use, either directly or indirectly,

of trajectories calculated through the use of a digital computer.

The first step, the measurement of the winds, is accomplished

by a number of techniques which all have a common basis, i.e., the

observation of the displacement of some object due to the action of

the wind. All of the present methods are prone to inaccuracies in the

measurement of the displacement magnitude and have a response threshold,L i.e., winds below some level of magnitude or duration are not observed.

Also, they all measure winds which are displaced timewise, and usually

4
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positionwise, from the actual flight. Although the wind profile may

be measured during the flight, this data is obviously of no benefit

in determining launcher alignment. Thus, the best situation which

might be hoped for is to make optimum use of the wind measurements

made prior to launch. The presence of a response threshold, for

the wind measuring devices, which causes them to fail to record

winds of small magnitude is a cause of some inaccuracy; however, the

failure of the equipment to measure winds of short duration will be

shown not to affect the wind weighting accuracy appreciably.

It is common practice in aircraft load analyses to separate

the total wind profile into two components, termed steady or quasi-

steady wind, and turbulent wind. There does not appear to be any

strict definition of the appropriate interface between these, but

there are some general conventions regarding the difference. Consider-

ing the total wind profile to be represented by a Fourier Series which

is periodic in altitude, the short wavelength winds are considered

turbulent and the long wavelengths steady. Additionally, the steady

winds are considered to be predictable to a reasonable degree of

accuracy for several hours on the basis of prior measurements while

the turbulent winds are not considered reasonably predictable even

for a period of several. seconds. It may be seen that these convention-

alizations do not allow for a middl ground where winds are neither
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wholly steady nor wholly turbulent. If the conventionalized situation

did indeed exist, it would be simple to make a single measurement of

the wind profile prior to launch, perform a Fourier analysis of the

profile, throw out all of the frequencies defined as turbulence and

perform the rest of the wind weighting procedure with the remaining

winds which would be "steady" and therefore extrapolable in time.

Unfortunately, this happy situation does not exist, and it is necessary

to define a filter which is wavelength dependent to separate the steady

from the turbulent winds. It is not immediately apparent that the use

of such a filter would be beneficial in wind weighting. However, con-

sideration of several alternatives makes its desirability more clear.

In the first we assume that the wind may be separated into "classical"

steady and turbulent components. Assume for the moment that the

deflection of the impact point due to some wind profile is isotropic

and varies linearly with the effective amplitude of the profile (say

the equivalent Ballistic Wind, which will be discussed later). Then,

due to the turbulent vind profile at the time of flight, there will

be a deflection of the impact point AR. Let us now assume that the

total wind profile is measured just prior to flight and an adjustment

made to the launcher setting based on this profile. This adjustment

includes an allowance for the deflection of the impact point eue to

the turbulent wind profile at the time of the wind measurement. Denote
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this deflection A. Now, at the time of flight, the turbulent wind

profile has changed, so that there is a deflection of the impact point

of A due to the turbulent wind at the time of flight plus a deflection

of the impact point of - due to the absence of the turbulent wind for

which allowance was made when adjusting the tower. Since the two wholly

turbulent wind profiles are, by definition, statistically independent,

the magnitude of the expected dispersion, at the la probability level,1

is seen to be (Ri 2 + A2) which is obviously greater (41.4% greater

on the average) than the dispersion (AR2 ) which would have resul.ted if

the measured turbulent winds were completely disregarded. We may con-

sider another approach to the wind weighting procedure. In this approach,

a number of soundings are made sequentially, prior to launch, and the

mean of the measured wind profiles is determined. This has the effect

of filtering out the non-steady (turbulent) portion of the wind profile

and would at first seem a reasonable solution. However, if a number of

soundings, N, are performed at intervals AT, Kith the last one being

made at launch time (as a limiting case), the mean wind which was

determined would be the most likely wind at a time (N-1) T/2 before

launch. For a reasonable number of soundings (to provide a reliable

estimate of the mean), and with the slow rising balloons which are

usually employed for wind soundings, the time for which the mean wind

was pertinent could be quite a while prior to the actual time of launch.
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Thus it may be seen that a loss of currency is inherent in the use

of the mean profile, although the desired filtering is effected,

9.e., the variable portion of the wind profile is discounted. It

should be noted that as the number of soundings increases, the time

(N-1)AT/2 also increases and the procedure would tend to show in-

creasingly more of the wind profile to be turbulent, since the vari-

ability of even the longest wavelength (most nearly steady) winds

would increase with the length of time over which the soundings were

performed. What is obviously desired is a filter which may be applied

to the most current wind profile to predict the launcher alignment

which would cause minimum dispersion. It appears that such a filter

may be determined from a number of soundings made at equally spaced

time intervals.

Let us assume that a number of wind soundings, N+l, are made

of the atmosphere at time intervals AT. We will next assume that the

wind profile is represented by a Fourier Series in each of two orthogonal

directions. Then, along a given azimuth, the horizontal wind of

wavelength X is represented by:

V= a k sin (2nh/X) + bx cos (2(l/X) )

Let us take one of the coeffients, say aX, and consider the

effect of its time variation on dispersion. Assume that, for a given
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magnitude of a., there would be a displacement of the impact point of A

if a rocket were flown at the time of the sounding. We will further

assume, for convenience of analysis that A varies linearly with aX.

(This is not quite the case, although this type of assumption is quite

often made in wind weighting analyses).

If a rocket were flown at the time of the n+l t h sounding, the

wind component represented by aX would cause a displacement of the

impact point of A If the launcher had been adjusted to give a

deflection of the impact point of B n+ in an attempt to compensate for

the effect of a., the dispersion of the impact point from its desired

position would be

6 n+l = A+1 -B n+1  (2)

Let us assume that the correction Bn+l was made to be proportional

thto the n value of A, that is:

Bn+1  K A (3)

Then the dispersion is obviously,

6 n+1  A An+1 -K A n  (4)

If at the time of each of the N+l soundings, except for the first, a

rocket was fired from a launcher which had been adjusted according to

Eq. (3), the variance of the impact point, i.e., the square of the la

dispersion, would be:
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N 2
N (An+1 -K An

2 n=loax (N-1)()

Differentiating Eq. (5) with respect to K yields:

2 N 2
Z (2K A 2(An1X n=l n n n(6)

dK (N-i)

da 2
aX

The dispersion due to aX is minimized by setting =K equal to zero

and solving for K:

N
E (An+I An)K n=l (7)

K= 2(7
E A

An

n=l

This procedure may be repeated for each wind wavelength, for both aX and

b., and in the two orthogonal directions into which the wind profiles

were resolved. It may be seen that this produces a filter in wh.ich

K(a,), K(b.) represent the proportionate part of the total magnitude

of each a., b, which is to be considered steady and therefore to be

compensated for in the launcher setting.

To achieve a reasonably accurate representation of the measured

wind profiles with a Fourier Series, it is necessary that such singu-

larities as embedded jets be removed, prior to fitting the series, and
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handled separately. At least for the Jet stream, considerable empirical

data is available to define its variability. For other singularities,

additional study will be necessary.

It should be noted that the development above assumed a fixed

interval AT between the soundings. It is implicit in this that if the

filter were applied to a wind profile measured AT' before a launch, it

would be strictly applicable only if AT = AT'. Howevar, the filter

could be evaluated for several values of AT, and filters for arbitrary

AT' determined empirically. Since the rate of ascent of a typical

sounding rocket is considerably higher than that of a meteorological

balloon, a vehicle launched at some given AT after a sounding was made

would pass through successively higher altitudes increasingly earlier

than would a balloon released at the time of launch. Thus, for any

given a., or b., the appropriate value of K would tend to increase with

altitude. At any altitude, h, the appropriate K would be the one for

AT = flaunch -(Th - V h) (8)

where ATlaunch is the time interval from the release of the balloon on

which the tower settings are based to the time of vehicle launch, Th

is the time required for the balloon to reach altitude h, and T' h is the

time required for the vehicle to reach h. It is, of course, rather

likely that the filter varies slowly with AT, in which case it might be
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possible to define a filter which was accurate over a reasonable range

of a, hence the application of Eq. (8) might not be necessary.

It is not apparent from any of the above that the filter is

stationary in time, i.e., that it could for instance be evaluated on

one day and used several days later. However, it is to be expected

that the filter would be variant only with differing synoptic scale

conditions (such as lapse rate) and that the filter could be evaluated

as a function of these conditions so that it would then become quasi-

stationary. At this time, this correlation remains undefired.

Reference (1) presents the power spectra for both the total

wind and what is designated as the turbulent wind for 13 soundings made

above Cape Kennedy for an altitude range of 1 to 10 km. A filter for

separating the turbulent wind from the total wind is presented in that

reference. However, no time factor (AT) is stated and it is indicated

that the selection of the filter was somewhat arbitrary. At any rate,

this filter is reproduced here as Figure 1, since it serves to exhibit

the general shape expected if the analysis presented above were to be

made. It should be noted that this filter was computed to filter speed

profiles rather than velocity profiles so that the factor K'(X) shown

as the ordinate is not exactly equivalent to the K(a,), K(b.) discussed

above. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the mean total wind power

spectrum and mean turbulent wind power spectrum derived from the 13

soundings for which data were presented in Reference (1).
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In the course of determining the dispersion of a small artillery

rocket, the author had the opportunity of evaluating the relative

magnitudes of the dispersion due to the steady wind spectrum (assuming

no wind weighting) and the turbulent spectrum. Although this typc of

vehicle will present wind response characteristics which are quite

different from those exhibited by sounding rockets, these data are

of interest since they give some indication of the importance of the

wind filter described above. ihe spectra shown in Figures 2 and 3 were

chosen for this analysis. The results are approximate since it was

necessary to make several concessions to expediency. It was assumed

that the total wind spectrum was horizontally isotropic and that the

turbulent spectrum was three dimensionally isotropic. It was also

assumed that the dispersion due to wind of any one frequency was linearly

proportional to the amplitude of the wind at that frequency and that the

vector dispersions due to different wind frequencies were statistically

independent. The following analysis serves to relate the dispersion due

to wind to the power spectrum of the wind:

For an input-output relationship which may be characterized as

linear, the relationship could be represented by an integral, i.e.,

we could write

h

0
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where y(h) is the output, x(h) is the input, and f(h,11) is an appropriate

weighting function for the operation. The variance of y(h) (taken as an

ensemble average at fixed h) may then be found as

2 fh h
(h) f' (hlO)&

0 0

where yxx(j,q2) is the auto-covariance function of x. Assuming x(h)

to be stationary with respect to h, yx(T,iI2 ) is related to the power

spectrum of x, Gx (v), by

G,2n 712-T!1. 2ii)

,o( )cos [2n--X.-ldT)(1
0

so we have

o 0 0

(12)

Gxx(X-) d(-) ff(h,j)d l f f(h,T2 ) [cos(2n -F) cos(2n Tx)
o 0 0

+ sin(2n ) sin(2n -)] dj.2  (13)

2 CO 2r 2 2 2nTy (h) Gx(-T)[rR3. (,h) + X2(,h)) d(7) (14)

where 81 (k,h) and 62 (X,h) are, respectively, the responses (at h) to

[1 cosine and sine wave inputs, (i.e.x's) both with wavelength X.
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The variable of integration in the above development is

frequency. However, the power spectrum and the dispersion response

function may also be written in terms of wave number, with the variable
2

of integration then becoming wave number. The variance cy (h) is

evaluated at impact, i.e., h = 0, when the responses to the wave inputs

are defined for this position. The la dispersion is simply ay(0), the

square root of the variance. The form in which Eq. (14) was employed

is:

ay2(0) = JG'x(W) [R (WQ)) dW (15)
0

where G xx(W) is the power spectrum in terms of wave number, W, as

given in Figures 2 and 3, and R (W,O) is the sum of the squares of the

dispersion responses (at h--O) to the cosine and sine wave inputs. A

number of six-degree-of-freedom trajectories were computed with

sinusoidal (zero wind velocity at ground level) and cosinusoidal

(maximum wind velocity at ground level) in-range unit horizontal winds

at different frequencies. Differencing the impact range in each of

these trajectories from the zero wind range yielded the dispersion per

unit magnitude wind for each wave considered. From these data, B2(WO)

was computed for each wavelength considered, and a curve fitted through

the points to yield R 2(W,O) as a function of W. Figure 4 shows ar normai4zcd curve of this fuieLion, i.e., R(W,o)/R (0,0) is plotted
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versus W. Also shown are the values of this function which represent

the computed trajectories, and the wave number equivalent to the aero-

dynamic wavelength of the vehicle during burning. Since an artillery

rocket was being investigated, the trajectories were computed for a

0
low quadrant elevation of 32 , rather than at a superelevation character-

istic of sounding rockets. Since the flight path was so far from

vertical, it was decided to consider the turbulent wind spectrum as

representing wind normal to the flight path rather than parallel to

the ground. Simple arithmetic manipulation made the data of Figure 4

applicable to this condition. To evailuate the dispersion magnitude,

Eq. (15) was integrated numerically for both the total wind spectrum,

Fig. 2, and the turbulent spectrum, Fig. 3 to evaluate, respectively,

2 (total)() and ay2 (turbulent)(O)* Since the dispersion components

due to different frequencies of wind were considered statistically

independent, it was possible to evaluate the variance of the impact

point due to steady wind 9s:

2 2 2()

y2 (steady)(0) = Oy (total)(O) - ay (turbalent)(O) (16)

(The variances which were calculated were pertinent only to inplane

dispersion and additional manipulation was necessary to determine the

crosswind dispersion component). The ratio of the inrange dispersion

due to turbulent wind, qI+_., .. _,4.(O), to the inrange dispersion due
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to steady wind, aY(steady)(O) was found to be 0.433 which shows that

a large proportion of the total wird profile represents turbulence,

and failure to properly filter the measured wind data may lead to

large increases in dispersion.

Once a selection has been made of the wind profile which will

be assumed to exist at the time of flight, it is next required that

the launcher alignment which will cause the vehicle to fly to or through

the desired position in the presence of this wind be established. There

are basically two methods of attempting to achieve this objective. One

method is to compute a number of trajectories which include this wind

profile, with the launcher alignment being changed between trajectories

so that the correct launcher alignment is achieved by an iterative

procedure. A second method involves the use of functions relating the

tower alignment and the wind profile which have been generated a priori

by calculating a number of trajectories which include an ordered set

cf winds. This second method may or may not be en iterative procedure.

In general, the objections which may be lodged against the first method

is that a relatively large scale computer is required and some immediacy

of the wind data is lost due to the time involved in computing the

trajectories. Also, the iterative procedure usually involves the

application, in some form, of the second method. The objection ,.hich

may be made to tle second one is that there is an inherent loss of
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accuracy since it is not possible to have precomputed trajectories for

all possible wind profiles, and the measured wind profile must be

related by approximation to some other profile for which data is

available.

It was mentioned above, in discussing the artillery rocket

dispersion evaluation, that a wind response function was calculated in

terms of the response of the impact point to sinusoidal and cosinusoidal

unit winds. It was also pointed out, in discussing the wind filter,

that a wind profile could be represented by a Fourier Series. It is

apparent that here is one approach to a method of relating flight

path deflection to a measured wind profile without resorting to the

computation of trajectories for that particular profile. Of course

this approach still assumes linearities which do not necessarily exist.

The much more common approach, at this time, involves the use of Wind

Weighting Curves and Ballistic Factors. A Ballistic Factor is a

measure of the perturbation to the flight path caused by a wind which

is constant in magnitude and direction and acts throughout a flight. A

wind with these properties is termed a Ballistic Wind. Usually, the

Ballistic Factor is given in terms of the displacement of the impact

point per unit Ballistic Wind. A Wind Weighting Curve is used to

relate a specific wind profile to an equivalent Ballistic Wind. "he

relationship is such that
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H

VB = f V(h) d(wdhWF) dh (17)
0

where V(h) is the horizontal wind velocity at altitude h, (WWF) is the

Wind Weighting Factor, H is an altitude at which winds may be considered

to no longer affect the flight path of the vehicle, and V. is the

equivalent ballistic wind. The supposition is that if a wind profile

is measured and separated into two orthogonal components (usually in-

range and cross-range) and Eq. (17) is applied, two orthogonal Ballistic

Winds will be evaluated which cause the same displacement of '6he impact

point as does the measured profile. This displacement is usually

evaluated by multiplying each of the Ballistic Winds by the appropriate

Ballistic Factor. This Ballistic Factor will vary appreciably with

quadrant elevation, wind velocity, and wind azimuth relative to the

launcher azimuth. In field application, a nominal launcher alignment

is selected on the basis of impact point location or the location of

sorLe other significant point in the trajectory. This launcher alignment

is selected without regard to winds. The displacement of the trajectory

due to the measured wind profile is then calculated as described above.

A new launcher alignment is next calculated which corrects or this

displacement. Since this new alignment would have associated with it

a different set of Ballistic Factors and would require a different
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resolution of the wind profile into in-range and cross-range components,

it is usually necessary to iterate for the launcher alignment several

times. Non-iterative methods are available, but inherent in them are

the same error sources as in the more common iterative method.

It is common practice to accept a single wind weighting curve

for a given vehicle, and to assume that it applies for all quadrant

elevations and all Ballistic Wind magnitudes. Figure 5 shows a number

of different Wind Weighting Factors, all of which, unhappily, are for

the same vehicle, and all of which were calculated in what might be

considered a standard manner. The most common method of determining

Wind Weighting Curves (the term used to designate a plot of Wind Weighting

Factor versus altitude) is to compute a number of trajectories with

headwinds of a constant magnitude from the ground up to different

altitudes. The ratio of the deflection of the impact point (some other

pertinent point might of course be used) due to wind up to a given altitude

to the deflections due to a Ballistic Wind of the same magnitude is the

Wind Weighting Factor at that altitude. It is not a major extension of

this to assume that the Wind Weighting Curve could also be calcalated

by computing trajectories which included winds of constant magnitude

acting everywhere above different selected altitudes. Using this approach,

the Wind Weighting Factor at any altitude would then be one minus the

ratio of the displacement of the impact point due to a conbtant wind
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above that altitude to the displacement due to a Ballistic Wind of

the same magnitude. The Wind Weighting Curves of Figure 5 which were

calculated in this manner are designated "Inverse Method." Considering

the extreme curves shown, the usual and the "Inverse Method" curves

for a 50 ft/second headwind and an 870 quadrant elevation, the former

indicates a 32% greater deflection of the impact point for a constant

wind below 1000 feet than does the latter, In comparison, only a 2%

difference in the indicated deflection occurs when the equivalent curves

for a 10 ft/sec headwin, are employed. Obviously, this indicates that

the use of a single Wind Weighting Curve is more correct when wind

magnitudes are small, rather than that the curve should be evaluated

for small wind magnitudes and used with any measured winds. It may

be seen from Figure 5 that, even for a 10 ft/second wind, there is a 10%

difference in the Wind Weighting Factor at 1000 ft.et when the curves

for 800 and 870 quadrant elevation are svmpared. Obviously, even for

small wind magnitudes, the Wind Weighting Curve must be a function of

quadrant elevation. So far, only the WInd Weighting Curve for in-range

headwinds has been discussed. It is apparent, from the variants of

this curve which are possible wit!, different quadrant elevations and

velocities, that adding the azimuth between the wind plane and the

trajectory plane as a variable woud result in even more different

Wind Weighting Curves. An additional complication is inmediately
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obvious: Unless the wind profile is entirely in the plarne of the

launcher(or simply planar with any azimuth for a vertical launch) the

trajectory will be rotated about a vertical axis by the wind so that

the apportionment between in-range ar cross-range winds would change

with altitude. Thus, the selection of the appropriate Wind Weighting

Curves becomes doubly difficult. It is apparent that this same effect

makes the use of Ballistic Factors suspect. It may be seen from Eq. (17)

that the incremental displacement of the impact pceint due to a wind

at some altitude, h, is proportional to d(WWF)/dh at h. Comparing

two Wind Weighting Curves in Figure 5 which are evaluated using the

game metho. and the same wind velocity but different quadrant elevations,

it may be seen that the slopes of the curves, i.e., d(WWF)/dh, differ

at any given h. It is apparent that this difference must be due to the

differenP-' in the flight path elevation at h. In general, this flight

path angle would be a function of both the launcher elevation and the

entire wind profile below h. Consideration of even a nominal trajectory

with no wind shows tbe flight path angle at. any altitude to be somewhat

non-linearly related to the flight path angle at some previous time. It

must thus be expected that the WWF at h will be a non-linear function

of both the launcher elevation and the wind profile below h. Two courses

appear open, short of using a complete trajectory simulation, each of

which would result in an improvement in accuracy.
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The simpler approach, although inherently less accurate, is

to accept the use of Br listic Factors and Wind. Weighting Curves, with

their attendent inaccuracies, but to base the corrections on deviations

from a nominal trajectory which includes the mean range wind profile

rather than zero wind. This has the effect of reducing, on the average,

the magnitude of winds for which wind weighting must be done, and

therefore of reducing the magnitude of the errors involved in the use

of the Ballistic Factors and Wind Weighting Curves. If this approach

is used in conjunction with the filtered wind profile discussed earlier,

it appears that the method would resul'. in a considerable improvement

in accuracy.

The second method requires considerably more anaiysis to

establish the correction parameters and requires also a somewhat larger

scale computer facility in the field. However, both the size of the

computer and the amount of computing required at the launch site should

be considerably less than those required to calculate the vehicle

trajectory. This method is not exact, but appears to overcome some of

the disadvantages of the use of Wind Weighting Factors ar Ballistic

Factors in that local wind amplitudes are individually accounted for.

The method uses a representation of the wind profile as a set of layers

in each of which the wind is treated as a sharp edged gust. rThis

simulation does not duplicate the actual flight path of the vehicle,
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which would in actuality experience a distribution of wind shears

with few, if any, sharp edged gusts. However, it is felt that the

total rotation of the.velocity vecter between launch and burnout is

well reproduced (with the exception of a response to velocity distri-

bution along the body, which will be discussed presently.) Let us

ccnsider the dynamics of a vehicle passing through a gust of finite

thickness. The significant point to bear in mind is that the vehicle

responds to the transverse velocity discontinuities which are encountered

both when entering and leaving the gust. When the vehicle first enters

the gust (the vehicle will here be considered as having a zero 3eagth)

it experiences an angle oe attack, and therefore begins to rotate into

the wind if it is stable (which a sounding rocket would be expected to

be). As the vehicle rotates, the thrust, axial force, and normal force

vectors rotate with it. This causes a rotation of the velocity vector

from the path it would follow if the gust were absent. Since the vehicle

will have finite moment of inertia, finite aerodynamic restoring moment,

and finite aerodynamic and jet damping coefficients, the respoise of

the body axis to entering the gust layer Till be approximately a damped

sinusoidal motion. The corresponding motion of the velocity vect'- will

also be a damped sinusoid but will differ from the body axis motion both

in amplitude and phase. Upon leav .rg the gust, the vehicle again

encounters a discontinuity in the lateral velocity, but in the oposi te
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direction from the discontinuity encountered when entering the gust.

Damped sinusoidal motions of the body and the velocity axis again occur.

The flight path at some distance above the gust may be seen to be a

function of the response of the vehicle to both entering and leaving

3 the gust. If a wind profile model is to be built up of a number of

layered gusts, it is obvious that the total effect of both boundaries

of each gust must be represented. It is also obvious that if the

method is to work, it must be possible to replace a given gust layer

with two thinner gust layers and still calculate the same total effect

on the impact point. There is a manner in which the total effect on

the flight path due to a gust may be represented within the confines

of that gust so that this superposition is possible. It is common with

sounding rockets that after the vehicle has reached final burnout the

effect of ind on the" impact point is negligible. Also, the variation

in the vehicle position at burnout due to flying through different wind

profiles af'ects dispersion negligibly if the burnout velocity vector

is assumed fixed in azimuth, elevation, and magnitude. Therefore, the

effect of winds on the flight path may be defined in terms of their

effect on the burnout velocity vector orientation (horizontal winds

usually have a negligible effect on burnout velocity at f4 .vd burnout

velocity vecLor orientation) and the impact point may be closely predicted

on the basis of the orientation oi the burnout velocity vector. Now, let
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us first assume that a number of trajectl±es have been computed, for

the vehicle in que5ution, with various launcher elevations and without

any wind or other perturbations. Assume that these trajectories have

been computed from launch to impact so that the impact point may be

defined as a function of the orientation of the velocity vector at

burnout and the velocity vector orientation at burnout may be repre-

sented as a function of the velocity vector orientation at any earlier

time. Next, let us assume that a trajectory is computed from launch

to burnout which includes a gust layer of some selected velocity and

azimuth relative to the launcher azimuth. Some launcher elevation is

arbitra.ily selected, as is the layer thickness. Once the velocity

vector elevation and azimuth at burnout are known, the nominal (zero wind)

trajectories may be consulted, and the velocity vector elevation and

azimuth of a nominal trajertory, at the altitude corresponding to the

top of the guxat layer, which would give the ame burnout velocity

vector elevation and azimuth may be determined. Also known, from the

trajectory computed with the gust, are the velocity vectcr azimuth and

elevation as the vehicle enters the gust, ad the velocity and azimuth

of the gust and its thickness. Thus, if it is assumed that the entire

dynamic responses to both faces of the gust are confined within the

gust, i.e., the vehicle leaves the gust with the velocity vector

orientation determined from the nominal trajectory with the same velocity
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vector orientation at burnout, a relationship is found between the

flight path azimuth and elevation at the bottom of the gust, the velocity

and azimuth of the gust, and the effective flight path azimuth and

elevatio.i at the top of the gust. If a number of similar trajectories

are computed with varying launcher elevation, gust velocity, and gust

azimuth, a set of relationships may be built up for the wind layer which

relate the effective velocity vector orientation at the top of the

gust to that at the bottom in terms of the velocity and azimuth of the

gust. It is apparent that the. flight path from launch to burnout may

be divided into a number of altitude bands, and the above procedure

repeated for each band, thus generating a set of relationships between

the velocity vector orientations entering and leving each of the

contiguous layers in terms of the gust velocity and azimuth in each

layer. It is obvious that, when considering the gust azimuths, it is

the relative azimuth angle between the wind vector and either the

entering or leaving velocity vector that is important. Now, an assumption

must be made which will not be rigorously proven: that when several gust

layers are combined, the appropriate velocity vector orientation to assume

when entering each layer is the effective (from the no-wind nominal

trajectories) orientation when leaving the previous one. Since all-of

the dynamic response to both sides of each gust is accounted for by

the use of this effective orientation, this seems a valid assumption.
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The error involved is small and is associated with the difference in

angle of attack due to the edge of the guut when this angle is calculated

using the actual versus the effective flight path orientation. (It is

probable that for artillery rockets with depressed trajectories this

error would be significant.) A distinguishing feature of this approach

to wind weighting is that it may be non-iterative. Consider that the

relationship between the velocity vector orientations when entering

and leaving a gust and the gust velocity and azimuth may be used to

solve for the effective vehicle velocity azimuth and elevation at the

bottom of the gust given the vehicle velocity azimuth and elevation

at the top of the gust and the velocity of the gust and its azimuth

relative to the vehicle velocity vector at the top of the gust. As

pointed out earlier, variations in the position of the vehicle at burnout,

with fixed burnout velocity vector azimuth and elevation, do not signifi-

cantly affect the impact point. Thus, once the desired impact point is

sele-ted, the burnout velocity vect r orientation is defined and, with

the measurei (and filtered) wind profile resolved into layered gusts,

the flight path may be calculated by working downward through the gust

layers starting with the desired azimuth and elevation of the burnout

velocity vector. If the gust layers are disposed so that the bottom of

the lowest layer is at the altitude of the launcher exit, the final

values of vehicle velocity azimuth and elevation calculated will be,

5d'P-nt~cally, the required launcher setting.
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We may finally turn our attention to the subject of the

response of the vehicle to a wind velocity distribution along the body.

Obviously, this velocity distribution may take several forms: a shear

distribution, the edge of a gust passing along the body, or various

curvilinear distributions. The one which is treated here is the shear

distribution along the body. It has been common practice to ignore

the effect of these wind distributions when computing wind response

trajectories. It may be shown that these effects are actually of

quite significant magnitude. Since trajectory programs commonly define

the relative wind vector as the one extant at the center of gravity, the

attendant shear distribution would consist of a velocity normal to the

longitudinal axis of the vehicle with a zero amplitude at the center

of gravity and increasing linearly in amplitude with increasing dis-

tance from this point. The direction of this transverse velocity

would naturally be of opposite sign forward and aft of the c.g. It

may be seen that this distribution is identical to that due to a pitch

or yaw rate. This suggests that the aerodynamic pitch damping coefficient

may be pressed into service to represent the moment about the c.g. due

to a wind shear. The moment due to a pitch rate, q, is given by:

Thc transvexsa velocity at a point on the vehicle at a distance I forward

of the c.g. is qe (feet/second when q is in radians/second and t is in feet).
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dw

For a wind shear th ,he transverse velocity at the same position, 1,

is i(dw/dh) (feet/second when dw/dh is in feet per second pev foot)

when the vehicle is vertical, and J(dw/dh) sin 8 for a body elevation

of 0. 't may be seen that the dw/dh sin O may be substituted directly

for q, yielding a moment due to wind shear of:

M = Cm d QSd sin 8 (19)

This term could be addod to the moment equations in a trajectory program,

thus improving the simulation of the wind response of a vehicle. It is

also possible to derive a Fhear Weighting Carve which is comparable to

a Wind Weighting Curve and a Ballistic Shear Factor which ser .u. a

purpose equivalent to a Ballistic Factor. This -ill be illustrated for

the case of small coplanar wind shears and a vertical flight. This

particular case is of somewhat limited usefulness, but serves to demon-

strate the effect of the wind shear distribution along the body on the

trajectory.

We first write two of the squations of motion of a vehicle

flying a planar trajectory abov a flat earth with no wind:

= (Ti cos . - H sin a - g sin y (20)
m m

V = (T-X) sin + N cos - g Cos y (21)
m m
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where V is the velocity of the vehicl,- along the flight path, y is

the elevation of the velocity vector, a is the angle of attack

(positive when the elevation of the body axis is greater than y), m is

the mass of the vehicle, T is the thrust, X is the aerodynamic axial

force, N is the aerodynamic normal force, and g is the acceleration

due to gravity. The moment equation has been omitted since a will

later be defined in terms of the wind shear. Differentiating Eq. (21)

with respect to 0 yields:

by=Ll-jcos eA-si- -- N in + N-) (2

SdAsin N cos c' dN
i sV da mV iV mV d+

Assuming a to be very small, and N to be equal to a(dN/da), q-. (22)

becomes

ILL) + dN) L _ - x) CX, + (23)V m o mv - mv 2m

Note that the g cos y term of Eq. (21) was igitored, limiting the validity

of Eq. (23) to vertical flight. For vertical flight at small a, sin e

in Eq. (19) is approximately equal to 1.0, and assuming that the vehicle

flies in a trim condition such that the aerodynamic restoring moment

balances the moment due to wind shear distribution, we may determine

the angle of attack by:

avdh) d] (24)
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Eq. (23) may be written as:

[T (CA"CN,,) P VS

S m- v 2m I(2)

Assuming that, in the absence of wind shear 01 = 0, we may combine

Eq. (24) and (25) to yield:

ON + -CA) Pm~ (m) (dw) (26)

The change in flight path angle, at time T, per unit wind

shear is then:

d o i T  (CN -cA)S}P mq dt (27)

This equation is easily integrated numerically if a reference trajectory

is available. If T is set equal to the time at which the wind shear

distribution has a negligible effect on the trajectory and the resultant

value of dy/d(dw/dh) is multiplied by d(range)/dy, the product is the

Ballistic Shear Factor. The ratio of dy/d(dw/dh) at some intermediate r

to the value at the T for negligible effect is the Shear Weighting

Factor, SWF. A Ballistic Shear may be determined by:

= ,I h) dh

0
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t where time T has been replaced by the equivalnt altitude, h, as the

independent variable, and H is the altitude for negligible effect of

wind shear distribution. This equation is completely analogous to

Eq. (17). Multiplying the Ballistic Shear by the Ballistic Shear

Factor yields the change in range due to the wind shear distribution.

A sample computation has been made for an Aerobee 350 with a

408 pound net payload. No vertical trajectories were available, so

data was taken from a trajectory with an 840 launcher elevation. This

does not result in any unduly large errors, particularly for a sample

case as limited in application as is this one. It was found that

H = hburnout accounted for effectively all of the wind shear distri-

bution effect. The Ballistic Shear Factor was found to be 0.624

Nautical Miles per ft/second wind ahear per 1000 feet altitude.

Figure 6 shows the Shear Weighting Curve. Reference (2) reports the

probability of occurrence of wind shears of varying lengths and magni-

tudes as a function of altitude, Choosing a la probability level, and

a 3000 foot shear layer starting at the top of the tower, the shear is

found to be dw/dh = 4.5 (ft/sec) per 1000 ft. From Figure 6, this is

found to result in an impact point displacement of 1.1 NM. It may be

seen that the dispersion due to wind shear through a complete wind

profile may easily be non-neg11gible.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have seen a number of places in the total wind weighting

procedure where our present methods are less accurate than what is

presently achievable, and far less accurate than what is ultimately

possible. Several points have been touched on in this paper, but none

have been carried to their limits. There are no doubt many other areas

in which improvement of the wind weighting procedures may be made.

As the range and apogee performance of sounding rockets improves, and

as a burgeoning population closes in on the available test ranges,

the need to minimize the dispersion of sounding rockets increases. It

has been shown that impxivements in the wind weighting procedure will

contribute to this evermore necessary dispersion reduction.

The recommended procedure for relating the wind profile to

the requisite launcher orientation using a gust distribution needs to

be tested, both analytically and in the field. This testing would have

to go far beyond comparison with the current Wind Weighting Factor/

Ballistic Factor approach, since that comparison would show only that

the two procedures yielded different answers.

The dispersion due to wind shear distributions along the

vehicle has been shown not to be negligible. However, only the simplest

example of a non- co c-th oriete a c has been pre-

sented. The analysis needs to be extended to the general case of
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variable vehicle velocity vector orientation and generalized wind

velocity distribution along the body and melded with, at one accuracy

level the Wind Weighting Curve and Ballistic Factor procedure, and

at the next level of accuracy with the gust distribution weighting

approach. It is apparent that the least difficult application is

the addition of this effect to computer trajectory programs, which

are in the last analysis our most accurate means of determining the

response of a rocket to a particular wind profile.
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SUMARY

Automation of range instrumentation date handling and the improvement
of information recovery quality from simultaneous tracking instruments are
problems always in need of updating. An approach to solving some of thesc
problems through judicious selection of mathematical techniqu.s are herein
presented.

This study seeks to show how optimal estimation and recursive procedures
are being utilized at several stages in a single pass computer program to
accomplish the following:

1. Correct for instrumentation system and geodesy errors through

4( optimal transformations.

2. Provide an inherent data editing procedure.

3. Provide best estimates of the trajectory and the dynamic variables.

4. Provide covariance matrices of the tracking instrument observation
errors and recovery of the errors for each of the instruments.

The results appear as a set of optimum trajectory parameters which are
delivered in final report form. The time consumed to handle the total
processing of N-Radar Stations is approximately 1 1/2 minutes of Direct
Coupled System (DCS) machine time per minute of flight time and hence make
these techniqL%. highly attractive for operations that inclve the processing
of large queu..,ties of electronic tracking data on a timr!y basis.

INTIZODUCTION

The ,,uodern approach to solving P~roblems through automated means is to
combine ingenuity and scientific purpose with the powerful computation
procedures at our command. iis viewpoint and the desire to improve mattersover the past, motivates the scientific organization of a procedure for
efficient manipulation of data governed by more advanced mathematical
principles and the pressing need to faithfully represent information with
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its timely delivery. With a philosophy developed arotd these points, the
realization of the full potential ' the mathematical and computational
tools will lead the way to the automation and improvement of scientific
data processing.

The purpose oi this paper is to illustrate a single pass processing
strategy that can be obtained from a single pass N-station radar reduction
procedure. This procedure is a direct consequence of a long standing
motivation to utilize simultaneous electronic tracking data in a single pass
from the original recording of real-time data.

The computer program utilizes the techniques of discrete recursive
estimation. The basic recursiv estimation scheme utilized in this program
is due to R. E. Kalman.*

Te major advantages of this program are as follows:

1. Provides self- calibration and optimization of transformed
instrumentation data.

2. Has an inherent editing procedure.

3. Provide the covariance matrix of the error associated with the
optimal estimates.

One of the first important procedures to the automation process was to
set into motion the long standing range capability to capture all data in
real-time on a single tape and thus eliminate the former necessity to

1. Handle individual on-site digital tapes.

2. Rely upon courier service for delivery of data.

3. To eliminate the potentially time consuming radar data conversion
process in converting from an incompatible tape to a computer
compatible digital tape, and

4. To eliminate the time correlation step among a number of on-site
radar tapes.

TIE GENER \LIZED PROCESSING APPROACH

One of the fundamental concepts that lies at the basis of an wLider-
standing, is that the processing procedures are no longer at the mercy of
non1.iCttive, open-loop systems. Furthermore. since the procedu-es arc
o I...... I;., the human analyst can no longer compete with his visual inspection
tcchniques.

*Kalman, R. (1961), "New Methods and Results in Linear Prediction and
Filtering Theory," Tech, Report 61-1 R.I.A.S,, Baltimore, Ad.
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For example, Figure 1 shows in structure a typical open-loop process
where each step is an entirety unto itself.

In this kind of procedure there can be no inherent automatic correction
or adaptive control capability. In order to obtain results which "appear
right" to the data analyst, the procedures usually break down into a human
oriented run-look-run sequence motivated by an insufficient guarantee that

* jall is well at any stage of the process. This by its very nature eliminates
its consideration from a mathematical optimization and automated process.

The significant features of the new method is illustrated in Figure 2.
Here we are attempting to illustrate the overall structure of the entire,
single pass information delivery procedure. In the strategy of these
procedures extensive use is made of a mathematical model of each of the
particular processes that we are attempting to optimize.

It is significant at this time to mention that this approach laid the
foundation for improvements in systems control work and impact prediction techniques.
This has been mairiy due to the successful application of a more powerful mathematical
tool which transcends other techniques of the past but includes them as special
cases of the general theory. These new procedures are self-correcting, dynamic
and optimum for eacl stage of filtering and hence there is no need to consider
drastic program changes or new schemes for each mission. The matrix
representations for each function within a filter are extremely compact
and the programming efforts are minimized since the computing system is
already prepared to manipulate matrices. The behavior of data is easier
to trace and diagnose once the theory and mechanics of the recursive
estimation procedure are known. With a number of these matrix packages
accumulated for different functions within a filter, the ability to respond
to new requirements comes with increasing facility and the job of connecting
the packages through appropriate logic is easier to satisfy.

The only other consideration when going to these methods is that the
individuals must become more aware of the instrument characteristics and
flight process, as well as the mathematical procedures in the program, than
in the past.

For it is only when these factors can be integrated under a common under-
standing can major processing problems be addressed and solved as a more
complete system.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF 711E AUMOWATED DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE(RADARS)*

Wle assume that n-radars are tracking a single target -an th. lre being
simultaneously strobed. The data is recorded in real-time and playbacks are
made depending upon computer availability.

*See diagram at the end of-the section.
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Our first task is to use our optimum estimates of the radar locations
and conv'ert all data to a common frame of reference. Next, we use the
optimized n-station solution filter to obtain the best estimate of the
traje ctory based upon all given observatit~ns. The best estimate of the
trajectory based on observations is used to

(1) Provide input data to the geodesy filter mnd

(2) Provide input data to the dynamic filter.

The output of the geodesy filter provides optimum transformation corrections.
The output of the dynamic filter provides the best estimate of the trajectory
and other state variables. In addition, the optimum predicted state of the
system is uti]~zed to generate the observation covariance matrices
associated with the radars. It is evident from the diagram that we have
indeed developed a closed-loop data processing procedure.

4
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The General Formulation of the

Kalman-Bucy Filter

1. Structure of the Model

We will consider a rather general model consisting of a random process in

discrete time and of observations made upon it. The structure of the model is
defined by the following linear matrix equations.

(.I) x(k+l) - 4(k+l,k)x(k) + u(k) (k -0, i, 2, . .

(1.2) z(k) = H(k)x(k) + v(k) (k = 1, 2, . .

In these equations k is a discrete running index which may be identified with
time in many applications. For convenience, we shall refer to such quantities
as x(k) as the value of x at time k although frequently the amount of real-time
elapsing between (k-l) and k is not unity and may be variable. Note also that
equations (1.1) and (1.2) are indexed upward from an initial value of k = 0 and
k = 1 respectively.

(1.1) and (1.2) are matrix equations containing column vectors x(k) and u(k)
of dimension p, while column vectors z(k) and v(k) are dimension q. 0(k+lk)
is a square (pxp) matrix, while 11(k) is a matrix of q rows and p columns,

Equation (1.1) is called the state equation. It is a first order difference
equation in k relating one value of x, x(k), to the next value x(k+l). The
vector x(k) represents the parameter, or state vector, whose components we will
try to estimate. lWhen tlJe components of the state vector are time dependent, (1.1)
structures their dynamical behavior. Most of the generality of the recursive model
is due to the use of this equation.

The multiplicative part of the connection between x(k+l) and x(k) is provided
by the transition matrices (k+lk), for kzO. They specify the dynamics of the
model. The added vectors u(k), for k!O, are driving terms (forcing function) of
the difference equation.

The state equation (1,1) is a model for the true state of affairs, the true
values of the state vector at time k. Equation (1.2), called the observation
equation, is a model of the measurement process. z(k) reprcsents the measure-
ment (observation) vector whose components are the individual scalar measurements
made at time k. Equation (1.2) relates these measurements to the state vector
via the observation matrix 11(k), for k-zl. The random measurement noise is
represented by v(k), for Ptl. It should be observed that the observation equation
contributes no dynamics to the model.
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2. Statistics of the Model

The matrix sequences ¢(k+lk) and 11(k) are assumed to be specifically and
deteministically given in any particular application of the model. lhey actually
define the deterministic structure of the model. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) may be
viewed as defining how the x(k) and z(k) sequences as dependent variables can be
generated from the u(k) and v(k) sequences plus the initial condition x(O) as
independent vectors. Since the latter vectors are random, they induce a random
behavior on the x(k), z(k) sequences.

We shall assume that the u(k), v(k), x(O) populations are joint paussian.
Hence it suffices to give the first and second moment statistics of these
populations. We furLher assume that u(k) and v(k) for each k and x(O) are mutually
independent. With these assumptions, it is necessary only to specify further
the statistics of each of these independent vectors. We will denote the expectation
operator by E[ ] and the covariance operator by COV[ I i.e. if for the column
vector W, E[] = (IV, then COV[I] = E(W - IT where T denotes matrix transportation.

Hence we have that

2.1 E(u(k)] = 0 1.O

E[v(k)] = 0 Im0

Ex()] = x

2,2 COV[u(k)] = Q(k) k)P0

COV[v(k)] = R(k) Rao

COV[x(0)] = P(O)

It should be stated that the covariance matrix sequences Q(k), R(k) of u(k), v(k)
comprise the main statistical information. Although u(k) and v(k) are statistically
independent, the components of u(k) or v(k) need not be independent. That is Q(k)
and R(k) need not be diagonal.

';eneralized Solution

h¢lce beginning our discussion concerning linear best estimates of the state
vecto v(k), some definitions are in order.

1. x(k+l), x(k) - The state vectors which describe the state of the -system at
t = k+l and t - k respectively. (pxl)

2. o(k+lk) - A (pxp) transition matrix (deterministic) which relates the
state of the system at t = k to the state of the system
t = k+l.

3. u(k) - Gaussian random vector with zero mean and E(u(j)uT (k)] Q(k) 6jk.

4. z(k) - Observations at t - k. (qxl) 499



5. 11(k) - Observation matrix (deterministic) which relates the state vector to
the observations. (qxp)

6, v(k) - Gaussian random vector with zero mean and E[v(j)vT(k)] - R(k)6jk

7, x(k/k - 1) - Our best predicted estimate of the state x(k) based on
observations z(1), z(2), . .. , z(k-1). (pxl)

S. x(k/k) - Our best estimate of the state x(k) based on observations

z(l), z7(2), . ., z(k). (This is the corrected value) (pxl)

9. P(k/k-l) - Covariance matrix of the error associated with 3(k/k-l). (pxp)

10. P(k/k) - Covariance matrix of the error associated with (k/k). (pxp)
11. W(k) - Optimum weighting matrix W(k) P(k/k-l)IIT(k)(R(k)+El(k)P(k/k-l)

liT(k)] ° I . (pxq)

At each instant of time k, we assume that

a. x(k/k-l)

b. P(k/k-1)

are known

We will then receive an observation z(k) [it includes measurement noise].
Our first problem then is to correct the predicted state x(k/k-l) based on the
new information z(k) and obtain x(k/k).

*From the theory of the Kalman-Bucy Filter, it follows that

(1) x(k/k) = x(k/k-l)+IV(k) [z(k)-if(k)x(k/k-l)].

Equation (1) says that our best estimates at t = k, using all observations
up to and including k, is equal to our predicted estimate plus the error
(difference) between what was observed and what we claim should have been observed
multiplied by some weighting factor (W(k)). The key to this equation is indeed
the weighting factor. It determines how much we will alter or chinge our estimate
of the state based on the new observation. If the elements of the matrix (k) are;

a. Small-that we have considerable confidence in our model.

b. Large -- >that we have considerable confidence in our observation measurements.

K(k) changes with time and hopefully always is optimum. It is highly dependent upon
our characterization of the measurement noise (R(k)). If t(k) = 1, t i eleme.1nts of
h'(k) strictly decrease in absolute value and represent the classical least squares
approach.
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Our next problem is to correct the covariance matrix for the error in the

state x(k/k). Again without proof we have that

(2) P(k/k) - [I-1V(k)II(k)]P(k/k-l)

Our correction process would be complete if IV(k) and l(k) were well drfined.
First, 1I(k) is deterministic and fixed (no problem). Secondly,

(3) W(k) = P(k/k-l)lIT(k) [R(k)+l(k)P(k/k-l)IIT(k)]'l

The procedure will be complete if we 7an define nithods for computing

a. x(k+l/k)

b. P(k+l/k).

It follows from equation (1) that

(4) x(k+l/k) = 0(k+l,k)x(k/k)+u(k).

Let k(k/k) represent the first time derivative of x(k/k). Moreover, assume -that
the state vector can be expressed in terms of its components i.e.

xl (k/k)

x2 (k/k)

x(k/k) =

X(k/k)

It follows that

&1(k/k)

X2 (k/k)

xp(k/k)
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Let

F(x(k/k)) 2= kk

Then this will give a (pxp) matrix of the form

ak.(k/k)

and

(k+l/k) =[I+F(R(k/k))At]

also

P(k+l/k) = (k+l/k)P(k/k)OT (k+l/k).rQ(k)rT

where Q(k) is the covariance matrix o~f u~k) mnd

1J i j 0.
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Derivations of Optimal Estimation

Equations

The Gencral Problem

Consider a system wh-ce state vector x(k) is described by the linear state
transition equation

x(k+l) - (k+l~k)x(k)+u(k).

The state of the system is related to an observable quantity, z(k) by

z(k) = H(k)x(k)+v(k).

Ile will assume that the vector v(k) is a gaussian random process with mean
:cro and covariance matrix R(k). The' special case of interest is when u(k) is
non-random i.e. E[u(k)] = u(k) and its covariance matrix Q(k) - 0.

We propose to show that the optimal estimate of x(k+l) given all of the past
oscrved quantities z(k), z(k-l), . . . z(0) is

x(k+l/k) =*(k+l,k)x(k/k-l)++V(k) z(k)

where

€* (k+l,k) = (k+l,k)-Wq(k)lI(k)

.,,.d

W(k) = ,(k+l,k)P(k)lIT(k) [H(k)P(k)IIT(k)+R(k) 1-.

1 Basic Properties

1 .1 The underlying principle of the optimal estimation method is that of
orthogonal projection.

1.2 Let Z(k) - [z(k), z(k-l), . . . z(0)] be the linear manifold of observations.
Then, the optimal estimates of the gaussian random variable x(k+l) is the orthogonal
projection of x(k+l) on Z(k).

1.3 Let E[x(k+l)/Z(k)] be the expected value of x(k+l) given Z(k) and x(k+1/k)
be the orthogonal projection of x(k+l) onto Z(k), then

x(k+lI/k) = E(x(k+l)/Z(k))

1.4 Consider the subspace Z(k-l) = [z(k-l), z(k-2), . . . z(o)]. Then

z(k) - Z(k-l) + Y(k) 503



wh-,re every vector irn Y(k) is orthogonal to Z(k-1). If z(k)cZ(k-1), then Y(k)

ise1. The state vector x(k) is described by

x(k+l) = (k+1,k)x(k)+u(k)

and the state is related to the observables by

z (k) = I I(k) x(k) + v (k) .

1.6 We say that z(k/k-l)cY(k) where

i(k/k-l) =z(k)-II(k)x(k/k-.)

1.7 Thc orthogonal projection of x(k+l) on the linear manifold Y(k) is

2. Derivations

Lemma I

k(k+l/k-l) = O(k+1,k)R(k/k-1)

Where R(k+l/k-1) is orthogonal to z(k).

Proof:
i(k+l/k-1) =x(k+1)-x(k+l/k-l)

k(k+1/k-l) = x(k+1)-13[x(k+1)/Z(k-l)].

From 1.5 we have

R(k+l/k-1) = x(k+l)-E[ (k+1,k)x(k)+u(k)/Z(k-1)]

(k+l,k) is deterministic, hence we have

By definition

E[x(k)/Z(k-1)] =x(k/k-l).

Wc w Il asstie tia u~k) is non-random,hecwehv

E[u(k)/Z(k-l)] = tuk).

(I.a) may be written as

k(k+1/k-1) = x(k+l)-o(k+1,k)x(k/k-l)-u(k).
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Again from (L.S) we have

R(k+l/k-l) = (k+l,k)x(k)+u(k)-. (k+l,k)x(k/k-l)-u(k)I xR(k+l/k-1) = o(k+l,k) [x(k)-x(k/k-l)]

R(k+l/k-l) = (k+l,k)R(k/k-l) Q.E.D.

Lcmma II

i(k/k-l) = 11(k)R(k/k-l)+v(k)

Proof:

By definition we have that

i(k/k-l) = z(k)-H(k)x(k/k-l)

= 11(k)x(k)+v(k)-H~k)x(k/k-l)

= 11(k) (x(k)-x(k/k-l) ]+v(k)

= H(k)3t(k/k-l)+v(k). Q.E.D.

Theorem I

W(k) = (+]?(k)IIT(I11k)P(k)IIT)+~)]

Proof:

By statement (l.2),we know that

R(k+l/Y(k) = ,c(k+l)-E[x(k+l)/Y(k) 1. (1.1)

We also kniow that i(k/k-l) lies completely in Y(k) and k(k+l/k-l) is
orthogonal to Y(k), ~.Hence we have that

0* =E{{x(k+l)-E[x(k+l)/Y(k)]}y (klk-l)] (1.2)

We define the optimal weighting filter IV(k) by the equation

I(k)y(k/k-l) =-E~x(k+l)/Y(k)] (1.3)

Now (1.2) becomes

0 -Ef (x(k+l) -I(k)9(k/k-l) }'TT(k/k- 1) (1.4)

*'[W random vectors a and b are orthogonal if EfablI = Lfba 1J 0.
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x(k+l) may be decomposed into two orthogonal components x(k+l/k-l)cZ(k-1) and
.x(k~l/k-1) which its orthogonal to Z(k-i). From (1.4) we have

-)T~kkl )Tkk)-E[x(k+1/k-l~ (kk-)(k+l1 (k/k-WI(k) (k/k-1)y (k/k-i)] (1.5)
It is obvious that

E[x(k+/k-1) T (k/k-l)] - 0

flence (1.5) becomes

o 13 ( (k+l/k- 1) ?T(k/k 1) -W(k) (k/k- 1)g (k/k- 1)]
By Lemma I, we have

0o E[(O(k+lpk)i(k,/k-1))15(k/kl)-i(k)(k/k-1)5T(kk1)

Using Lemma II, we have

0=Ef (o(k+1 ,k)Ri(k/k- 1)1(11(k) R(k/k- 1) +V(k)) I -(k) (J1(k)i(k/k-1) +V(k) I
(11(k) (k/k-l)+V(k) 1T1 (1.6)

Expanding (1.6) we have

o = E[O(k+1 ,k) i(k/k-1) RT(k/k-l)IITck) -o(k+1 ,k) i(k/k-1)VTck) -W(k) (11(k) i(k/k- 1)
x (k/k- 1)H T(k) +11(k) R(k/k- 1)Vl (k) +V(k) 5l1(k/k- 1)HT(k) +V(k)VT(k) 1] (1.7)

We observe that

Ef[(k/k-1)vTLk)J 0
E -T~Jk/-) because they are uncorrelated.

Hence we have from (1.7) that

o = o(k+,k)E-[i(k/k-I)J(k/k-1) ]IIT(k) -W(k)1(k)E[R(k/k-)RI(k/k- 1)111 (k)+Jifv(k)r (k)j. 
(1.8)

Weko ha ~)-Efv(k)v T(k)] and we define P(k) - I~/-)RT(/-).Then (1.8) becomes

o = ~(k+1,I)P~k 10(k.Vl) [11"I (kpk)iiTck)-R(k) j

or

11(k) - 4(k+l,k)P(k)I k) fh1(k)P(k)11T(k) R(k)]
It is of some interest to note that

1. P(k) is the covariance matrix of the estimation error.
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2. R(k) is the covariance matrix of the measurement error,

£ 3. 11(k) is the observation matrix.

4. 0(k+1,k) is the state transition matrix.

Theorcm II

x(k+l/k) - *(k+1 ,k) x(k/k-1) +u(k) +W(k) z(k)

Proof:

By definition

x(k,,l/k) =-Efx(k+1)Z(k)] (2.1)

Thie vcctor x(k+l/k) may be decomposed into the sum of two orthogonal components,
namely

x(k+l/k) BE~x(k+l)/Z(k-1) ]+Efx(k+l)/Y(k)] (2.2)

The first term in (2.2) is simply x(k+l/'K-1), hence

x(k+l/k) = x(k+1/k-l)+E[x(k+l/Y(k)]I. (2.3)

We now observe that

And from equation (1.3) we have that

Hence equation (2.3) becomes

x(k+1/k) = (k+l,k)x(k/k-1)+u(k)+Wl(k) (k/k-1) (2.4)

We know that

i(k/k-l) = z(k)-h1(k)x(k/k-l)

Hence (2.4) becomes

x(k+l/k) = (k+l,k)x(k/k-l)+u(k)+WV(k)[z(k)-hl(k)x(k/k-1)] (2.5)

he may rewrite (2.5) by factoring as

x(ks-l/k) = [(k+1 ,k) -W(k)Hl(k) ]x(k/k- l)+u(k)+WV(k) z(k)

,,ut ~klk) (k+l,k)-W(k)11(k), hence we obtain

x(k~l/k) - *(k+lk)x~k/k.l)+u(k)+V(k) z(k). 507



Theorem III

P(k) T T -1k

Proof:

By definition

weP~k4l 1) E[R(k+l/k) T (k+l/kfli)/k1

Ile kosrv that

z(k/k) = x(k)c(k-+l+k)

-~~lk = (k+l ,k) i(k/k- 1) -W(k lik) i~k/k- 1) +v(k)-I)ik-1

- [ (k+,k)-(k) ](k/k-)]-W(k)v(k/)

= o(k+lk)i(k/k..l)..I(k)(k-).

Weubservtatio nteoiia qainyed

P(k/k1) =[(.i(kl~(k/k lWkv(k) )-

Joeoe we obeve that

R)= [(kT~k),~)Rkk-)Wkvk

P~)= [5(kk)(k/k-l)IVkv)

Sub ten cc o ie havegia quto yed

P(k+l) = E[*k+lk)(kkl-Vkvk)xT(/-)01klk- kITk

= E6*(~l~~k~/k-)RTk/kl~*T~~l~))-(O*k~lk)RL508 1



For simplicity, we will drop the matrix arguments i.e.

P(k+l) - P*T+IJ

First we observe that

Hecnce we now have

P(k4l1) -*~ T IITIV T) +IVMVT

= *P -pilT1PITIVT+rv

O T Pi T IVT +W~(f1PI{T+R)IVT.

We recall that

He nce we have that

P(k+l) = *P T..OPjtTVT+OPHT(H~lT+R) :1pl'R)V

= pj..PIT(IP11T+R)l'HPjT Q.E.D.
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Geodesy and Self Calibration Filter*

The problem that we are concerned with is that of transforming all radar
tracking data to a common frame of reference without the utilization of
calibration data obtained prior to the mission. In addition, we require that
this transformation be optimum relative to the loss function for locally constant
parameters which is used throughout this report.

In order to insure that the parameters that we intend to optimize are
linearly independent, we utilize the following transformation representation:

(1ll1 12 13 14 x.

ri a21 22  23 24 z i
z c a31 a3 a3 4 i

where c represents the common frame of reference and the subscripts i(i = 1, 2,
•. . n) represent the data from the Various trackers. It should be obvious that
the only equation utilized relative to the Kalman formulation of the recursive
estimation method is

(2) z(k) = H(k)x(k/k)+v(k) k = 1, 2, . . .

It is well known that for locally constant parameters, the optimum x(k/k) where
k = 1, 2 . . . n is given by

L (3) x(k-/k) = (1IT(k)R'l(k)II(k))-lIIT(k)R-l(k)z(k)

For our problem, we assume that at the beginning of the mission we have optimum
estimates x(k/k). As the mission progresses, we obtain zdditional data and pose
the question as to whether or not we may improve our optimum estimates x(k/k) by
utilizing the additional data. Again it should be obvious that we will require
x(k/k) plus some corrections Ax(k+l/k+l) to be optimum relative to the enlarged
set of observations. The mathematical structure of the problem is as follows:

z(k+l) II (k +lI

where

(a) z(k+l) represents the additional observations.

*See block diagram at the end of the Appendix.
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(b) 1l(k+l) represents the new observation matrix (which in general will equal
JI(k)).

(c) Ax(k+l/k+l) represents the optimum corrections to the optimum estimates
based upon the additional information.

7ho loss function associated wirth representation (4) is as follows:

(5) J = llx(k+l/k+l)l k II1(k+l)x(k/k)4ax(k+l/k+l)

=zkk+l)I! +
'(k+l)

;J

Now setting ( / = 0 we obtain

(6) Ax(k+l/k+l) (11T k)R 1 (k)II(k)+lT (k+l)R" (k+l)11(k+l))"

IIT(k+l)R1(k+l)(z(k+l)-11(k+l)x(k/k))

who re
x(k/k) -all H (k) 11(k+l) x i  y i z i AP i 0 0 0 0 0 00

ax12 0 0 0 0 xi Yi Zi APi 0 0 0 0.a 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 x i Yi zi 6.

a014 zi(k+l) i

a1 
Yi

a 221

a231

a24  Ax(k+l/k+l)ij - (Aaij) i = 1, 2, 3
a3  j = I, 2, 3, 4a 31

a32

a33

And hence the new optimum estimates have the representation (aij + Aaij ).
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Equation (6) suggests a successive improvement scheme for determining the unknown

x(k+J/k+J) (Ja=l) as more and more observations are made.

If we define

(7) (1iT(k)R'l(k)Ik)lI = P(k)

(HT(k)R - l(k)H(k)+IIT(k+l )R- l (k+l)11(k+l )) - = P(k+l)

Then

(S) P 1(k+l) P'l (k)+II (k+l)Rl(k+1)1(k+l)

and

(9) Ax(k+l/k+l) = P(k+l)iT (k+l)R7'(k+l) iz(k+l)-H(k+l)x(k/k))

are the desired recursion formulas. Equation (9) has one major drawback - the
inversion of the nxn matrix P(k+l) must be carried out at every stage. In order
to circumvent this difficulty, we make use of Householder's (Penrose) matrix
inversion lemma. "l -l T -

Lenma: If P (k+l) = P (k)+H T(k+l)R l(k+l)lI(k+l)

where P(k) and R(k) are positive definite, symmetric, and nonsingular, then
P(k+l) exists and is given by

(10) P(k+l) = P(k)-P(k)llT(k+l) ((k+l)P(k)llT(k+l)+R(k+l))'llI(k+l)P(k)

Equation (10) can take the place of equation (8). The matrix (1I(k+l)P(k)IIT(k+l)+
R(k+l)) is of dimension rxn where r is the number of new observations. Since we
are at liberty to process new data either singly or a group at a time, we simply
take r equal to one. .1ence, the matrix inversion problem has been completely
eliminated in the stagewise (recursion) correction scheme.
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Derivation of the Best Estimate of

The Trajectory Via the Use of

Measurement Data*

Let us assume thlat at each sampling time t = k, n instruments (radars) record

the approximate position [R R(k), A R(k), 0Rk)] j =1, 2, ... n of a vehicle in
3 3

space. Let us further assume that by some optimum process,** the position data
can be transformed to a common rectangular Cartesian Coordinate System. At time
t = k, let

x (k)

Z. (k) = yj(k)

Izj(k) j = , 2, . . . n ()

represent the available data. Finally, assume that the covariance matrix R.(k)

for each radar is known.' " *  The covariance matrices are of the form

02 a a
x xy xz

R-k) a 02 ayZ
3 - XY y

Xz 0yz z(2)
Now consider the observation equation developed in Appendix B i.e.

Z(k) = 1I(k)X(k)+V(k) (3)

Since we have n such relations (one for each radar), the equation of interest
must be of the form

Z.(k) = H.(k)X.(k)+V(k) j = 1, 2, ... n (4)

*See flw diagram at the end of the Appendix.

**See Appendix F for the Derivation.

***A method for approximating R. (k) is contained in the next section of
this Appendix. 
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In matrix notation (4) would have the following form

Ix.i(k) 100 k) 6 ()I 01 j k

y. (k) - 0 10 L (ki LZ.(k) 5

z (k) 0 jj k) Aj(k S

where
xj (k)

yj (k) represent the n observations

zj (k)

axj (k)

Ay (k) represent the n masurement errors
3

Az (k)

x(k)

y(k) represent the best estimaL.. of the trajectory point

z(k)|

and 1 Ij (k) is equal tr the identity matrix because all of the observations are

expressed in a common frame of referer.ce.

Using the notation of equation (4) and remembering that 1i j (k) is equal to the

identity matrix for all j and k, we define our best estimate of the trajectory by
the following loss function:J n ( _-(k) X (k) ) ril (k) (z (k)-X (k)) ] 

(6a)

J = J 3 zz[Cz i

J L Ik y(k) a 02 v(k) ykj=l jxy j  yj yz yk)
-im zak) a a 02j(k)j

[1k xz~ j yzj z kil

(6b)
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Our best estimate y (k)j is optimum when J is a minimum. A necessary and sufficient

z Ck)
condition for J to be a minimum is for - 0.

BX(k)

Performing the latter operation utilizing equation (6a) we obtain

E 'I (k)f1 X(k) = 'Z R. 1 (k)Z.(k) (7a)
j=l j julJ

or
=(n -l 1  n l(

X(k) Z . R. (k))- Z R.l Z(k) (b

(7b) may be written as

[xck)Ix(k n -fl-1 Iy()
Iy(k)~ = ~ YR' j(k)(kIy~

Iz(k21 L Ik (8)

It should be observed that if R.(k) is the same for all j, then (8) reduces
to a simple arithmetic average of th; measurement data.

Derivation of R.(k).

At each sampling time, t = k, the dynamic filter provides optimum predicted
estimates of what the instruments should measure. Hence, for each radar, we consider
the deviation in R, A, E (from the predicted) for t = k, (k-l)o (k-2), (k-3), (k-4).
This information allows us to approximate a aRP (As and a E for each radar. If one

assumes that the measurement errors are independent, in radar coordinates the
covariance matrix would be of the form

0 Ca2

0 0 ca E2

Our problem is to derive the covariance matrix of the noise associated with
Z j(k), given the covariance matrix of the radar measurement noise as follows:
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A~R.
4 II

V (k) = LA
AE

Se know that

x = Rcos(E)sin

y = Rcos(E)cos

z = Rsin(E)

If the deviations (ARj, AAj, AE.) are small compared to the values R, A, and E then

X ax ax XAR.aTI7ja(AR.j)h~ 3T(T3

AY a Y Y AY
3(AR. 7. a~a

az az az

or

I FqI
AYj T L& i

[f the covariance matrix of the errors in radar measurements, denoted IT. (k)
is given by

a2. 0 0

21Z.(k) 0 aA1 0

0 0 o2
E.
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02. variance of noise in range measurement for the j-th radar

2 = variance of noise in azimuth measurement for tie jt radar
0A. j aa

a 2 = variance of noise inlevation measurement for the jt' radar2

Then, provided that the measurement errors AR, AA md AE. are small compared

to the actual values_ of R, A, and E, the desired covariance matrix RM(k) is
determined as 3

Rj Rj

R.(k)=E T A.A T AA.

M. , E. (1)

If we let

AR.

A. = A.

A E.

Then, manipulating equation (1) we have

TR4(k) = E[TA (TA.)T ]

- E[ThAjTTT)

= TEA [AjTITT

= (k)T

$18
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Dynamic Filter for the

Generation of Optimum Trajectory

Parameters*

Characteristic to any system of measurements are errors in the measuring
devices. 'The radars used in missile tracking contain errors of this type. For
some time, the Processing Sciences Division of the Analysis and r)mputation
Directorate has been concerned with the study of how to better approximate the data
associated with a radar signal which is corrupted with noise. Hence, we seek to
develop a digital filter which will correct for the errors in these measurements.
Furthermore, we would like -'or the filter to yield optimum estimates of the missile's
trajectory, in particular, the rectangular cartesian coordinates of position,
velocity and acceleration.

Th-e structure of the filter which we will develop is completeiy compatible
with the Kalman-Bucy filter described in Appendix (B). Thus, our filter will be
a recursive filter and it will be optimum in the sense defined in Appendix (B).

Figure (1) illustrates the general approach utilized by the Kalman-Bucy fil-
ter. It is this approach which we will use in approximating the solutiun to our
problem.

In this Appendix we are concerned mainly with illustrating how w applied the
methods of Appendix (B). We will also present the mathematical structure and
computational procedure of the filter, and render physical interpretation to
pertinent mathematical expressions. For the sake of clarity and communication
between appendices we will use the same notation in our mathematical expressions;
hence the definitions given on pages (3) and (4) of Appendix (B) will also apply
in this section.

In constructing our filter we assume the only real-time observations (measure-
irents) made are radar position data (R, A, E). We will attempt to construct the
simplest filter which will generate the desired optimal estimates of the trajectory.

From Appendix (B), we know there are certain steps that we must follow. For
convenience we will summarize these steps.

(1) We start by assuming we know what the state of the system will be at
time = k, denoted in vector form by x(k/k-1) and the covariance matrix P(k/k-1).

r r r(2) Make an observation (R , A, E ) denoted in vector form yz(k) with
associated covariance R(k).

(3) Correct the state of the system x(k/k) and its covariance matrix P(k/k).

*See Flow Diagram at the end of the Appendix.
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(4) Propagate the state estimate and covariance matrix to time t k+l to
obtain x(k+l/k) and P(k+l/k).

(5) We return to step (1), advance time and aait our next measurement.

Specifically, our problem may be defined as follows:

(1) Construct a mathematical model which will allow us to propagate the state

of the system from time k to k+l.

(2) Construct the deterministic matrices utilized by the Kalman-Bucy filter.

PROBID.\I FORMULATION

We will now apply the general equations of Appendix (B) to the specific
problem of interest. Let (x, y, z) represent the rectangular cartesian position
coordinates of the vehicle being tracked and (x, y, z) the respective first time
derivatives of the position coordinates. Let At represent the acceleration or

dccelcration of the missile acting along the velocity vector.

We represent the state of the system x(k) as a (7xl) matrix or state vector
having components x i where i = 1, 2) . . . 7. Furthermore we claim that x(k) may

be represented as follows:

x 2  y

x

x(k)= x4

xs!

x6 i z

Li
Now, assume that we have at time k a predicted value x(k/k-1) and its covariance
matrix P(k/k-1) for t. state of the system x(k).

From ApPcnd ... w e h ,a t ,c mathemati cal tools whid we nued to construct our
f'lter. We know that at time = k the equations below will correct the state of the
sy. tern x(k/k) and the covariance matrix P(k/k).

(1) x(k/k) = x(k/k-l)+WV(k)[z(K)-ii(k)x(k/k-1)]

(2) P(k/k) = [I-W(k)II(k)]P(k/k-l)

where 
S21



(3) IV(k) P(k/k-I)JIT(k) [R(k)+Il(k)P(k/k- I),T(k) ]"1

We also know that we can predict what the state of the system should be at time
k+l and the covariance matrix associated with errors in this prediction via the
equations.

(4) x(k+i/k) = o(k+l,k)x(k/k)+B(k)u(k)

(5) P(k+l/k) - 4(k+l,k)P(k/k) T(k+l,k)+rQ(k)rT

At time = k we receive a measurement Rr , Ar, Er from the tracker (radar).
These three measurements define the observation vector with components (Rr, Ar, Er).
In state vector form

fRT]

z(k) Ar  (3xl)

However for our filter we prefer to utilize the observation data in rectangular
coordinates. Hence for filter utilization, we define z(k) to be of the form

z(k) = y

where

x =Rrcos(Er)siflCAr)

y = Rrcos(Er) cos(Ar)

z = Rrsin(Er)

Before we can correct the state of the system through equation (1) above, we
need to define and construct several matrices. We note that equation (1) calls
for a matrix 11(k).

Appendix (B) defines the equation

z(k) = H(k)x(k)+V(k)

From this equation we see that H(k) must be a matrix which rlates the state of the
system to what is being observed. Hence, we have that
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xx

y - 11(k) +V(k)

- ii

At

1his implies that 11(k) is a 3x7 matrix of the form

11(k) = 0 0 0 00

00 1 0 0 00

for all k i.e. it is independent of time.

We also need the so-called optimum weighting matrix W(k) in equation (1).
W(k) is given by equation (3) that we need only to define and construct the matrix
R(k) which will allow us to compute W(k) and in turn correct the state estimate
through equation (1).

From the relation equation

z(k) = H(k)x(k)+V(k)

we note that V(k) is a (3xl) vector. It is the vector associated with the
observation noise of the tracker i.e. for each k there exists an error in the
tracking data, namely

AR(k)]

V(k) AA(k)

AE(kj

We will assume that the (arithmetic mean of V(k)) expected value (E[V(k)])
is equal to zero and that the errors are independent. The covariance matrix of
V(k) is defined as follows:
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R 2  0 0

E[V(k)V(k) T) 0 A2 0

0 0 02

Hlence we are assuming that the observation noise has the following character:

1. The component are statistically independent.

2. The expected value equals zero.

3. The noise is Gaussian

4. The noise is white i.e. uncorrelated.

The characterization of the observation noise i.e. the construction of its
covariance matrix would be complete of it was expressed in the (x, y, z) reference
frame.

We know that

x = Rrcos(Er)sin(Ar).

y = Rrcos(Er)cos(Ar).

z = Rrsin(E r),

If the deviations (AR, AA, AE) from the trajectory are small compared to the
values of Rr, Ar, and Er, then

ax ax. ax

Az 3az az

or

Ax AR

Ay -TAA

Az AE
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T may be evaluated using (1), hence we have that

cos (Er)sin(Ar) Rcos (Er) cos (Ar) -Rsin(Er)sin(Ar)

T cos(Er)sin(Ar ) -Rcos(Er)sin(Ar) -Rsin(Er)sin(Al)

sinor) 0 Rcos(Er)

It can be shown that the desired covariance matrix (R(k) on the x, y, z level)
is given by

R2 0 0
R

R(k) = 0  OA 0 "T.

0 0 E 2

.(k/k-1) represent our best estimate of

x

y

z

At

at time t k based on all observations up to and including time t k-l. These
are our best predicted estimates. Initial values must be furnished. If the
radar begins tracking when the vehicle is on the launcher and if the (XL, YL' zL)

position of the launcher with respect to the radar is known, then a suitable set
of initial conditions would be
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xL

YL

ZL
L

x(k/k-) i 0

0

0 1

0

x(k/k) represents our (best) optimum estimates o

x

z

At :

At time t =k based on all observations tip to and including time t =k. 71iis
is the output we seek from our filter. No initialization is required on the part
of thle user.

P(k/k-l) is actually the covariance matrix of the error associated with
R(k/k-). This matrix must be initialized i.e. P(1/0) must be defined. A

representative set o0 values is as folls

0000 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 5000 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 5000 0 0 0 0

P(k/k-1)- 0 0 0 2000 n 0 0

0 0 0 0 2000 0 0

.0 0 0 0 0 2000 0

-0 0 0 0 0 0 750
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It is acceptable to assume that the errors associated with our initial estimates
are i.ndependent and the magnitude of the variances are given by the ;iovo
numbers. It should be noted that the filter is highly insensitive to tile initial
values of this matrix. P(k/k) is the covariance matrix of the error associated
with our optimum estimate of the state R(k/k).

T7he single most importanc quantity associated with the filter is the so-
called optimum weighting matrix (IV(k)). For each observation, we have an
estimate of what the observation should be. Tie difference between the estimate
and observation defines the error signal. 7he matrix IV(k) then utilized this
error signal and our predicted estimate i(k/k-l) to compute the optimum estimate
R(k/k). Hence it is obvious that maximum care must be given in the indirect
construction of (k). This completes our correction problem.

The procedure will be complete if we define and construct the matrices
needed in the equations.

(4) x(k+l/k) = *(k+l,k)x(k/k)+B(k)u(k)
(5) P(k+/k) = 0(k+l,k)P(k/k) T (k+l,k)+rQ'k)r T

Our immediate task is to construct the transition matrix 0(k+l,k) which
will propagate the state from time k to k+l. Ile make use of the following
basic equations of motion in constructing *(k+ik).

(6) - T( /V)

(7) 5 T('/V)

(8) T(i V)-G

where x, y, z are the cartesian coordinates of missile position.

G = gravitational acceleration

T = represents the acceleration or deceleration of the missile acting along

the velocity vector.

From Appendix (B) we have that

i(k+l,k) = [I+F( (k/k))At]

5he2re
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1000 0 0 0

0 100 0 00

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

I- 0 00 1 0 0

0 000 100

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

00 00 0 0 1

Previously we expressed the state vector in terms of its components. It had the
form

xl(k/k)

x2(k/k)

x3(k/k)

.(k/k) = x4(k/k)

x,(k/k)

x6 (k/k)

x7(k/k)

It follows that the first time derivative x(k/k) of R(k/k) can be expressed as

.I x4(k/k)

2 xs(k/k)

k(3 x6 (k/k)

X(k/k) x4 [x7(k/k)] x4(k/k)]/V(k)

[X7(k/k)][x5 (k/k)]/V(k)

X6 [x (k/k)U]x 6(k/k)]/V(k)

V7j
where

V(k) = Ix4Ck/k)]2+[xCk/k)]2+[x6 (k/k)]
2
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Hence for our problem, using the definition F(x(k/k)) in Appendix (B) we have
ax 1 - ax3 ax4  __S __6 a

YI zx TX Tx ; axl x T-
ax1  ax2  ak3  3 D S 3X6  aX7

ak ak2  ak3  Bk4  ax5  X6 a 7
rx 3 ax3 ax3 x 3a)ax a3

Ffx(k/k)) ax 1 3Xc2  ak3  aNz ax, Nx ax7
'7 ax4  N aN N ;x4  B 4

ak 1  ak2  a 3 34  az 5  ax6  ax 7

ak ax2  ax3  ak4 akc5  3k6  ak

ak I akc2  ak3  akc4  ak 5  ak6  ak7
'X r x7  ;7x7 7 x7 ax7

therefore

0 00 1 0 0 0

0 00 0 1 0 0

0 00 0 0 1 0

P 0 0 0 x (V 2 -x2)/V 3  _x x x /V3  -x xx 6/V3  x /V

0 0 0 -x x x /V3  - 2_xXx6 /V3  _x (x /V3  x /V

00O0 0 0 0 0

and A~t is the sampling interval. Hence *(k+l/k) becomes
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100 At 0 0 0

010 0 At 0 0

001 0 0 At 0

0(k+l,k) - 0 0 0 1+F(x(k/k)) 44At F(x(k/k)) 45At F(x(k/k)) 46At 0

0 0 0 F(x(k/k))54At IF(x(k/k))55At F(x(k/k))56At 0

0 0 0 F(x(k/k))64At F(x(k/k))65At 1+F(x(k/k))66At 0

000 0 0 0 1

We let u(k) - T$ which represents our estimate of tangential acceleration,
and only requires an initial value since it is a component of the state vector.

Since B(k) is deterministic and must properly project T onto R(k), we define
it as a (7xl) matrix having the following form:

AtR x4

At2  x6

13(k)- A
B(k) At X 4TCRT

At X5V77
At x6

00

Finally we need to compute P(k4l/k). Again since

P(k+l/k) = (k+l)P(k/k) T(k+l/k) = rQ(k)r T

we define two additional matrices which are independent of time. r a (7x7)
matrix defined as the random forcing function distribution matrix.
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At 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 At 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 At 0 0 0 0

r= 0 0 0 At 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 At 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 At 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 At

and Q(k) which is the covariance matrix of random forcing function

500 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 500 0 0 0 0 0

0 500 0 0 0 0

Q(0)= 0 0 500 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 500 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 500 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 500

This latter matrix may also be changed depending upon known characteristics
of the system. The Q(k) matrix allows us to determine the maximum amount of
confidence we will place in our optimum estimates R(k/k), since P(k/k) is the
covariance matrix of the error associated with our optimum estimates. Q(k) states
that I will always assume that at least this much error exists in the optimum
estimates. Q(k) may be changed at the discretion of the user. Hence we have

P(k+l/k) = (k+l,k)P(k/k) T (k+l,k) +rQ(k)irT

which completes the recursive estimation method.

It is obvious that P(k+l/k) replaces P(k/k-1), x(k/k-1) is replaced by

x(k+l/k) and we begin the computations again starting with equation 1). Finally,
only the numbered equations are utilized by the filter.
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COMPUTATION OF MEAN WIND SPEED FROM BALLOON TRACK

by

LOUIS D. DUNCAN

and

BERNARD F. ENGEBOS

ABSTRACT

It is shown that the mean wind through a given altitude layer can be

determined from balloon tracking data without computing wind values for

individual points. The assumptions involved in the procedure are similar

to the assumption made in numerical differentiation techniques, i.e., the

position can be approximated by a polynomial.
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INTRODUCTION

Standard techniques to obtain wind data above the level at which

a fixed instrument (i.e., an anemometer) is feasible employ the observa-

tion of balloons. As tne oalloon ascends, its position is observed

(tracked) by an instrament such as a theodolite, GID, radar, etc.

Sufficient tracking information is obtained to determine the position

of the balloon at discrete time periods.

To determine the wind velocity one usually numerically differenti-

ates the position data and assumes that the horizontal component of the

wind is equal (at least in magnitude) to the horizontal component of the

balloon velocity. The amount of sophistication involved in the numerical

differentiation techniques depends, to a large extent, on the amount and

frequency of the data.

A real-time meteorological system has been developed by the Atmos-

pheric Sciences Office at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico. This

system includes a semi-automatic pilot balloon tracking system which

automatically samples three manually operated theodolites at the rate of

one sample per second. These data are reduced to obtain balloon position

at the rate of one point per second.

Once one has obtaiio wind values at various altitudes, the mean over

a given altitude layer can be computed as a simple average. This paper

discusses a tecnnique for computing this mean which does not require the

computation of the individual wind values.
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DISCUSSION

Throughout this paper an underlying coordinate system (x, y, z, t)

will be understood. This system is such that (x, y, z) is a right-hand

orthogonal system with z vertical, x, y horizontal, and t time.

The motion of the balloon can be expressed by a functional relation-

ship (x, y, z) = f(t). The component motions are expressed functionally

by x = X(t), y = Y(t), and z = Z(t). Since f(t) represents the motion of

a physical body, it is a continuous function. It will be assumed that

f(t) is almost c rywhere differentiable. Now X(t), Y(t), and Z(t)

are necessarily continuous and almost everywhere differentiable. Suppose

it is desired to compute for t I - t ! t 2 .

Then

i 1 ft2 X(t)dt = [X(t 2 ) - X(tl)]/(t 2 - tl) (1)
2 - 1 t

Similarly one obtains

=[Y (t 2  - ~ )(t 2  t I )  (2)

and

Z= [Z(t 2 ) - Z(tl)]/(t 2 - t)" (3)

Therefore, if one can determine the functions X(t), Y(t), and Z(t),

then it is easy to compute the mean speeds. Unfortunately, it is
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usually difficult, it not impossible, to determine these functions. The

standard technique is to assume that the function can be approximated

sufficiently close by a polynomial of order n and then use a curve fit

technique to determine the coefficients of the polynomial. Most numerical

differentiation techniques employ similar assumptions.

Henceforth, we shall assume that time (t) is equally spaced and

centered about its mean. Let X(t) = Atn + A tn-l + ... + At + A°

n = 1, 2, 3, 4. By using a least square fit to the data, one can sim-

plify equation (1) for various values of n [the degree of the polynomial,

X(t)] to obtain

(41) Al n- 1

(42) = A1  n = 2.

(43) " A3 t 2  +A1

(44) =A 3t2
2 + A1  n =4.

It can be shown that for n odd, n and n + 1 yield the same equation.

Substituting the least squares estimates for A and A. in equations

(4 ) and (43) one obtains, after simplification

(S1 T= (12 Etx)/N(N 2 _ 1)

and [140(3N2_7)}tx - 2800t 3x]t 2 + 140(3N2_7)t 3x - 25(3N4-18N+31)tx

(53) XN(N 2 
- 1)(N 2 

- 9)(4 - N2)

where N is the number of points in the interval.
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EVALUATION OF THE TECHNIQUE

The procedure outlined above was programmed for an electronic digital

computer, and several balloon tracks were analyzed. Several different

altitude layers were used. For each layer, equations (51) and S5 ) were

computed, and in each case the accuracy of the curve fit was computed.

Based upon the data analyzed to date, there appears to be no significant

differences among the results from the two equations.
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BLUE GOOSE WIND CORRECTION ANALYSIS

Urban H. DeH. Lynch, Captain, USAF

ABSTRACT

This report contains the techniques to develop accurate wind compensation for
unguided vehicles. This work was performed under Contract AF29(601)-6311 by
Space Systems Incorporated in conjunction with the Air Force Weapons Laboratory
as a requirement for a new sounding rocket named the Blue Goose. Analytical
results for arbitrary wind profiles indicate that the technique can correct the
trajectory to within C.2 degree dispersion. inherent in the quoted trajectory
accuracy is the need for accurate wind tunnel data (to include high angle of
attack aerodynamics at low Mach number) for the vehicle and a proven six-degree-
of-freedom trajectory calculation.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Space Systems Incorporated (SSI), City of Industry, Los Angeles, California,

under supervision of the Air Force Weapons Laboratory was responsible for the

design and development of a highly accurate unguided sounding rocket called the

Blue Goose Vehicle. During the development of the vehicle, a wind weighting

technique was derived that proved to be very accurate (0.2 degree trajectory

dispersion). Most of the original analysis was done by Mr. Bruce Bohi of SSI.

The author checked Mr. Bohi's analysis, determined the accuracy of the technique,

and used it in the field. Because the technique proved to be accurate, the

author felt the work worthy of documentation. That documentation follows.
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SECTION II

CONCEPTS

1. Vehicle Concepts

The Blue Goose (BG) vehicle concepts were definitely an outgrowth of its

mission: To design and build an unguided booster vehicle capable of carrying

payloads of the 2,500-pound class to altitudes around 100,000 feet with an

accuracy of 19 mils while maintaining a velocity of 4,000 ft/sec.

At first examination, the mission specifications of "unguided" and "19 mils"

(coupled with other performance specifications) sound mutually exclusive. Indeed

the specifications were mutually exclusive without advancing the state of the

art of unguided vehicle rocketry.

The following general problem areas were defined after six-degree-of-freedom

trajectory analysis and dispersion studies:

(1) The vehicle must be wind insensitive and have an accurate wind weighting

analysis.

(2) Thrust misalignment effects must be held to an absolute minimum.

(3) The launcher must be very stable and have a high degree of pointing

accuracy.

(4) Vehicle nominal quadrant elevation (Q.E.) must be corrected for propel-

lant temperature and final vehicle buildup weight.

The above general problem areas led to specific solutions which were in part

completely new concepts in unguided vehicle rocketry and in part a high degree

of refinement of standard concepts. The specific solutions were as follows:

a. Wind insensitive vehicle.

(1) Low static margin at lift-off (6 inches).

(2) High acceleration at lift-off (14 g).

b. Accurate wind weighting (0.2 degree trajectory dispersion).

(1) Wind tunnel analysis to pick the best vehicle configuration and to

get high angle of attack aerodynamic data at low Mach number.
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(2) Computer slx-degree trajectory analysis to devise very accurate

wind weighting techniques.

c. Thrust , isalignment effects.

(1) Close configurational control on thrust lines of all motors to make

thrust misalignment an absolute minimum at lift-off.

(2) Spin vehicle on launcher prior to ignition and zero length launch.

d. Launcher with a high degree of pointing accuracy. Responsibility of

DASA Project 9.5.

e. Corrections in Q.E. for propellant temperature and final weight.

Computer six-degree trajectory analysis to provice Q.E. corrections for pertur-

bations in vehicle nominal weight and propellant temperature.

Only the wind weighting problem io discassed in this report.

2. Wind Weighting Concepts

a. Wind Insensitive Vehicle

The vehicle design was made as wind insensitive as possible so a6 to

minimize the effects of variable launch winds on trajectory. As already men-

tloned, this was accomplished by low static margin and high acceleration at

lift-ofi. Confidence in the low static margin was achieved by accurate wind

tunnel testing and vehicle ballasting. The high acceleration at lift-off (14 g)

was achieved by auxiliary booster motors. Figures 2 and 3 of the appendix are

the elevation and azimuth correction curves for the final vehicle configuration.

Note the wind sensitivity of the vehicle: For a 40-ft/sec headwind the elevation

correction is approximately 2.9 degrees: for a 40-ft/sec sidewind the azimuth

correction is approximately 10.5 degrees.

b. Solution Concepts

The wind weighting problem has historically been solved by solving the

following two ptublems: derive elevation and azimuth correction curves for wind

profiles of constant magnitude and constant but arbitrary direction; derive a

method to reduce the actual wind profile to a wind profile of constant magnitude

i V and direction. Each problem will be discaissed In turn.
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(1) Azimuth and Elevation Correction Curves

The azimuth and elevation correction curves (see Figures 2 and 3 of

the appendix) indicate how to realm the vehicle for any wind profile of constant

magnitude and direction. The accuracy to which this can be done depends upon

the trajectory simulation and the technique used to reduce the trajectory data.

The trajectory simulation used in this report was a six-degree-of-

freedom digital computer calculation employing an oblate, spheroidal, rotating

earth model and complete wind tunnel aerodynamics to include high-angle aero-

dynamics at low Mach number. The high-angle aerodynamics was necessary for an

accurate simulation of wind effect since high angles of attack (70*, etc.) exist

at lift-off.

The technique used to reduce the basic trajectory data to azimuth

and elevation correction curves is an adaptation of the "James method" outlined

in NASA TND 645.* In TND 645 the main physical constraint used to develop the

correction curves is the no-wind attitude of the vehicle at an altitude where wind

no longer appreciably affects the vehicle. This technique is constructed so that

the vehicle in the presence of winds will have the same attitude, at the altitude

where wind no longer appreciably affects the vehicle, as the no-wind nominal

trajectory. Since the requirement for the Blue Goose vehicle was to hit a fixed

target in space, the physical constraint used to reduce the trajectory data was

the target position. In other words, the azimuth and elevation correction curves

allow one to reaim the vehicle so that a fixed spatial target is hit. This

constraint was used since controlling the attitude at a particular altitude does

not necessarily control the position at that altitude. The choice of physical

constraint is purely arbitrary and depends solely on the requirements for the

trajectory. The deLailed technique of going from the basic trajectory data to

the correction curves is explained in the appendix.

(2) Wind Profile to Ballistic Wind

The azimuth and elevation curves allow one to correct the trajectory

for the effects of a constant wind profile of constant but arbitrary direction.

Unfortunately, though, the winds are not that cooperative. One must have a

technique to reduce an arbitrary wind profile to a wind of constant magnitude

and direction that has the same effect on the vehicle as tne arbitrary wind

James, Robert L., and Ronald J. Harris, Calculation of Wind Compensation for

Launching Unguided Rockets, April 1961.
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profile. This wind of constant magnitude and direction ib called the "ballistic

wind." The technique of going from an arbitrary wind pro j R to a ballistic

wind is called "wind weighting." It is here that this rer L eadcally differs

from others on the subject.

Common assumptions made at this point in the analysis are

(a) Wind effect is linear with wind velocity at a given altitude.

(b) Head, tail, and side winds nave the same effect on the

vehicle.

These assumptions are only true for that portion of the flight

that has angles of attack in the linear aerodynamic range. These assumptions

generally do not hold at lift-off because the vehicie is nimving slowly. Since

most of the wind effect on unguided vehicles occurs in the first portion of

the flight, the above assumptions can lead to considerable error. The magni-

tude of this error is a function of the specific vehicle; whether or not one

accepts this error depends on the desired accuracy of the trajectory.

The results of assumptions (a) and (b) are wind weighting factors

that are independent of wind velocity and wind direction at all altitudes. The

appendix shows in detail how to correct for the nonlinear aerodynamic effect

in weighting the vehicle for wind. In general, the results of including non-

linear aertdynamics are wind weighting factors that are not only a function of

altitude, but also a function of wind direction and wind velocity in the lower

altitudes.
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SECTION III

ANA YTICAL 2ESULTS

At this point, the wind compensation analysis is complete except for an

analytical check to determine the trajectory accuracy of the technique. This

analytical check is best performed through the six-degree trajectory simulation

by assuming arbitrary wind profiles that have been corrected by the wind

compensation technique. A myriad of the calculationb were made at AFWL, the

results of 4hich appear in table I. Table I reveals that a conservative esti-

mate of the target error is about 400 feet. Since the target is approximately

120,000 feet from launch, this results in a trajectory accuracy of approximately

0.2 degree.
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SECTION IV

MET PROGRAM

1. Met Progra E lin AFB

Closely associated with the wine weighting technique is, obviously, the

technique for obtaining the winds at launch. The wind weighting technique, no

matter how accurate, is useless unless one obtains accurate up-to-date launch

winds. For this reason, AFWL, in coordination with Detachment #10 of the Sixth

Weather Wing, Eglin AFB, developed a met program which exhausted their wind-

measuring capabilities. The wind-measuring program is best portrayed in

graphical form and supplemented with a table of events. The figure on the

following page and table II show these data. The main constraint in designing

the figure is the time it takes for a wind balloon to rise a given height

(-±,000 ft/mn).

2. Calculation Technique for Wind Weighting

When one examines the wind-weighting technique and the number of calculations

that must be made to arrive at an accurate answer, it becomes obvious that hand

calculation of any fcrm during the countdown is too long and cumbersome. For

this reason, the wind-weighting technique was stored in a compiter. Ballistics

Division, Eglin AFB, programmed the wind-weighting technique on their LGP-30.

Linear interpolation was used and the data for the program came from the

appendix of the contractor's final report. The data in the appendix were

plotted on large graphs and the data used in the computer program were picked

off the large graphs in sufficient quantity to per-nit linear interpolation to

be accurate.
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Table II

TABLE OF EVENTS (Eglin Wind System)

Time relative to launch (min) Event

-220 Launch RW #1

-140 Call in first 60K of RW 01

-0 Launch DT #1

- 80 DT #1 called to computer

T1 called to computer

Launch RW #2
- 70 Launcher settings

- 65 Launch DT #2

- 47 Set launr'her #1

- 35 Call in DT #2

Launch DT #3
- 20 Call in 40-60K layer RW #1

Launch RW #3

Call in RW #2

- %5 Call in DT #3

Launch DT #4

- 10 Call in T2

- 5 Launcher settings

Set launcher #2

0 Launch vehicle

Launch ST

+ 5 Launch DT #5

+ 55 Call in DT 04, ST and DT #5

+100 Call in RW #3
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SECTION V

FLIGHT RESULTS

The Blue Goose Vehicle System was flight-tested at Eglin AFB, Florida, on

5 February 1966. A launcher failure occurred, however, changing the nominal

flight path of the vehicle. The mode of the failure was one that apparently

caused initial pitch and yaw rates to the vehicle. Fastax film of the lift-off

(1,000 frames/sec) indicated that the vehicle was pitching down at a rate of

2*/sec, thereby appreciably changing (trajectory 30 lower) what was to be the

nominal trajectory.

To check the accuracy of the vehicle performance, a new nominal trajectory

was calculated which was the same calculation as was done for the planned

flight except the initial pitch rate was changed from zero to the measured

value 2.080 /sec. The actual measured flight path was then compared to this

new nominal trajector. The miss distance at the target was 800 feet which

is approximately 0.4-degree trajectory dispersion. This strongly suggests

that the vehicle was performing as designed when one includes Lhe effects of

the launcher failure.

For completeness, the u.'asured wind data are presented in table III. The

prelaun.h winds used for the launch and the post-launch winds are showm in

table IV.
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Table IV

WIND DATA USED

Measured prelaunch Measured postAlt layer winds used launch winds

53 - 60 5/0300 6 /3550
60 - 80 6/0300 6 /3600
80 - 100 6/0400 6 /3600

100 - 130 8/0400 6 /0150
130 - 160 8/0100 8 /0100
160 - 200 8/0100 8 /0100
200 - 40C 8/0050 8 /0100
400 - 700 1013600 8 /0100
700 -1000 11/0050 10 /0100
1 - 2 K 7/350- 10 /0150
2 - 3 K 6/3400 12 /0100
3 - 4 K 9/350- 14 /3600
4 - 5 K 7/3460 10 /3600
5 - 7.5K 9/3060 10 /3120
7.5- 10 K 16/3290 15 /3060

10 - 15 K 29/310- 31 /3000
15 - 20 K 42/300- 43 /3010
20 -, 30 K 48/3000 48.5/2960
30 - 40 K 64/280- 64 /2780
40 - 60 K 62/2900 61 /2780
60 - 100 K 30/2700 29 /2630

QE 69.530 69.450
AZ 176.490 176.530
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

Analytical calculations and measured flight results indicate that the

Blue Goose Wind Correction Analysis was very successful. One must keep in

mind, however, that each vehicle is a special case. The Blue Goose had

comprehensive wind-tunnel testing, a special wind-insensitive design, and a

detailed met program backed up by a computer. Everything possible was done

to minimize the effects of a variable wind between prelaunch and launch. The

application of the Blue Goose Wind Correction Analysis to other unguided

vehicles is recommended, but one must realize that the final trajectory

accuracy is very much vehicle-dependent.
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ABSTRACT

Engineering data neceseary for the launcher correction of the Blue Goose for

measured winds are presented.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

V W  Wind velocity, ft/saec

e -W  Direction from which wind is blowing, degreen from
true north (43-W for a wind from the east is +900).

L Geodetic altitude above mean sea level, ft.

VWH , VW , VWT Wind velocity components from head, crosswind, and
" C T tail directions, respectively, ft/sec.

VWH *, Average wind velocity components across an altitude
H C T layer, from head, crosswind, and tail directions,

respectively, ft/sec.

W Value of wind weighting factor at any altitude JFWdisplacement due to wind from launch to the

noted altitude divided by displacement due to
wind from launch to 100, 000 feet compted
using linear aerodynamics.

fW Difference in wind weighting factor across an altitude
layer.

VW VW * VW Ballistic wind velocity components in head, crosswind,
BH BC BT and tall directions, respectively, ft/sec.

U. W.E. L-HW U.W.E. L-TW displacement at test altitnde due to a

U. W. E. LCW unit wind acting from launch to 100, 000 ft in head,
crosswtnd, and tail directions, respectively, ft/ft/sec.

ARHw0, RT Displacement in range at test altitude due to head or
0H TWil winds, ft.

CRCW Displacement in cross-range at test altitude due to
a crosswind. Cross-range is measured perpendicular
to the nominal azimuth. A displacemrnt to the right
of the trajectory is positive, ft.
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DATE

V, ,V. V WEffective ballistic wind component velocities.
BE-H BE-C BE-T ft/sec.

C Pitching moment coefficient at vehicle launch. 1/deg
m K -launch C M o222 times center of pressure

m, -launch

position minus center of gravity position divided by 31.
Reference canter of pressure is at station 256. 14.

VWBE* Velocity and direction of the effective bllistic wind
BE BE vector. Ft/sec and degrees true.

Nominal launcher azimuth, de.rees from true northLnom (an easterly launch given + 90 )

L nom Nominal launcher elevation, Aegrees above horizontal.

e t Launcher settings in azimuth and elevation after
*Lat' Liet compensation for wind, degrees true and degrees

j
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INTRODUCTION

Space Systems, Inc., under Contract AF29(601)-6311 for the Air Force

Weapons Laboratory has the responsibility for the design of the Blue Goose

missile. In order for this missile to meet its targeting objectives, it is

necessary to measure and compensate for measured winds at launch time.

This study presents the engineering data necessary to accomplish this task.

The nominal trajectory for the Blue Goose missile requires traversing a test

point in space. The nominal coordinates of this test point with reference to a

geodetic earth are an altitude of 98, 502 feet, a range of 65, 293 feet, and a

cross-range of zero. When launched fron. Eglin Air Force Base with pad

coordinates of 30. 394635 degrees north latitude, 86. 716,146 west longitude, the

test point location is at a latitude of 30. 0484 north latitude and the nominal pad

longitude. The initial altitude of the vehicle center of gravity on the pad is 53

feet. When the vehicle is launched no wind at an elevation angle of 70. 634

degrees and an azimuth of 180.042 degrees true, the Blue Goose vehicle will

attain the required test point 44.975 seconds after the start of Castor ignition.

Procedures and data are provided for weighting the measured winds and

correcting the launcher elevation and azimuth settings to achieve the above

trajectory.
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DATA USAGE

The following steps are necessary to convert a measured wind profile into a

corrected launcher setting:

I. Conversion to wind components

The raw wind profile data consisting of velocity, VW, and

directions e-W, versus altitude above mean sea level, h, is broken

into components parallel, VW , , and perpendicular V W C

to the nominal launcher azimuth. For the Eglin launching, this

corresponds to north-south and east-west components. The

average value of each wind component, V W W , and isVH ' WT CW

determined for each of the altitude layers shown in Table 3.

2. Weighting of wind

The wind weighting factor increments, A'fW for layers below

200 feet altitude are read from Table 2 as a function of the

average wind velocity component, V.H, WT andV WC. It is

necessary to distinguish between head and tail win.s for this

purpose. The wind weighting factor increments, ' 1 W, for

altitudes above 200 feet are read from Table 3. These data are

also plotted in Figure 1. There are independent of wind velocity

and direction.

The wind is then weighted by multiplying the average wind component,
S W,,# VW T VW, Cby the weighting factor increment, 1 W.

Thus,
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CHCKID my PAG NO. 3

DATC

~WE . LIOOK " **W

LnO

2 LxlOOK

L=O C
7.=IOOK

BT L=0 WT

Note that when W *xiat l is sero and vice versa.
H T

3. Obtain inearized disPlacenents

Table 6 is entered using the weighted wind components determined

in Step Z and the linear aerodynamics unit wind effects, U. W. E. LHW

U.W..TW .  U.W.E are obtained. The linearized dis-

placements are then compqited using the below equations:

R W V VWBH  x U.W.E.L.HW

CR C W VWBC  x U.W.E.L.CW

,R RTW VB T  x U.W.E.L.TW
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4. Convert to effective ballistic wind

Table 5 is entered using the linearized displacements obtained in

Step 3 and the effective ballistic wind components are read,

VW BE-HI VWBEC, and VWBE. T . These are interpolated as a

function of the launch pitching moment coefficient, C m launch

C mK - launch is determined from measurements made during the

vehicle buildup and will be supplied shortly before launch Cime.

It is a constant and if desired, Table 5 can be manually interpolated

and only the data has the applicable Cm 0, -launch inserted into the

computer.

The net head or tail ballistic wind component is then computed.

V V -VWBE.HT WBEH " BET

The total ballistic wind velocity is then computed as the root-sum-

square of the componenta.

VWBE (VW + (VWB
BE BE-HT BE-C

The direction with respect to the vehicle nominal azimuth is computed

= = TAN WBECW W nora
BEV

BE-HT

The following sign convention has been used for the enclosed data:

W BE "CLnom Wind Condition

0 Headwind
+90 Wind from right side of vehicle

180 Vehicle tailwind
-90 Wind from left side of vehicle

F ORM
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5. Compute launcher correction

The charts shown on Figures Z and 3 and in Table 7 were computed

for 180 degrees true and rL nom 70. 634 degrees

above the horizon. Determine 0- from-e = - e
W EW BE W BE Lnom+

180 degrees. Enter Table 7 using.-B and V and read
WBE WBE

L et and

Note if it is desired to use Table 7 for some other nominal azimuth

than 180 ° the following changes will accomplish this. Convert the
0-4. scale to-e W - d1 ..iby subtracting 180 * Convert the rDe

ordinate to t by subtracting 1800. The chart canCLast - Lnom

then be used as is for any other nominal azimuth. New data must be

computed if a different nominal elevation is required.

The following general information applies to the enclosed tables. Data for the

calculated points are presented. Additional points may be necessary to maintain

accuracy depending on the intepolation scheme used in the computer program.

Selection of data points to be input and the interpolation scheme is left to the

programmer. Plots of Tables 3 anid 7 are enclosed to facilitate this operation.

Most data is presented to three decimal places to facilitate taking additional data

points. Two plar, accuracy Is sufficient for the enclosed tables.

Tables I and 4 are not used directly in the computation. They are Includcd for

reference purposes. Table 1 presents wind velocities at which the aagle f

attack exceeds five degrees at various altitude points. These data irn'vicatt- the

point at which nonlinearities arise in the wind effect data. Table 4 shows the

unit wind nffects used in the deviation of the wind weighting data of Tables 2 and 3
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DATA DERIVATION
(GENERAL)* (R)

Digital computer trajectories using constant winds to various altitudes were run

using both linear and nonlinear aerodynamic coefficients. The displacements at

test altitude either in-range or in cross-rang.e under the influence of wind using

linear aerodynamic coefficients were used as the refarence value. These data

are presented in Table 4. The ratio of the wind effect between launch and any

given altitude to the above reference value was taken as the wind weighting iactor

for that altitude. At altitudes below 200 feet the winc weighting factor varied

with wind velocity. This effect was calculated based on linear extrapolation of

the reference value with wind velocity and resulting data are presented In Table 3

It was also found that the total displacement at test altitude when using linear

aerodynamics was proportional to wind velocity. Data showing this effect are

presented in Table 6.

Digital computer trajectories using nonlinear aerodynaml._ coefficients were also

computed. The displacement at test altitude versus wind velocity was calculated

for three launcher center of gravity positions; the resulting data are presented

in Table 5.

The launcher correction charts presented in Table 7 were derived using methods

outlined in NASA TN D-645 and SSI Memo 8006-AS-10-29-64.

For procedures employed, see pages 24 and on in this appendix. (R)
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TABLE I

WIND VELOCITY FOR FIVE DEGREE ANGLE OF
ATTACK VERSUS ALTITUDE

, Rofqreace Only

H VW5
Altitude Ft. Wind Velocity at

Akove M.S.L. Which C<= 50

53 1.24

60 7.21

80 14.30

100 18.50

130 23.30

160 27.30

200 32.00 End of test

216 33.60 Reference only

281 39.26 Reference only

IF VW is greater than VW , 'is greater than 5° .
5

IF VW i less than Vws, Q( is less than 5
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TABLE 2

WIND WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR ALTITUDE
LAYERS VERSUS WIND VELOCITY

H VW
Altitude Wind A "W
Layer Velocity Per Cent

Ft. Feet/Sec

For Headwinda

53-60 0 .540
10 2.854
20 3.707
30 3.910

Y 40 4.028

60-80 0 2.386
10.76 2. 386
20 5.864
30 7.740
40 8.879

80-100 0 1.709
14.3 1.709

I 2O 3. Z36
30 5.254, 40 6.865

100-130 0 1.980
18.5 1.980

20.0 3.114
30.0 5.300
40.0 6.806

130-160 0 1.693
I 23.30 1.693

40.0 4.923

160-ZOO 0 2.496
I 27.30 Z. 496

40.0 565 4. 258
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TABLE Z--Continued

HVW

Altitude Wind 14 W

Layer Velocity Per Cent
Ft. Feet/Soc

For Crosswinds

53-60 0 .540
10 2.061
20 2.800
30 3.140
40 3.386

60-80 0 2.018
10.76 2.018
20 5.232

30 7.350
40 8.521

80-100 0 1.355
16.4 1.355
20 2.147
30 3.862
40 5.200

100-130 0 1.738
20.9 1.738

0 3.041
40 4.685

130-160 0 1.919
25.3 1.919
30 2,644 (R)

40 3,855 (R).

160-200 0 3.082
29.6 3.082
40.0 3.899
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TABLE 2--Continued

H V W

Altitude Wind W
Lay or Velocity Per Cent
Ft. Feet/Sec.

For Tailwinda

53-60 0 .540
10 1. 496
20 2.321
30 2.780
40 2.912

60-80 0 1.051
10.76 1.051
20 3.599
30 5.30
40 6.262

80-100 0 1.790
18. 5 1.790
20 1.929
30 3.370
40 4.447

100 "U 0 1.714
23.30 1.714
30 2.85
40 4.249

130-160 0 1.718
IZ7 1.718
1; 2.538

160-200 2,781
32.0 2.781
40.0 2.424
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TABLE 3

LINEAR AERODYNAMICS WIND WEIGHTING
FACTOR VERSUS ALTITUDE

fw AF W
H n n

Altitude Altitude
Ft. Above M.S. L. Per Cent Layer Ft. Per Cent

53 0.0 - 4 -

60 0.540 53-60 .540

80 2.227 60-80 F 1.687For
100 3.582 80-100 Reference 1 . 3 5 5

130 5.120 100-130 Only 1.538

160 7.039 130-160 1.919

200 10.121 160-ZOO 3.082

400 17.118 200-400 6.997

700 23.320 400-700 6.202

1,000 28.336 700-1000 5.016

2, 000 36. 679 1K-2K 8. 343

3,000 50.896 2K-3K 14.217

4,000 58.339 3K-4K 7.443

5,000 62. 324 4K-5K 3.985

7,500 7, 597 5K-7. 5K 10.273

10, 000 78. 359 7.5K-10K 5.762

15,000 86.1Z4 10K-15K 7.765

Z0,000 90.781 15K-Z0K 4.657

30, 000 95.606 Z0K-30K 4.825

40, 000 98. 223 30K-40K 2.617

60,000 99.909 40K-60K 1.686

100,000 100.000 60K-100K .091
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TABLE 4

UNIT WIND EFFECT FOR LINEAR AERODYNAMICS
Reference Only

ww U. W. E.
Wind Direction L
From Vehicle Unit Wind Effect

Deg. Ft/Ft/Sec

0 = headwind 290.82 in-range

90 or 270 = crosswind 245.08 in cross-range

180 = tailwind 281.50 in-range

V(/W =  "f-"W " ( rn

nom'
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TABLE 5

DISPLACEMENT VERSUS EFFECTIVE
BALLISTIC WIND VELOCITY

(For Headwinds)

RHW WBE-H
CMK -launch Displacement Effective

In Range BaUlitic Wind
I/Deg Ft. Velocity Ft/Sec.

-. 0385 0 0
3007 10
6472 20
10645 30

15227 40

-.0099 -929 0
1684 10
4694 20
8519 30
12718 40

-. 0672 639 0
3970 10
7809 20
12280 30
17189 40
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TABLE 5--Continued

(For Crosswinds)

CRcw VWBE-G

C -launch Displacement Effective
In Crossrange Ballistic Wind

I/Deg Ft. Velocity Ft/Sec.

-. 0385 0 0
2501 10
5248 20
8369 30

11813 40

-.0099 -119 0
2055 lii

4442 2 L
7327 30

10510 40

-.0672 62 0
1 2823 10

5855 20
9206 30

12903 40
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TABLE 5--Continued

(For Talilwinda)

ARw V WTW BE-T
C Dilplacement Effective

m0C -launch In Range Ballistic Wind

I/Dog Ft. Velocity Ft/Sec.

-. 0385 0 0
I 2859 10

5832 20
9017 30

1Z420 40

-.0099 929 0
3391 10
5952 20
8835 30
11915 40

-.0672 -,639 0
2530 10
5826 20
9232 30

4 12872 40

572
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TABLE 6

LINEAR AERODYNAMICS UNIT WIND EFFECT

VERSUS BALLISTIC WIND
VELOCITY

-. VWBH VWBC VWBT

Ballistic UW'-H. W, CW, TW
Wind Velocity Unit Wind Effect

Ft/Sec Ft/Ft/Sec

For headwinds I/w = 0

0 287.10
10 290.82
20 294.76 U LW.E. L-HW
30 298.85
40 303.03

For crosswinds ' W 90, 270

0 244.45
10 245.08
20 245.78 U. W.E.
30 246.72 L

40 248.Z6

For talilwinds W 180

0 282.56
10 281.50
20 280.33 U. W.E.LT
30 278. 8Z F L T W

40 276.04
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TABLE 7

CALCULATED LAUNCHER CORRECTION CHART POINTS

WBE W BE set set

Launcher Launcher
Effective Ballistic Effective Ballistic Elevation Azimuth

Wind Velocity Wind Direction Setting Setting
Ft/Sec Degrees True Degrees Degrees

True

0 All 70. 634 180. 042

10.0 359. 877 69. 967 179. 877

23.230 69.996 180.730

46.478 70.127 181.478

69.507 70.332 182.007

92.240 70.589 182.240

114.627 70.850 182.127

136.708 71.080 181.708

158.534 71.247 181.034

180.207 71.320 180.207

201.857 71.293 179.357

223.612 71.167 178.612

245.583 70.960 178.083

267.851 70.712 177.851

290.459 70.446 177.959

313.373 70.213 178.373

* 336.551 70.044 179.051
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TABLE 7--Continued

vw -0W LC
BE BE set set

20 359.684 69.Z62 179.684

23.958 69.322 181.458

48.021 69.595 183.021

71.648 70.038 184.148

94.65Z 70.575 184.652

116.942 71. 127 184.442

138.565 71.605 183.565

159.640 71.946 182.140

180.405 7Z.098 180.405

201.120 72.045 178.620

222.049 71.789 177.049

243.433 71.367 175.933

265.444 70.839 175.444

288.172 70.279 175.672

311.652 69.876 176.652

334.468 69.421 177.968
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TABLE 7--Continued

SWB E WBE L et - et

30 359.455 68.502 179.455

Z-. 760 68.593 182.260

49.757 69.024 184.757

74.071 69.736 186.571

97.399 70.602 187.399

119.586 71.480 187.086

140.664 72.185 (R) 185.664

160.906 72.753 183.406

200.301 72.909 177.801

180.646 72.991 180,646

220.292 72.519 175.292

240.997 71.873 173.497

262.728 71.037 172.728

285.577 70.146 173.077

309,503 69.344 174.503

334.243 68.765 176.743
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TABLE !--Continued

WBE -'WBE set set

40 359.177 67.679 179. 177

Z5.621 67.803 183, 121

51.690 68.429 186.690

76. 789 69. 448 189.289

100.419 70.674 190.419

122.436 71.901 189.936

142.929 72.925 187.929

162. 232 73.6Z3 184. 732

180.896 73.947 180.896

199.447 73.840 176.947

218.424 73.328 173.424

Z38.341 72.452 170.841

259.727 71.305 169.727

282.667 70.055 170.167

307.198 68.905 172.198

332.855 60.070 175.355
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PROCEDURES FOR DERIVATION OF DATA FROM COMPUTER RUNS

This section describes the step-by-step procedures employed to obtain the

tabular data in this report from digital computer runs. The computer runa

are also briefly described.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER RUNS

Two series of computer runs were necessary. The run schedule for both

set. is shown in Table 8. The 400 series runs were used to determine the

wind weighting data and the 500 series were used to determine the launcher

correction charts.

All runs were made from launch at 53 feet of altitude to the test point

altitude. Differences in range and cross-range from nominal at the test

point altitude were used as input data for determination of wind weighting

and launcher correction charts.

All runs used a nominal vehicle weight of 15,478 pounds, a nominal

temperature of 77 0 F, and no,,inal mass property data. All runs used

the "Aero-Ballistic Axes System" with six degrees-of-freedom. This

system of reference axes pitches and yaws with the vehicle body but does

not roll with it. The effects of spin are accounted for by treating the

vehicle as a non-rolling body which has on board a spinning rotor with

exactly the same mass properties as the vehicle. Spin rate of the rotor,

is specified versus time from a nominal six degree-of-freedom body axes

run.
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Aerodynamic coefficients used were referenced to body axes and were

obtained from the Basic Data Summary. The term "nonlinear

aerodynamics" refers to the exact coefficients taken from the Basic Data

Summary. In the low subsonic region, both normal force and pitching

moment coefficient were nonlinear with respect to angle of attack above

five degrees. The term "linear aerodynamics" refers to coefficients

extrapolated linearly with angle of attack beyond five degrees. The co-

officients slopes between zero and five degrees angle of attack are the

same for both "linear" and "nonlinear" aerodynamics and are also the

slopes used in the extrapolation of the "linear aerodynamics" data.

For convenience. the significant data from each run was entered on a

form similar to that shown in Table 9.

COMPUTATION OF DATA IN TABLE 1, WIND VELOCITY FOR
FIVE DEGREE ANGLE OF ATTACK VERSUS ALTITUDE

Vehicle velocity versus altitude data were taken from a nominal trajectory.

The wind velocity required from the side wind direction to produce a five

degree angle of attack was computed from

Wind Velocity = tan 50 x Vehicle Velocity

COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE 2, WIND WEIGHTIN FACTORS
FOR ALTITUDE LAYERS VERSUS WIND VELOCITY

Data from computer runs 434 through 487 were used. These runs all
contained nonlinear aerodynamics and nominal elevation and azimuth

launch angles. Constant wind values of different velocities, directions,

and altitude coverage were input. In addition, certain data from the
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nominal computer run, 500, and linear ae r . ;, 422, 423, and 424 were

used.

The computer data were entered on a form identical to Table 10.

A synopsis of input data and operations is given below. Columns not liajted

are blank.

Column
No. Entry Description Source

I Run number Run schedule

2 VW# wind velocity, ft/sec Computer run

3 Y/W wind direction from veh. deg. Computer run

4 A W, wind cutoff altitude, ft Computer run

6 RD))N, range at test point, ft Computer run

7 A RD, change in rang* with respect
to nominal test point range, ft Col 6--nominal RD))N

8 I(D))F. cross-range at test point, ft Computer run

9 ,AYD, change in cross-range with
respect to nominal cross-range Col. 8--nominal YD))F

11 A YD 100 per cent, cross-range for
a cross-wind over entire altitude
range ,.irng linear aerodynamics
No",: AYD 100 per cent for a
ZO ft/sac wind ta twice A YD 100
per cent for a 10 ft/sac wind Computer run No. 422
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Column
No. Entry Description Source

13 fwn, cross-wind weighting factor
for altitude layer from launch to
altitude listed in Col. 4, no units Col 9/Col 11

15 t RD 100 per cent, change in range
for a head (tail) wind over entire
altitude range using linear aero-
dyna.ics. Note: A RD 100 per Computer run 423
cent also extrapolated linearly with for headwinds;
wind velocity like AYD 100 per cent 4Z4 for tailwinds

17 fwn, head (tail) wind weighting
factor for altitude layer from launch
to altitude listed in Col. 4, no units Col 7/ Col 15

19 A fw, change in wind weighting Col. 13 for higher
factor acrosts the altitude layer altitude minus Col. 13
listed in Col. 20, no units for lower. Also com-

puted using Col. 15

20 AH, altitude layer used in cor4-
puting fw

After the computations of Table 10 were completed, the results of Col. 19

fw, were plotted versus wind velocity, VW& Col. Z. One curve is

required for each altitude layer. & H, Col. 20, and each wind direction

W# Col. 3. A nonlinear curve results which has a break point near the

wind velocity giving five degrees angle of attack. The required number of

wind weighting factor, A fw, versus wind velocity, VW, points were read

off the plot and entered in Table 2.
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COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE 3, LINEAR AERODYNAMICS WIND

WEIGHTING FACTOR VERSUS ALTITUDE

These computations are identical to those used for Table 2, except as

follows: (a)all computer runs use linear aerodynamics, (b) the runs used

are 400 through 422, (c) the computation of wind weighting factors were

again accomplished using Table 10, except that only -;nd weighting factors

for the cross-range direction were computed.

COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE 4, UNIT WIND EFFECT
FOR LINEAR AERODYNAMICS

Data from runs 422, 423, and 424 were used. These runs were made

with linear aerodynamics and constant 10 ft/sec cross-head and tail winds,

respectively. The wind field extends '.mor launch to test point altitude.

The change in range or cross-range between these runs and the nominau,

run 500, were divided by the wind velocity to determine the linear unit

wind effect, U. W.E. L"

COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE b, DISPLA CEMENT VERSUS
EFFECTIVE BALLISTIC WIND VELOCITY

All computer runs used nonlinear aerodynamics and constant wind fields

from lauch to test point altitude. Data for the nominal C MA -LAUNCH

was taken from runs 500 through 508 through 540. Data for the other
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values of C M -LAUNCH were taken from runs 304 through 317.

Diferi ,ces in range and cross-range at text altitude between wind and no

wind cases were computed. Theme displacements were tabulated against

the respective wind input. Since constant wind fields were used in the

runs, these winds represent effective ballistic winds and are tabulated as

such,

Displacements noted for all CMo4-LAUNC H cases are referenced to the

same test point coordinator. Note that an off nominal CM .LAUNCH run

with no wind input misses the test point.

COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE 6, LINEAR AERODYNAMICS UNIT
WIND EFfECT VERSUS BALLISTIC WIND VELOCITY

Computer data was generated by the nominal run number 500, and runs

422 through 433. All runs, except the nominal, used aerodynamics and

constant wind fields from launch to test point altitude. The displacements

at test altitude were computed for Table 5, and divided by the wind

velocity to obtain the linear aerodynamic Unit Wind Effect, U. W. E. L"

COMPUTATIONS FOR TABLE 7, CALCULATED LAUNCHER COR-
RECTION CHART POINTS

These computations consist of two basic sections, those for elevation

correction and those for azimuth correction.

Elevation Correction

The relationship between head or tail wind and launch elevation angle if

first determined. The rate of change of test point range (i. e. , ranage at

test point altitude) was determined from computer runs 300 through 302.
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These runs all used nonlinear aerodynamics and no wind. From these,

the nominal launch angle was determined and the nominal trajectory,

run 500, was performed.

Then computer runs were made asing various head and tail wind velocities

while retaining the nominal launch elevation angle. These are runs 501

through 508.

The results of runs 301, 302, and 501 through 508 were plotted on Figure 3.

From this figure, estimates were made of the launch angle required to

obtain test point range for a given wind input. Trajectories were then

computed using these launch angles and the results were also plotted on

Figure 3. These were numbered runs 509 through 524,apd lines of

constant wind drawn. From Figure 3, the precise launch angle required

to hit the test point could be read for each head and tail wind velocity.

Since the constant wind lines were very linear, interpolation was used to

determine launch angle values rather than curve reading.

The above data were then entered in Table 11. The entries were as

follows:

TABLE II

Column
No. Entry Description Source

I Line No. Consecutive
2 VW, wind velocity used in computer

run at nominal launch angle,
ft/sec (e.g. 10 ft/sec for run 501) Run schedule

3 OW , wind direction from vehicle
azimuth, deg Run schedule

5 RW, range at nominal test altitude
for computer run with minimal
launch angle, ft
(e.g., 6 8, 302.4 ft for run 501) Computer run

6 A R, difference in test point range Col. 5, line A
between lines, ft Col. 5, line B

5,7
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Column
No. Entry Description Soulrce

7 L SET launch angle required to correct
to nominal test point range for
wind of Col. 2 and 3 Figure 3

8 , difference in YLSE T between Col. 7, line A

lines, deg Col. 7, line B

9 R/& , rate of change of test point
range with launch angle, ft/deg Col. 6/Col. 8

These data were also plotted on Figure 4 to assure that linear inter-

polation was accurate. The data in Table 11 permits one to correct the

launch elevation angle for any constant wind if the change in test point range

is known.

Azimuth Correction

Digital computer trajectories were calculated with wind inputs of various

velocities and directions. These runs all used constant wind fields,

nonlinear aerodynamics and the nominal launch elevation angle. These

are runs 525 through 562, 566 through 583, and 500 through 508. Data

from these runs were entered in Table 12 and the corresponding azimuth

and elevation corrections computed.

Since the above computer runs all use the nominal elevation angle and

come wind input, they will pierce the test altitude plane at a different

range than the nominal. Denote this range ;.m R W  The croes-range,

measured perpendicular to the nominal azimuth line, at RW will be

designated CR W  The cross-range at the test point is zero. When the

range at test altitude is nominal, this range and any cross-range from
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this point will be denoted RN and CR N' respectively. Since each

trajectory with wind will be corrected in elevation so that RN is attained

at the test altitude, the azimuth correction must be based on CRN and

NNRN , not on the raw computer data which gives CRW and R W  The test

point altitude will be designated HN. H N is a constant. The trajectory

arc length from launch to test point is given the symbol S. S will denote

the chord of the arc length,
S = V/H 2 +R2

For the wind field under consideration, CR/S can be taken as constant.

Since the trajectory is only slightly curved, CR/S is proportional to
CR/S'.

Now SN 2 = RN 2 +HN2

2 = R +H
W W N

2 2iR,V i  IH

and S S N  R
W N R 2+14

N N

Also ~- " S

Alo CR N CR'VSN SW

Now the change in azimuth is denoted AAZ and

CRN
min £ AZ

RN
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CRW R +H

W N

and in or Z = -AZ

R'. + R--Z

R2

Now, (HN/RN)Z 2. 275745 using IHN =98, 502 f

and RN R65,95.5 ft.

CR W 1 +.54

Therefore: sin AZ - 3. 254

295. 65,N. + 2.275745

Thr equation will be used to compute the corrected change in azimuth in

Table 12, a description of which is as follows:
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TABLE 12

Colum. Entry Description Source
No. Suc

1 Run number Run schedule

2 VW , wind velocity used in run and
effective ballistic wind veloc-
ity (ft/sec) Computer run

3 )0 W, wind direction from vehicle
launch azimuth, deg Computer run

4 Line of Table 11 which contains
applicable nominal data

5 R W , range at nominal test altitude
using nominal launch angle
and wind input, ft Computer run

6 RW-RN, difference in range between Col. 5
computer run and applicable Col. 5 nom.

nominal from Table 1I (Table 11)

7nom' nominal elevation angle from Col. 7
Table 11, deg (Table 11)

8 A" , change in launch angle required Interpolated from
to attain nominal test range, deg Table 11

9 "L SET, required launch angle to
compensate for wind, deg Col. 7 + Col. 8

11 CRw, cross-range At RW, ft Computer run

12 thrul8 Computations to obtain AAZ per
equation (A)

20 W BE' effective baUistic wind Col. 3 + Col. 18

direction, degrees true + 1800

21 I" L launcher azimuth setting, 0
SET degrees true 180 + Col. 18

The results of Columns 2, 9, 20, and 21 constitute Table 7.
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TABLE 8
400 SERIES WIND WEIGHTING RUNS

Wind Errcrs and Remarks
Run No. Program W W Hmax All W.W. Runs Use Nom OE

400 A-B axis 10 90 60 Linear aero. runs
i Initial veh. alt. 53 ft.

40?. 80

404 100
405 130
406 160

407 200
408 400
409 700
410 1K
411 2K
412 3K
413 4K
414 5K
415 7.5K
416 10K
417 ., 15K
418 20K
419 30K
420 , 40K
421 60K
422 I lOOK U.W.E. L cross-wind l0 fps!
423 0 0 " head wind
424 f 180 " tail wind
425 20 0 " H.W. 20 fps
426 90 C.W.
427 1 180 T.W. I
428 40 0 H.W. 40 fps
429 , 90 C.W.
430 180 T.W.
431 Res. for 30 0
A '%f

433 X___

Runs 400-433 Linear Aero.
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TABLE 8--Continued

1. [. . Wind Errors and Remarks
RunNo. Prograin VW I Hm x All W. W. Runs Use Nom QE

434 A-B axis 10 90 60 Nonlinear aero runs
435 80
4i3 200437 0 60 S

438 I 80
439 i zoo
440 180 60,
441 80
442 zoo
443 20 90 60444 8

445 i180
446 130447 I o

448 o 60
449 80
450 I I 100
451 1 0
452 I( j .o
453 180 60
454 80
455 00
456 130
457i 2 oo
458 40 90 60
459 1 180
460 00
461 130
462 i 160463 i{{ ,200
464 o o 60
465 ,0
466 00

467 130 _
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TABLE 8--Con~tnued

v 9 Wind Err-n eak
un No. ProgramW Errors and Remarks

468 A-B axis 40 0 160 Nonlinear aero. runs469 1 1 o
470 40 180 60
471
472 80473 100

474 130160
475 

200476 30 90 60

7 J 180478 
100479 
130

480 
1 160

481 35 200482 10 0 100
483 j 80 1484 10 0 130485 j 180 1486 20 0 160
487 i 1804
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TABLE 8--Continued
500 SERIES LAUNCHER SETTING CHARTS

SNo. Program -E VW W Errors and Remarks

Run N P Q ,

500 A-B axes 70.634 0 - Nominal -- AB axes-
501 10 0 All winds thru
502 20 0 test point
503 30 0 nonlinear taro
504 40 0 nominal WT, temp
505 10 180 and c.g.
506 20
507 30508 40

509 71.4 10 0
510 71.0 I10 0 10
511 69.9 10 180
512 70.2 10 180
513 72.15 20 0
514 71.50 0
515 69.10 180
516 69.70 180
517 73.00 30 0

O 518 72.00 0
519 68.20 180
520 69.20 p 180
521 74.00 40 0
522 73.00 0
523 67.20 180

524 68.20 180
525 70.634 10 22.5
526 20
527 30
528 40
52 9  10 45
530 20;' 53! 30[

532 40 I

_533 10 67 51
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TABLE 8--Continued

Run No. Program QE V w ' W Errors and Remarks

534 A-B axes 70.634 20 67.5
535 30 I
536 40
537 10 90
538 20
539 30
540 40
541 10 112.5
542 20
543 3 0
5,4 40
545 10 135
546 20
547 30
548 40
549 10 157.5

550 20
551 30
552 40
553 20 -22.5
554 40
555 20 -45
S56 40
557 10 -90
558 20

559 30
560 40
561 20 -135
562 40
563 71I305 40 259.727 Check run C"L  169.727

564 71: 293 10 201.857 of CrL = 179.357
565 69. 344 30_ 309. 503 " CrL  =174. 503

596
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TABLE 8--Continued

Run No. V W Sirrlar to Run

566 10 22.5 525
567 30 1 527
568 10 -45 529
569 30 531
570 10 -131 545
571 30 547
572 10 -6.5 533
573 20 534
574 30I 535
575 40 536
576 10 -112.5 541
577 20 | 542

578 30 543
579 40 544
580 10 -151.5 549
581 20 550 1
58i 30 551

583 40 552 j
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PRELAUNCH REAL-TIME IMPACT PRMDICTION
SYSTEM FOR TIHE AEROBEE 350 ROCKET

by

HENRY RACIHELE

and

VERTIS C. COCHRAN

ATOSPHERIC SCIENCES LABORATORY
WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO

ABSTRACT

A general description is given for an improved automatic data

collection and processing system for use in prelaunch impact predic-

tion of the high altitude, highly wind-sensitive Aerobee 350 rocket.

The system ceffers in many respects from those presently used

at White Sands Missile Range, but fundamentally is an outgrowth of

previous developments incorporating recent knowledge on wind sensors

and measurement techniques, statistical analyses and prediction tech-

niques, ballistic model refinements, state-of-the-art electronics

for wind measurement, and the use of complex high-speed computer pro-

grams during countdown operations.

Specifically, the major components include the use of a 500-ft.

wind tower, multiple pilot balloons, GI|D-4 and the FPS-16 radar for

upper wind measurements. Neu data processing techniques include data

editing procedures, wind extrapolation in time, and the reduction in

time of the operational countdown period.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary problem in firing unguided rockets is being able to

predict the behavior of the rocket before actual firing. One of the

factors that has a great influence on this behavior is the wind, since

unguided rockets are fin-stabilized. Hence, they will turn into the

wind during the burning phase and drift with the wind while coasting.

The problem of the wind is further complicated by variability

which is difficult to measure and predict. Hence, it is ccncluded

that the wind velocities must be measured accurately and continually

up to launch time, that this information be used in rather detailed

and sophisticated ballistic models, and finally that results there-

from be made available immediately to the impact predictor (ballis-

1 . tician).

In order to solve this problem many developments of ballistic

models, wind measuring systems, and general impact prediction techniques

• :have been going on at White Sands Missile Range for several years

for both simulation studies and to provide prelaunch impact point

prediction (for range safety and experiment package recovery) of un-

guided rockets.

The latest development of prelaunch impact prediction system

at White Sands Missile Range was the Meteorological Real-Tim2 Predic-

tion System used in support of the Athena project, The Athena is a

multiple-stage unguided rocket which travels over populated areas for

a distance of 4SO miles.
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The need and justification of such a system was based on (1)

the reduction n the number of rockets which rust be "cut down" for

safety reasons, (2) a decrease in the number of cancellations due

to atmospheric conditions, which minimizes the cost of each firing,

and (3) the maximization of the number of rockets which can be safely

fired in a given time period.

This paper gives a general description of a further improved

system for support of the Aerobee 350 rocket including improvements

made to the 500-ft. wind tower, better balloon sensors and (T-9) ra-

dar trackers, the use of more sophisticated upper wind tracking instru-

mentation (GCMD/4 and FPS-16 radar), mathematical and statistical data

processing and wind data prediction techniques; and a recommended

countdown schedule which is much shorter timewise than those used

previously for similar support operations.

DISCUSSION

The real-time system for the Aerobee 350 (Fig. 1) will consist

of an Automatic Wind Display on Strip Chart Recorders and a printer

connected directly to the central computer at the blockhouse, a SO00

ft. meteorological tower, three automatic radar (T-9) for pilot-bal-

loon (pibal) tracking, GMD/4 and/or AN/FPS-i6 radar (upper wind sys-

tem), meteorological rockets for wind measurements above 100,000 feet,

a data transmission system (analog and digital) and a high-speed dig-

ital computer.
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(1) The Wind Display Recorders accept wind data (analog form)

from the tower. It continually and automatically displays tower wind

information as components.

Since data from the tower and the T-9 trackers are in analog

form, an independent feature is used at the blockhouse for digitiz-

ing the data for transmission to the digital computer. Basically it

consists of NAVCOR and digital encoders.

(2) The 500-ft. tower is as near the rocket launch tower (160

feet high) as possible. The unusual aspect of the wind tower is the

method used to place the wind measuring sensors in position. The

technique consists of specially designed, light-weight, instrument

carriages which travel up and down a face of the tower on a three-

rail track and are completely controlled from the ground. The instru-

ments, a total of eight, are mounted on 10-ft. booms affixed to the

carriage. In the case of the Aerobee 350 only five instruments will

be used above 160 feet. These five booms will be placed on the tower

relative to a special preflight analysis made on the Aerobee 350.

The wind data from the tower, in components, are collected con-

tinuously and transmitted (analog) to the blockhouse where they are

(a) displayed on strip chart recorders, and (b) digitized for trans-

mission to the digital computer at the rate of two data frames per

second.

6
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(3) The three (T-9) radar are used for tracking pilot balloons,

up to heights of 15,000 feet above the surface. During initial plan- A.

ning of the system an improved balloon (Jimsphere) was considered.

An evaluation of both 100-gra, and Jiinsphere performance as wind sen-

sors showed that for Aerobee 350 support an underinflated 100-gram

balloon would be sufficient. A point of significance in this study,

however, is that the Jimsphere is shown to be less erratic in aero-

dynamic behavior than the 100-gram balloon and the Jimsphere wind data

provide more stable impact prediction results when applied to the

Aerobee 350 rocket. However, the difference in impact prediction

results are well within the no-wind dispersion of the rocket.

Since there are three T-9 radars, and only one is required for

tracking any one balloon, it is possible to track two balloons (re-

leased six minutes apart) providing data which has six minutes time

variability up to 10,000 feet.

The T-9 has a continuous and automatic readout (analog) of az-

imuth and elevation angles and slant range. The slant range and angle

data are transmitted (analog) to the blockhouse. The data from any

two of the three radar are digitized (two frames/second) and transmit-

ted to the digital computer where they are processed and made avail-

able for ballistic computation.

(4) The GMD/4 and/or AN/FPS-16 will be used for obtaining upper

wind data from 10,000 feet up to approximately 215,000 feet.
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The GMD/4 accepts meteorological and ranging data, prepares it

for Kineplex transmission at selected time intervals by means of a

Meteorological Data Processor, Sonex Type 3703C. Tracking range is

400,000 yards with an accuracy of one yard in slant range. Accuracy

of the azimuth and elevation angles is 0.01 degrees.

The FPS-16 radar was designed specifically for guided missile

range instrumentation, providing highly accurate trajectori data for

evaluation of missile performance. It has accuracy of 0.1 mil both

azimuth and elevation, five yards rmse in range on all targets having

a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 db, either skin or beacon track. Since

the FPS-16 radar have been adapted for real-time data transmission,

and because of the high degree of accuracy in determining the position

of a balloon with time and height, and consequently the resulting

wind velocities, the plan is to incorporate the real. time capability

into the Aerobee 350 system. Hopefully the data processing methods

used will result in mean velocity errors which are less than three

feet/second.

(5) The Data Transmission System at the blockhouse has the ca-

pability of handling wind in components (five levels) from the tower,

and the azimuth and elevation angles and slant range from two T-9's,

all sampled at the rate of two data points per second. Because of

the distance of trarsmission to the computer center, it is more fea-

sible to transmit the data in digital form.
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The system selected for the actual transmission is the Collins

KMneplex Serial/Parallel digital Data Modern (TE-210 D-2), which is

a solid state, full duplex transmitter and receiver capable of a 2400

bits-per-second data rate over a voice bandwidth channel such as wire

line, cable, carrier or microwave.

(6) The principal data analysis and computations are performed

by a high-speed computer which is located at WSMR main computer complex.

The real-time program used will be a modification of the MARK I pro-

gram (3), runs under a priority-controlled monitor which receives the

input data and supervises the operations of the various data proces-

sors. The three major processors are: (1) the tower data processor;

(2) the pibal processor; and (3) the launch angle processor.

The tower data processor maintains a current file of the latest

N (the exact value is determined by a premission input) seconds of data

from the 500-ft. tower. When instructed by the monitor, these data

are edited, averaged, and the quality of these data is assessed. When

poor quality data are detected at a given level, these data are re-

placed by extrapolations or interpolations from adjacent levels.

The pibal data processor receives the data from the T-9 radar,

edits and smooths these data, and then computes the balloon's position

and the wind components.

Launcher settinf are determined after the completion of each pibal

balloon track. These computations may also be performed at any other

times by a command from the computer operator and using updated tower
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or upper wind data. These launcher settings are determined by an

iterative procedure. The wind profile is introduced into a ballistic

model. The point of interest (usually second stage impact) is deter-

mined by numerically integrating the equations of motion. If the

simulated point is not within a prestated tolerance to the desired

point, a new simulation is performed using different launcher settings,

and the iteration is continued until the difference between the de-

sired and simulated poiats is within tolerance.

After the final launcher setting is obtained the model will also

provide the impact of the instrumentation or payload.

In Figure II is shown what is felt to be an ideal countdown for

the Aerobee 350.

CONCLUSION

Even though the current real-time system at WSMR is a proven

system and the foundation for the Aerobee 350 system, the models and

systems can never be expected to provide trajectories which agree

exactly with the impact of an actual flight because of the other un-

certainties in aerodynamics parameters and the general mechanics of

unguided rocket systems. However, a simple fact, and an extremely

important one, is that by designing and refining the ballistic models

and wind measuring systems, onc can minimize the impact prediction

dispersion due to atmospheric effect on the rocket.
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Even though it is felt that the presented countdown c the Aer-

obee 350 is ideal, it may be modified in aiiy way by the r.-Ject and

ballistician in charge to have a successful mission. Also there is

no mention of recycle time in case of extended holds since this will

also be a problem to be solved by the project and ballistician in charge

of the impact prediction.

61
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COUNTDOWN SQ1EDULE

TIME PIBAL RAOB RAWIN ARCAS PERT. INFO.

Prior to GMD 1 Manual Reduction
T-180 of data; ballistic comp.

using weighting factors to
determine likelyhood of
firing.

T-180 lOOK GID/4 only - record in
conputer center on
digital tape

T-l00 215K FPS/16 Only-record at
comp. in real time

T-90 Computer declared Opera-
tional

T-75 10OK GMD/4 only

T-60 Met. check out of comp.

T-45 Met, check out com-
plete; RAOB winds (lOOK)
computed and stored;
ARCAS winds 215-80K
computed and stored

T-45 100 Sr. (T-91l) to 10,000 ft First Impact Pred.
using digital comp. and

T-39 100 gr. (T-9 02) to 101,000 ft full scale model

T-31 100 gr. (T-9 #1) to 15,000 ft

T-24 100 gr. (T-9 #2) to 10,000 ft

T-14 100 Zr. (T-9 I1) to 5,000 ft.

T-10 100 gr. (T-9 #2) to 5,000 ft Rawin complete and stored

T-8 100 gr. (T-9 #1) to 10,000 ft Impact prediction using
full scale ballistics model

T-4 100 gr. (T-9 #2) to 5,000 ft

T-2 Final Launcher Setting

T-1 Pert. Eq. using tower
data, T-3 pibal data, and
wind prediction equations
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METEOROLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
AEROBEE - 350

by

Edward M. D'Arcy

ABSTRACT

This report discusses the optimum wind layer thickness to be

used for the Aerobee - 350. These layers should be small near the

surface (close to the launcher) but can be relatively large at the

top of the profile.

The need for wind data above 100,000 feet is discussod. Results

show that they are needed for the Aerobee - 350.

The advisability of firing the Aerobee - 350 with a real-time

met system is discussed and the conclusion reached that for best

results, such a system should be used.
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INTRODUCTION

For many years the Aerobee - 150 has been fired successfully it

White Sands Missile Range using the field wind-weighting technique.

Now, in response to the dem-qn for higher performance rockets, the

Aerobee - 3S0 is being considered. The 350 model is capable of

placing a much heavier payload to a higher altitude tuan the 150.

From the preliminary study it appears that the Aerobee - 350 will be

a very useful research vehicle. For each new rocket brought to the

range, a study must be made to deternine if the missile can safely be

fired at White Sands. A dispersion analysis has been perfomed for

the Aerobee - 350 (1). Using results from that dispersion analysis,

this report presents some of the meteorological requirements such as:

(1) How fine or ccarse should the wind layers be to give

the desired accuracy in impact?

(2) Will increased accuracy of impact prediction warrant

the use of a rocket to obtain winds above 100,000 feet?

(3) Should the missile be fired with a real-time met system

or will field techniques suffice?

DISCUSSION

Wind Layer Thickness

To determine the layer size to use in measuring winds for

the impact prediction of the Aerobee - 350, data were obtained from
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cinetheodolites at three-foot intervals from ground level to 12,000

feet. These original data were used and then averaged for layers of

24, 51, 99, 198, 498 and 999 feet. These profiles were then applied

in the equations of motion (2) and checked against the three-foot

layers as a standard. It can be seen from Table I that accuracy

declines rapidly as the layer thickness increases. For operational

simplicity one desires the least number of wind layers possibie.

One can see that the 51-foot layers seem to fit these conditions.

Further study shows that if we start with 50-foot layers at the top

of the launcher we can increase them considerably :owards the top of the

profile, as can be noted from the ballistic factors presented in Table II.

The factors are large in the lower layers and decrease toward the top.

There were no large changes due to increased layer thickness in

the profile above 15,000 ft. as can be seen from the second part of

Table I. This could have been expected since from Table II one can

see that by 15,000 ft., 82% of the wind weighting has taken place.

The layer thickness marked Real Time is a variable layer thickness

profile. Table III is a tabulation of layers compiled from this

study.

Winds Above 100,000 Feet

A Rawinsonde is used to obtain wind data to an altitude of about

100,000 feet. If winds above this altitude are to be measured, a

sr.Mall rocket designed for this purpose must be used. Because of the

expens6 involved in hardware and range time, it must be determined

that the increased accuracy in impact prediction warrants the cost.
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TABLE I

Change in Impact Due to Increase in Layer Thickness

Layer X Y AX AY

Thickness (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft)

3 109676 1133293

24 109842 1131807 166 1486

51 109342 1128266 334 5027

99 106407 1125731 3265 7562

198 95474 1122155 14202 11138

498 76223 1126785 33453 6500

999 58714 1135628 50962 2335

Above 15,000 Feet

X(mi) Y(mi) AX(mi) AY(mi)

500 201.2 398.7

1000 201.0 398.9 .2 .2

2000 200.8 399.0 .4 .3

SO00 199.3 399.9 1.9 1.2

Real Time 200.3 399.3 .8 .6
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TABLE II

Ballistic Factors

Height B.F. Height B.F.

4200 0 9040 .0330

4270 .1162 11040 .0467

4340 .0859 14040 .0456

4410 .0739 16540 .0?59

4480 .0548 19040 .0197

4550 .n513 24040 .0281

4640 .0443 29040 .0194

4740 .P399 34040 .0143

4840 .0253 44040 .0203

4940 .0174 54040 .0133

F140 .0118 64040 .0097

5340 .0138 84040 .0114

5540 .0170 104040 .0072

5790 .0204 124040 .0053

6040 .0171 144040 .0035

6290 .0174 164040 .0021

6540 .0151 184040 .0008

7040 .0280

8040 .0435
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TABLE III

Layers For The Aerobee - 350

(Feet MSL)
Tower Rawinsonde

4200 - 4270 14040 - 16540

4270 - 4340 16540 - 19040
4340 - 4410 19040 - 24040

4410 - 4480 24040 - 29040

4480 - 4550 29040 - 34040

34040 - 44040
Pibal 44040 - 54040

4550 - 4640 54040 - 64040

4640 - 4740 64040 - 84040
4740 - 4840 84040 - 104040

4840 - 4940

4940 - 5140 Rocket

5140 - 5340 104040 - 124040

5340 - 5540 124040 - 144040

5540 - 5790 144040 - 164040

5790 - 6040 164040 - 184040

6040 - 6290

6290 - 6540

6540 - 7040

7040 - 0040

8040 - 90A0

9040 - 11040

11040 - 14040
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Naturally, no wind data above 100,000 feet are needed for rockets that

burnout at or below that altitude because the effect on a nonburning

rocket, at these altitudes, is negligible. The Aerobee - 350, however,

burns out between 150,000 and 175,000 feet depending on payload and

launch angle. To determine whether wind data above 100,000 feet are

needed, ten profiles measured during Athena firings were applied to

the 500- and 150-pound payload Aerobee - 350 with a launch angle of

10 from vertical. Table IV shows that there can easily be enough

displacement, especially in the 150-lb payload, to warrant the use

of a rocket for upper winds.

Real-Time Launch

To launch a rocket using a real-time met system costs much more

than the normal field method. This is because a high-speed computer

must be utilized solely for this purpose for several hours. A dis-

persion analysis has been made on the Aerobee - 350 and shows it to

be fairly wind sensitive. The la radius, computed from theoretical

data, for the 150-lb payload is about 30 miles and about 22 miles for

the 500-lb payload. To compute the dispersion, changes were made in

CD, Cn , C. P., Cm , Thrust, Mass, C. G. and moment of inertia. The
a q

r.m.s. value of these changes gives the column in Table V marked "no

wind". The column marked "5-mph, no wind error," shows the influence

of a S-mph wind with the changes. The 10 and 20-mph columns show

what a 5-fps error in a constant base profile of 10 and 20-mph,
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TABLE IV

Effect of Wind Above 100,COO Feet

500-lb Payload 10
Wind X (mi) Y (mi) LX (mi) AY (mi)
No Wind 13.435 0.665
B-O01 9.498 30.612 3.937 .03
B-002 9.852 30.460 3.583 .205

B-003 8.347 30.317 S.C88 .348C-009 9.150 30.731 4.285 .066
D-004 9.112 30.288 4,325 .377
D-OOS 8.577 30.731 4.858 .066
D-Ou6 13.125 30.480 0.310 .185
D-009 9.906 30.327 3.579 .1 3
D-012 30.700 30.229 2.735 .436
D-033 13.072 31.468 O.z6% .803

150-lb Payload 10

No Wind 20.852 
40.192

B-001 13.590 40.888 7.262 .696
B-002 14.300 40.285 6.552. .093
B-003 11.752 39.949 9.100 .243
C-009 13.441 40.624 7.411 .432
D-004 12.824 39.334 8.028 .858
D-OOS 12.324 40.820 8.528 .628
D-006 20.925 40.496 0.073 .304
D-009 14.454 39.941 6.398 .251
D-012 16,10: 39.750 4.751 .442
D-033 20.008 41.789 0.844 1.597
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TABLE V

Radius of lo Dispersion Circle
(mi)

150 lb Payload
(+) errors

5 mph 10 mph 20 mph
Launch No No Wind
Angle Wind Error

1 3.488 3.668 30.780 29.067

2 7.238 7.343 30.644 28.652

3 10.967 11.049 30.839 28.554

4 14.707 14.774 31.358 28.903

5 18.512 18.570 32.257 29.768

C-) Errors

1 3.588 3.598 31.161 29.547

2 7.364 7.376 31.199 29.220

3 11.106 11.114 31.475 29.266

4 14.888 14.894 32.361 29.743

5 18.699 18.704 33,060 30.632

500 lb Payload
(+) Errors

1 2.627 2.754 23.456 21.852

2 5.352 5.426 23.2E4 21.381

3 8.175 8.230 23.244 21.113

4 11.008 11.052 23.506 21.280

5 13.860 13.899 24.035 21.820

(-) Errors

1 2.497 2.527 23.835 22.383

2 5.333 5.347 23.708 21.932
8.123 8.132 23.817 21.806

4 10.956 10.962 24.102 21.964

5 13.800 13.805 24.653 22.469
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combined with the aerodynamic changes, can do. The large dispersion

shown here would seem to necessitate the use of a real-time met system.

CONCLUSIONS

To obtain the desired accuracy and still maintain a small number

of wind layers for operational simplicity, the layers should be small

at the bottom and can become quite large at the top of the profile.

For the Aerobee - 350 it is advised that a rocket be used to

obtain wind data above 100,000 feet for use in the impact prediction.

These measured winds should go co at least 180,000 feet.

Because of the wind sensitivity of the Aerobee - 350, and the

large dispersion area, it is advised that at White Sands Missile Range

it be fired only using a real-time met system.
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DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUES FOR USE ON

t METEOROLOGICAL DATA ABOVE 30 KILOMETERS

by

E. P. AVARA

and

B. T. MIERS

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES LABORATORY
WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NEW MEXICO

ABSTRACT

The FPS-16 tracking systems superimpose undesired oscillations on

the real position data, resulting in rapidly fluctuating successive

position points which are physically unrealistic. A linear digital

M=58filter of the form ' K = M=15 WMQK+MN is applicd separately to each

component to smooth the data. The frequency response is given, and

the data are corrected by a method derived by Eddy et al. (1965).

Atmospheric temperature is measired by use of the STS rocketsonde,

and pressure and density are calculated from these data by use of the

hydrostatic and state equations.
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INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric temperature, pressure, density and wind data derived

from meteorological rocket soundings are used in meteorological re-

search and for military projects requiring a knowledge of strato-

spheric behavior. Detailed wind profiles are often required for com-

puting trajectories for ballistic rockets. A detailed profile of the

atmospheric temperature and density structure is also needed by pro-

jects investigating re-entry problems. This paper will discuss

meteorological data gathered above 30 km.

WIND DATA

Wind data derived from radar tracks of parachutes and spheres

falling th:!ough the atmosphere are used as meteorological support

data by several projects at White Sands Missile Range. This section

will describe the filtering and correction techniques used to derive

these winds.

An FPS-16 radar tracks the sensor and records its position, rela-

tive to the radar, on a magnetic tape at the rate of twenty points per

second. The meteorological wind reduction technique, however, uses only

every other point, or ten points per second. These position points are

specified by time and three space coordinates (slant range, azimuth

angle, elevation angle). A correction for refraction 2nd carth curvalure

is then applied to the position points. A typical wind profile consists
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of about 18,000 data points and yields wind data from 25 km to about

65 km.

As is true with any tracking system, the system itself superimposes

undesired oscillations (noise) on the real position data resulting in

rapidly fluctuating successive position points which are physically

unrealistic. To help compensate for this feature, a linear digital

filter (Equ. 1) in the form of a weighted running average over 117

points (11.7 seconds) is applied separately to each component (slant

range, azimuth angle, elevation angle).

M=58)T = 1 58WMQKM (1)) M=-58(1

where WM is the value of the Mth weight, QK+Il is the (K+M)th unsmoothed

value of a coordinate, and qK is the Kth smoothed value of the coor-

dinate. The weights are symmetrically centered about WO(WN = W.N) and

are shown in Figure 1. Assuming the unsmoothed coordinate values may be

represented by a sum of sinusoidal oscillations of various amplitudes,

phases and frequencies, a frequency response (ratio of the amplitude of

a sinusoidal wave in the smoothed data to the amplitude of the same wave

in the unsmoothed data) may be calculated (Equ. 2). This will give the

effect of the filter on the data.

M=58
R(f) = [ W1 cos _ for 0 f Ssec - 1  (2)

M=-58
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where R(f) is the frequency response at f .aency f. The frequency re-

sponse of this filter is shown in Figure 2. The fitter essentially

eliminates oscillations which have frequencies gxeater than 0.3 sec
"1

(periods less than three seconds), Figures 3, 4 and 5 show typical

samples of the first differences in the smoothed and unsmoothed values

of slant range, azimuth and elevation angles at an increment of 0.1

second.

The first and second derivatives of each coordinate are approxi-

mated by equations (3) and (4).

QK = 5 (QK+l - QK-I )  (3)

QK = 0 (QK+1 - 2QK + K-1)  (4)

where QK, QK, and QK are the Kth values of the smoothed coordinate

and its first and second derivatives, respectively. A transformation

of coordinates is performed which gives position, velocity and accelera-

tion data in terms of components oriented north-south (y), east-west (x),

and normal to the surface of the earth (z). The acceleration values of

each component fluctuate excessively and are physically unacceptable.

Ten weights are used to filter these data and are derived from

Equation 5,

9
AK I W AKOM (5)

m=O
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where AK is the Kth value of the smoothed acceleration data, IV, is the

Mth weight, and AKIOM is the (K-lOM)th value of the unsmoothed

acceleration data of one of the components. Lnsnoothed values one

second apart instead of a tenth of a second apart are used in the

smoothing. The amplitude of the frequency response may be calculated

from equations 6, 7 and 8.

IR*(f) = (C[f] 2 + S[f]) 1 / 2  (6)

9
C(f) = I I cos (2 TfM) (7)

M=O

9
S(f) = I wIj sin (27rf14) (8)

M=l

for 0 f f ! 0.5 sec-1 where IR*(f)I is the m&gnitude of the frequency

response at frequency f. The weights are shown in Figure 6 and

IR*(f)] in Figure 7.

Another error of the system must be corrected, namely the sensor's

ability to respond to the actual wind. The rnzer the sensor falls,

the less likely it will respond to the actual wind. In other words,

small-scale wind oscillations will have little effect on the sensor,

while those with longer periods will b, observed with greater accuracy.

Therefore, the wind sensor itself becomes a time, varying filter applied

to the wind data. Eddy et al. (1965) designid a correction technique

which theoretically eliminates this effect (Equ. 9).

'-- XKZKK 2K x9- (9)
K631
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where XK, XK, XK, ZK, an K are the Kth values of the east-west wind

component, sensor velocity, sensor acceleration, sensor vertical velocity,

and sensor vertical acceleration, respectively, and g the gravity con-

stant. An analogous equation is also applied to the north-south com-

ponent. ZK is always assumed to be zero. This correction technique has

been experimentally verified by Kays and Olsen (1966). Typical north-

south and east-west wind component profiles in final filtered and cor-

rected form are shown in Figure 8.

TEMPERATURE, PPRESSURE AND DENSITY DATA

Atmospheric temperature is the other variable measured by the

meteorological rocket systems. The method of reduction, some of the

characteristics of individual soundings, and the method of computation of

pressure and density will be discussed in this section.

Figure 9, a typical GID-1 receiver and TMQ-5 recorder record,

shows the preflight check of recorder sensitivity and calibration, the

recorder ordinate corresponding to the reference resistance, and the

recorder ordinates corresponding to the values of the thermistor

resistance and the reference resistance during flight (Ballard 1967).

Figure 10 is typical of the temperature data transmitted by the STS-l

instrument. Some significant features of this record are (1) rocket

launch accompanied by a 130C cooling caused by an adiabatic expansion

of the air within the nose cone, (2) rapi6 temperature rise to 800C

followed by a cooling to 700C, (3) instrument expulsion at 73 km altitude
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with apogee at 74 km, and (4) the fall rate then increased to a maximum

of 325 m sec- 1 at 69 km and then decreased to 170 m sec "1 at 65 km and

furthered decreased to 120 m sec - 1 at 60 km and 70 m sec- 1 at 50 km.

These fall velocities are important when a correction is applied to the

data to account for aerodynamic heating. Typical temperature corrections

are 6.20C at 65 km, 3.80C at 60 km, 2.20C at 55 km and 1.10C at 50 km.

Electrical power dissipated across the thermistor is usually about

3PW, and the resulting temperature increase of the thermistor due to

ohmic heating is less than 0.2°C (Ballard 1967). The effect of solar

radiation on the thermistor is eliminated by using the lowest values of

the recorder ordinates. (Clark and McCoy, 1965).

Since the temperature data are recorded on a strip chart, it is

necessary to select only a few data points which are representative of

the record from the infinite number available. (Work is now progressing

on a method to digitize the temperature data.) Instantaneous ordinate

values are chosen as data points at inflection points of the record. An

ordinate tolerance of + 20C is imposed upon the data and is determined

from the curves of recordcr ordinate vs thermistor resistance vs tem-

perature. For example an ordinate value of 60 might correspond to a

temperature of - 220C. An increase in temperature of 20C would corre-

spond to a thermistor resistance of 180K ohms and an ordinate value

of 6.5. Therefore ordinate values selected as temperature levels in this

region of the trace will vary at least 1.5 ordinates.
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Pressure and density values are computed using the temperature

data described above and the hydrostatic and state equations. The

hydrostatic equation

dp = - gdz (10)

is modified by substituting from the equation of state

dp = - p dz (11)

RT

where T is the virtual temperature. Equation (11) is then integrated

with the limits p0(a radiosonde pressure level at height Zo) and p1

(a desired upper pressure level corresponding to height Z1) yielding

in final form equation (13).

f f I 1 dz (12)
Po P R zo T"

Pl exp R T (13)
;r H

where Rt = R the gas constant for dry air and I the mean virtual tem-

perature (OK) through the layer (Z1 - Zo) or as in this case the equally

weighted mean temperature cfthe layer. The computation is reiterated

with each succeeding calculated pressure (pl) and height (Zl) at the

top of the layer becoming the new p0 and Z to the maximum height.0

The density is then computed using equation (14) the measured temperature

(T) and the computed pressure (p) (Thiele 1961).

P --. - (14)e RIT 634equation of state.64
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